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ABSTRACT

The first chapter deals with the origin of the joint business
family/&nd how it has been distinguished from a partnership

firm right from the early sastric law till the Indian
Partnership Act, 1932, expressly excluded it from being
a partnership under the Act. This leads us to the next
chapter which deals with the incidents of such firms and
its relation with other property, if any, of the family.

a
Here it is shown that though it might be/major asset of 
the family, the joint family business is just one of the 
many forms of joint family property that a family might 
possess. Hence a study of the manager of a joint family 
property became necessary. But it is seen that exigencies 
of trade had forced courts to make some changes as to the 
law of joint family property. This in turn resulted in 
wider powers to the manager who already had much more 
power than a partner in a partnership firm.

This brings us to an area of major problem - the 
law relating to acquisition of joint family property. The 
sastric law was clear that a man could make separate 
acquisition for himself inspite of being in a joint-family. 
This was put into effect by the Hindu Gains of Learning 
Act, 1930. But this helped the manager, whose fiduciary 
obligation was to act for the benefit of the family, to 
make acquisitions for himself and his close family members, 
sometimes at a cost to the joint family. This resulted 
into a situation where it became difficult to ascertain
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which acquisition was a personal one and which was a joint 
family one. The next three chapters deals with this
problem and how it was tackled by the Courts, pointing
out the flaws in the judgments and suggesting means of 
tackling the law.

The levying of income tax on such business firms 
is the subject of the next chapter. The chapter traces 
out when and how the joint family was taxed first and how 
the law developed over the years with clarifications of 
statutory provisions. It also shows how these provisions 
compare with those of individuals and partnerships and the 
apparent disadvantage of the Hindu joint family if the 
provisions were applied as it is.

This necessitated the manager acting for the 
benefit of the family, and the family is benefited if less
tax is paid. This is done by the manager by use of the
law of acquisition, bogus partition, both full and partial, 
use of the doctrine of blending and forming partnership 
firms. The next chapter deals with this situation showing, 
with examples, how they take place, and reviewing judicial 
decisions, checking on the attitude of the judiciary to such 
a problem. The efforts of the Legislature to plug these 
loopholes and their effect is also discussed. The chapter 
also shows how the manager, with his wide discretionary 
powers, can use these methods to gain himself and some 
members against the other members of the family.

The law regarding insolvency of a Hindu joint 
family firm provides another reason why the Manager of a
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Hindu joint family would choose to form a registered 
partnership or a private limited company. The ninth 
chapter discusses this in detail comparing the position 
of a coparcener with that of a partner of a partnership 
firm.

The next chapter deals with the effect of the
Estate-Duty Act, 1953* It traces out the origin of the
Estate-Duty Act and discusses the nature of such a duty
with emphasis on the provisions pertaining to the levying
of Estate Duty on the undivided interest of a coparcener,
showing how this also attempts to penalise the Hindu joint
family member and the attempts by the Manager to lessenthe
the burden through/forming of registered partnership 
concerns.

The harmful effect of these manoeuvres by the 
Manager on the Hindu joint family in general and on the 
joint family business in particular, and recommendations 
with the help of which the judiciary and the legislature 
can make a joint effort to resolve this anomalous situation 
to the benefit of both the revenue and the family forms the 
substance of the concluding two chapters.
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PREFACE
x.

Among the many valuable and comprehensible 
treatments of the subject of Hindu law, there appears 
to be no legal treatise devoted to the problems of the 
Hindu trading family in view of the current Indian taxing 
statutes. The book by D.D. Seth and S.C. Manchanda:
Hindu Undivided Families, Hindu Law of Coparceners Property 
and Income Tax Law, (Allahabad 1972), is an extremely weak 
attempt in this regard. It is in fact a digest of the 
existing legal and statutory positions. There is hardly 
any attempt to critically analyse why the legal position 
is what it is and what should be done in an effort to solve 
the problems. For example, there has been no attempt to 
show how the joint family firm originated and when and why 
the Courts started distinguishing this type of firms from 
ordinary partnership firms. In fact the distinction between 
JFF and partnership firm is dealt with in less than a page! 
Again, when dealing with the vexed question of acquisition, 
the book contains just extracts of judgments of the Supreme 
Court and various High Courts on the leading cases without 
any comments. The comment that can be seen interspread 
in the book is: ’’The law is well settled on this point,”
i.e., according to them there is no problem at all! The 
book is divided into 3 chapters - and two of the chapters 
(Chapters I & II) are verbatim reproduction of chapters VUI&IX
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of Principles of Hindu Law by M.N. Srinvasan (1969 ed.)!
This is probably because this edition of Srinvasan’s Hindu
Law was edited by the same authors along with a few others.
The same can also be said of the book, Hindu Law of
Partition and Income-Tax Law (Allahabad, 1972), by the
same authors. Both these books can at-best be described as
case books on the subject.

From the economists point of view there has been
an attempt to study the problem by I.S. Gulati and K.S.
Gulati in their book The Undivided Hindu Family - A Study
of its Tax Privileges. (New York, 1962). They have come

joint family
to the conclusion that a /  is in a privileged position
with respect of income-tax as compared to an individual
taxpayer and have recommended that a HUF should be treated
as a registered firm. But their study does not contain
any legal exposition of the matter. In fact, not a single
case law has been mentioned! On the other hand, as they
have said in their preface, the data on which they built
their estimates were the published figures of the number
and income of the families assessed to income-tax on the
one hand, and of the amount actually collected in income-
tax, on the other. I.S. Gulati followed this up in a
couple of articles in later years but the treatment was similar.

That a joint family system has still got some
thing good to offer has been recognised in recent years 
by sociologists both at home and abroad. They have also 
come to the conclusion that in spite of the tremendous 
impact of industrialisation and urbanisation, the joint
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family still holds sway albeit in a different way.
However, for the last decade and a half this system has 
been under constant criticisms, from economists in 
particular, on the allegation that it acts as a source 
of tax avoidance. In 1971* the Direct Taxes Enquiry 
Committee accepted this criticism and in its Report 
suggested corrective steps. In subsequent years they 
have been incorporated in the Indian Income tax Act of 
1961. But will they solve the problems?

An attempt has been made in this thesis to 
study in depth the law relating to the Hindu Joint Family 
business, analysing the causes of the problems that face 
these families today and how they have been compounded by 
the legislations and various judicial pronouncements, 
and suggesting an equitable solution which maintains the joint 
family on the one hand as well as erases the problem of tax 
avoidance on the other hand.
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CHAPTER 1 

THE ORIGIN OF THE HINDU FAMILY FIRM

1. The Hindu Joint Family1 -

1.1 Who may constitute

The joint family is the characteristic Hindu way
of life and form of property ownership. It is patrilineal

2and tends to be patriarchal.
A ”joint Hindu family” under the Hindu law (as 

distinguished from a ’’H.U.F."^ under the Income-tax Act or 
a ”Hindu coparcenary”̂  under the Hindu law) consists of all 
persons lineally descended, however remotely, from a common 
ancestor and includes the wives and unmarried daughters of

1. For a detailed discussions on the Hindu Joint Family and 
its incidents, see:
Derrett: IMHL, pp. 244-364.
Mulla: Hindu Law (l4th ed., 1974), pp. 261-454. 
Srinivasan: Hindu Law (4th ed., 1969)# PP* 736-846. 
Raghavachariar: Hindu Law (4th ed., I960), pp. 238-291.
For a critical study of the Hindu Joint Family, see: 
Derrett: CMHL, pp. 52-121.
For a historical study, see:
Derrett: ’’The History of the Juridical Framework of the 
Joint Hindu Family” in Contributions to Indian Sociology 
6, 1962, pp. 17-47 = RLSI, Ch. 12.

2. Derrett: Encyclopedia Americana (i960) - India - 14.
Law - p. 27n.

3 . See infra, p. 3*
4. For this see IMHL §§• 404-411, pp. 248-253.



*5the male members. It also includes the widows and unmarried 
daughters of the deceased male members. A daughter, however, 
ceases to be a member of her father's family on marriage 
and becomes a member of her husband's family.^ A Hindu 
family thus does not consist of male members only.^ It may 
even consist of one male member and one female member, e.g., 
brother and unmarried sister or son and the mother provided

othe females are entitled either to a share or to maintenance, 
or it may even consist of two or more surviving females only, 
e.g., two or more widows, two or more unmarried daughters, 
unmarried daughter and mother, mother-in-law and daughter-

Qin-law. In his IMHL, Prof. Derrett has summarised who 
could be members of a Hindu joint family. He lists them 
in the following order:

5. Dasrath Rao v. Ramachandra Rao, AIR 1951 Bom 14); C.I.T. 
v. Laxminarayan /i9^5/ 59 Bom 618, N. V. Narendranath
v. C.. .T. AIR 1970 SC 14, Vedathanni v. C.I.T. (l933)
I.T.R. 10 (S.B.)

6 . Sabitri v. F. A. Savi AIR 1953 Pat 306, 347, R. B. Inden, 
Marriage and Rank in Bengali Culture (Berkeley, 1976); 
Banerjee: Hindu law of marriage & Stridhan , Edn, 5,
p. 506.

7. Kalyanji Vithaldas v. C.I.T. (1937) ITR 90 (P.C.); 
Melagjrjyyappa v. Lalithamma, AIR 19ol Mys. 152.

8 . Sitabai v. Ramchandra AIR 1970 S.C. 343; C.I.T. v.
Laxminarayana, supra; Melagirlyyappa v. Lalithamma, supra.

9. Draupadi v. Vikram AIR 193B Nag 423; C.I.T., U.P. & C.P. 
v. Sanwan Kumar1945 ITR 361.



"(i) the coparceners; (ii) their mothers or 
step-mothers; (iii) their wives, even if 
separated from them-by agreement or decree;
(iv) their unmarried daughters; (v) the widows 
and-unmarried daughters of coparceners who died 
in a state of jointness with at least one other 
coparcener; (vi) their illegitimate sons by 
permanently-kept-concubines; (vii) by consent 
of all coparceners competent to give consent 
(there being no male coparcener), the illegiti
mate daughters of the same; and (viii) married 
daughters whose husbands by custom of the caste 
take up permanent residence in the parent-in- law's home. " 10

The legal definition of a joint family for revenue 
purposes differs from that which we have in mind at Hindu 
law, since many revenue statutes provide for the assess
ment of "Hindu undivided families (HUP) " . 11 An undivided
family in this sense can consist of a man, his wife and 

12daughters, or even of two widows of former coparceners, 
provided that the property was originally coparcenary pro
perty and remains the principal means of livelihood for the 
family.1-̂ "The definition, which we may call the revenue 
definition, is directed simply to determining in which 
category income or expenditure should be assessed, and 
does not provide a correct description of the group as a 
social entity."1^

10. IMHL, §§398, pp. 244-45.
11. V. Venugopala v. Union of India /19697 2SCWR 739; 

T;t :oT v, feachulal /lgfoV/ Y S c W  14.
12. N. V. Narendranath v. C.W.T., supra.
13. CMHL, p. 55.
14. Ibid.



1.2 Nature of Joint Hindu Family

The joint and undivided family is the normal
l'Scondition of Hindu society and the presumption is that

every such family is joint not only in estate but also in
food and worship.1^ In the absence of proof of division,
such is the legal presumption.1^ But though a Hindu family
is presumed to be joint (in food, worship and estate) there
is no presumption that it possesses joint property or any
property at all; this has to be shown by affirmative 

10
evidence. In fact the existence of joint estate is not
an essential requisite to constitute a joint family, and
there may be a joint family without its being possessed of 

19any property, e.g., where brothers live together in a
rented house, depending on the income of one or more of
them. The reason is that Hindus get a joint family status
by birth and the joint family property is only an adjunct

20of the joint family. The chord that knots the members of

15* See supra f.n. 2.
16. Indranarayan v . Roopnarayan Ẑ -9717 ISCWR 764; Bhagwan 

v. Reoti AtR 196£ SC 287, fcuSimabai v. Laxminarayan 
/T960/2 SCR 253; Sri Raghunadha v. Brozokishore (1876)
3. 1.A.154.

17. Neekisto Deb v. Beer Chander (1869) 12 M.I.A. 523* 540; Naragunti v. Vengama (1861) 9 M.I.A. 66, 92, Rewan Prasad 
v. Radha (1846) 4 M.I.A. 137* 168; State Bank of T'ravancore 
v. A. Kunju AIR 1971 SC 996.

18. Rukhmabai v. Laxminarayana, supra; Ram Gopal v. Mohanlal 
ATR I960 Punj. 22b, Bhagwan v . Reoti, supraT Nisar Ahmad 
v. Mohan AIR 1949 PC 204, Ram Narain v. Purnea Banking 
Corporation AIR 1953 Pat. llO.

19. Indranarayan v. Roopnarayan, supra; Mohanlal v. Ramdayal 
16 Luch 708; Janaki Ram v. Nagamoni AIR 1926 Mad. 273.

20. Janaki Ram v. Nagamoni, supra; CMHL§§ 8l.



the family is not property but the relationship. From the 
fact that members (e.g., father and son) of a joint Hindu
family were joint in food and worship, no presumption

21arises that they held joint family property. But though
possession of joint family property is not necessary for
constitution of a joint Hindu family, yet where a joint
family possesses any joint estate, and the members of the
family become separate in estate, the family ceases to be
joint. Mere severance in food and worship does not operate

22as a disruption of the family.
A member of a coparcenary can separate himself 

from the other members of the coparcenary and is on separa
tion entitled to have his share in the property of the joint 
family ascertained and partitioned off for him. The remain
ing coparceners, without any special agreement among them
selves, may continue to be coparceners and to enjoy as
members of a joint Hindu family what remained after such a

23partition of the family property. ^ But no member of a
joint Hindu family can separate himself from one member of

24the family and remain joint with others. He is either a
member of the joint family or he is not; he cannot be

23joint with some and separate from others. No individual 
member of the mitakshara coparcenary can claim before

21. Kamalakant Gopalji v. Madavji AIR 1935 Bom. 343*
22. Ganesh Putt v. Jewah /T90V 31 Cal 262 (P.O.); also see, 

Shri Narain v. Ram tiarain AIR 1934 All 704; Shyamlal Roy 
v. Madhusudan Roy, AIR 1959 Cal 380.

2 3. Palani Ammal v. Muthuvenkatacharla AIR 1925 PC 49; Jang 
Bahadur v. frej Bahadur AIR 1926 Oudh 133; M. Ramireddi v. 
M. Venkateswara Reddy /J971/ 1 And. W.R. 30?.

24. Indranarayan v. Roopnarayan, supra.
2 5. Ibid.
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partition (in which he participates) that he owns a certain
p / Tdefinite share either of the corpus or of its income.

The rights of a coparcener are (i) to be maintained; (ii) 
to demand partition and an account of the state of the 
family property, (iii) to become manager if the managership 
is vacant and no coparcener effectively objects; (iv) to 
alienate (in South India only) in effect his undivided 
interest in the joint family property; and (v) to take, so 
long as he remains undivided, by survivorship (as far as 
the HSA, 1956 provides) so much of the interests of deceased 
coparceners as will serve proportionately to increase his
presumptive share, which will become ascertained for the

27first time at partition. ' Thus, as observed by the Privy 
Council, there is community of interest and unity of posses
sion among all the members of the family, and upon death of 
any one of them the others may well take by survivorship 
that in which they had during the deceased’s lifetime a

28common interest and a common possession.

2. Joint Hindu family firm

2.1 Sanskrit texts relating to joint family acquisitions 
in agriculture, business (trade).

The Sanskrit texts on the joint family firm are

26. Appovier v. Rama (1866) 11 M.I.A. 75*
27. IMHL §§408, p. 250.
28. Katama Nachiar v. Raja of Shivagunga (1865) 9 M.I.A.$43, 615"



extremely meagre. However, there are certain texts relating 
to Joint family acquisitions in agriculture, commerce, etc. 
from which inference can be drawn as to the existence of 
such firms. From all of them taken together, whatever 
their relative age, it is clear that the need to reward 
an acquirer by giving him an extra share is countered by 
the opposite desire not to advantage one member when all 
contribute in different ways.

Katyayana states:2^ "The grandfather1s property, 
the fatherfs property and whatever else is acquired by 
themselves (with joint efforts)^° - all these are divided 
when there is a partition between co-heirs (or co
parceners) .n

-31Commenting on this Jaganatha observes:^
"At present, if all the coheirs, being destitute 
of learning, acquire wealth, Jointly or severally, 
by agriculture or the like, since all would be 
entitled as acquirers to double allotments, equal 
partition is therefore proper, and the greater or 
less share in the acquisition should not be 
investigated .... The same could be understood 
in respect of all undivided coheirs, even though 
Joint property have not been used."
Manu states "But if all are without learning and

the property is gained by their effort, the division in such
cases should be equal for it is not ancestral - such is the
rule."

Commenting on this Bharuci observes:^ "By

2 9. P. V. Kane: Katyayanasmriti on Vyavahara (1933 ed.), 
p. 296, v. 840.

3 0. Emphasis provided.
51. Colebrooke!s Digest III vol. (1801 ed.), p. 587.
32. Manu IX 205 quoted in Bharuci's Commentary on the 

Manusmriti - Vol. II by Derrett (l£Y5 ed.; p. l$?-59*
33. Ibid., this is also quoted with approval in the Vyavahara- 

mayukha by V. N. Mandlik (1880 ed.) p. 70.



their effort” means’by their labour", i.e. through agri-
34culture and the like. If all; have made effort the

partition should be on an equal basis - one should not
have recourse to a method of division relying on the
merits of the individuals.”

The whole purpose of joint living and earning
is defeated by niggling over who earned what and when.

Again in verse IX.215, Manu states:^ "If 
36there is a joint concern^ amongst undivided brothers the 

father shall never give an unequal share in it".
This verse clearly underlines the fact that Manu 

acknowledged the existence of a joint family concern among 
brothers irrespective of ancestral capital.

Brihaspati lays down:^ Vhatever has been
30

acquired by all together, in that property they all have 
equal shares. Their sons, whether unequal or equal (in 
number), are declared (to be) heirs of the shares of their 
(respective) fathers."

Yajnavalkya s t a t e s “in cases where the 
common stock undergoes an increase, an equal division is 
ordained."

54. Emphasis provided.
55* Supra f.n. 32, p. 265.
3 6. Emphasis provided.
37. Brihaspati XXV. 14 quoted in Jolly’s S.B.E. 33* P* 372.
3 8. Emphasis provided.
3 9. v. 120; V. N. Mandlik: The Yajnavalkya Smriti (1880 ed.)

p. 215.
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2loExplaining this Vijnanesvara comments:
"Among unseparated brothers if the common stock be 
improved or augmented by any one of^°^a  ̂ them by agricul
ture, commerce or similar means, an equal distribution 
nevertheless takes place; and a double share is not allotted 
to the acquirer."

This extreme construction, putting a great 
premium on jointness, is, however, not accepted by most
of the other commentators. We have seen above that Bharuci

*maintained that the effort must be made by "all".
Brihaspati also requires that the acquisition should be

-ft-ftmade "by all together", and Katyayana, as clarified by
Jagannatha, insists on "joint efforts" for the acquisition.
The Daya-Krama Sangraha quoted Katyayana*s text and 

41observed:
"2. "And anything else": the particle "and" is 
here connected with "themselves"; therefore from 
the use of this particle which occurs in the 
expression "and acquired by themselves", the 
acquisition of another is also to be understood: 
provided however such acquisition have been made 
through the joint stock, or by /Joint/ personal 
labour.

40. Mitakshara I. IV. 31.
40(a). Emphasis provided.
41. Ch.IV. Sec I., v. 2-5, reproduced in Setlur*s Collection, 

Part II., p. 135*
* See fn. 34, p. 8 .
** See fn. 38, p. 8 .
*** See fn. 29, p. 7-



3. Consequently, the acquirer has two shares of 
wealth which has been acquired by the expenditure 
of the joint stock, and the rest have only one 
share each. So Vyasa says: "Whatever wealth a
man gains with the aid of the * patrimony, by valour 
and the like, the brothers are sharers therein.
To him must be allotted two shares, and the 
remainder should be made equal sharers".
4. "To him": that is, the acquirer, and this is 
reasonable;•for the acquisition is made on the 
part of the acquirer both by the use of the common 
property, and by personal labour; but on the part 
of the rest, simply by means of the joint stock.
5. In like manner, when an acquisition is made
by two persons: by the personal laboir of the one,
and by the means of the wealth and of the personal
labour of the other, then the acquirer by means of 
personal labour alone, has one share, and the
acquirer by wealth and labour, has two shares,by parity of reasoning."
Prom the above it is clear that the commentator

does not prefer Vijnanesvara’s interpretation, and is content
with an elaborate, though quite equitable doctrine which fits
back with a concept of joint enterprises - unless in fact such
division would arise only at an eventual partition. Still it
does not make for happy relationships. This will be discussed

42further later. Vasistha says: "If one of the brothers has
gained something by his own labour, he shall only receive a
double share (in it.)". Commenting on this the Vivadaratnakara 

4^states: J "If among brothers one with the aid of the common

42. Vasistha XVII. 51 quoted in Kane H.D. Ill p. 581; Colebrooke,s 
Digest, Book V, Ch. V, Sec. 2, v. CCCLVT.

43. Vivadaratnakara Ch. VII, quoted in Setlurfs Collection, 
Part II, p. 188.



estate acquires wealth by agriculture, etc., then he takes 
two shares and the rest one share each."

The Madana Pa/ijata, commenting on the above quoted
It Itpassage of Yajnavalkya observes: "The meaning is that

if the united wealth is increased by agriculture, trade, 
etc., then the shares of all are equal, and two shares should 
not be given to the acquirer." This seems to be the only 
text which tends to support Vijnanesvara1s view.

However, in all the above passages, there is an 
acknowledgement of the existence of joint family pursuits 
where either the joint family funds are used or joint labour 
of all the male members of the family is required.

It is also evident that no resolution was arrived 
at between two possible solutions, an indecision that held 
seeds of modern problems.

Let us suppose that a trading-caste family 
inherited land and capital. The grandsons on the death of 
the grandfather remaining undivided in law might in fact be 
disunited in sentiment. The sons of son A might trade 
abroad frequently and contribute over a period of years 
1000 units to the joint coffers. The sons of son B might 
trade mainly at home and venture abroad infrequently, so 
contributing 500 units. When a partition takes place two 
solutions can be suggested:

1. The sons of A and the sons of B take collec
tively 1500 units, sharing them as they share their ancestral 
land, etc., equally.

44. Madana Parjjata, quoted in Setlur's Collection, Part II, 
p. 540.
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2. The sons of A take a double share in their 
acquisitidnsand the sons of B likewise.

In solution (l) if the sons of A are five in 
number - likewise the sons of B, each takes 150 units.

In solution (2) sons of A take 2/3 of 1000 and 
sons of B take 2/3 of 500.
Each son of A takes 2/15 of 1000 + 1/15 of 500 = 133.3 + 33*316 6.6
Each son of B takes 2/15 of 500 + 1/15 of 1000 = 66 .6 + 6 6 .6133.2

The resulting inequality is more complicated if we 
agree that if the earnings of any branch of the family, or 
any individual (!) were unequally financed by the ancestral 
capital, relative to (a) personal labour and/or (b) private 
funds, the proportions in each case would vary.

Equitable this is, but the other solution, i.e. 
that equal shares obtain irrespective of effort or merit, 
has the advantage that it preserves the harmony of the 
family and discourages partition.

The Sastra never arrived at a basic harmony of 
these solutions and we may safely conjecture that the pub
lic favoured the Vijnanesvaxa approach (solution 1), even 
if inequitable (unrighteous) sharing resulted. There is 
a long sequel to this situation.

On the subject of management of joint family firm 
the texts are silent.

2.2 Its origin in Anglo-Hindu law

In Hindu law a joint family trade is a species of
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45ancestral joint property ^ in which every member of a
Mitakshara joint family acquires by birth an interest, in
the same way as in other kinds of property: they become
not only coparceners but also co-partners of the trading
firm. The undivided members of a joint family may by

46common consent start a new business and thereby clothe it 
with the character of joint family property. The mere cir
cumstance that one or more coparceners are carrying on a 
certain business does not make it a joint family business; 
but where the coparceners are joint and the joint family 
assets are devoted to finance the business and all the 
coparceners take an active interest in its management, the
firm becomes a joint family business. This was held by the

47Sind and Madras High Courts in Detaram v. Vishindas 1 and
48Lakshmiah v. Offl. Assignee, Madras, respectively. The

joint ownership so created between the male issue is not an
ordinary partnership arising out of a contract, but a family

49partnership created by the operation of law. * The interest 
of the family in the partnership passes by survivorship, 
and the partners are liable to account on the same prin
ciples and to the same extent, as in respect of their

50management of any other portion of the property.

45. Joti Pershad v. Hiralal AIR 1929 Lah 559* 560; Ramlochan Ram v. HaiSEa All"lJGCTPat 271; Modi v. Chhotubhai AlR 
1552 Guj bb; Baij Nath v. Ram Gopal AIR 1939 Cal. 92.

46. Mewa Ram v. Ram Gopal AIR 1926 All 337; Gauri Shankar v.
Kesjhab’Ueo AHTT529 All 148.

47. AIR 1928 Sind 57.
48. AIR 1930 Mad 776.
49. Gulab Chand v. Manni Lai (19^1) 16 Luck 302, Baij Nath v. 

Ram Gopal, supra.
50. See Mayne’s Hindu Law and Usage - (7th ed, 1906), p. 384.



The existence of the joint family firm in the Anglo-Hindu 
law can be traced back to the early nineteenth century.
The Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Courts of Calcutta, Bombay,
Madras and Gujarat have, in a number of cases, acknowledged 
the existence of such firms.

In 1823, Grant and Gowan J.J. of the Madras Sudr 
Udalut, in Bairy Cundappah Chitty v. Bairy Kristnamah Chitty^1 

observed:
"The claim by the Plaintiffs (now respondents) K 
and J was preferred against their uncles V and C 
(now appellants), and their cousin S to recover
one-fourth of the following property, viz., .....
They claimed this sum on the ground that it formed 
a joint Estate acquired chiefly through the exer
tions of their father P, assisted by his four 
brothers. They admit that their common ancestor 
died insolvent, but allege that his debts were dis
charged out of the profits of the joint trade of 
their uncles, and that being minors at the period 
of their father P's death ...., V and C conducted 
the management of their common dealings until the 
year 1814-15# when they quarrelled with their 
uncles, the defendants, who, giving them 55 
Pagodas to trade with and a house to reside in, 
extorted an unjust agreement from them calculated 
to divest them of their title of the family 
Estate. o .... The Court of Sudr Udalut
having maturely considered the record, are of 
opinion, that it was proved by general evidence 
and even by that adduced by the Appellant himself, 
that the parties lived together as an united family 
till four or five years after the death of P, in 
the year 1809-10, and as there was no formal 
separation of interests; the presumption clearly 
is that the trade carried on by the give brothers 
was a joint and common concern. In the absence of

51. Decrees in Appeal Suits Determined in the Court of Sudr 
Udalut, Madras, 1805-1826, 1823, p. 272.



proof that there was a separation of interests 
between the members of the family, or that the 
property now in possession of the Appellant was 
his sole acquisition, independent of funds or 
other aid afforded by his brothers, it is clear 
that according to Hindoo law, the Respondents, the 
sons of P are entitled to a share of that property, 
and the question for decision is its amount.”
In 1845, the Calcutta Sudder Dewanny in Ramkoomar

v. Taramunny^2 and Rogonath Ray v. Muddun Mohan^ made
observations about these firms. In the first case, Gordon
J. observes:

”The facts of the case as stated by the appellants 
are these. The father, of R, RI, and the defendant 
B were full brothers and in partnership. The branch 
of the business that was carried on at Nusserbad, 
was managed by B.” In the second case, the Judges 
observed: ”R and P, sons of J, commenced business
with joint funds. R died leaving three sons, who, 
with P remained joint sharers. C, R's second son, 
died leaving one son, Rl, who held jointly with
others......  The record of this case clearly
establishes that the defendant ... was acknowledged, 
for a course of years, by the plaintiffs as manager 
on their part, and his acts must be considered as 
binding on them.”

A similar observation was also made by Barlow and Mills J. J.
S4in Akloo Sahoo v. Bheenak Sahoo.

In Kudlaveerapah v. Kudla Siddalingapah, Hooper 
and Strange J. J. stated:

52. Decisions of the S.D.A., Calcutta 1845, p. 191.
53. Ibid, p. 468.
54. Ibid., 1853, P. 341.
55* Decisions of Sudr Udalut, Madras, 1853# P* 8 9.



"The present Appellants sued in the Original 
Suit for the recovery of Rs 10,000 being Rs 5,000 
principal, and equal interest on account of two 
out of the four shares of family property withheld 
from them by the Defendant (Respondent) the 
undivided brother of the first plaintiff and of 
the deceased father of the second, third and 
fourth plaintiffs, as well as another party 
who has demised.

"The claim was supported by two documents,
A and B ...., A being an account of sums advanced 
to Defendant by his late father for carrying on a 
cloth trade, the proceeds of which or the property 
now in dispute, and B a document executed by the 
Defendant .... setting forth the value of the 
property in his possession .... and promising a 
division thereof on condition that the other 
three brothers should also divide the family 
property held by them .... "

This seems to be evidence of a trading family (lingayats)
where members traded independently with slices of capital
advanced by the manager. Prof. Derrett has referred to

C  ZT
such a case, Ramayya v. Kolanda, in his article "The
Supreme Court and Acquisition of Joint Family Property",-^
where he observed:

"Here was no case of a coparcener being sent out 
with some joint family assets with the injunction 
to do his best with them, and then making his for
tune and refusing to allow the others to share in 
it; on the contrary, each coparcener was allowed, 
according to Gaundan custom, to manage his own 
individual share of the joint estate, and to 
accumulate his own proportion of the profits or 
savings. Common and mutual accountability was

56. AIR 1939 Mad 911. 
51. (I960) 62 Bom LR (J) 51, 6 3.



not found part of the custom, but the joint 
family character of the whole property, nucleus 
and savings alike, seemed beyond question.”
A further confirmation as to the acceptance of

the joint family firm by the Madras Sudder Udalut is found
in the case of Abraham v. Abraham.J Therein, Hooper and
Strange J.J. observed:

”But there is another position of the Hindoo law 
which affects the rights in issue. The Pundits of 
the Sudder Udalut have declared where an elder 
brother may acquire property and afterwards 
associate his younger brother with him in the con
duct of his business; where the two may borrow 
money jointly for the purposes of the business 
and jointly labour therein; and where the chief 
exertions for the development of the business 
have been on the part of the younger brother, 
the latter has a share in such property to the 
extent of one-half (since there were only two of 
them). (59) The Pundits have further declared
that-notwithstanding the ignorance of the parties 
that such rights will thus accrue, it nevertheless 
exists, and may be maintained; that is, that such 
right will spring up notwithstanding that the 
elder brother may have been ignorant that by 
admitting the younger brother to participate in 
his business, he would acquire it, and notwith
standing that the younger brother may thus have 
lent his aid not knowing that it would create for 
him such right.”

Though the decision of the Sudr Udalut was overruled by the

5 8. Decisions of Sudder Udalut, Madras, 1859, p. 195, 201.
59- Words within brackets supplied.
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6oPrivy Council on other grounds, the above observations 
seem to have been upheld. This is evident from the follow
ing negative statement of their Lordships of the Privy 
Council

"The arguments from the dealings of the brothers, 
so forcibly urged .... , are certainly as forcible 
to prove an ordinary partnership, as to prove that 
kind of parcenary, which obtains under the Hindoo 
law. These brothers, when they established a 
partnership in the shop, established and maintained 
it on the ordinary commercial basis, in shares, as 
well when they were the only partners, as when R 
was associated with them. On what ground, then, 
should a Court conclude, if it thought that a con
joint interest existed in the Akbarry contracts, 
that it was founded on Hindoo family union, rather 
than on the model of a shop business? This pre
sumption could only be made by assuming the Hindoo 
law to govern the case.”
In two cases the Sudder Dewanee Udalut of Bombay,

though not explicitly, has also accepted that a joint family
62firm does exist. In Deo Bau v. Wan Bau, the Court 

observed:
"This suit was filed ... by Respondent ... to 
recover property valued ... being a share of an 
inheritance belonging to her late husband, by 
whose death it descended to Respondent who sued 
for it.

"Respondent stated, that her husband with the 
Appellant s husband and their two cousins, formed 
an undivided Hindu family as follows, .... living 
conjointly and trading together in one Firm .... ”.

60. (1863) 9 M.I.A. 199.
61. Ibid., p. 254.
62. Borradailes S.D. Reports - 1808 - pp. 27-28.



Remington J. in Nurotam v. Ramchunder^ comments:
"it appears that one of the witnesses was R, the 
brother of special appellant, who deposed that he 
and N were united and in partnership, and that, 
the former being the elder, the trading was con
ducted in his name. The Munsiff recorded his 
opinion to be that all the witnesses were men of 
unexceptional character.’’
But the strongest indication of the existence of

the joint family firm and its acceptance by the Bombay S.D.A.
is found in Jaeeram Sudaseo Sarungdhar v. Lukshumun Rughoo

64Shet Sarungdhar. Babington J. observed:
"The court asked the Shastree whether, according 
to Hindoo Law, four brothers living together with 
their sons, and one of the sons, of the age of about 
16 years, entering into partnership in business with 
another person, the whole of the family had neces
sarily a share in the profit or loss arising from 
such transaction, or whether the son was capable of 
having a distinct share in such business by him
self; and supposing the family to share, what 
would be the share of the eldest of the four 
brothers?

"He answered, ... The above was thus 
explained, that when one of the four brothers, 
living with their families united, had accumu
lated any wealth by trade, they would all share 
it alike. But the Shastra made an exception to 
this rule, that all Vidyu Druvyu or ’property 
acquired through science’, exclusively belonged 
to the one who made it. As long as a father

63. Cases Disposed of by the S.D.A. of Bombay, 1856, 
p. 109•

64. Borradailes S.D. Reports, p. 58 at 62-6 3.



lived, his sons had no authority over his 
property, but after his death the sons would 
share it in equal proportions. A person is 
termed ■bal1 until of the age of 16 years, and 
after 20 years he is capable ... of conducting 
business. But until 20 years old, he is not, 
during his father1s life-time, nor after, to be 
considered capable of transacting business on 
his own account. The gain and loss of the family 
will be shared by the elder brother equally with 
the rest.”
On a perusal of this case in particular and the 

above S.D.A. cases in general it is clear that the Courts 
then treated a joint family business in exactly the same 
way as any other joint family property and attributed to 
it all the rights and liabilities of a joint property.
There were no efforts to compare these businesses to those 
governed by the ordinary law of partnership.

2.3 The Courts wake up in l86lj

The situation which literally forced the Courts
to wake up to start considering the incidences of a joint
family firm in comparison with an ordinary partnership firm
was the quaere: ”to what extent a minor member of an
undivided Hindu family will be held bound by the acts of
the family manager with reference to an ancestral trade?

Referring to this Sausse C. J. observes:
”No case has been referred to in argument in which 
that question has been discussed, and I have been 
unable to find one. It must be decided as res

65. Ramlal Thakursidas v. Lakhmichand (l86l) 1 BHCR Appx. 
51« 71; see also Latchmanen dhetlsy v. Sivaprokasa 
(1899) 3 CWN 190.„



integra, and by the application of established principles of law.
This being a matter of 

Hindus, the laws and usages 
must govern the decision of
His Lordship then proceeded

question. He stated:
"The case of Petumdoss v. Ramdhone Doss^  before 
Sir L. Peel is an authority that an ancestral 
trade, like other Hindu property, will descend 
upon the members of a Hindu undivided family; 
and we think that such a family can, by its 
manager or its adult members acting as managers, 
enter into copartnership with a stranger.

"In carrying on such a trade, infant members 
of the undivided family will be bound by all acts 
of the manager, or the adult members acting as 
managers, which are necessarily incident to and 
flowing out of the carrying on of that trade, 
whether it be singly or with a copartner.

"The power of a manager to carry on a 
family trade necessarily implies a power to 
pledge the property and credit of the family for 
the ordinary purpose of that trade. Third parties, 
in the ordinary course of bona fide trade dealings, 
should not be held bound to investigate the status 
of the family represented by the manager whilst 
dealing with him on the credit of the family property.

66. Ramlal v. Lakhmichand, supra.
67. (1848) Taylor 279 - 2 Indian Decisions (O.S.) 168, 170. 

In this case Sir Peel C.J. held: "A trade, like other 
personal property, is descendible amongst Hindus, but
in the lifetime of the father, by the law, as settled in 
Bengal, the rights of the sons in the fatherfs ancestral 
property is inchoate, and incomplete, and subject to his 
disposition, ... ". No authority is cited for this 
observation, nor any reasoning.

contract between 
of that community 
the Court.
to answering this



"Were such a power not implied, property in 
a family trade, which is recognised by Hindu law 
to be a valuable inheritance, would become prac
tically valueless to the other members of an 
undivided family wherever an infant was concerned, 
for no one would deal with a manager, if the minor 
were to be atliberty on coming of age to chal
lenge as against third parties the trade transac
tions which took place during his minority.
Though this case in fact reiterated what the

S.D.A. courts had taken for granted, viz., that a joint
family business was a form of joint family property, the
observations of Sausse C.J. that " ... ancestral trade,
like other Hindu property, will descend upon the members
of a Hindu undivided family; ... ” ^ set in motion a series
of cases^0 which on the authority of this observation,
started distinguishing an ordinary partnership business
from a joint family business.

6 8. Ramlal v. Lakhmichand, supra, pp. 71-72.
6 9. Ibid., p. 71•
70. Samalbhai v. Someshwar /T8807 5 Bom. 38, Raghunath v. 

Luchmondas (1915) 20 C.W.N.708, Sokkanadha v . Sokkanadha 
Z1905/ 28' "Mad. 344; Joharmal v. Chetram 71915/ 29 Bom. 
715; Pichappa v. Chockalingam (1934) 3b Bom. L.R. 396 
(PC); Gangayya v. Venkataramiah /T918/ 41 Mad. 454;
Baij Nath v. Ram Gopal Aik 193Y Cal. 396; Raghunathi.ji 
Tarachand v. Bank of Bombay /191Q7 34 Bom. 72; V. R. 
Chettyarv. C. A. Chettyar /X936/14 Rang 122; Bibaram
v. Lalitmohan /193b/ 2 CaT. 3§8 Latchmanen Chetty v. 
Sivaprokasa, supra; Kharidar Kapra Co. v. Daya Kisen 
[1921/43 All lib;' Joti Pershad v. kiralal, supra; Mewa 
Ram v. Ram Gopal, supra; GulaS"Chand v. Mannilal, supra; 
Ramaswami v. Srinivas /l93^/ 70 M.L.J• 214; In re Lachman 
Das (1944) 12 t.T.R. 335; and many others.
These cases are discussed in detail in Sec. 5 of this 
Chapter, infra,while discussing the legal position of 
the Hindu Joint Family Firm.
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However, in order to be able to compare the two 
forms of businesses, it is essential that we review the 
ancient law of partnerships too. Partnership in India was 
governed from 1872 onwards by sec 239 of the Indian Contract 
Act, 1871, and thence from 1932 to this day is governed by 
the Indian Partnership Act, 1932. But partnerships existed 
long before 1872, and as far as Hindus were concerned, the 
law was laid down in the smritis.

3* The Smriti Law of Partnership - tfSambhuya - samutthana".

In the original Sanskrit texts, a concern among 
partners was known as ’Sambhuya-samutthanam*. Jagannatha 
explains this as follows: "The word signifies ’mixed* or
*united'; for the verb bhu compounded with the prefix sam, 
signifies mix. That union is formed by means of a joint 
stock, or by means of united personal efforts .... The 
union of capital, or exertion, for work, for commerce, for 
effecting some business, for a sacrifice or the like, or 
the same work performed by several persons on a joint stock, 
or with united labour, is a concern among partners, or is a 
commom exertion by partners; the infliction of one case 
being substituted for another. Consequently the perform
ance of the same work by two or more persons uniting by 
means of joint capital and so forth, is a concern or common 
exertion of partners (sambhuya-samut.thana); stha, preceded

71by samut signifies performance of work."' This explana
tion was made in the course of amplifying on the statement

71. Colebrooke’s Digest, Book II, Ch. Ill, sec 1, p. 1. 
(1801 ed. London).



of Narada which states "When traders, or others, jointly 
carry on business, it is called a Concern among Partners, 
a title of judicial procedure" .^ 2 Kane translates this as 
"'undertaking in which are joined together1 (labour, 
capital or both)"^

The earliest relevant code in India is the Insti
tutes of Manu. In its eighth chapter it deals with the law 
on eighteen distinct subjects, one of which is sambhuya- 
samutthanam. ̂  The subsequent codes of Yajnavalkya,^ 
Narada*^,Brihaspati^ and Katyayana^ contain elaborate
rules of partnership. In explaining joint enterprises

79Manu commences by explaining a Vedic partnership:
"If a priest chosen for a sacrifice abandons 

his work a share should be given to him, according to the 
work done, by his fellow-workers". (verses 205 )•
He then goes on to discuss a number of special situations 
that may arise, finally coming to verses 209 and 210 wherein

72. Narada 3-1 quoted in ibid; Jolly: SBE 33 p. 124 (1889 ed); JHA: Hindu Law in its Sources, Vol. I, p. 251.
73. Kane: HDIII, p 466, f.n. 801.
74. Manu 8.205-212 quoted in BharucaJ^r Commentary on the 

Manusmiriti - Vol II by Derrett (1975 ed.), pp. 157-59*
75* Yagnavalkya II. 259-265 quoted in Vyavahara Mayukha & 

The Yagnavalkyasmriti by V. N. Mandlik (l'BbO ed), p. 239.
76. Narada, Ch 3, quoted in SBE 33* supra, pp. 124-127.
77. Brihaspati Ch XIV, ibid, pp. 336-341.
7 8. Kane:^Katyayanasmriti on Vyavahara (1933 ed), pp 247-49,

79* Derrett: Bharuci, supra, p. 157•



it is stated:
"Prom amongst all, the chief men shall receive 
half; the next shall receive half of that; the 
"thirders" the third part, and the "quarterers" the fourth s h a r e . ( v e r s e s  20921q)
Explaining this, Bharuci observes:
"Having, or not having, regard to the heaviness 
or lightness of the work to be done jointly by a 
fellow-worker in partnership with others unequal 
shares may be apportioned, for so the text sig
nifies. Thus

’Amongst men carrying on their own tasks in 
partnership the allotment of shares must be p,, 
awarded according to this rule.’ (verses 210 )

In making any house, whether or not the car
penter, mason and architect’s relative importance 
will be regarded, their shares must be awarded 
according to this smirti."g1

Hence we see that in Manu, joint operations are 
referred to as signs of partnership and shares to be 
received by the partners are not equal but vary with the 
importance of function. There is, however, no special 
reference to partnership in agriculture. But reference 
to this and more elaborate rules of such partnerships are 
found in the later smiritis, viz, in Yajnavalkya,

QoBrihaspati and Narada.
Yajnavalky refers specially to partnership

8°. Ibid., p. 158.
81. Ibid., p. 159.
82. See supratf.ns. 75 to 7 8.



amongst traders and priests and agriculturists.^ The
co-partners in business are to share in profits as well as 
in losses. But their shares are determined by the quantity 
of goods or the quality and amount of labour they respec
tively contribute to the partnership. This is clear from 
Jagganatha’s explanation of the relevant verse of Yajna
valkya.

Yajnavalkya:
’’When a number of tradesmen carry on business 
jointly for the purposes of making profit, the 
profit or loss of each shall be either in pro
portion to the share of capital contributed by 
each, or has been agreed upon themselves.”
(Yajn 2.259)Qk

Commenting on this Jagannatha observes:
”lf there be no special agreement, the distribu
tion must be regulated by the shares in the stock; 
if there be a special agreement concerning profit 
and loss, let the profit and loss be distributed 
accordingly. The Chintamani.

’’Profit and loss are mentioned as instances 
merely; for the reason of the law is equally 
applicable to labour. The Retnacara, /Vivada- 
ratnakara/ concurs in the same exposition ....

”lf there be a special agreement in respect 
of labour, it is expressly declared that the con
tribution shall be unequal."
Partners are forbidden to commit fraud upon co-

8 3. Mandlik’s Yajnavalkyasmiriti, supra, p. 239, f.n.l.
84. Jha-HLSI - supra - p. 252, para 8, Colebrooke’s Digest II, 

supra, p. 5»
8 5. Colebrooke’s Digest II, supra p. 3*



partners. If one of the partners is unable to contribute 
his quota of labour, he should get it done by a substi
tute:

"If one of the partners is honestly unable to 
do his share of work in the concern, he should have it 
done by someone else as his substitute.

In times of insecurity if one of the partners 
protect partnership property, he is to get one-tenth of the 
same as his reward; if loss occurs, he is to indemnify the 
others for the loss so caused:

"If a partner does what the others forbid or dis
approve, or if he injures common property by his negligence, 
he should make good the damages; but he who preserves it
from /robbers or other7 misfortune, should receive a tenth

87part of it /as his reward/." '
Brihaspati and Narada further elaborate the sub

ject. Brihaspati enjoins a choice of partners from people 
of noble parentage, clever, active, intelligent and 
experienced and skilled in revenue and expenditure, fami
liar in the use of coins, honest and enterprising, and he 
also enjoins not to enter into partnership with the lazy
and the incompetent and also with the poor, the unfortunate

88and the sick persons! Jagannatha explains this to mean
that "in all affairs, an incapable man should be excluded.
An indolent man, who neglects business, though able to

86. Yajn. II. 265 quoted in JHA HLSI; supra, p. 254, para 15; 
Mandlik, supra, p 239*

8 7. Yajn. II. 260 quoted in JHA, supra, p. 255, para 19; 
Mandlik, supra, p 239.

88. Brihaspati XIV 2 quoted in Jolly. SBE 33j supra, 
p. 3^6; Colebrooke’s Digest II, supra, p. 3«



perform it, should in general be excluded ... ’ill-fated'; 
not destined to acquire wealth, gain, honour and the like 
of it; it may be known from his horoscope, or from the 
visible result of his actions; he must be shunned in the 
concerns of traders and the rest."^

As regards the relation between partners, Narada
and Brihaspati offer some further developments.They
insist on joint labour and contribution to the common stock
and defraying charges and expenses of partnership at the
joint cost and prescribe division of profits proportionate
to the contribution of both capital and labour.^1 Agency
of partners within the meaning of contract of partnership is 

92recognised. But in Narada it is specifically provided for 
that freight charges for keeping valuables, for tolls, food, 
etc. should be paid for by each of the several partners in 
accordance with the terms of their agreement.^ In other 
respects they merely re-state and exemplify the law as given 
in Yajnavalkya.

Prom the Sm^ritis it will also be apparent that 
the Hindu jurists early conceived the idea that though 
sharing of the profits was a necessary incident of partner
ship, mere sharing of profits would not make two or more

8 9. Colebrooke^ Digest II, supra, pp. 3-4.
90. J. Jolly: Hindu Law and Customs,(1923 ed), pp. 241-44.
91. Narada 3. 2-4 quoted in SBE 33* supra, p 124; Brihaspati 

XIV. 3-4 quoted in ibid, p. 336-7.
92. Brihaspati XIV 5 quoted in Ibid.
93* Narada 3*4., ibid.
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94persons partners. Thus cowherds used to receive a share 
of the milk as well as certain percentage of the offspring 
of the animals entrusted in their case. A field-labourer 
or plough-man, in the absence of an agreement to the con
trary used to receive a portion of the produce as his 

95wages. But none of them were partners with their employers.
Moreover, it is evident that separate accounting 

of shares in profits was usually subsumed. This is appa
rent from the following texts:
(1) "Though all co-sharers in business - such as traders, 
agriculturists, thieves and artisans, - are ordinarily 
entitled to equal shares in the profits or loss of a joint 
concern, yet special rules become necessary for cases in 
which the corporation is formed without any such explicit 
understanding" - (Katyayana).^
(2) "The expenses, the loss and the profit of all the 
partners are either equal or more or less, in accordance 
with the share of capital contributed by each". - (Narada 
3 -3 ).97

(3) "As an equal, larger of smaller share of the capital 
has been contributed by a partner, in the same proportion 
shall he pay the expenses, do the work and take the profit" - 
(Brihaspati XIV.3) 98

94. J. Jolly, Hindu Law and Customs, supra, p. 232.
95* Brihaspati XVT. 11-13 quoted in SBE 33* supra, p.345; Narada 6 .3 quoted in ibid, p. 139; Yajn. I I . 194 quoted 

in Mandlik, supra.
9b. JHA: HLSI, supra, p. 251, para 3 .
97* Ibid., p. 252, para 5; SBE 33, supra, p. 124.
9 8. Ibid., para 6; ibid, p. 336.



(4) “In the case of persons investing gold, grains, liquids 
or other things, the profit of the partners shall be in 
accordance with the share of capital contributed by each." - 
(Brihaspati XIV. 4)."
(5) (Yajnavalkya II. 2 5 9 ) .100

(6) "The expenses incurred in the purchase of merchandise 
and the food on the journey, in defraying the toll-charges, 
the freights, and the expenses of keeping watch and ward 
over the valuable commodities, - all these shall be duly 
defrayed by the partners in accordance with the terms of their 
agreement. - (Narada 3.4)10'1"
(7) "When any loss or diminution has occurred through the 
act of God or king, it should be borne by all the parties 
in proportion to their respective shares" - (Brihaspati 
XIV. 8 ) 102

Hence we see that Sambhuya-Samutthanam is a
partnership which could as well apply to joint family
members as to strangers and to units made up of both. This
is seemingly confirmed by Katyayana’s observations while

105dealing with the topic. He states:
"When several persons, either traders or arti

sans, join together or when unseparated brothers (work 
together or put ancestral funds together), the profit

99. Ibid, para 7; ibid, p 337.
100. See supra. p. 26, f.n. 84.
101. JHA, HLSI, supra, p. 253, para 10; SBE 33, supra, p. 125.
102. Ibid, para 16, p. 255; ibid, p. 337*
103. Katyayanasm^riti by Kane, Supra, p. 247, v. 624.



obtained by these is to be enjoyed in equal shares when 
they separate."

But we must beware of seeing in this similarity 
more than a coincidence; for the previous texts, though 
they do not exclude coparcener traders, deal with joint 
enterprises as a whole.

4. Comparison of Sambhuya - Samuthanam with the Joint 
Family Business -

From the above, one thing becomes clear. It is 
that the smiriti laws did not consider a joint family busi
ness as an ordinary partnership business. Otherwise it 
would be difficult to reconcile some of the laws of samb
huya -samutthanam that we reviewed above. Let us consider 
this in detail. In page 12 supra, we see that joint family 
trade is a species of ancestral joint property in which 
every member of a Mitakshara joint family acquires by birth 
an interest, in the same way as in other kinds of property. 
But in page 27 supra, we find that Brihaspati ordains, the
choice of partners with particular qualities, attempting to

104exclude those with certain defects. Again, we have 
seen10^ that no individual member of a joint family could 
claim before partition (in which he participates) that he 
owns a certain definite share either of the corpus or of its 
income. But in page 28 supra, proportionate shares are pro- 
vided for and specific rules for them are ordained. A

104. See supra, f.n.8 8 -
105. Ibid, f.n.26 , p. 6.
106. See supra, f.ns. 91-93*



conclusive proof of this can be found if one considers 
the srariti-laws as to what happens if a partner dies in 
sambhuya-samutthanam:

navalkya states: "The wealth of a /trader/
dying abroad shall be taken by his heirs, ’Bandhavas’, 
Kinsmen, or /his copartners/ who may have come and failing 
these by the king. " 107

Narada states: "If one partner should happen to
die, his heir shall receive his share; or if he has no heir, 
it shall go to some other partner who may be able to do the 
dead partner’s part of the work; - or 1,0 all the other part- 
ners who may do that work.”

Brihaspati ordains: "Should any such partner in
trade happen to die through want of proper care, his goods 
must be shown (and delivered) to officers appointed by the 
king.

’’And when any one comes forward claiming that man's 
property as heir (to the deceased partner), he shall prove 
his right to it by (the evidence of) other men, and then let 
him take it. 1'109

Commenting on this Jagannatha observes:110 "Heir 
to the deceased’, such as son or other person entitled to 
the succession: let him prove his right, as son, kinsmen, 
or partner, by the testimony of other men  In the text

107. Mandlik, supra, p. 239* v * 264.
108. Narada 3*7 quoted in Jha: HLSI, supra, p. 2573 para. 24; 

SBE 33 > supra, p. 125.
109. Brihaspati XIV 11-12 quoted in SBE 53* supra, p. 538.
110. Colebrooke’s Digest II, supra, see XXI, pp. 25-26.
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of Narada (XX.2), ’if no such heir appears’ signifies if the
heir do not attend, or if it be proved that no such heir exists.

”lf the stock be delivered to heirs, a part shall
be retained by the king as a recompense for his care of it.
BRIHASPATI ordains it.”

This clearly shows that the share in Sambhuya samut-
thana passes by succession and not by survivorship as in the

111case of a joint family business. This is extremely impor
tant because in addition to highlighting one of the basic 
differences between a joint family business and a partnership, 
it also confirms that the smriti texts provided for self
acquired property in contradistinction to joint family 
property.

Thus from the above it will appear that the prin
ciple underlying the modern law of partnership as stated in

112the case of Cox v. Hickman on which the English Partner
ship Act, 1890 (on the basis of which the Indian Partnership
Act, 1932 was enacted),11^ was based was known to Hindu law-

114givers even at the time of Manu, and they had implicitly
. h rexcluded joint family business from it: ^ This distinction

was maintained by the Anglo-Hindu law cases as we shall see 
below, until the Indian Partnership Act, 1932, explicitly 
excluded joint family business from being a partnership 
under the Act.

111. See supra p. 6, f.n. 27; p. 13> f.n. 50.
112. 8 H.L. Cases 268.
113. Statement of Object and Reasons: Special Committee Report, 

para 3; reported in Gazette of India Part V, Jan. 24,
1931, Indian Partnership Bill, 1931» P* 31 ff*

114. More similarities will be indicated infra, when we come 
to Sec. 5*2. of this Chapter.

115. Early text books on Hindu law seem to be very laconic on the 
law of Sambhuya-samutthanam; for example, Golap Chandra 
Sastri’s: Hindu Law (3rd edn.) provides only two lines for 
it at p. l5!H
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5. The Legal Position of the Joint Family Firm: Anglo
Hindu law Case Study.

5.1 Position prior to the Indian Partnership Act, 1932

T 1 ZTWe have seen earlier that Sausse C.J.'s obser-
*vations in Ramlal v. Lakhmichand set the ball rolling

as regards exploration of the legal position of the joint
family firm. In 1868, the Calcutta High Court in Rangamani

117Dasi v. Kasinath Putt 1 had to make a comparison between a 
joint family business and an ordinary partnership concern.
In that case the plaintiff, an infant widow, sued by her 
next friend several members of her deceased husband1s family 
for the dissolution of partnership in a certain banking busi
ness and seeking a rendition of accounts of the same business.

Il8Markby, J., while delivering judgment observed:
,fI am clearly of opinion that in the ordinary case 
of a joint Hindu family, the manager of the whole 
or any portion of the family property is not by 
the reason of his occupying that position bound to 
render any accounts whatever to the members of the 
family. There is no analogy whatever in this res
pect between the members of a joint Hindu family 
and the members of a partnership. Each partner 
is the agent of the other, bound by his contract 
to protect and further the interests of his co
partners unless relieved from that responsibility 
by special arrangements. And each partner is

116. See supra Sec. 2.2. of this chapter.
117. (1869) III Beng L.R. (O.C.) 1.
118. Ibid. p. 3-4.

* See f.n. 65, p. 20.
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entitled to consume on his own account no more 
of the partnership property than the share of the 
profits. If he exceeds this he becomes 
immediately a debtor to the concern. But in a 
Hindu family, it is wholly different. No obliga
tion exists -on any one member to stir a finger, 
if he does not feel so disposed, either for his 
own benefit, or that of the family; if he does so 
he gains thereby no advantage; if he does not do 
so, he incurs no responsibility; nor is any 
member restricted to the amount of the share 
which he is to enjoy prior to division. A 
member of a joint family has only a right to 
demand that a share of existing family property 
should be separated and given him, and so long 
as the family union remains unmodified, the 
enjoyment of the family property is, in the 
strictest sense, common - as against each other. 
The members of the family have no right whatever 
except that I have mentioned, and the only remedy 
for a dissatisfied member is by partition.”
This view was upheld by Mitter J. in Obhoy Chunder

H Qv. Pearee Mohun ^ although he held that a managing member 
of a joint Hindu family is bound to render an account of 
his managership to the other members if they chose to insist 
upon it. He observed: ”lt is true that the position of the 
managing member of a joint Hindoo family is in many respects 
different from that of the managing member of an ordinary 
partnership concern. But the former is not without his res
ponsibilities.”

120In Joykisto v. Nittyanund it was decided by the

119. (1884) 13 WR 75 (F.B.)
120. £03787 3 Cal 738.
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same Court that, where the ancestral trade of a Hindu was
carried on after his death for the benefit of his infant
children by their guardian, and debts were incurred by the
firm in the course of the business, the infants were liable
to the extent of their shares in the property of the firm.
Garth C. J. stated: 121

"in the case of a minor being admitted into 
partnership in the ordinary way, S.247 of the 
Contract Act (IX of 1872) (122; provides, that 
for ’any obligation of the firm’, the share of 
the 'minor in the property of the firm is alone 
liable’.

’’We think that this limit of the infant's 
liability, which has been adopted by the legisla
ture in the case of a minor being admitted by 
contract onto a partnership business, ought to be 
adopted (123) in such case as the present. On 
principle there ought not to be any difference 
between the nature of the inability of an infant 
admitted by contract into a partnership business 
and that of one on whose behalf an ancestral trade 
is carried on by a manager.”

This statement shows that the Court had accepted that joint
family business and partnership business were not the same
in all respects.

124Then again in Bemola v. Mohun it was said,
* „agreeing with Ramlal v. Thakurisadas : A joint family

121. The Indian Contract Act, 1872, then governed partner
ships since there was no separate Act for partnerships.

122. Supra, f.n. 120 p. 740.
123. Emphasis provided.
124. /1B807 5 Cal 792, 8o4.

* See f.n. 65* p. 20.



carrying on a business is necessarily a peculiar kind of
partnership. It does not cease on death; but the shares
in it are inheritable along with the shares in the joint
family property."

This viewpoint found adequate support in a number
of judgments of the Bombay High Court. In Samalbhai v.

1 PRSomeshvar, ^ Melvill J. observed:
"This is not the case of an ordinary partnership, 
arising out of contract. It is the case of a 
joint ownership in a trading business, created 
through the operation of Hindu law between the 
members of an undivided Hindu family. The rights 
and liabilities arising out of such a relation 
cannot be determined ... by exclusive reference to 
the Indian Contract Act, but must be considered 
also with regard to the general rules of Hindu law, 
which regulate the transactions of united families 
(126) As stated in Ramlal v. Lakhmichand, an 
ancestral trade may descend, like other inheri
table property, upon the members of a HUP. The 
partnership so created, or surviving, has many, 
but not all the elements existing in an ordinary 
partnership. For example, the death of one of 
the partners does not dissolve the partnership.
Nor, as a rule, can one of the partners, when 
severing his connection with the business, ask 
for an account of past profits and losses."

125. ZI8817 5 Bom 38, 40-41.
126. Commenting on this Gupte in his "Hindu Law in British 

India", 2nd ed. (19^7;» P* 311 observes: "The statement 
does not appear to be-correct in so far as.it suggests 
that as between members of the family an appeal might be 
made to the Indian Contract Act." It is submitted that 
Melvill J. was only trying to show the distinction between 
a partnership concern and a joint family firm, and not 
suggesting what Gupte inferred. This is clear on a 
perusal of the rest of Melvill J ’s observation. Also
see Ganpat v. Annaji, infra.



This case was followed by the same High Court in 
127In re Haroon Mahomed ' wherein Sargent C.J. observed:

"In the present case the firm that was founded 
forty years ago was, up to the date of its insol
vency, carried on under the same name and by the 
same family. In the case of such a family firm 
existing under the Hindu law, the death of a 
partner does not dissolve the partnership, as it 
would in cases to which English law applies."

-j pQIn Ganpat v. Anna ji, Farran C. J. stated:
"We agree with the lower Courts in thinking that 
the plaintiff claiming to be a member of a joint 
Hindu family cannot maintain a suit for an 
account of the profits of the Poona partnership 
which he alleges to be joint family property and 
an award of his share in such profits when ascer
tained. This is in accordance with the general 
rule of Hindu law which governs such cases 11

This statement makes it explicitly clear that a joint family
business is to be governed in accordance with Hindu law and
not, as other partnership concerns, by the Indian Contract
Act. 130

In 1901, a Full Bench of the Bombay High Court 
was asked to decide whether, in the absence of a specific 
charge, the trade debts properly incurred by a Hindu widow

127. £ 8 9 0 7  14 Bom 189, 194.
128. £8927 23 Bom 144, 145.
129. Emphasis provided.
130. This should clear any lingering doubts over Melvill J.’s 

judgment in Samalbhai’s case, supra.
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for the purposes of a business, to which she had succeeded 
as the heiress of her deceased husband, were recoverable 
after her death out of the family property, or any part 
thereof, as against the reversioners who had succeeded 
thereto. 1^1 Jenkins C. J. observed: 1^2 "A family business 
is descendible as a distinct asset according to Hindu law,
.... and its incidents have been discussed at length by Sir

-ftMathew Sausse in Hamlal v. Lakhmichand.” The Chief Justice 
then went on to discuss, besides Ramlal’s case, Joykisto v. 
Nittyanund, Samalbai v. Someshvar and Bemola v. Mohun, 
and concluded: f,These cases indicate the nature and quali
ties of an ancestral business, and though they do not deal
directly with the precise point raised in this case, they

1 -̂2lay down principles pertinent to it.” This was a clear 
indication of the Pull Bench’s acceptance of the law laid 
down in the above cases that joint family business can be 
distinguished from an ordinary partnership concern.

134The Madras High Court in Sokkanadha v. Sokkanadha 
had the first opportunity to deal with this question. The 
Court held that where the manager of a joint Hindu family, 
enters into a partnership for the family benefit with a

131. Sakrabhai v. Maganlal ZT9017 26 Bom 206 (PB).
132. Ibid, p. 210.
133. Ibid, p. 213.
134. Z19057 28 Mad. 344.
* See fn. 65, p. 20.
** See fn. 120, p. 35-
*** See fn. 125, p. 37.
**** See fn. 124, p. 36.



stranger, the partnership is dissolved on the death of the
manager in the absence of any agreement with the survivors, 
and went on to observe:

"No doubt when business is carried on by the mem
bers of a joint family for the benefit of the family 
without a contract among the members constituting 
themselves actual partners, the legal relation 
subsisting between them may have some sort of resem
blance to that of partners, but it is not identical
with it. The death of a member of a family thus
engaged in business has in truth no other effect 
upon the rights of the surviving members in the 
business than to enlarge their interest to the 
extent of the share to which the deceased was 
entitled in his lifetime if he left no male issue, 
and if he left such issue, then to enlarge the
shares of such issue similarly. It is to such
result that the observation of Melvill J. in 
Samalbhai v. Someshvar * on which reliance was 
placed on behalf of the plaintiff should be taken 
to refer.”
In Bishambher Nath v. Fateh Lal,1^^ Stanley C.J.

and Burkitt J. of the Allahabad High Court reviewed
* *  * * *Samalbhai v. Someshvar, Ramlal v. Lakhmichand, Petum

* * * *  * * * * *Doss v. Ramdhone and In re Haroon Mahomed, and
observed:

”A joint ancestral family business under the Hindu 
law managed by the adult members of the family 
differs from an ordinary contractual partnership.
In the case of the latter, each partner is a con
tracting party, all the partners holding themselves 
out as trading on the credit of their combined and 
separate funds. Whereas in the case of a joint 
family ancestral business there is no contract of 
partnership whatever between the members of the 
joint family.”

These two cases show that both the Madras and the Allahabad

135. Ibid. p. 345-46.
136. USOJJ 29 All 176, 183.
* See fn. 125, p. 3 7.
** Ibid.
*** See fn. 65, p. 20.
**** see fn. 67, p. 21.
***** see fn. 127, p. 38.
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High Court approved of the stand taken by the Bombay and
Calcutta High Courts.

In Gokal Kastur v. Amarchand,1^  T. R. Desai,
appearing for the appellants, submitted that:

”the decree of the lower Court, holding the sons 
personally liable for the debt incurred by the 
father for the shop is wrong in law for two rea
sons. First, the acknowledgment having been signed 
by the father alone ani that too after the failure 
of the firm KS, a family firm, is not binding on 
those who did not sign it - the other partners.
Sec. 251 of the Indian Contract Act......... ”
Chandavarkar J., intervening, observed: "But this
is not the case of a partnership governed by the 
Indian Contract Act. It has already been held in 
Samalbhai v. Someshvar * that the Indian Contract Ad' 
does not apply to kindu family business debts.
We must look to Hindu law.”
However, the same judge in 1909 in Raghunathji

1"58Tarachand v. The Bank of Bombay gave a judgment in which
observations made by him were inconsistent with the obser-

he made in the case above. Therein, while deciding
minor in a joint family firm was liable to the extent

1"5Qinterest in the firm, he stated: ^
” ... a joint family, which carries on a trade 
handed down from its ancestors, becomes a trading 
family; trade being one of its ’kulacharas* it 
attracts to itself all the necessary incidents of 
trade. The members of such a family may indeed 
not be partners in the strict sense of the term 
because their relations inter se are those of 
coparceners. But the definition given of

137. (1907) Bora. L.R. 1289, 1290.
138. /19107 34 Bom. 72.
139- Ibid. p. 77-78.
¥ See fn. 125, p. 37i
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partnership both in the Vyavahara Mayukha and the Mitakshara is that where several persons, 
such as traders, etc., carry on business jointly it is sambhuya-samutthanam, i.e., partnership. 
Vijnaneshvara uses the same expression, samhhuya- 
samutthanam, i.e. partnership, in explaining Yaj- 
navalkya’s smriti relating to an undivided family. 
The smiriti is that "if the common stock be 
improved, an equal division is ordained. On this 
Vijnaneshvara’sgloss in the Mitakshara (as trans
lated in Stoke1s Hindu Law Books) is :- 1 Among 
unseparated brethren, if the common stock be 
improved or augmented by any one of them, through 
agriculture, commerce or similar means, an equal 
distribution nevertheless takes place; and a 
double share is not allotted to the acquirer1 
(page 390, s. 31) • This translation, I venture to think, does not bring out the force of the 
original. It ought to be as follows :- 1If the 
common stock of undivided brothers be collectively 
augmented in partnership for (the purposes of) 
agriculture, trade, or the like, by one of them, 
the partition shall be equal and a double share 
shall not be allotted to the person augmenting 
it. 1 The gloss shows that the coparceners in a 
joint family become partners, when they trade in 
union."

It is submitted that this observation of Chandavarkar J. is 
completely wrong. We have discussed in Section 3 and 4 the 
smriti law of sambhuya-samutthanam and its comparison with 
the joint family business. If we accept Chandavarker J.fs 
conclusion, then all that we discussed there and the conclu
sion that we arrived there becomes wrong, which, it is sub
mitted, is not the case! Fortunately this observation of

140. Emphasis provided.
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Chandavarkar J. was ignored in later oases. This is 
evident from three subsequent judgments of the Bombay, 
Calcutta and Madras High Courts.

"it is not altogether easy perhaps to define with 
precision what is usually meant in these Courts by 
a joint Hindu family firm. It appears to me that 
a firm must be regarded like any other joint family 
asset if it, in fact, belongs to the joint family; 
and nothing is really gained by insisting upon the 
peculiar character of the property and then intro
ducing many legal notions which are appropriate 
rather to partnerships in the common sense than to 
the special concept of the joint Hindu family."

X 142Mooke/jee J. in Raghumull v. Luchmondas drew

"it is further worthy of note that the case of 
joint ownership in a trading business, created 
through the operation of Hindu law, between the 
members of an undivided Hindu family, does not 
stand on precisely the same footing as that of 
an ordinary partnership arising out of contract. 
The rights and liabilities of coparceners in a 
joint Hindu family firm cannot be determined by 
exclusive reference to the Indian Contract Act, 
but must be considered also with regard to the 
general rules of Hindu law whih regulate the 
transactions of such joint families; according 
to those rules, the death of one of the copar
ceners does not dissolve a family partnership."

In Joharmal v. Chetram, 141 Beaman J. observed:

support from lalbhai’s case and stated

141. /19147 39 Bom 715. 718.
142. (1916) 20 OWN 708, 721.



A Pull Bench of the Madras High Court was
required in 1918 to consider the liabilities of a minor in

12l-5a joint family business. Wallis C.J., delivering the
majority judgment, reviewed cases from the Bombay and

144 i4rCalcutta High Courts and concluded:
nThe interest of a minor in a joint Hindu 
family business whether existing at the date 
of his birth or founded during his minority, 
is acquired by virtue of his belonging to the 
family and does not depend on any agreement on 
his part or on his admission by the other members 
of the family to the benefits of the partnership. 
Consequently I think such minors are not 
governed by sections 247 and 248 of the Contract 
Act. This, I think, is in accordance with the 
weight of authority and there is no direct 
authority the other way.”

This impliedly goes to show that the Contract Act did not
govern joint family firms. This case was followed by the

146same High Court in 1930 in Bala Venkata v. Sivagurunatha.
Subsequent decisions of various High Courts of

India further consolidated, over the years, the views
147expressed in the above cases.

143. Official Assignees Madras v. Palaniappa /T9187 4l Mad 824 
(P.B.j This case was followed in Venkatachalam v. 
Venkateswara ^19^27 2 610, 612.

144. These cases have been discussed above.
145. Supra, f.n. 124, p. 83 0.
146. (1930) M.W.N. 371 and 437-
147. Detaram v. Vishindas AIR 1938 Sind 57# 58,

Gauri Shankar v. Keshab Deo AIR 1929 All 148, 152.
Offl. Assignee v. tieelambal Ammal; AIR 1933 Mad. 920, 922, 
Murarilal v. Gudhumal AIR 1933 Lah 1018,
Mahavir v. Ramkrishen AIR 1936 All 855# 85 6.
Bai j toa'th v . Ram do pal AIR 1939 Cal 92, 99#
Gulab CKand v. Mannllal, AIR 1941 Oudh 230, 234.
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However, in none of the cases discussed above 
were the smriti texts on either joint family firm or 
partnership firm discussed or even cited, with the sole 
exception of Raghunathji v. Bank of Bombay* where 
Chandavarkar J. unfortunately came to the wrong conclusion.

5*2 Effect of the Indian Partnership Act, 1932

148In 1952 the Indian Partnership Act came into 
operation. When the Bill was introduced in the Legislative 
Assembly, the Statement of Object and Reasons contained a

14qReport of Special Committee. y Paragraph 14 of the Report
read as follows:

"A Hindu undivided family may carry on a family 
business exclusively for its own benefit, or it 
may carry on a business with one or more out
siders as partners with the family. To require 
that each member of such a family should have 
his name registered in a register of firms has 
all along been deemed to be an impracticable 
step. Every male child born would have to be 
registered and every death or partition that 
occurred would involve changes in the register.
It has been recognised that such a proposal 
would be resented by the Hindu community and 
probably would not be effective. However, this 
difficulty may be avoided, .... A Hindu undivided 
family carrying on a family business may have many 
of the characteristics of a firm, but it is not a 
firm. Partnership arises only from contract and 
is not created by status or obtained by birth.
The law of partnership has no application to 
these families whose internal relations and

148. Act IX of 1932.
149. Gazette of India, 24th January 1931* Part V, p. 31 ff.

* See fn. 138, p. 41.
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liabilities for the acts of members are governed 
entirely by the Hindu law. Even in the case 
where a trading family enters into partnership 
with outsiders, no special provision for the 
registration of its members is needed. As 
partnership arises only from contract, only 
that member who makes the contract of partner
ship with outsiders can be considered to be a 
partner. He may or may not represent the whole 
family, and only his interest or the whole joint 
family property may be liable for the debts of 
the firm; but these are questions of fact mainly, 
or, where there are mixed questions of fact and 
law, the law is not that of partnership but is 
the Hindu law."
The result of this was Sec 5 of the Indian

Partnership Act which reads:
"The relation cf partnership arises from contract 
and not from status; and, in particular, the 
members of a Hindu undivided family carrying on 
a family business as such, or a Burmese Buddhist 
husband and wife carrying on business as such, 
are not partners in such business."
Thus we see that the effect of the Indian Partner

ship Act was to exclude explicitly a joint family firm from
ISObeing a partnership concern.  ̂ Though not mentioned in the 

Objects and Reasons, it was the logical outcome of the deci
sions of the various High Courts in India which we have dis
cussed above. This was pointed out in a number of cases 
which were decided after the passing of this Act.

150. See Meenakshi v. P.S.M. Subramaniam AIR 1957 Mad 8, 11; 
Rajagopal Oil Mills v. Louis Drayfus & CoS AIR i960 Mad 
380, 3o9; Debi Sahaya v. Gillu Mall AIR 1933 Lah. 563# 
564; Nanchand Gangaram v. Mallappa /19767 2 S.C.C. 429,
439.
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In Ramaswami Chettiar v. Srinivasa Iyer.1^1 
Venkataramana Rao J. observed: "The members of a joint
family as such are not partners of a joint family business 
carried on by a manager. The Legislature has given effect 
to this legal conception by way of statutory declaration 
in S. 5 of the Partnership Act. It is not therefore 
desirable to apply all the principles of partnership law
to a joint family business as such”. In Chidambaram v.

152Mutaya  ̂ Page C.J. of the Rangoon High Court stated:
,fThe legislature in enacting S.5 did no more, in my opinion, 
than restate what had previously been the true legal posi
tion in which the parties concerned stood.” In Alagappa v. 
Bank of Chetinad,1-^ Varadachariar J. commented: ”lndeed,
it cannot be reconciled with the positive insistence made 
by the Legislature in S.5 of the Partnership Act of 1932 
that the relationship of partners arises from contract and 
not from status. The next paragraph of that section which 
is merely a declaration of the pre-existing law, provides in 
express terms that the members of a Hindu undivided family 
carrying on a family business as such are not partners in 
the business.” In Alagammal v. Palaniappa,1-^ Patanjali 
Sastri J. observed: ”Without .... definite and unequivocal
consensual acts, no partnership relation between the members 
of a joint family can ... be implied from participation,

151. Z*9367 70 MLJ 214, 219.
152. AIR 1936 Rang. 160, 16 3.
153. AIR 1939 Mad. 6, 11.
154. /19407 Mad. 1012, 1018.



however active, in the conduct of the family business, a 
position which has received additional emphasis from the 
provisions of S. 5 of the Indian Partnership Act which postu
lates the possibility of members of a joint family carrying 
on the family business without becoming partners therein in 
the legal sense of the term/ 1 Similarly, in Nachiappa v. 
Muthukaruppan, Rajamannar J. observed: "it is clear
that it would be totally wrong to import the incidents of 
a partnership to work out the rights and liabilities of 
the members of a trading family, engaged in a business.
The joint family carrying on its ancestral trade is not a 
partnership in law. Section 5 of the Partnership Act is 
a statutory recognition of this position."

That Sec 5 of the Partnership Act merely restated 
the law in this field is also borne out by a number of 
judgements passed, after the Act came into operation, 
which completely ignored the section while stating the
law in this regard. A Division Bench of the Lahore High

156Court in In re Lachman Das observed:
"it should be remembered that in the present case 
the Mills belong to the Hindu undivided family as 
such and the incidents governing this joint family 
business are altogether different from those that
govern ordinary partnerships......... For example,
it is well known that an ordinary partnership is, 
in the absence of an agreement to the contrary, 
dissolved by the death of a partner, while on the 
death of a member of a joint Hindu family his 
interest in the family partnership passes by 
survivorship to the remaining members and the 
family business is not dissolved........ Simi
larly, in an ordinary partnership, partners are

155. /19467 Mad. 858, 8 6 5.
156. (1944) 12 ITR 355, 340.
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independent legal units bound together by cer
tain legal relations as a result of contract, 
but in a joint family firm coparceners are joint 
owners of the family property and as such they 
have a corporate character. Again, in a partner
ship any partner can bind his co-partners by debts 
incurred in the ordinary course of business, but 
in a joint family partnership the manager of the 
joint family alone and no other coparcener has an 
implied authority to contract debts and pledge the 
credit and property of the family for the ordinary purpose of family business."

1*7In Yeshvant v. Shripad Chagla J. stated:
"The distinction between a partnership firm and 
a joint family business is too well-known and too 
fundamental to need any repetition or emphasis; 
whereas one arises from contract, the other is 
the result of status. Whereas in the case of a 
contractual partnership each partner is the agent 
of the other and each partner is personally liable, 
in the case of a joint family business ... 
ordinarily only the managing member is personally 
liable. (158) Further it has got to be remembered 
that in the case of a joint Hindu family business, 
the Karta has the right without consulting the 
other coparceners to contract debts on behalf of 
the business and to be in complete control of the 
business and other coparceners are bound by these 
acts on the part of the karta."

159In Jakka Devayya v. C.I.T., Madras, ^  Satyanarayana Rao J.
observed:

157. (1946) 58 Bom.L.R. 246, 249.
158. (1952) 22 ITR 264, 272.
159. The same observation was also made in Ramaswami v. 

Srinivasa, supra.



"It must be mentioned that in the case of a joint 
family business there will be no division of the 
profits periodically, for no member is entitled 
to claim that the profits should be so divided, 
and whatever income is earned in the business 
will accrue to the benefit of all the members of 
the coparcenary. The members are not partners in 
the business but parceners. Death of a member 
does not dissolve the business as in the case of 
a partnership. Birth of a member will give him 
an automatic right in the business which is a 
family asset. There is a clear contrast between 
joint family business and business belonging to 
a firm of partnership."

To similar effect was the decision of the Rajasthan High
■jCourt in Chunnilal v. Kalu. In none of these cases was

fo iec S 8^ CKfi, Plfc'* Yty -

any reference made^ Nor were smriti texts referred to in
any one of them.

5.3 The differences between Joint Family Firm and Partner 
ship summarised

All the cases discussed above have shown different 
areas in which a joint family firm differs from an ordinary 
partnership firm. But none of them effectively summarised 
the differences. Two cases, however, made a considerable 
effort in this respect. The first, and probably the best 
one, was the decision of the Rangoon High Court in Chidam- 
baram v. Mutaya. Delivering the judgment, Page C. J.

160. AIR 1966 Raj. 208.
161. AIR 1936 Rang. 160.
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162observed:
" ... with all due deference it seems to me 
that the application of the term "partnership” 
to the relations inter se of the members of a- 
Hindu joint family which owns and carries on a 
business involves a misuse of the term, and a 
misconception of the characteristics of such a
family........  How it could ever have been
supposed that the members of a joint Hindu 
family, merely because they carried on a family 
business were "partners” of a "firm" in the 
sense in which those terms are used.in legal 
parlance, I am bound to say, that I am also 
at a loss to understand .....  The only sub
stantial resemblance between the two forms of 
association would seem to be that in each 
case the members carry on business together.
In other material respects the two forms of 
association appear to me wholly dissimilar."

Then he went on to list these dissimilarities:1^
"The interest of the partners in a firm is 
determined by contract; the interest of the 
members of a Hindu joint family in ancestral 
business is acquired by status. Ancestral 
business devolves upon the members of a Hindu 
joint family as part of their inheritance, and 
their rights and obligations in respect of it 
are not governed by any contract into which 
they have entered but by the personal law to 
which they are subject. A partnership is 
dissolved by death, but the death of a member 
does not dissolve a Hindu joint family, the 
result of such an event merely being that an 
occasion is made to the inheritance of the 
other members who survive. On insolvency a

162. Ibid, p. 162-162.
1 6 3. Ibid, p. 162-163.



partner ceases to be a member of the firm, but 
the insolvency of a member does not prevent him 
continuing to be a member of a Hindu joint 
family. Subject to S.30, which, I an disposed 
to think, does not apply to a minor member of a 
Hindu joint family the members of which carry on 
business as such, .... and to the contract of 
partnership no person can be introduced as a 
partner into the firm without the consent of all 
the existing partners (S.31)> but a member of a 
Hindu joint family acquires-an interest in the 
business at birth and the other members cannot 
deprive him of it. Under S.12 Partnership Act:
Subject to contract between the partners: (a)
Every partner has a right to take part in the 
conduct of the business; (b) every partner is 
bound to attend diligently to his duties in the 
conduct of the business; (c) any difference 
arising as to ordinary matters connected with 
the business may be divided by a majority of 
the partners, and every partner shall have the 
right to express his opinion before the matter 
is decided, but no change may be made in the 
nature of the business without the consent of 
all the partners; and (d) every partner has a 
right to have access to and to inspect and copy 
any of the books of the firm.
It would seem that none of the above rights or 
obligations however appertain to the members of 
a Hindu joint family that owns a family business, 
and the members are not entitled to claim payment 
of an equal or indeed until partition any separate 
share of the profits. Subject to the provision of 
the Partnership Act "a partner is the agent of the 
firm for the purpose-of the business of the firm.” 
That however is not the normal position of the 
members of a Hindu joint family who own and carry 
on a family business. Further, under the Companies 
Act, 1913 (S.4), only ten persons for banking or 
twenty for any-other business can form a partner
ship, but the members of a Hindu joint family 
which owns and carries on a business may be
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unlimited in number. These are some, but by- 
no means all of the characteristics in which a 
partnership differs from a Hindu joint family 
which owns and carries on a business ... ".
This case was followed with approval by the

Rajasthan High Court in 1964 in Kishan Gopal v. Suraj Mal.3̂
The other case which, without mentioning Chidambaram v.

*Mutaya, also stated most of the differences listed in
16rthat case is Ramakrishna Transports v. C.I.T., A.P.

But both these cases missed out one difference which was
stated by Gyanendra Kumar J. in N.B.M. Supply v. J.J. Ram
Manohar Lai. Therein he observed:

" ... in the case of a partnership firm, the 
firm name is, by fiction of law, representative 
of the names of its numerous partners. Such is 
not the case in a joint Hindu family business.
It is open to such a business to assume a trade 
name, but there is no law like the one contem
plated by S.4 of the Indian Partnership Act, 
which provides that the trade name of a joint 
Hindu family business would indicate or stand 
for the various coparceners, whoat the time of 
the institution of the suit might constitute the 
joint Hindu family. Therefore, what is true of 
a partnership firm is not really true of a joint 
Hindu family business. In the latter case, it is 
only the Karta who, in his representative capacity, 
can institute the suit, or else all the members of 
the joint family must join as plaintiffs."

164. AIR 1964 Raj 218.
16 5. AIR 1968 AP 34, 36.
166. AIR 1965 U.P. 586, 589.

* See fn. l6l, p. 50.
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The distinctions between the joint family firm 
and partnership firm were also brought into focus when
cases arose involving the scope of Order 30 Rules 1 and
10 of the Civil Procedure Code.1^

Order 30 Rule 1 reads as follows:
,T (l) Any two or more persons claiming or being

- liable as partners and carrying on business 
in India may sue or be sued in the name of 
the firm (if any) of which such persons were 
partners at the time of the accruing of the 
cause of action, and any party to a suit may
in such case apply to the Court for a statement 
of the names and addresses of the persons who 
were, at the time of the accruing of the cause 
of action, partners in such firm, to be fur
nished and verified in such manner as the
Court may direct

(2) Where persons sue or are sued as partners
- in the name of their firm under sub-rule (l), 
it shall, in the case of any pleading or 
other document required by or under this 
Code to be signed, verified or certified
by the plaintiff or the defendant,suffice 
if such pleading or other document is signed, 
verified by any one of such persons.”

Order 30 Rule 10 reads as follows:
”Suit against person carrying on business in name 
other than his own - Any person carrying on busi
ness in name or style other than his own name may 
be sued in such name or style as if it were a firm 
name; and so far as the nature of the case will 
permit, all rules under this order shall apply.”
Now, it is a practice widespread in Burma, Malaysia

and Singapore and, to a lesser extent, in India of joint
168fami-ly firms suing or being sued in their own name. The 

question arose time and again in Indian Courts whether they 
could do so under the above provisions of the Civil Procedure 
Code. The unanimous answer was no. In Lalchand v.

167. Act V of 1908.
168. e.g. O.A.M.K. Chetty Firm v. K. P. Chetty Firm. (1915) 

31 I.C.''2?T.—  --------- -----------
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Boid & Co.,-^9 BUCkiand Ag.C.J. observed:1^0
’’There may be, and no doubt are, certain 
elements common to a joint family business and 
to a partnership firm as so defined but there 
are also very important distinctions. For 
instance, a joint family business does not 
involve agreement at its inception, children 
are born into it; nor is it dissolved by death 
as is the case with a contractual partnership. 
Another point to which my attention has been 
directed is that a Karta of a joint family busi
ness may sue alone in his own name on behalf of 
the business, which is not permissible in the 
case of a partnership, for no one partner may 
sue. Either all may sue in their individual 
names or they may sue collectively in the name 
of the firm as prescribed by 0 .3 0 .

’’The fact that a Hindu joint family business 
is referred to as a firm and called a partnership 
does not advance matters; it is merely begging the 
question and it is no argument to say that for 
that reason it is within O.3 0.”
This decision was quoted with approval by Pollock

J. of the Nagpur High Court in Ramchandra Ramkison Marwadi
171v. R. S. Narayandas Sundarlal Rathi Marwadi. To similar

effect was the decision of the Bombay High Court in Zujya
172Eascol v. Manmohandas Lallubhai 1 where Wassoodew J.

169. AIR 1934 Cal. 810.
170. Ibid, p. 812.
171. AIR 1936 Nag. 292. Also see Motilal v. Giridharilal

Rameshwarlal, AIR 1942 Cal. 6TJT
172. AIR 1940 Bom. 164.
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17"5further observed
"It is important to note that the provisions 
of 0.30 Civil P.C. do not apply to a joint Hindu 
family firm, because the rights inter se of the 
members of such a firm are not exclusively regu
lated by contract. Upon ordinary contracts 
entered into/a family firm, actions have to be 
brought in tne name of the members of the family. 
That is plainly because a joint family firm is 
not an independent entity apart from the members 
of the family."
The Patna and Allahabad High Courts also held

the same viewpoint of R. J. Mohd. Yakub v. M/S Pipa Sahu Deoki
174 17RPrasad 1 and in N.B.M. Supply v . J.J. Ram Monohar Lai 1J

respectively. In the latter case Gyanendra Kumar J.
further observed :

"A trade name might have been given to it, but 
the trade name has not been recognised to be a 
legal entity so as to entitle it to institute 
a suit in a court of law under its business 
name and style.

"Where a suit has to be brought by a joint 
Hindu family business it must necessarily be 
brought either in the name of the Karta of the 
family or in the names of the various members 
constituting the joint family - but certainly 
not in the assumed business name."
But in Punjab a special provision allowed the

joint family firm to file suits in the name of the firm.
This is clear from the observations of Tek Chand J. in

173. Ibid, p. 167.
174. AIR 1959 Pat 200. 
175* See supra., f.n.l66. 
!7 6. Ibid, p. 588.
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Firm Nand Gopal v. Firm Mehnga Lai. ^  Therein he 178
observed: "The next question is whether a joint Hindu
family firm can sue in its firm name. It is provided in 
R.l. of 0.30, Civil P.C., that a firm may sue or be sued 
in its firm name. In 1909 the Chief Court, Punjab, acting 
under its rule-making power, added an "Explanation" to this 
rule making it applicable to a ’joint Hindu family trading 
partnership’. In the Punjab therefore a joint Hindu family 
firm can sue and be sued in its ’firm name’ like any other 
contractual partnership."

The question that immediately arises is how then, 
after persistent denial of such rights to the joint family 
firm by the Courts, such a system is still prevalent all 
over the country and in Malaysia-Singapore? The answer is 
clear from the following observation of I. N. Modi J. in 
Firm Muralidhar v. Firm Kishorelal. He stated"!- 0"There 
is no doubt that the suit was not properly brought in the 
name of the firm as 0.50 has no application to joint Hindu 
families carrying on business. All the same, the question 
arises whether this defect should be held fatal. On giving 
my very careful and anxious consideration to this aspect of 
the matter, I have arrived at the conclusion that the defect

177. AIR 1940 Lah. 425. See also, Atma Ram v. Umar Ali,
AIR 1940 Lah. 256, and Madan Theatres Ltd. v.
Ramkissen, AIR 1945 Cal. 172.

3.78. Ibid, p. 427.
179. AIR i960 Raj. 296.
180. Ibid, p. 504.
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is in the circumstances of the case an irregularity which 
should not have the effect of vitiating the suit.

"A similar point arose in Lakhan Sao v. Firm Kami
1 O-iRam Bhagwan Das, AIR 1958 Pat. 270. There the suit had 

been brought by a joint Hindu family firm Kani Ram Bhagwan 
Das through Babu Kani Ram alias Kanhu Lai Marwari. It was 
held that this was not a suit brought in the name of the 
firm but it was a suit really brought by Kani Ram."

Hence we see that despite such trivial aberra
tions, a joint family firm is not a partnership firm. <&<&
The possibility that light could be thrown on the situation of the 

manager by referring to the statutory provisions of English Law relative to 
the limited partnership has been excluded by the terms of the Indian Partnership 
Act and the case law abstracted above® However, I do not suggest that the law 
of the Hindu joint family firm is beyond further clarification with the aid 
of such comparative material®

may arise is whether it is a corporation. The question 
came up for the first time in Sokkanadha v. Sokkanadha 
and was rejected by the Madras High Court. The Court 
observed: "it is scarcely necessary to say that a joint
Hindu family though at times spoken of by judges as a 
corporation cannot, .... , be taken as a legal person in 
the strict sense of the term so as to constitute a partner
ship such as the present one .... , and a real corporation 
on the other." But perhaps the best distinction between 
the two was brought out in N.V. Subrahmanyam v. Addl. W.T.O., 
AP.1^  Seshachalapati J. stated: "it is true that in some
decided cases a Hindu undivided family has been called a 
corporation or something in the nature of a corporation.

181. Also see Firm Mohanlal v. Firm Udai Ram, AIR 1956 Pat 140.
182. Infra, f.n. 184.
183. AIR 1961 A.P. 75, 78.
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But as pointed out by a bench of the Madras High Court ...
184in Sokkanadha v. Sokkanadha , a joint family though at

times spoken of by judges as a corporation cannot be taken
as a legal person in the strict sense of the term.

"A Hindu coparcenary governed by the Mitakshara 
system is a creature of law and it can be dis
rupted at will by any member demanding a parti
tion. A corporation is the creature of a statute 
and its dissolution will have to be made and done 
in a prescribed manner. Every Hindu coparcenary 
represents a natural relationship constituted by 
birth between persons within the family and a 
stranger cannot become a member thereof except 
by adoption or affiliation, as the case may be.

"A corporation is not so restricted and is 
liable to several variations for reasons other 
than those that operate in the case of a Hindu 
coparcenary. It would be straining the language 
to say that a Hindu coparcenary which consists 
of human beings related by ties of blood with 
community of interest and unity of possession is 
something in the nature of an artificial person 
with a perpetual succession and wholly distinct 
and dissociated from the persons that constitute 
it.”

Similar decision was also arrived at by the Bombay High
184Court in Mahavirprasad v. M. S. Yagnik , and it is sub

mitted correctly. In this case it was contended by the 
petitioner that section 5 of the Wealth Tax Act (Act XXVII 
of 1957), which levied the tax on wealth upon every individual, 
Hindu Undivided Family and Company, was ultra vires the Union 
Legislature in so far as it charged the Hindu Undivided 
Family with this tax and the argument was that Entry 86 in 
List I of the Constitution authorised the Union Legisla
ture to impose a tax of the nature under consideration only 
upon individuals and companies. The pivotal point of the 
argument was that the expression ”individuals” could not

184. AIR I960 Bom. 191, 194-5.



include a joint Hindu family because a joint Hindu 
family was not in the eye of law a group of individuals.
It was urged that a Hindu coparcenary was a sort of cor
poration and coparcenery property belonged to an unit having 
corporate existence and not to the individual coparceners 
or members of the joint family. Both these contentions 
were rejected by the Court.

In 1964, Mathew J. of the Kerala High Court in
18rGopala Menon v. Kalyani Amma ^ dealing with a Malabar

186joint family observed that a "tarwad" had a greater affinity 
with a corporation than a firm and tried to show that it 
is like a corporate body in nature. But the following 
observation of his makesit clear that he was resigned to

-1 0*7the fact that it is not a corporation:
"The essence of corporation is that it is a 

separate entity in law distinct from its members 
thus enabling the entity to perform acts in law 
such as contracting, holding property, suing and 
being sued as if it were an individual. But it 
is not necessary that an entity should be a cor
poration in order that it may have a legal"" 
personality .-̂qq
So we see that a joint family is neither a 

partnership nor a corporation but a distinct entity by 
itself.

185. 1964 KLT 166; Also see, Kunhammed v. Narayan, /J.96^7 2 
Ker. 487.

186. A Malabar joint family.
187. Supra, f.n. 185, p. 171.
188. Emphasis provided.
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CHAPTER 2

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FIRM AND OTHER ASSETS

OF THE FAMILY

1. No Presumption that any business is Joint Family 
Business,

Now that we have seen that the joint family busi
ness is neither a partnership nor a corporation but a 
separate entity by itself without being a judicial person, 
it is essential that we consider the relationship of this 
firm with other assets of the joint family. However, it 
must be clear, at the very outset, that there is no presump
tion that any business in which members of a joint family 
business. This is clear from judicial pronouncements over 
the years.

In Vadilal v. Shah Khushal'1', Chandavarkar J., 
dealing with the question whether the relation of partners 
existed among two or more persons carryong on a shop busi
ness, observed:

"in the present case there is nothing in the 
judgment of the Joint Judge from which we can gather 
that these elements /necessary for partnership/ existed. He does not deal with the question as 
to the participation of profits, nor is there 
any mention of surrounding circumstances. We 
are left to presume them from the mere fact that 
the plaintiff is joint with his father and his 
brother; but just as there is no presumption that 
a loan contracted by a manager of a Hindu family

1. /T9027 27 Bom 157, 161.
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is for a family purpose .... , so there can be 
no presumption that a business carried on by a 
coparcener is a family business.’̂
The issue came up for consideration in the

Privy Council in three cases. In Annamalai v. Subramanian,̂
Lord Buckmuster, without citing any authorities in support,
observed: "A member of a joint undivided family can make

4separate acquisition of property for his own benefit, and 
unless it can be shown that the business grew from joint 
family property, or that earnings were blended with joint 
family estate, they remain free and separate."

The question arose again in Bhuru Mai v. Jaga-
5nnath , a case which was an appeal against a judgment in

a partition suit. Sir George Rankin said:
"The first question to be considered is whether 
the Chief Court were right in reversing the 
trial Judge’s finding that it was not proved 
that the business carried on ... by G under the 
style GDTR belonged to the joint family .... On 
this their Lordships would promise that though 
a business, if it belongs to a Hindu joint family, 
is an item of joint family property, (6) special considerations apply to the question whether or 
not a business belongs to the family or to an

2. This case was quoted with approval in Mulchand v.
Jairamdas, AIR 1935 Bom 28 7.

3. (1929) 31 Bom. L.R. 280 (P.C.)
4. This is dealt in detail in Chs 4 to 6, infra.
5. AIR 1942 P.C. 13, 16-17.
6. Emphasis provided.
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individual member who carries it on. If it 
be a joint family business, then all the 
members of the family are liable for its debts 
upon the terms and to the extent laid down by 
the Hindu law. Whether or not it can be said 
(7 ) that if a joint family is possessed of some 
joint property, there is a presumption that any 
property in the hands of an individual member 
is not his separate individual property but 
joint property, no such presumption can be 
applied to a business.”

He then quoted Lord Buckmaster's observations in AnnamalaiT s 
•5case; with approval and continued:

"Their Lordships are unable to see that the Chief 
Court have made good their criticism of the 
learned trial Judge that he has misdirected him
self in law as regards nucleus of joint property. 
On the contrary, they think that he correctly 
treated the question whether G ’s business was 
begun or carried on with the assistance of joint 
family property as a question of fact (8 ) upon 
which the burden of proof lay upon the plaintiffs
who claim a share in the business ..... In the
present case .... jointness may be proved by 
evidence that the business was carried on as a 
family business e.g. by proof that the profits 
were treated as joint family property being 
brought to one account or divided among the 
members.”

QIn Pearey Lai v. Nanak Chand, the respondent

7 . As a matter of fact this cannot now be said. The law 
is much clarified since 19^3 •

8 . Emphasis provided.
9. AIR 1948 P.C. 108, 109-110.
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claimed that the family was a joint Hindu family governed
by the Benares School of the Mitakshara, and prayed for a
partition of a cycle business carried on, as he alleged,
as a joint family business. Lord Normand in the Privy
Council observed:

’’There is no issue of law to be decided, and 
both parties were content to put the question 
between them thus has it been shown by the 
respondent that he was associated in the busi
ness, started by the appellant’s initiative 
and carried on mainly or wholly under the appel
lant’s direction, in such a manner as to raise 
a reasonable inference that the appellant 
intended to make and did make the business a 
joint family business? This formulation lays 
the onus on the respondent and in a case in
which there is no ancestral property the onus
is heavy. If it is proved that the business 
had at some time been made a joint family busi
ness, no subsequent change of intention on the 
part of the appellant and no unilateral act of 
his could undo what had once been done.”
The above decisions were quoted with approval by

various High Courts in Chandulal v. Molu Mai10; Krishna
11 12 Kumar v. Gopal Das ; Kulwanta Bewa v. Karam Chand ; Faqir
13 14Chand v. Salig Ram Sardar Singh v. C .1 .T. ; Jagmohan v.

Ranchoddas3-̂ j Seeyali v. Doraiswamy1 ;̂ Syed Abdul Wajld v.

10. AIR 1933 Lah 68.
11. AIR 1934 Oudh 475, 481.
12. ZT9327 1 Cal* 2 1 > 30.
13. AIR 1931 Lah. 429, 430.
14. (1942) 10 ITR 441, 443-44.
15. Z19457 Nag. 892.
16. AIR 1948 Mad. 47, 49.
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17 18Viswanathan; Champasi v. Govinda ; Amar Chand Bishan
Pass v. C .1.T. Jitumal Chamanlal v. C .I.T.20; Manilal 

21v. Bal Sushila ; Sir Padampat Singhania v. C .I.T.
22 23(No. 2) , and Jainarayan Balabakas v. C.I.T. . In

24D. D. Kapoor v . C .1 .T. , Ramaswami and Sahay J . J ., on
the authority of Annamalaifs case2^f said:

"The mere fact that income is entered in the 
family accounts cannot lead to the inference 
that the income is joint family income. In order 
to establish that the income of a Hindu coparcener 
from the partnership business is joint family 
income, the department should produce material 
to show that the Hindu coparcener had utilised 
the property or resources of the Hindu undivided 
family in the partnership business, or the depart
ment should produce material to show that the 
Hindu coparcener was in fact representing the 
undivided family for the share of the partner
ship he is holding."^

17. AIR 1950 Mys. 33, 37 (P.B.)
18 AIR 1951 Kutch 61.
19. [1956] 30 ITR 238.
20. [1944] 12 ITR 296, 30 0.
21. AIR 1956 Bom. 402, 403-
22. [1953] 24 ITR 184.
23. [19571 51 ITR 271, 279.
24. [1955] 27 ITR 348, 355.
25. See supra, f.n. 5*
26. This case was followed by the same High Court in 

Mangilal v. C .1.T., [1955] 28 ITR 167, 176.



The Supreme Court was called upon to judge this
question in two cases. In an election petition in

27Chattanatha v. Ramachandra Venkatarama Ayyar J. observed:
"The appellant contends that the statement of law 
by the Tribunal that there is a presumption that 
a new business started by the father is joint 
family business is erroneous, and that its find
ing that the joint family of which the appellant 
was a member had an interest in the contract of 
K could not be supported, as it was based solely 
on the view which it took of the law. This 
criticism is, in our opinion, well-founded.
Under the Hindu law, there is no presumption 
that a business standing in the name of any 
member is a joint family one even when that 
member is the manager of the family, and it 
makes no difference in this respect that the 
manager is the father of the coparceners."

28In G. Narayana Raju v. G. Chamaraju, Ramaswami J. 
stated:

"The first question to be considered in this 
appeal is whether the business ... was really 
the business of the joint family and whether P 
was entitled to a partition of his share in 
the assets of that business .... It is well 
established that there is no presumption under 
Hindu law that a business standing in the name 
of any member of the joint family is a joint 
family business even if that member is the 
manager of the joint family. Unless it could 
be shown that the business in the hands of the 
coparceners grew up with the assistance of the 
joint family property or joint family funds or

27. AIR 1955 s . c .  800-801.

28. ^ 9 6 8 7  2 SCWR 895, 898-99.
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that the earnings of the business were blended 
with the joint family estate, the business remains free and separate. The question therefore 
whether the business was begun or carried on 
with the assistance of joint family property 
or joint family funds or as a family business 
is a question of fact (29) - (see the decisions 
of the Privy Council in Bhurumal v. Jagannath (5)
... and in Peary Lai v . Nanak Chand, * ... and
of this Court in Chattanatha v. Ramachandra **

) «   -------------• • • J  •

These two decisions of the Supreme Court were
followed by the High Courts in a number of cases.
Recently the Madras High Court was seized of the question

"51in C . Sundaram v. Rukmini Ammal. Here the first defen
dant contended that on the evidence the suit properties as 
also the business should be taken to belong to the joint
family of himself and his father. His argument was that

2 9. Emphasis provided.
30. G. B. Mallakarjuniah v. J. S. Kanniah, AIR 1961 Mys. 64, 

67; Nain Singh v . yikam Singh, Aik 1^55 All 388, 389; 
Chunnilal v. Mulsankar, /l9oi/ Cut 635, 672; Premsukhdas 
v. C.I.T., (1962)46 I.T.R. 376, 380 (Pat.); Prabodh 
Chandra v. Bharat Loan Co., AIR 1964 Ass.-114, 116;

Kantilal v. Chhotalal, (l$64) 5 Guj. L.R. 288 = AIR 
1964 Guj. 29; Chandmull v. C.I.T., (1967) 66 ITR 346 
(Pat.), Kuttimalu v. frheyyu 196$ KLT 963, 965; C .I.T . 
v. Champaklal Dalsukhbhai, (1971) 8l ITR 292 (Bom.); 
Parikhita v. Sita Devi, AIR 1971 Or. 204, 207; Lakshmi
v. Meenalcshi, AIR 1974 Mad 294, 295; Krishnan v. 
Rangachari, AIR 1965 Mad 340, 343; Bharat Ji v. Radha 
Bahu. 1969 All L.J. 190, 197; Selvaraj v. ftadhakrishna, 
ZI97|7 1 MLJ 105, 112. ------- ------------

31. AIR 1975 Mad. 8 3.

* See fn. 8, p. 6 3.
** See fn. 28, p. 66.



the properties had been acquired from the income of a 
business which had been started and continued with joint 
exertions of himself and his father and, therefore, the 
suit properties as well as the business should be taken 
to belong to the joint family. However, it was admitted 
that the business was started without the aid of the joint 
family fund. The plaintiff contended that the business was
the exclusive business of her husband, C. Drawing support

32 33from Sudarasanam v. Narasimhalu^ , Murisami v. Muruthammal^ ,
34 33Rajagopala v. Seshayya^ , Krishan v. Rengachari^ , and

Santhalingam v. Meenakshi-^, Ramanujam J. observed^:
"It is now well settled that when the members 
of a joint family, by their joint labour, or in 
their joint business acquired property, that 
property, in the absence of a clear intention 
to the contrary, would be owned by them as 
joint family property and their male issue 
would acquire a right by birth in such property. 

But if a single individual acquired properties 
by his own exertions without any assistance from 
the ancestral property, his male issue will cer
tainly take no interest in it.”

38He then went on to observe"^ :

32. /19027 25 Mad. 149.
33. ZT9117 34 M.ad. 2X1.
34. AIR 1935 Mad. 368.
35. AIR 1965 Mad. 340.
3 6. ^9707 2 M.L.J. 85.
37- Supra. f.n. 31* P- 85-
3 8. Ibid.. p. 8 7.
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"It is not every help and assistance given by 
the son to the father in business without 
remuneration, will lead to the presumption 
that the separate business of the father has 
become the joint family business. The conduct 
of the father and the sons with reference to 
the business should be such as would show an 
intention on the part of the father to give up 
his exclusive ownership of the business and to 
make it the joint business of himself and his 
sons. It is well established that the burden 
of proving that a member of a joint Hindu family 
threw his self-acquired property into the common 
stock lies on the person making the assertion 
and this burden can only be discharged by proof 
of the fact that the owner of the property clearly 
expressed his intention to abandon his separate
and exclusive right in the property in favour of
the members of the joint family and that the 
intention may be expressed by words or may be 
inferred from the conduct of the parties. ^

The Court held that, on the evidence, such inference could 
not be arrived at in the present case. Hence the business 
was the exclusive business of C. Prom these cases it is 
clear that whether a business is a joint family business 
is a question of fact to be decided on the basis of i) use
of joint family property or funds as nucleus for the busi
ness, and/or ii) intention of the manager or the coparcener 
concerned to treat the business as joint family business or
individual business. In the first case, if the answer is

210in the affirmative it will be joint family business.

39. In making this observation Ramanujam J. approved of the 
view taken by the Allahabad High Court in Kailashi v. 
Shankar, AIR 1945 All. 164, and disapproved of the view 
taken by Bombay High Court in Haridas v. Devkuvarbai, 
AIR 1926 Bom. 4o8, and Manilal v. Bai Sushila, AIR 1956 
Bom. 402.

40. This is dealt with in detail in Chs. 4 to 6, infra.
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2. The firm is only one of the assets of the joint family.

Once it is established that the business is a joint
family business, we are saddled with our main query: what
is its relationship with other joint family properties?
That a joint family business is just one of the many assets
of a joint family - though it may be the major asset - has
been accepted by the Courts. This is obvious from the
various observations made by the Courts in cases involving
the joint family. In O.A.M.K. Chetty Firm v. K. P. Chetty 

4lFirm, Ormond J. of the Rangoon High Court observed: The
joint family property is not necessarily part of the assets

»» 42of the joint family firm ..... In Thammanna v. Akarapu
it was held that in the case of trading families, if 
moneys are borrowed for the purpose of an ancestral busi
ness carried on by the members of the joint family, all 
the members of the family including minors are liable for 
the repayment of such sums, to the extent of their share
in the whole family property including the assets of the

4̂5 y 44business . In Gauri Shyankar v. Keshab Deo , the
Allahabad High Court held that ’’for debts contracted for
the purpose of such business not only the property of the

4rfirm but the joint family property of the firm  ̂would be
46liable.” In Ramaswami v. Srinivasa , Venkatasubba Rao

41. (1915) 31 I.C. 271.
42. Z1920/ 38 M.L.J. 55
43. Emphasis provided.
44. (1928) 114 I.C. 881, 888.
45. Emphasis provided. It should be noted that there is a 

slip - it is not "joint family property of the firm” but 
"joint family property of the family”.

46. /f935/ 70 M.L.J. 214,216.
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O.C.J. observed: "The trade or business is an^ asset
of the joint family and must be treated as any other
property belonging to it." Similarly in a partition suit

48in Gundappa v. Siddappa , Varadachariai? J . commented:
"But where .. it is clear that only some properties of the
family were divided and other properties belonging to the

40family including  ̂the family trade were not brought into 
the division at all, the mere fact that even such partial 
division of status between the parties will in law amount 
to a division of status between the parties will not justify 
the view that the mutual relationship of the members to and 
in respect of the family business which thereafter rested 
upon status or birth must thereafter be treated as one 
resting on contract, so as to involve the notion of partner
ship." Again in Baij Nath v. Ram Gopal^0* Costello Ag. C.J., 
while distinguishing a joint family business and a partner
ship business, stated: "These cases indicate that a joint
family trading business stands on a different footing from 

SIother assets, and that a joint Hindu family carrying on 
business is necessarily something in the nature of a peculiar 
kind of partnership." In Shyamlal v. Madhusudan^2, P. C. 
Mallick J. observed: "Even after the members have separated
in mess and worship but if they still do not separate the

47. Emphasis provided.
48. AIR 1937 Mad. 599, 601.
49. Emphasis provided.
50. AIR 1939 Cal. 92, 99.
51. Emphasis provided.
52. AIR 1959 C aL 380, 384.



joint family properties and if they still continue the 
joint family businesses, a suit for partition would lie 
for those joint family properties and~^ joint family 
businesses which were still joint." In Ram am on i v. Kasinath, ^  
Narasimham C.J. said: "It is admitted that for carrying
on the joint family business debts to the extent of two 
lakhs of rupees had been incurred by D on the basis of 
handnote .... D </s’aid7 that he had no cash in hand but that 
he was willing to sell some landed property belonging to 
the family." Similarly in Hindustan Ideal Insc. Co. v.
P. Satteyya^. Narisnham J. stated: "We shall now proceed
to appraise these contentions having regard to the undis
puted facts before us that the 1st defendant belongs to a 
trading family and that he started a new business in Austin 
motor cars, and incurred debts and that he executed a mort
gage of joint family properties^ to discharge them." But
the clearest indication of this proposition came from Sir

57George Rankin in Bhurumal v. Jagannath^ 1 where he clearly 
stated that joint family business "is an item of joint 
family property".

Hence the next thing to be considered is to what 
extent the other joint family properties are liable for 
debts incurred in conducting the joint family business, a 
liability already noticed incidentally above.

53» Emphasis provided.
54. AIR I960 Or. 199, 203.
55. AIR 1961 A.P. 183, 186.
5 6. Emphasis provided.
57. See supra, f.ns. 5 and 6 .



3* Liability of other joint family properties for debts 
of the joint family business.

3.1 The law as it stands

The manager of a joint family business has implied 
power to do all acts necessary or incidental to the business.^ 
That means, he has implied power to contract debts for the 
ordinary purpose of such business. Where such debts have 
been incurred, the other coparceners, whether they are 
adults or minors, are liable only to the extent of their 
interest in the joint family property. They are not liable, 
personally unless, in the case of adult coparceners, the 
contract sued upon, though purporting to have been entered 
into by the manager alone, is in reality one to which they 
are actual contracting parties, or one to which they can 
be treated as being contracting parties by reason of their 
conduct, or one which they have subseqeuntly ratified.
This is evident if we peruse a number of cases decided by 
various High Courts.

59In Ramlal v. Lakhmichand, ^  Sausse C.J., held 
that "an ancestral trade, like other Hindu property, will 
descend upon the members of a Hindu undivided family; and 
we think that such a family can by its manager (or its 
adult members acting as managers) enter into co-partnership 
with a stranger. In carrying on such a trade; infant mem
bers of the undivided family will be bound by all acts of

5 8. Dealt with in detail in Ch. 3, infra.
59. (1861) 1 B.H.C.R. App. li.
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the manager (or the adult members acting as managers) which 
are necessarily incidental to or flowing out of the carry
ing on of that trade, whether it be singly or with a co
partner . "

This case was quoted with approval by Pontefix J.
60in Johurra v. Sreegopal :

"it seems to me that the law is correctly laid 
down in the case of Ramlal v. Lakhmichand that 
persons carrying on a family business in the 
profits of which all the members of the family 
would participate must have authority to pledge 
the joint family property and credit for the 
ordinary purposes of the business. And there
fore that debts honestly incurred in carrying 
on such business must override the rights of 
all members of the joint family in property 
acquired with funds derived from the joint 
business.

A similar observation was also made in Joykisto v.
Nittyanund.^ 1

62In Raghunathj i v. The Bank of Bombay,
Chandavarkar J. observed:

"Where a minor is a coparcener in a joint
family his share in the family property is
liable for debts contracted by his managing
coparcener for any family purpose or any
purpose incidental to it. If the family is
a trading firm, the same rule must apply
with this difference that the terms f a ^ i l v ^ ^
purpose or purpose incidental to leaving, g , J
regard to the nature and objects of the
family business."

60. ZI8767 1 Cal 470, 474-75.
61. /1 8 7 8 7 3 Cal. 738, 741. These cases were followed in 

Rampartab v. Foolbai, /T8967 20 Bom 768, 778; Sanyasi 
Charan vT Asutosh./I9l47 42 Cal. 225, 233; O.A.M.K. 
Chetty v. K. P. Chetty, supra.

62. USVSJ 34 Bom. 72, 81.
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6̂ 5In Joharmal v. Chetram , Beaman J. stated:
f’Assuming that a joint Hindu family carries on 
a business by one or more of its members for 
the benefit of the rest of the family, which is 
the common case, then the liability of the other 
members not actively concerned in the conduct of 
the business would, I take it, be referable ... 
to the theory of managership and would probably 
be restricted to the share of each such member 
in the joint Hindu family property. It might be 
doubted whether any personal liability beyond 
that can be attached to members of the family 
not actively carrying on the business, not in 
the commercial sense partners and, therefore, 
not parties to any contracts made with the 
firm as a firm.”

64To similar effect were the decisions in Baldeo v. Mobarak ;
/Tj- /?/?

Dhulipalla v. Nadipalla 0; Mela Mai v. Gori ; Thammanna
67 68v. Akarapu 1 j Subbaraya v. Thangavelu ; Gaurl Shankar v.

Keshab Deo^; Laksmlah v. Offl. Assignee^0; Jamuna Ram v.

63. U - 9 W  39 Bom 715, 719.
64. (/19017 29 Cal. 583.
6 5. (1918) 43 I.C. 76, 77 (Mad.)
66. (1922) 66 I.C. 485, 488 (Lah.)
6 7. (1920) 38 M.L.J. 55-
6 8. (1923) 45 M.L.J. 44, 49.
69. (1928) 114 I.C. 881, 888 (All.)
70. AIR 1930 Mad. 776, 778.
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71 7?Heeralal ; Sivarudrappa v. Venkataramaniah' ; and Nachlappa
7*5v. Muthukaruppan * ̂ .

But the manager of the joint family business is
also personally liable for the debts of the business. In

74Srikant Lai v. Siddheswari Prasad1 Fazl Ali J. said,
quoting with approval Mulla's Hindu law:

"In the case of debts contracted by a manager, 
in pursuance of his implied authority in the 
ordinary course of the family business, there 
is a distinction between the liability of a 
manager and the liability of his coparceners.
The manager is liable not only to the extent 
of his share in the joint family property, but 
being a party to the contract, he is liable 
personally, that is to say, his separate pro
perty is also liable."

This view was upheld by the Madhya Bharat High Court in
7^Ramprasad v. Todarmal1 , and the Orissa High Court in

rjr

Tulsiram v. Annabai .
Cases in which the separate property of other 

coparceners can be held liable for the joint family busi
ness^ debts was put succinctly by Subramania Ayyar J. in

77Chalamayya v. Varadayya1 :

71. (19^0 ) 44 C.W.N. 1056, 1062.
72. / 1 9 ^  25 Mys. L.J. 23, 2 9.
73. 71946/ Mad* 858' 8 6 5. Also see Chalamayya v. Varadayya. 

infra; Shiv Charan v. Hari Ram.infra; Raiagopal v. Louis, 
infra; and Yeshwant v. Shripad. infra.

74. AIR 1937 Pat. 455, 458.
75. AIR 1955 NTJC (M.B.) 3392.
7 6. AIR 1963 Or. 11, 15.
77. /T8927 22 Mad. 166, 167.
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"No doubt where it is shown that the contract 
relied on, though purporting to have been 
entered into by the manager only, is in reality 
one to which the other coparceners are actual 
contracting parties either because they had 
agreed, before the contract was entered into, 
to be personally bound thereby, or because they, 
being in existence at the date of the contract 
and competent to enter into it, have subsequently 
duly ratified and adopted it, in that case unques
tionably every such coparcener is absolutely res
ponsible. Equally he would be responsible though 
he did not assent to the particular contract if 
there had been such acquiescence on his part in 
the course of dealings, in which the particular 
contract was entitled, as to warrant his being 
treated in the matter as a contracting party.

The same conclusion was also arrived at in Shiv Charan v. Hari
Ram^ j  Chidambaram v. Muthaya^; Ramaswami v. Srinivas^0 ;

Q «*and Ra.jagopal Oil Mills v. Louis Dreyfus Co. Ltd.
However, mere fact that a coparcener takes part 

in the conduct of a joint family business does not make 
him personally liable for the satisfaction of the debts 
incurred by the manager for the purposes of the business.
In each case the Court must consider the nature and extent 
of the participation of the coparcener who is sought to be 
held personally liable for the debts of the firm. Parti
cipation must be such as to put him in the same position

?8 . £-9357 17 Lah. 395, 398.
79. AIR 1936 Rang. 160.
8 0. Supra. f.n. 46.
81. (I960) M.W.N. 627, 629.

\
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as a partner in a partnership or as a manager; then only 
will he be personally liable to the creditors as the 
manager himself. This was held by the Bombay High Court

Oqin Yeshwant v. Shripad.

3*2 Its effect: 'Family* and family*

In order to appreciate the effect of the above 
decisions of the Courts, let us consider an example:

W2

S1S2SISI D2

In the above case we have a * Family* and three 
’families’. By ’Family’ I mean P, W, SI, Wl, S2, W2, S3, 
W3> S1S1, S1S2, D2 & S3S1. By ’family’ I mean units made 
up of SI, Wl, S1S1, S1S2 as one ’family', and similarly 
in cases of S2 and S3* Now these ’families' can possess 
joint family property confined between each of these 
’families’ just as the ’Family’ can possess joint family 
property. Coparceners of the ’Family’ can also make

O "7

separate acquisitions for themselves. The female

82. (1946) 48 Bom. L.R. 246, 250-51*
8 3 . Dealt with in detail in Chs. 4-6, infra.



members of the ’Family’ can possess separate property as
Oh’sfaridhanjriam' (woman’s property) , which is their absolute 

property. Hence we see four categories of property that
can exist within a ’Family'.

Let us suppose P as the manager of the family 
runs a joint family business and incurs debts in the pro
cess. If we apply the law as laid down in the above cases^
we find that except P ’s individual property, only one cate
gory of the four categories of joint family property we 
have seen above will be available to repay the creditors, 
viz., the joint family property of the ’Family’. The 
other coparceners will be liable personally if they are 
held out as managers of the business or if they actively 
participate in the management of the business (as con
trasted with that of merely serving in a capacity that 
might be expected of one having an interest in a family 
business, but without any direct responsibility). The 
separate properties of the female members of the ’Family' 
were never liable.

84. For a detail study on ’stridhanam’, see:
Mulla: Hindu Law, (14th ed., 1974), pp. 168-260.
Derrett: IMHL, ££ 626-3 8, pp. 397-405.
Gupte: Hindu Law in British India (2nd ed., 1947)*
PP. 535-5153Derrett: Critque, ££ 245-254, pp. 193-201.
Raghavachaiar: Hindu Law, (6th ed., 1970), pp. 538-560.
Gour: Hindu Code*] (4th ed., 1938), pp. 1020-1084. 
Mayne:~Hindu Law & Usage (llth ed., 1950), pp. 753-810.

8 5. Supra, pp. 9-12.



This is not an entirely happy situation because,
86as we shall see later, the manager, with the wide powers 

that he has to act for the benefit of the family^, is 
encouraged to resort to bogus partitions and partial paart- 
tions in order to defraud creditors. This, in the long 
run, is also harmful for the joint family, in general, and 
the joint family business, in particular, for credit is 
the essence of business and creditors will be reluctant to 
deal with families of which such practices may be suspected.

86. Ch. 8, infra.
8 7. Discussed in Ch. 3> infra.
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CHAPTER 3

THE STATUS AND FUNCTION OF A MANAGER AND MANAGERSHIP
OP THE FAMILY FIRM

1. The Manager1

In order to understand the position of the 
manager in the very difficult legal situation created by 
the opposite tendencies of the ancient joint-family law and 
the relatively modern revenue law it is necessary to begin 
by examining what is already known of his duties, powers, 
rights and liabilities.

The manager, often referred to as the ‘Karta’, 
is the senior coparcener who has not retired from that 
position and who is not disqualified by insanity or other
wise from social intercourse and responsibility dealings

2with the world at large on behalf of the family. Though 
there is a presumption that the eldest undisqualified co- 
parcener is the manager, this is readily rebutted by 
evidence that the family are represented by a junior

1. For a detailed discussion on the identity, commence
ment and termination of the position of the manager, see: 
Derrett: IMHL, ££ -421-425, pp. 259-61;
Mulla: Hindu Law (l4th ed., 1974), PP» 295-96;
Raghavachaviar: Hindu Law (6th ed., 1970), pp. 304-5.
Gupte: Hindu Law in British India (2nd ed., 1947), PP.

134-35•
Gour: Hindu Code (4th ed., 1938), pp. 442-43.

2. Derrett: IMHL, p. 259-
3. Sreerama v. Krishnavenamma 1956 An.W.R. 56 5.

A. Kunjipokkarakutty v. A. Ravunny AIR 1973 Ker 192.
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4coparcener and hold him out as their representative.
This is in accordance with the observations of Narada who 
states: "Let the eldest brother, by consent, support the
rest like a father; or let a younger brother, who is cap
able, do so; the prosperity of the family depends on 
ability.”^ Very recently the Supreme Court of India 
was called upon to decide whether a junior member of a
Hindu undivided family could act as Karta. In Narendrakumar

6J. Modi v. C.I.T., Untwalia J. said:
"it was clear from some of the assessment orders 
that G was acting as a karta even during the life
time of B as he had retired to live in Brindaban. 
At the relevant time nobody disputed his authority 
to act as Karta. His eldest brother V was sin old 
man of about 70 years of age. His elder brother 
J - father of the appellant - died in the year 
1956. In these circumstances he appears to have 
acted as the Karta with consent of all the other 
members. A junior member of the family could do 
so. See Mulla’s Hindu Law page 296, fourteenth 
edn. where occurs the following passage:

So long as the members of a family remain 
undivided, the senior member of the -family is 
entitled to manage the family properties, 
including even charitable properties; and is 
presumed to be the manager until the contrary 
is shown. But the senior member may give up his 
right of management, and a junior member may be 
appointed manager."

4. Ghasiram v. Hiralal AIR 1954 M.B. 67.
Nidhi v. Bhainra Atift 19&3 Or. 133.
Bhikarichand v. Lachmandas AIR 195& Bom. 393*

5. xiii.5* quoted in S.B.E.33* p. 190.
6. /197§7 4 s.c.c. 456, 459.
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Under the Hindu law, ooparcenership is a necessary quali
fication for the managership of a Joint Hindu family; 
hence a widow or a mother, not being a coparcener, has
no legal qualification to become the manager of a joint 

7Hindu family . A minor can indirectly and de facto act as 
a karta of the joint family through his natural guardian, 
his mother, where his father’s whereabouts are not known

oat the time.

Q2. Powers of the manager.

The manager is entitled to possession and custody 
of the family assets and though he cannot oust any member 
from enjoyment of what is his right, he can check dispro
portion^ claims and even ê iject a coparcener who denies 
his authority and disturbs his management.10 The manager 
represents the family and suits by and against him in his 
representative capacity bind all the members.11 He may

7. C .I.T. v. Seth Govindram Sugar Mills AIR 1966 S.C. 24. 
Hadu v. Sana Bobinda AIR 1970 Or. 32.

8. Jaggernath v. Narayan AIR 1965 A.P. 300.
9. For a thorough discussion on the powers of the manager, 

see:
Derrett: IMHL, § %  429-449, pp.264-77.
Mulla: supra, pp. 296-313- 
Raghavachariar: supra, pp. 305-315*
Gour: supra, pp. 443-56.Gupte: supra, pp. 136-42.
Chadha: Hindu Law (4th ed., 1974), pp. 290-322.
Mayne: Hindu Law and Usage (llth ed., 1950), pp. 366-94. 
Derrett: Critique: 121-127* PP* 88-94. -

10. Derrett: IMHL, supra, p. 264.
11. Lingangowda v. Basangowda AIR 1927 P.O. 56.



refer partitions and other disputes to arbitration and
compromise claims in his discretion, but compromises of
suits before the court will not bind the minor coparceners

12unless the court approves their terms . He is entitled
to make terms with the family’s debtors and, if reasonable
in the family's interest, to release portions of interest 
or principal, but the burden of showing his bona fides in 
so doing lies upon him if he is challenged at a partition.1^ 
The manager may validly bind non-managing members in cir
cumstances contemplated in the text of the Mitakshara:

” .... Even a single individual may conclude a 
donation, mortgage, or sale, of immoveable 
property, during a season of distress, for the 
sake of the family and especially for pious pur
poses.

The meaning of the text is this: while the 
sons and grandsons are minors and incapable of 
giving their consent to a gift and the like, or
while brothers are so and continue unseparated,
even one person, who is capable, may conclude a 
gift, hypothecation, or sale, of immoveable pro
perty, if a calamity affecting the whole family 
require it, or the support of the family render 
it necessary, or indispensable duties such as 
the obsequies of the father or the like make it 
unavoidable.”, ̂
Appropriate portions of immoveable or moveable 

property may be transferred by the manager to a coparcener 
or to a female dependant of the family in part or full

12. Derrett: IMHL, p. 265.
13. Vaikuntam v. Avudiappa AIR 1937 Mad 127.
14. Mit. I. i.28-29 (Colebrooke’s translation).
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satisfaction of his or her right to be maintained.̂  A
father or brother may, as manager, provide in this way
for the maintenance even of a widowed daughter or
sister who is unable to obtain sufficient maintenance
out of her deceased husband’s property or from his family 

17estate. 1 It is within the power of the manager at his 
discretion to exonerate the allottee in such cases from 
liability to account for income in excess of the require
ment for maintenance (a duty which would otherwise rest

18upon the allottee as a resulting trustee) , and even
from the duty to return the corpus. Acting bona fide, the

19manager can grant the land for an absolute estate. *
Immoveable or moveable properties may be sold,
20 21 exchanged, given on lease, hypothecated or charged for

the benefit of the family. ’Benefit* is interpreted as a

15. IMHL, supra, p. 267.
16. The Supreme Court in Guramma v. Mallappa, AIR 1964 SC 

510, has held that gifts to daughters in performance 
of the duty to see to their welfare even after their 
marriages were valid and binding on the coparceners on 
the footing that in ancient times the daughters might 
have demanded, according to some authorities, an actual 
share if they were not married by the time partition 
took place.

17. Ham v. Gobind /T92GJ 5 Pat 646, 705*
18. Ramayya v. Kelanda AIR 1959 Mad 911.
19. IMHL, supra, pp. 267-6 8.
20. Balzor v. Raghunandan AIR 1952 All 548.
2 1 . Palaniappa v. Deiva (1917) 44I.A.147.
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o pprudent father of a family would understand it. They 
may also be transferred for any purpose urgently pressing 
upon the family and necessitating a payment. The neces
sity in question should be inevitable, but the manager has 
a discretion to consult the family’s best interests in 
meeting it and may, for example, sell, whereas a mortgage 
would have been equally efficient in providing funds, if
a prudent man in the actual circumstances would have seen

2 3some advantages in the sale. Where a business is not 
going well and a prudent man might think it practical to 
raise money for its improvement rather than wind it up and 
take no further risks, the manager’s discretion is absolute 
and third parties are not expected to put him through 
searching and detailed inquiries before lending him money

24once they are satisfied that he has exercised discretion.
It was once thought that alienations for the 

’benefit of the estate’ were alone to be contemplated. This 
view has long been abandoned for the more realistic doctrine 
that as long as the manager abstains from speculative or 
visionary projects, and acts along lines probably condu
cive to the family’s advancement, or likely to prevent

2Sprobable losses, his act cannot be questioned.  ̂ If the 
manager were confined to purely defensive acts, enterprise

22. IMHL, supra, p. 268.
23. Ibid.
24. Niamat v. Din AIR 1927 P.C. 121.
25. IMHL, supra, pp. 268-6 9.
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would be stifled and the family would stagnate.
As manager of the family's affairs, the manager 

is authorised to invest or lay out the existing assets in 
whatever manner he thinks fit. He may make loans to the 
coparceners themselves which by agreement will be set off 
against their shares at an eventual partition, and similarly 
he may borrow from them for purposes of investment.2^

The manager has the power or implied authority to
pOconduct the joint family business. But the manager can

not, even with the consent of all adult coparceners start a 
new trade or business so as to impose upon the minor members 
the risk and liabilities of such trade or business and to
bind them even to the extent of their interest in the joint

29family property, * nor can he start a new trade or business 
so as to impose upon the adult coparceners the risk and lia
bilities of such trade or business except when the same was 
started or is carried on with their consent, express or
implied^0, or was adopted as family business by the other

31members who continued to enjoy the benefits thereof.

26. Ramnath v. Chiranji AIR 1935 All 221 (F.B.)
27. IMHL, supra, p. 273*
28. Discussed in detail, infra, p. 88 ff.
2 9. Benaras Bank v. Hari Narayan, AIR 1923 P.C. 182; Sanyasi

Charan v. Krishnadhan, AIR 1922 P.C. 237; China v.
Venkata, 1953 MWN 708; Firm Nathu Ram v. Firm Mamchand, 
AIR 1954 Pep. 1; Nataraja v. Lakshman, AIR 1937 Mad. 195.

30. China v. Venkata, supra; Firm Nathu Ram v. Firm Manic hand,
supra; Tammi v. Gangi, AIR 1922 Mad. 23 6.

31. Budh Karan v. Thakur Prashad ^ 1 9 ^ 2 1  Cal. 19.



However, where the family's hereditary occupation 
is miscellaneous trade, and members normally take up 
various types of commercial undertaking, the hereditary 
avocation, or 'kulachara* as it is known, acts as an 
umbrella wide enough to protect many departures and enter
prises which would otherwise be decidedly 'new' . ^ 2 Much 
depends upon the habits and traditions of the caste in
question and the so called 'kulachara rule' is by no

■5-3means universally resorted to. ^

3. Management of a Family Firm

3.1 Many managers:

If the family owns a business the manager may 
in fact manage it, but it is common for a business or 
businesses, or even partnerships in which the joint family 
owns shares or interests,to be managed on the family's 
behalf by coparceners other than the manager. They have 
powers corresponding to those of the manager within their 
spheres. This situation has been approved, it is sub
mitted correctly, by Indian Courts right from the early 
days.

35In Sheo Prasad v. Saheb Lai it was observed,

32. IMHL. supra, p. 271; Hindustan v. P. Satteyya AIR 1961
ATPT 1537186-7.

3 3. Kumbakonam Bank v. Shanmugham AIR 1956 Mad. 306;
Canara Banking v. S .I . Bank AIR 1958 Mad. 132.

34. IMHL, supra,p. 277; also see cases discussed infra.
35. Z1B927 20 Cal. 453, 459-60.
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quoting para 308 of Mayne's Hindu Law^  with approval,
"/ajs to the family-lending business, this was, like all
the other businesses of the family, a family business,
was carried on by the family servant, B, in the family
dwelling house, and supervised principally by L and S -
their father M being too old to take an active part in the
management .... " The Court then held that though L and S
were not the managers of the family, they were yet its

37accredited agents^' in the management of the money-lending 
business, and as such had the authority of the other 
members to pledge the family properties for a joint debt 
contracted in the ordinary course of that business.

The Calcutta High Court was once again called
upon to deal with this question in Mudit Narayan v.

38Rangalal^ . Pratt and Mitra J.J. observed:
The question then arises - had B either acting 
alone or jointly with H, for the benefit of the 
family, the authority to bind the other members? 
The position of Ml and M2 as heads of the family 
was not affected in law by the proceedings in 
the case of K. But B and R were put forward to 
the outside world as managing members superseding 
their father and uncle. They were allowed by the 
elder members of the family to deal with the 
family property, as if the power of these elder 
members as kartas was gone. They had, therefore, 
authority, as at that time they were the only 
accredited agents of the family, to alienate

3 6. 1st edn. (1878).
37. The word 'agent* is used here loosely and without 

reference to any agency in land.
3 8. ^9027 29 Cal 797, 801.



property belonging to themselves and the other 
members; including the 'de jure kartas', when
ever the necessities of the family required 
such an alienation. The touchstone of their 
authority is 'necessity', and if they acted as 
prudent owners borrowing for the benefit of the 
family, as has been found in this case, the 
other members are bound by their acts.

Their Lordships found authority of their above observations
from Mitakshara, Ch 1, s.l, v. 28.^

40In Piarey Lai v. Mahadeo Prasad , the Oudh 
Bench of the Allahafo High Court held that in a joint family 
in which several businesses are carried on, the karta or 
the eldest member of the family cannot manage all. He 
must entrust his powers in respect of some of the busi
ness to the junior members of the family also. Therefore 
the acts of a junior member who is managing one of such 
business on behalf of the family bind the whole family 
including the karta.

The existence of many managers in such situa
tions was accepted by the Nagpur High Court in Shamrao v.

41 ttSaraswatibai where it was held: Where a joint family
carries on more than one business or transacts business
at more than one shop, the member in actual management

ling 
t.43

42of the business or the shop is capable of binding the
family in respect of that business or that shop,

39« See supra, p. 84, f.n. 14.
40 AIR 1942, Oudh 311•
41. AIR 1954 Nag. 3 8, 40.
42. Underline provided.
43. The Court followed Piarey Lai's case, supra, f.n. 40. 

Also see: Jokhiram v. Hardatrai AIR 1955 N.U.C. (Nag.) 
3965; Firm Nathu Ram v. Firm Mam Chand AIR 1954 Pep.l.



The Madras High Court was faced with such a case
iiiiin Ramakrishna v. Manikka. Varadachariar J. observed:

M .... though V, the father of defendant 1 and 
the eldest member of the family, was alive, 
defendant 1 was authorised by the members of 
the family to conduct the family trade carried
on in this shop .....  It is well established
as a rule of Hindu law that the manager of a 
joint Hindu family, conducting a family 
business may mortgage or sell joint
family property for debts and liabilities incurred in the course of that business .... The proposi
tion of law stated in Maine’s /sic/ book and 
adopted in several decisions in India is that a 
person who is the "accredited agent" of a family 
so as to be able to bind the family by debts 
borrowed for a proper and necessary purpose can 
also pledge the properties of the family for 
debts so incurred. c-

46In Raj Kishore v. Firm Jai Narain , Mukherji J.
of the Allahabad High Court observed:

"it is settled law that a junior member of a joint 
Hindu family can act as manager of the family.
The position of a manager or a karta devolves on 
an individual either because of the fact that he 
happens to be the eldest member of the family and 
thereby takes upon himself the responsibilities of 
managing the family affairs, or it may devolve 
upon an individual because the members forming 
the joint family agree to appoint him as their 
manager or karta."
Mohapatra J. of the Orissa High Court observed 

47in Ram Kissen v. Kaluram :
"A Hindu joint family maybe carrying on several 
kinds of business and one member of that family, 
even though he may not be the. Karta, may be in 
charge of the particular business. The person 
looking after that business must be deemed to be 
the manager of the family in respect of that busi
ness. If there was any contract with any out
sider, so far as the business is concerned, the 
member of the family in charge of the particular 
business is entitled to bring a suit on behalf of 
the joint family."

44. AIR 1937 mad. 375*
45. Ibid, p. 378.
46. (1958) 56 All. L.J. 912, 913.
47. (i960) 26 Cut. L.T. 235,237; Also see Ramamcni v. Kasinath 

AIR i960 Or.199.



Similar observations were made by Bhargava J. of the M.P.
2l«High Court in Radheshyam v. Jagat Narain.

iiOIn Chunnilal v. Kalu , Bhandari J. observed:
"The principle of Hindu law is that the Karta 
is entitled to take all steps for the preservation 
of the family and if it is necessary to carry on 
joint family business for the preservation of the 
family, the Karta can take all necessary steps to 
carry it efficiently. Sometimes a business can
not be managed by the Karta personally and other 
members of the family participate and manage the 
business with the express or implied consent of the 
Karta. That such participation and management is 
with the consent of the Karta may be inferred from 
the facts and circumstances of a case."

50Quoting with approval observations to this effect by Derrett"^
and Mayne^1, Bhandari J. further observed: "If, in the
management of a joint Hindu family business there may be
more than one manager the acts of each of them are bind-

«52ing on the joint family. ^
Prom the above cases, however, one thing becomes 

clear, viz., these ’delegated managers’ could bind the 
members only to the extent of that particular business or 
businesses delegated to them. This is provided (i) because 
otherwise third parties would have difficulty in dealing 
with the manager because he might not be available readily 
for communication, resulting in difficulties for the joint 
family business and (ii) though it would be impossible to 
adjudicate between third parties and the family on any other

48. AIR 1963 M.P. 8 9, 91.
49. AIR 1966 Raj. 208, 209.
50. IMHL, supra, p. 278.
51. Mayne: supra, (llth ed., 1950), pp. 379-80.
52. Supra, f.n. 46.
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basis collusion between a 1 delegate manager’ and a third 
party to the embarrassment of the Karta of the family and 
the family’s loss must be excluded.

3*2 Additional powers of the manager

Where the joint family property consists of a
trade or business, the manager has in relation to it all
the usual powers a manager enjoys with reference to any
other property. But in addition to such usual powers'^ he
has the power to do all acts and things which are necessary
or incidental to such business for without such general
powers it would be impossible for the business to be
carried on at all. This was held by the Bombay High Court

^4in Ramlal Thakursidas v. Lakhmichand^ and the Privy
Council in Kishen Parshad v. Har Narain^, and followed
by the various High Courts later on.

In Ramlal’s case, Sausse, C.J., observed:
"In carrying on such a trade, infant members of 
the undivided family will be bound by all acts of 
the manager, or the adult members acting as 
managers, which are necessarily incidental to and 
flowing out of the carrying on of that trade, 
whether it be singly or with a copartner.

The powers of a manager to carry on a family 
trade necessarily implies a power to pledge the 
property and credit of the family for the ordinary 
purposes of that trade .......

53* Discussed supra.
54. (1861) 1 BHCR. App. li.
55. (1911) 38 I.A. 45.
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"Were such a power not implied, property in 
a family trade, which is recognised by Hindu law 
to be a valuable inheritance, would become prati- 
cally valueless to the other members of an undivided 
family, wherever an infant was concerned, for no 
one would deal with a manager, if the minor were to 
be at liberty on coming of age to challenge as 
against third parties the trade transactions which took place during his minority.

"The general benefit of the undivided family 
is concerned by Hindu law to be paramount to any 
individual interest, and the recognition of a 
trade, as inheritable property, renders it neces
sary for the general benefit of the family that 
the protection, which the Hindu law generally 
extends to the interests of a minor, should be 
so far trenched upon as to bind him by acts of 
the family manager necessary for the carrying on 
and consequent preservation of that family pro
perty; but that infringement is not to be carried 
beyond the actual necessity of the case."^
In Kishen Parshad’s case , Lord Robson observed:
"The Indian decisions as to the powers of the 
managing members of an undivided Hindu joint 
family are somewhat conflicting. It is, however, 
clear that where a business like money-lending 
has to be carried on in the interests of the 
family as a whole, the managing members may 
properly be entrusted with the power of making 
contracts, giving receipts, and compromising or 
discharging claims ordinarily incidental to the 
business. Without a general power of that sort, 
it would be impossible for the business to be 
carried on at all, and there is no reason to 
doubt the correctness of the finding of the learned 
subordinate judge that the first three plaintiffs 
here were in fact entrusted with, and regularly 
exercised, such a power in regard to this money - 
lending business.
In similar view was the observation of Sir

58Lancelot Sanderson in Ram Krishna v. Ratan Chand^ :

5 6. Supra, f.n. 54, pp. Lxxi-Lxxii. As subsequent develop
ment of the law has revealed, the word ’necessityT is not 
to be taken literally. Nor is the liability of a minor 
to be bound regarded as an ’infringement’. The style in 
use a century ago is no longer favoured, nor indeed under
stood in all quarters.

5 7. Supra, f.n. 55, p. 51*
5 8. AIR 1931 P.C. 136, 141.



" ... G, being the manager of the joint family, 
and carrying on the business for the benefit of 
the joint family, had authority to borrow money, 
if such borrowing was necessary for a legitimate 
and proper purpose of the family business, and 
to secure the same by mortgaging the joint family 
property if the charge so created were such as a 
prudent owner would make in order to benefit the estate."
On the authority of this Privy Council case,

Addison J. of the Lahore High Court observed in Mussammat
Champa v. Offl. Receiver, Karachi^ :

"it is ... established on the record that the 
family business failed owing to a heavy fall in 
the price of goods by reason of the rate of the 
exchange changing and other causes. It must, 
therefore, be held that the debts were incurred 
in the ordinary course, of the family business by 
the manager."

60In Raghunathji v. Bank of Bombay , it was held
that the rule of Hindu law that debts contracted by a
managing member bind only when they are for a proper family
purpose is subject to at least one important exception :

"Where a family carries on a business or profes
sion and maintains itself by means of it, the 
member who manages it for the family has an 
iiYtpUedl- authority to contract debts for its pur
poses, and the creditor is not bound to inquire 
into the purpose of the debt in order to bind 
the whole family."

The above observations were made by Chandavarkar J.
The Privy Council was again called upon in 1934

/Ti
to deal with this matter. In Abdul Majid v. Saraswatibai , 
the appellants were the plaintiffs in an action on two 
promissory notes for the sums of Rs 4,000 each executed in 
or about the year 1925 by one P who died before the suit

59. Z19327 15 Lah. 9-
60. Z?9107  3^ Bom 72.
61. (1934) All. L.J. 79 (P.C.).
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was brought, and the suit was against the surviving members
of the joint family. Lord Thankerton stated:

"It may be taken as established by the concurrent 
findings of the Courts below that at the time P 
was the karta of the joint family, and although 
the Appellate Court was not quite satisfied in
the matter, their Lordships are prepared to assume
that it was necessary for the proper conduct of 
the joint family business that money should be 
borrowed from time to time in such a way on promis
sory notes. That being so, as is established by a 
judgment of the Board; it would be within the 
authority of the deceased Karta to borrow money in 
his own name for the purpose of the family business."
A similar opinion was expressed by Varadachariar J.

of the Madras High Court in Ramakrishna v. Manikka. The
need for these wider powers was succinctly put by Bhagwati J. of
the Bombay High Court in Kashiram v. Bhaga He observed:

"The managing member of a trading family has wider 
powers than the manager of a non-trading family.
There is no deviation from the fundamental prin
ciple that what is done must be for the benefit or 
necessities of the family, but acts such as the 
incurring of debts and drawing of negotiable 
instruments are necessities to a trading family 
while they would not be to a non-trading family.
Credit is the very essence of trade and the 
existence of business creates the necessity for 
borrowing and purchasing on credit. The powers 
of a manager therefore to carry on the family 
trade necessarily implies a power to pledge the 
property and credits of the family for the 
ordinary purposes of that trade and transactions 
which are entered into by such manager and which 
would come within the ostensible authority of 
such manager as conducting the family business 
would also be binding on the members of the 
family. The manager further has the authority 
to acknowledge on behalf of the family a debt 
due by the family as well as to pay interest on 
it or make part payment of principle so as to 
enable a fresh period of limitation to be com
puted, but he has no power to pass a promissory 
note so as to revive a debt barred by the law of 
limitation."

62. See supra, f.ns. 44 & 45.
6 3. AIR 1945 Bom 511, 522.



Though not in so many words, the same view was
64held by different High Courts in later cases. Although 

the manager alone has such powers, it has been held that 
where a joint family entrusts the management of the busi
ness to a junior member, the junior member has all the
powers of the manager as regards that business. In

6rRamkrishna v. Marukka the Court referred to Sheo Prasad 
66v * Saheb Lai and said:

11 The language employed by the learned Judges of 
the Calcutta High Court in ILR 20 Cal. 453, is 
in favour of the view that even a junior member, 
if he is in charge of the family business, will 
have all the powers of a managing member to the 
extent necessary for the proper conduct of the 
business of which he is in charge.”

Similar statements were made in Piarey Lai v. Mahadeo
■K’ 6*7Prasad , Tulsidas v. Ebrahimjee 1 and Mahadey v.
68Shankar.
However, although a detailed scrutiny of the

firm's affairs is unnecessary, a mere representation by
the manager that the loan is required for the business
will not be sufficient. This was held by the Punjab High

6QCourt in Mst. Mauli v. Brij Lai . Dalip Singh J., while

64. Jwala Prasad v. Kishori Lai AIR 1955 NUC (Punj.) 4977; 
Ramamoni v. Kasinath, supra, p. 203; Purnachandra v .
Malfeikarjuna, /1960/ 2. An.W.R. 32, 35; Rangammal v. 
Union of India (1963) 48 ITR 598,600 (Mad.); Totalal v. State, AIR 1963 Raj 6, 8; Palaniappa v. A.&F. Harvey, 
AIR 1963 Travanc. Cochin 481, 488; Gopalakrishnan v. 
Balasubramania /T9697 1 M U • 557 , 542; Ramanathan v . 
Mubhuraman /1941/ 2 MU. 8l6, 823.

6 5. See supra f.n. 44.
66. See supra f.n. 35*
6 7 . AIR i960 Ker 75, 77-
6 8. (1943) 45 Bom. L.R. 782, 790.
69. (1943) 45 P.L.R. 423, 429 (F.B.).

See supra, f.n. 40.
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delivering judgement for the Pull Bench, said :
"From all this it does not follow that whereas 
in the case of an ordinary Hindu joint family not 
carrying on trade the manager cannot affect the 
interest of the other members of the family 
without necessity, i.e., without benefit accruing 
to the family as a whole, yet in the case of a 
trading family the manager can affect the interest 
of the other members in ancestral property merely 
by representing (70) to a would-be lender that the 
money is needed for-the purpose of the business.
It is a different question altogether that it may 
be that where the ordinary business of the family 
consists of or involves the execution of hundis 
and for these purposes a debt may be incurred by 
the manager, the debt may be binding on the 
members. It does not follow that the alienee 
of ancestral property is relieved from the neces
sity of enquiring into whether the particular 
amount needed at the moment is or is not needed 
for the purposes of the joint family business."
Now that we have seen the wide powers enjoyed by

a manager of a joint family, in general, and a manager of
a trading joint family in particular, it becomes imperative
to consider the liability of the manager, especially his
liability to render accounts of the joint family property.

4. Manager's Liability to Account -

4.1 The Sastric law

Though on the subject of management of a joint
family firm, the texts are silent, they are unequivocal
that managers should not cheat other coparceners. Manu 

71states:
"If an eldest brother through greed overreaches 
his younger brothers he is a non-senior and shareless and shall be chastised by kings."

72Commenting on this Bharuei observes' :

70. Emphasis provided.
71. Manu 9.213 quoted in Derrett: Eharuoi's Commentary on the 

Manusmirti, (1975 ed.), Vol II, p. 264.
72. Ibid.



’’’Overreaching’ here means improperly degrading 
his younger brothers and misapplying the property 
- cheating them. From the sense it is clear that 
a younger (even the youngest) brother may be 
restrained (in similar circumstances) without any 
difficulty.’’
This interpretation has also been held by

Vijnanesvara in the Mitaksara wherein he stated that ”by
pronouncing conduct criminal in the elder brother, who is
independent and represents the father, it is more assuredly
shown (by the argument exemplified in the loaf and staff 

73maxim)'^ to be criminal in younger brothers, who are sub
ject to the control of the eldest and hold the place of 

,.74sons. ' But this view was not held in the Sarasvati-
73Vilasa of Prataparudra.'̂  The reasoning was the techni

cal one that a co-owner, owning the whole as joint tenant, 
cannot be guilty of theft (embezzlement of accretions 
included). Herein it was held that the doctrine of 
Bharuci j Apararka, Somesvera and others that ’’according 
to this text it is understood that no blame attaches to
the heirs in the abstraction of common property,” is alone

*7 &correct and that the Mitaksara interpretation is wrong.

73. If a staff, to which a loaf is attached be taken away by 
thieves, it is inferred that assuredly the loaf also has 
been stolen by them (Jimutavahana - Dayabhaga - 2.25 and 
3.1.15). So, in the case under consideration, if the 
eldest, who is independent and represents the father,
be criminal for withholding the goods, the same may 
surely be affirmed concerning the rest; if they do so. 
(Subodhini).

74. Mit. l.ix.6 .
75. The Dayabhaga of Sarasvati Vilas of Pratapa-rudra - 

translated by Foulkes.
7 6. Ibid, p. 150-51, ££ 780-8 5.



It is submitted that the Mitaksara viewpoint is correct.
This is borne out by the commentaries of various commenta
tors on the above verse of Manu. The Parasaramadhaviva . 
states that

"what is meant is that when it is wrong for the 
eldest brother, who is his own master, to mis
appropriate common property, - it is very much 
more so for the younger brothers who are depen
dent upon the eldest brother; it does not mean 
that it is wrong for the eldest only."^
The Viramitrodaya states that:
"it is true that in this text Manu appears to 
imply that misappropriating of common property 
is wrong for the eldest brother only, - yet 
what is really meant is that when it is wrong 
for the eldest brother, who is in the position 
of the father, it is much more so for the younger 
brothers who are dependent upon him."^g
In the Vyavaharamayukha it is stated that "the

term * eldest brother’ stands for coparceners in general; -
the meaning being that when it is wrong for the eldest,

»79how much more should it be so for the younger ones? ^
The same conclusion can also be drawn from

Apastamba’s verses on partition among brothers. He
observes^0 :

"14. Therefore all (sons) who are virtuous 
inherit.

15. But him who expends money unrighteously, he 
shall disinherit, though he be the eldest 
song-̂ . ”

77. See Jha: HLS II, p. 379-
78. Ibid.
79. Ibid.
80. Apastamba II. 6.14-15 quoted in S.BE 2, p. 135; also see 

Colebrooke’s Digest III, v . CCC XV, p. 2 9 8.
81. Emphasis provided.



Prom the underlined words it is clear that the 
rule is for all brothers and not for the eldest 
one only. This view is further strengthened by 
the very next verse of Manu himself wherein he 
states (82) :

"All brothers addicted to wrongdoing are 
unfit for property and the eldest brother shall 
not make a distinct fund for himself without 
contributing to his younger brothers."

83On this Bharuci comments: ^
"Prom the intent of the chapter it is clear that 
"addicted to wrongdoing" means not exercising 
themselves in the family’s concerns, giving 
themselves over to gambling and the like."

Prom this it is obvious that it is the Mitaksara view of
the law which seems to prevail over that of the Sarasvati-
Viiasa. Hence it is evident that the coparceners are not
to cheat one another and this duty is more so in the case
of the manager of the joint family, who is usually the
father or, in his absence, the eldest unseparated and
undisqualified son.

Support for this inference is available from
various sastric texts and verses. Marnu states in verse 

849 .1 08 that "as a father should support his sons, so let 
the first-born support his younger brothers, and let them 
behave to the eldest according to law, as children should 
behave to their father." This, Jagganatha infers, means 
"that the first born should support his younger brothers 
in the like manner as a father should support his sons; 
he should not defraud them, and they should behave

82. Manu 9-214 quoted in Bharuci, supra, f.n. 71, p. 264.
8 3 . Ibid.
84. Ibid, p. 237-
8 5 . Emphasis provided.



86towards him as sons, and not bear him malice". Attri
buting a verse to HARITA, he further o b s e r v e s " a  
father making a complete partition even during his life, 
may either go to the forest as a hermit, or enter at once 
into the fourth order, or that of an anchoret; or he may 
divide a small part of the fortune among his sons, and
remain in his house, keeping the greater part of it but

88without concealing any portion of the wealth. " The
underlined words in this verse and the above one clearly
implies that the manager must practice no fraud.

The extent to which this principle is extended is
well illustrated if we peruse the following verses of Manu
and the interpretation of them by various commentators.

89Manu states :
"whatever property the eldest brother acquires 
after the death of the father, a share of that 
shall belong to the younger brothers, if they 
are devoted to learning.
This precept has been interpreted by Kuiluka to 

mean that "on the father’s death, if the eldest brother, 
who has not been separated from his brothers, acquires 
property by his own efforts, - in that property there 
should^0 be a share for such of his younger brothers only

86. Colebrooke’s Digest III, v. XII, pp. 530-31*
8 7. Ibid, p. 536.
88. Emphasis provided.
8 9. Manu 9*20A quoted in Jha: HLS II, p. 37*
90. Note: though the Sanskrit makes no distinction, this 

is a directory, not mandatory rule.
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as may be studying at the time, not for others."^ 1 The 
Dayabhaga has interpreted this to mean that "inasmuch as 
according to Manu (9*108) the eldest brother is to protect 
the younger brothers like a father, and the younger brothers 
are to obey him like their father, - it is only right that, 
standing as they do in the relation of the father and son - 
just as the younger brothers are partakers in the property 
left by their father, so also are they entitled to a share 
in what has been acquired by the eldest brother even with
out the help of the ancestral property; there is however 
this difference that while to the father’s property even
illiterate sons are entitled, to the property in question

t,Q2only the educated brothers are entitled. ^ Both the
Vivadaratnakara and the Vivadacandra have, however, held
that whatever property the eldest brother acquires, by
means of his exceptional knowledge, that brother will have
two shares and the younger brothers will have one such share

93each, if these latter are engaged in acquiring learning. ■ 
But the central theme here also is the same as voiced by 
Kulluka and the Dayabhaga.

94Furthermore, Manu states:^
"if all brothers are unlearned, and the property 
has been acquired by their labour, the division 
shall be equal; the property being not ancestral. 
Such is the settled rule."

95Commenting on this Jha observes:^

91. Supra, f.n. 89.
92. Ibid, p. 38.
93. Ibid.
94. Manu 9-205, quoted ibid.
95. Ibid, p. 44.
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"Here 'unlearned* means those devoted to agricul
ture, trade, service of the king and so forth. 
Medhatithi interprets this to mean that in this 
case, no attention is to be paid to the larger or 
smaller amount of property acquired by them indi
vidually. But he holds that even so, if one of 
them happens to acquire a very large property, 
that of course is not to be divided among others. - 
This text is in reality meant to be prohibitive of 
the 'preferential share* of the eldest brother."

One infers from this that the brothers have a legal right 
to equitable division, the presumption being in favour of 
equal sharing.

Manu also states that ^  "among undivided brothers, 
if there is a joint concern, the father shall on no account 
make an unequal division of it among sons."

Medhatithi explains this to mean that^ "where 
all of them together acquire wealth - one by agriculture, 
another by receiving gifts, another by service, while 
another takes care of what is earned by others, and invests 
them and uses them to the advantage of all; - all such 
wealth shall be pooled together and divided equally, and 
no excessive share shall be given to anyone by the father, 
through his love for him." The same view has also been 
held by Apararka, the Dayabhaga, Vyavaharaprakasa 
(Viramitrodaya) and Kulluka in the Manvarthavivritti.̂  The 
Vyavaharaprakasa further goes on to say that it is immaterial 
whether the father makes the partition or sons ask for parti
tion. The Manvarthavivritti goes a step further and prohibits
unequal division by the father even if one brother has put in

99an extra effort in the joint family business. This line of

9 6. Manu 9*215* quoted ibid, p. 158.
97* Ibid, p. 159*
9 8. Quoted in L.S. Joshi: Dharmakosa, Vyavaharakanda, Vol I,

Part II, p. 1215.
99* Yada saha dhanarjanartham uthanam bhavet. These very passages 

show that the concept of joint family business and its exis
tence can be traced to mediaeval times.
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thinking is also found in the early texts of Brihaspati100 
and Yajnavalkya101.

Even during partition a coparcener may ask the
102coparcener in charge of the property, if suspected of

misappropriation, to undergo an ordeal. This was laid 
down by Katayayana. He stated:

100. Br. XXV. 14, quoted in SBE 53, p. 272.
101. Yajn. 2.120, quoted in Mandlik;The Vyavaharamayukha also 

Ya,1 navalkyasmriti, (l880 ed.), p. 215.
102. Emphasis provided.
103. Kane: Katyayanasmriti on Vyavahara, (1933 ed.), p. 53*

103

i.e.
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”415. The ordeal of ’kosa’ alone should be offered in cases of securing confidence when there 
is suspicion, always (105) at the time of partition 
among members of the same-family and when several 
persons do one act in a body ‘f,]_o6

104. Kosa - This is one of the ordeals prescribed by the 
Hindu Sastras. An idol or some other object of worship 
is immersed in water and the suspected person is made 
to drink of such water, his guilt or innocence being 
supposed to be established by the visible effects pro
duced on the person by drinking of the water, or within 
a stated period.

Explaining ordeals in general Kane observes in the 
HD III, p. 363; ”’Divya’ is defined as ’that which
decides a matter (in dispute) not determined by human 
means of proof’ .. or ’that which decides what cannot 
be or is not to be decided by human means of proof’
  Just as one relies on witnesses in deciding a
matter (who may for aught one knows be telling lies),
so reliance can be placed on ordeals .....  The general
rule as stated by Yajn. II. 22; Nar. II. 29, IV.239; 
Brihaspati; Kat. (217) ••• is that ordeals were to be
resorted to only if no human evidence (witnesses, docu
ments, possession) or circumstantial evidence was 
available.” He further states (p. 374): ’’Drinking
holy water (kosapana) was employed not only as an 
ordeal for proving innocence, but it was resorted to 
also for assuring another about one’s good will and 
future honesty.”

For a detailed study on Ordeals, see: Kane: HDIII, 
pp.360-7 8. For a specialist study of Kosa see R.W.
Lariviere. ’A note on the Kosadivya. The ordeal of the
sacred libation’. Adyar Library Bull. 1977, 152-164 (at 
p. 164 he notes that in Kalhana s Rajatarangini Kosa 
is administered four times as an oath to remove suspicion, 
12 times as an oath to form alliances, etc., and 5 times 
as an oath to secure performance). Here by kosa we mean 
not oath but ordeal.

105. Emphasis provided.
106. Supra, f.n.103, p. 198.
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The above verse of Katyayana was quoted with
approval in the Smritichandrika f Sarasvativij-asa'1'0^

109Vyavahara- Mayuidia . The same view was held by Apararka 
too while commenting on the Yajnavalkyasmriti, 110 though 
he did not mention the above verse of Katyayana.

All these go to show that the managers of the 
joint family property were prohibited from defrauding 
other coparceners - this principle was firmly established 
by early smriti texts. The temptation to do so is well 
evidenced. Hence we find, in the form of kosa ordeal, a 
provision for a form of deterrent, which indirectly shows 
that the manager was required to keep an honest account of 
the family property.

It will be interesting now to see how the Anglo- 
Hindu law dealt with the manager's liability to account 
and whether the judges referred to or used the Sastric law 
discussed above.

4.2 The Anglo-Hindu law situation.

Is a member of the family entitled to sue for an 
account, merely with a view of obtaining information as to 
the way in which the family affairs have been managed, with
out seeking for further relief, or for an account with the

107. Smritichandrika - by Devanna Bhatta (ed. by L. Srini- 
vasacharya, G.O.L.S., Mysore, 1914), Vol. Ill, Part I, 
Vyavahara-kanda, p. 226.

108. Sarasvativilasa of Prataparudra - Vyavaharakanda (ed. by
H. Shamasastry, G.O.L.S., Mysore, 1927), p. 168.

109. Ch. IV. S.6 . para. 3, quoted in Stokes HLB (1827 ed.),p.73«
110. Yajnavalkyasmriti - with Commentary of Apararka - 

/Anandasrama Sanskrit Series - Vol. 46, Part II, ed. 1904/
P•695.
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object of ascertaining his share of the profits and carry
ing it over to his separate account? The question was first 
raised in Sreemutty Soorjeemoney v. Denobundoo111 where the 
Supreme Court of Bengal laid down that the right to demand 
an account was incidental to the right to partition and that 
the liability to account could only be enforced upon a par
tition. But the Court also made the following observation:112

"A question arose in the course of the argument:
it related to the right of co-sharers on a parti
tion to make those who, whilst the jointure of 
estate continued, had drawn more than their due 
shares out of the common stock, account for the 
difference. The authorities certainly show that 
in respect of those expenses which properly fall 
upon the joint funds, as disbursements for 
marriages and certain religious and charitable 
purposes, there exists no liability to account, 
though from the largeness of his family or other 
cause, one co-sharer may have received greater 
benefit from the joint funds than another. But, 
on the other hand, there are authorities, and 
those ancient authorities (we may instance Cole- 
brooke’s Digest, art. CCClxxiii, vol. iii, 
p.391)* (113)» which plainly show that a co
sharer may make himself liable for money spent 
for enjoyment, or other purposes, which are not 
for the benefit of the family considered as a 
whole. And we apprehend that at the present day, 
when personal luxury has increased, and the change 
of manners has somewhat modified the relations of 
a joint family, it is by no means unusual that in 
the common Khatta Book an account of the separate 
expenditure of each member is opened and kept 
against him; and that on a partition, even in the 
absence of fraud or exclusion, those accounts enter 
into the general account on which the final parti
tion and allotment are made^jj."

111. (1857) 6 M.I.A. 526, 540-41.
112. Ibid, p. 540.
115. This reads as: "What has been given away for the religious 

purposes of one individual, a friendly gift, and a loan 
made on his sole account, shall, if discovered, become 
part of his allottment; for the patrimony cannot be aliened 
by one parcener on his separate account. The text is 
attributed to Katyayana.

114. Emphasis provided.
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In Chuckun Lall v. Poran Chunder11 .̂ the suit
was brought for an account of property for a period of 36

years, during which the plaintiff and his brother, the
defendant, had been living in commensality and enjoying
the property jointly, and for the recovery of his share of
the income. The plaintiff and his brother had already prior
to the suit divided the real properties belonging to the
family. Phear J. pointed out that so long as the members
who have what may be termed vested interests in the property,
choose to continue in a state of commensality and in joint
enjoyment of the profits of the property, they cannot be
said to possess individually any several proprietary right
other than the right to call for partition - a right which
they may alien. Every adult member of an undivided Hindu
family living in commensality with the manager must be
taken as between himself to be a participator in and
authoriser of, all that is from time to time done in the
management of the joint property, to this extent that he
cannot without further cause call the manager to account
for it. Where however one of the coparceners was a minor,
Phear J. thought that the manager must be considered to

ll6occupy a fiduciary relation to him and therefore accoun
table for his management during the period of minority. In 
the particular case before him, he held that even that
right must be deemed to have been forfeited by laches. No

117reference was made to Soorjeemoney’s case, discussed

115. (1868) 9 W.R. 483.
116. A detailed discussion on the fiduciary relation of the 

manager will be done when we deal with the question of 
’Acquisition' in later chapters.

117. Supra, f.n.lll.



above.
The question was raised before Markby J. in 

x 18Rangamani v. Kasinath and it was held that the manager 
was not liable to account, even though one of the members 
of the family was a minor. This decision led to a reference 
to the Pull Bench in Abhaychandra v. Pyarimohun11^ in which 
it was held that a manager of a joint Hindu family is bound 
to render an account of his management to his co-sharers, 
and is liable to a suit if he refuses to do so, whether 
the parties suing were minors or adults during the period 
for which the account is asked. It was explained by Sir 
Richard Couch that the principle upon which the right to 
call for an account rests is not the existence of a direct 
agency or partnership where the managing partner may be 
considered as the agent for his copartners, but that it 
depended upon the right which the members of a joint family 
have to a share of the property and that where there is a 
joint interest in property, and one party receives all the 
profits, he is bound to account to the other parties, who 
have an interest in it, for the profits of their respec
tive shares, after making just deductions as he may have 
the right to make. This decision established the law in 
Bengal that a suit for an account without any concurrent 
claim for partition would be maintainable by a member of a 
Dayabhaga joint family.

The Bombay High Court was first called upon to

118. 3 B.L.R. (O.C.) 1.
119. (1884) 13 W.R. 75, 78 (F.B.) - (1869-70) 5 B.L.R. 

347. -



decide this question In Me.ghasham v. Vithalrag120 in which
121Gibbs and West J.J. observed:

"As to the next two objections, the object in 
taking accounts with a view to partition of an 
estate must, in the absence of fraud or gross 
misconduct, be simply to ascertain the existing 
nature and value of the property. The Hindu Law 
does not subject each and every member of a united 
family to an account of the portions taken by him 
from the common stock, and make him liable to restore 
all that he has taken in excess of his proper pro
portional share. So long as the family subsists 
undivided, it is regarded by the law rather as an 
integral unit in the community than as an aggrega
tion of members, with reciprocal duties and rights 
admitting of precise arithmetical definition, and 
completely enforceable by the state. This, which 
was a common and prevailing conception in the 
earlier ages of the world .... is supported as to 
the Hindu community by many texts of recognised 
authority. Katyayana, quoted by Jagannatha in 
his Digest, Bk. V, Ch. Ill, T. 136, says 'Let not 
a co-heir be obliged to make good what he expended 
before partition. There is even added this pre
cept, 'Effects which a Kinsman has embezzled, let 
not a co-heir use violence (compulsion) to make him 
restore.' So intimate down to the period of parti
tion is the union of the family that protection 
otherwise than by remonstrance against unauthorised 
appropriations, is hardly thought compatible with
it....... The position and responsibilities of the
Karta or manager do not at present differ materially 
from those of any other members of the family. He 
holds a precarious office from which he may at any 
moment be deposed by the general wish of the family. 
He is not a trustee required as in an ordinary case 
of trusteeship to keep accounts of his own expendi
ture, or of that of the other members, or of supplies 
taken out of the common stock. The remedy for his 
misconduct is his deposition, or a partition of 
property in which ... an adequate account can in 
general be taken.....

"It must .... always be a matter very much 
within the discretion of the Court to determine 
whether all just and reasonable bounds of expendi
ture have been so exceeded that the member sued may 
properly be made responsible for the excess. The 
social position of the parties, the recognised

120. Unreported Printed Judgments of the Bom. H.C., Vol 1., 
p. 205, 206 ff.

121. Sir Raymond West was one of the very few Anglo-Indian 
judges to study dharmasastra.
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customs of their class, and many other circum
stances may be taken into account; and the presump
tion, in the absence of evidence, is always that 
the estate simply as it subsists at the moment of 
the suit is that of which the claimant can demand 
his proper aliquot part. For the event of fraud 
distinct provisions are made. The Vyavahara 
Mayu.kha (Ch. TV. 5*7* para 24) lays down what is 
to be found in many other works, that the brother, 
who by concealing the extent of the property de
frauds co-heirs, shall be punished by the King; 
and property whether purposely concealed or acci
dentally omitted from the partition is everywhere 
recognised as a proper subject on its discovery 
for a further distribution on the same principle as the former one.

"As to the determination of what the sub
sisting estate really is, what the Hindu Law pre

scribes as a test in doubtful cases is an applica
tion of the Kosa ordeal (Vya. May. Ch. IV. sec 6, 
para 3). We have got beyond that stage of progress 
in which so rude a method of investigation can any 
longer be effectual, as once sometimes it was, by 
its operation on the conscience of the person 
exposed to it. The more practical method of an 
enquiry into facts as they can be proved by testi
mony must be pursued, as that which, however imper
fect, is the one that can be applied with the best 
hope of success. This resolves itself virtually 
in a case like the present into the preparation of 
an account on the principles already laid down of 
the existing property and of those further sums, 
if any, for which the person sued may properly be 
made answerable."
It is submitted that their Lordships completely

122ignored the sastric texts, discussed above, relating to 
managers not being allowed to defraud other coparceners. 
Whereas the sastric texts had put the onus on the manager, 
here the Court did just the opposite. The sastric texts 
had provided for Kosa ordeal because that was the ideal 
solution for that time. Instead of bending so much towards 
the manager the Court could have provided that the manager 
should maintain regular accounts which could be inspected 
at periodic intervals by other members of the joint family

122. Supra, Ch.4.1.
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so that suspicion could be allayed. This could have formed 
an ideal substitute for the "crude" kosa ordeal.12^ How
ever, the above view found favour with the judges of various 
High Courts in later cases.

124In Davlatrav v. Narayanrav , West and Pinhey 
J.J. stated"**2 :̂

"There is evidence that he /the Defendant/ was 
manager which is not rebutted, and an express and 
formal appointment was not necessary. Nor was it 
necessary for the Defendant to justify every item 
of his expenditure by strict proof of its having 
been incurred for indispensible family purposes.
A reasonable degree of latitude is allowed to the 
members of a Hindu family in the absence of actual 
fraud, or wanton and ruinous profligacy, and the 
expenditure of a managing member, whose acts are 
not protested against or checked by legal proceed
ings, is ordinarily presumed to be on account of 
the family, just as his acquisitions are made for 
its benefit. But when a partition has to be made, 
the state of the family property as it exists at 
the time is, in the absence of special deductions 
or additions, to be regarded as the basis of the 
distribution. If the previous expenditure made by 
the manager has not to be rigorously accounted for 
as if he had been a paid servant or agent, so 
neither can he claim credit and an addition to his 
own share on account of debts which he has paid 
presumably out of the joint estate of which he had 
control, and which he should have no inducement to 
manage otherwise than in the common interest of all 
concerned."
Melvill J. of the same High Court observed in

Lakshman v. Ramchandra12^:
Moreover, we think that members of an undivided 
Hindu family, when making a partition, are 
entitled, as a rule, (....), not to an account 
of past transactions, but to a division of the 
family property actually existing at the date 12~ 
of partition - see S. M. Rangamani v. Kasinath."

123. In fact this was what was done in Malabar family law, 
as we shall see infra.

124. Unreported Judgments of the Bom.H.C., (1876-77)* Vol 3* 
p . 420.

125. Ibid, p. 421-22.
126. /T8767 1 Bom 5 6 1.
127. Supra.
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A few years later Melvill J. was again faced with 
a similar question in Konerrav v. Gurrarv.12  ̂wherein he 
said:

"/The defendants/ contend that in a suit for par
tition between members of an undivided Hindu family, 
who are in possession and enjoyment of different 
portions of the property the plaintiff is not 
entitled to demand mesne profits. The ordinary 
rule, no doubt, is that members of an undivided 
Hindu family, when making a partition, are 
entitled, not to an account of past transactions, 
but to a division of the family property actually 
existing at the date of partition (Ranganmani v. 
Kasinath (129); Lakshman v. Ramchandra (130)).
Where one member of the family has been entirely 
excluded from the enjoyment of the property, 
there might be good grounds for ordering an account: 
but in the ordinary case of joint enjoyment by the 
members of the whole property, or of enjoyment by 
different members of different portions of the 
property, the taking of an account would be most 
difficult and unsatisfactory, and we are not aware 
of any case in which the Courts have ever ordered 
it. (131) There seems to us to be nothing in the 
circumstances of the present case which should 
induce us to depart from the ordinary rule ....
It is open to such a coparcener, if he is dis
satisfied, to demand a partition at any moment; 
and if he refrain from doing so, it is his own 
fault."
The above cases were quoted with approval by Scott 

J. of the same High Court in Jugmohandas v. Sir Mangaldas.
1*53He further observed

"in Bengal, the authorities have, no doubt, taken 
a different view of the manager’s liability to the 
other members of the joint family. But that pro
bably arises out of the different theory of joint 
ownership which obtains in the Bengal School of 
Hindu Law."

128. /T88l7 5 Bom 589, 595-96.
129. Supra.
130. Supra.
131- Probably Abhay Chandra’s case, supra, was not brought to 

his notice"!
132. /T88S710 Bom 529, 560.
133. Ibid, p. 5 6 1.



To the same effect were the decisions of the Bombay High 
Court in Damodardas v. Utt.amram1^11', Ganpat v. Annaji,1-^ 
Narayan v. Nath.li'*'̂  and Ramnath v. Goturam.

In Madras, the question came up for consideration
in Balakrjshna y . Muthusami1-^ where White C.J. and Abdur
Rahim J. observed1-^:

"There is considerable conflict of authority on 
the question whether a member of an undivided 
family who sues for partition is entitled as of 
right to call upon the managing member to render 
an account of his dealings with the family property."

They then went on to discuss the above cases and concluded1^0 :
"In our opinion the decision in Abhaychandra v.
Pyari Mohan (l4l), which appears to nave been a 
case decided under the Dayabhaga law is not 
applicable in the case of a family governed by 
the Mitakshara law as administered in this 
Presidency.

"A member of a Mitakshara family cannot pre
dicate at any given moment what his share in the 
family estate is. His share only becomes defined 
when a partition takes place. It is otherwise 
under the Dayabhaga law where the law is that 
applicable to tenants in common and the position 
of the managing owner approximates more closely 
to that of a trustee than in the case of a family 
governed by the Mitakshara law. In our opinion a 
member of -an undivided family who sues for parti
tion and who has not been excluded from the family 
is not, unless he establishes fraud or misappropria
tion, entitled to call upon the managing member to 
account for his past dealings with the family pro
perty. All he is entitled to is an account of the 
family property at the time he asks for partition."

134. ZJ89 ̂7 17 Bom 271, 278-79.
135. ZT8927 23 Bom 144, 145.
13 6. ZT9027 28 Bom 201, 208.
13 7. ZJ9127 44 Bom 179, 182-3.
138. ZT9087 32 Mad 271.
139. Ibid, e). 272.
140. Ibid, 1:>. 274.
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This remains the law, with equivocal effects, as we shall
see.

The Calcutta High Court made an adjustment in
141Bhowani v. Juggernath . Mookherjee and Carnduff JJ.

1 4?observed, referring to Jagmohan Das v. Mangal Das,
143 144Narayan v . Nathaji and Konerrav v . Gurrav :

"it is now well settled that when accounts have 
to be taken with a view to a partition of joint 
family properties, the account which has to be 
taken of the entire family property in the hands 
of the different members is mainly an enquiry 
into the existing assets; the head of the family 
cannot, in general, be called upon to defend the 
property of the past transactions of the family.
  We need not consider cases of fraud and
misappropriation, or of gross reckless waste on 
the part of the manager, because no such element 
had been established in the case before us. The 
view we take is supported by the decision of a 
Pull Bench of this Court in the case of Abhay 
Charan v. Peary (l45), and also by the observa
tions of the Supreme Court of Calcutta in 
So. t jeemoney v. Denobundo . (146) The sub
stance of the matter is that the manager of the 
joint family administers it for the purposes of 
the family, and, so long as he does this, he is 
not under the same obligation to economise or to 
save as would be the case with a paid agent or 
trustee."

It is submitted that their Lordships completely misunderstood
t 147the decision in Abhoy Chandra s case. ' This is obvious

148from a discussion of the case above and also from a

141. (1908-9) 13 C.W.N. 309, 312-13.
142. Supra.
143. Supra.
144. Supra.
145. Supra.
146. Supra.
1^7- Supra.
148. Supra, p. 110.
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subsequent case decided by the same High Court. In Benoy 
149v. Amarendra, Mitter and Akram JJ observed:

"At a time a view was expressed that the junior 
members of a Dayabhaga family, having shares in 
the family properties, had no right to demand accounts 
of the karta or enforce it by suit for partition.
The observations of the Supreme Court made in 1855 
in Soorjeemoney v. Denobandhu (150) are specific and 
indicate a view in support of the proposition. The 
force of the observations made in that case that 
"the liability to account can only be enforced upon 
a partition" has, in our judgment been affected by 
the decision of the Full Bench of this Court pro
nounced in 1870 in Abhoy Chuncfer v. Pyar.i Mohun.
(151) In that case ..../i/n the referring order 
Mitter J. observed that under the Hindu law, which 
had been correctly summarised in Juggernath s /sic/ 
Digest, Vol p. 97» a karta is liable to give an 
account of his managership to the other members of 
the joint family, and can be sued if demand of the 
latter for accounts is refused. The Full Bench 
held that the suit to be a good one. That authority 
is binding on us and we hold that in a Dayafehaga 
family a junior co-sharer has the right to demand 
accounts of the karta while the properties are 
sfeQ.1 joint and on refusal can e^orce it by a suit 
without praying therein for partition of the joint 
estate."
However, the observations of Sir John Edge in A .

152Perrazu v. A . Subbarayadu  ̂ supported all the above cases 
discussed which held that a manager of a joint Hindu family
is not liable for a general accounting. His Lordship

* 153 observed:
"Their Lordships desire once more to repeat the 
warning they have often given against attempting 
to apply without qualification in India the rules 
applicable to strict accounts between trustees 
and cestuis que trust that exist in this country,

149. (1939-40) 44 c.W.N. 93, 97.

150. Supra.
151. Supra.
152. (1921-22) 26 CWN 1 (P.C.)
153. Ibid. p. 6-7.
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because in truth there are a number of fiduciary 
relationships in India to which these rules cannot 
in their entirety apply. This does not mean that 
breach of established duty should be less severely 
dealt with in India than in this country, but that 
there are fiduciary relationships which do not 
involve all the duties which are imposed upon 
trustees here. The office of a manager of a joint 
family estate affords an illustration of this 
difference. In the absence of proof of direct
misappropriation or fraudulent and improper con
version of the moneys to the personal use of the 
manager, he is liable to account for what he 
received and not for what he ought to or might 
have received if the moneys had been profitably 
dealt with."

This case and the above cases were quoted with approval by a 
number of High Courts, in the aftermath of this Privy Coun
cil decision, to make the law settled that at a partition
only the manager is liable for accounting and that too of

154existing assets only. ^
Similar views were expressed by the Allahabad,

Delhi and Orissa High Courts in three quite recent cases.
In R.P. Hajela v. Smt. Bitto,^^^ T.S. Misra J. stated:

ffA coparcener is entitled to ask for partition of 
joint family property as it exists on the date of 
demand for partition but he is not entitled to 
call upon the manager of the joint family to account 
for his past dealing with the family property 
except in the case of misappropriation or fraudu
lent or improper conversion thereof. In the 
absence of any proof of misappropriation or 
fraudulent or improper conversion of the said pro
perties ... ZI7 coparcener was not entitled to call 
upon him to account for his past dealings with the 
joint family property.”

154. Lachmi Narayan v. Salig Ram, AIR 1924 Oudh 428, 4^0; Offl. 
Assignee v. Rajabdar, (192^) ^6 MLJ 145, 147; Jyotibati v. 
Lachhmeshwar, AIR 1930 Pat 260, 263; Sukhdes. v. Basdeo, 
/1935/ 37 All 949, 956; Gurdit v. Siri Ram AIR 1941 Pesh. 
o9, 101; Seethamma v. Veerana AIR 1950 Mad 785, 788; 
Shridhar v. Martand, (1954)" Nag 479, ^89; Manik v. Deo, 
AIR 1955 Nag. 290,292-93; Bappu Ayyar v. Reganayaki AIR 
1955 Mad. 394, 400; P. Suryanarayana v. P. Sugunavathi,
AIR 1961 A.P. 393, 395; Madan Mohan v. Balkishan /1965/1 
Punj. 367, 372, Appalanarasimha v. Mahadevalla AIR 19o7
A.P.247.

155.(1973)All. L.J. 457, 468.
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The Delhi and Orissa cases were Kanahaya Lai v. Jamuna
Devi'1'^ and Budhia v. Raghu^*^ respectively. In the
Allahabad and Orissa cases no authorities were cited
whereas in the Delhi case, para 238 of the 13th edition
of Mulla’s Hindu law was cited as authority! It is clear
that this area of Hindu law stagnates.

However, the Courts accepted one observation of
Mitter made in his order of reference, in Abhaychandra’s 

158case, viz., no rule of law or principle of justice required
the coparceners to accept the ’ipse dixit’ of the karta
about the extent of the assets available for partition.
In Parmeshwar v. Gobind1-^, Fletcher J. of the Calcutta
High Court held:

’’The result of these authorities .... is that in 
an ordinary suit for partition in the absence of 
fraud or other improper conduct, the only account 
the karta is liable for is as to the existing 
state of the property divisible. The parties have 
no right to look back and claim relief against past 
inequality of enjoyment of the members or other 
members.

’’But of course this does not mean that the 
parties are bound to accept the statement of the 
karta as to what the properties consist of. That 
would not be an account at all. The karta is the 
accountable party and the enquiry directed by the 
Court must be conducted in the manner normally 
adopted to discover what in fact the property (not 
what the karta says it) now consists of.

160Krishnan J. stated in Kristnayya v. Guravayya :

156. AIR 1973 Del. 160, 163.
157. AIR 1973 Or. 8 9.
158. Supra.
159. 43 Cal 459, 465-66.
160. (1921) 41 MLJ 503, 509.
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"It is now well established that the managing 
member of a joint Hindu family is not liable to 
account for his management for the purpose of 
making him responsible for any mismanagement by 
him in the past or for any loss caused by him 
thereby to the joint estate except perhaps where 
he has been guilty of fraud or misappropriation, 
see Balakrishna v. Mutt&sami. (l6l) But when a
partition suit is brought and it becomes neces
sary to decide what the joint properties are which 
are available for division, the parties not being 
agreed about it, the managing member may find it 
necessary to explain what became of the joint pro
perties such as have been traced to his possession 
prior to the date of the partition to avoid an 
inference being drawn against him that they are 
still subsisting in his hands: For such a purpose
he may have to give an account of what he did with 
such properties lest he be debited with them at the 
time of the partition. This is one way in which a 
managing member may be called upon to account in a 
partition suit. It seems to me that it is also 
open to the Court in such a suit to call upon the 
managing member as the person best acquainted with 
the affairs of the family to give an account of its 
available assets and to allow the other members to 
surcharge it."

The above two cases were quoted with approval in T. Tamireddy 
v. Gangireddy1^2 Abhaychandrafs case1^  was quoted with
approval, regarding this matter, in Narendranath v. Abani

164 l65Kumar and Manharanlal v. Jagjiwanlal . Though none
of these cases were mentioned, similar observations were

166made by the Madras High Court in Vaikuntam v. Avudiappa, 
and the Patna High Court in Nepur v. Sheoohand.^ This it 
is submitted might be too late to save the damage caused

161. Supra.
162. (1922) 42 MLJ 570, 574.
16 3. Supra.
164. (1937-38) 42 C.W.N. 77j 79-80.
1 6 5. £19517 NaS- 937, 942.
16 6. (1936) MWN 8 0 9, 8 1 1.
1 6 7. AIR 1961 Pat. 57, 59.
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because as observed by Mitter and Heard JJ. in Narendra
168Nath v. Abani Kum ar. "/the manager/ can spend for 

/family/ purposes more on one branch of the family than on
another and his discretion is the final word...... So long
as he confines himself to these purposes he is not accoun
table for the past." Obviously keeping this in mind, Das J. 
of the Patna High Court observed in Gobind v. P a r m e s h w a r 1 ^ ;

" .... The Karta of a joint Mitakshara Hindu
family is not accountable for the rents, issues 
and profits which came into his hands during his 
management of the properties as Karta. But he is 
still bound to keep true and correct accounts and 
to show the savings effected from the income of 
the joint family properties (170) ...... I am
aware that a Karta of a joint Mitakshara Hindu 
family is neither a trustee nor an agent in the 
strict sense of those terms; but as it is his 
duty to conserve the joint family properties and 
to disclose those properties to the members of 
the joint family at the time of partition, there 
is no reason why we should not apply the rule 
stated above. This method of investigation is 
hardly a satisfactory one, and may even lead to 
injustice so far as the karta is concerned; but 
it is well to remember the principle on which the 
Court acts in dealing with one who occupies a posi
tion of trust and confidence."

But it seems this suggestion was ignored in later cases.
The Supreme Court of India was called upon to

171adjudicate on this point in Narayanaswami v. Ramakrishna. '
Das Gupta J. observed:

" ... While admitting the legal position that in 
the absence of any evidence of fraud or misappro
priation the Karta cannot be called upon to account 
for the past transactions, learned Counsel stresses

16 8-. Supra.
169. AIR 1921 Pat 485, 488-89.
170. Emphasis provided.
171. air 1965 s.c. 289, 295.



the responsibility of the Karta to establish what 
are the assets available for partition. In sup
port of this, the learned Counsel drew our atten
tion to the decision in Parmeshwar v. Gobind.
(172) That case laid down the rule that in absence 
of fraud or other improper conduct the only account 
the Karta of a joint family is liable for is as to 
the existing state of the property divisible; but 
that this did not mean that the parties were bound 
to accept the statement of the Karta as to what the 
property consisted of and an enquiry should be 
directed by the Court in a manner usually accepted 
to discover what in fact the property consisted of 
at the date of partition. About the correctness 
of this proposition there is no dispute. In what 
manner this principle can be applied depends how
ever on the facts and circumstances of each case.”

This case was followed by the Orissa High Court in Damodar 
17*5v. Banamali.

Prom the above it is clear that in Anglo-Hindu law
the manager of a joint family property in general, and a
manager of a trading joint family in particular, has very
wide and far reaching powers without the corresponding
liability to account. He is the sole representative of the
family vis-a-vis the government and other strangers. Other
members of the joint family, so long asthey remain joint,
must repose complete faith and confidence in his discretion
within the wide limits laid down by the Courts. This faith
and confidence may be abused by a ’crooked* manager because,

174as we have seen above ' , he is not obliged to treat the mem
bers with strict impartiality, nor to maintain them equally 
comfortably, and hence can favour some at the expense of 
others. It follows a fortiori that he can favour himself: 
and so to do is not 'fraud* or 'misappropriation* if the

172. Supra.
173. Z19667 Cut. 8 8 5.
174. Supra, p. 120, f.n. 164; also see IMHL, p. 262.
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Hindu law as to his power to favour himself, and through 
himself his wife or other nominees, is left completely 
unclear. The sastric texts, as we have seen, definitely 
do not allow such a situation to occur or prevail.̂ 5  
Observations'^^ in cases like Soor jeemoney v. Denobundoo1^  
and Gobind v. Parmeshwar , which could have allowed for 
introducing a mode of accounting of joint family property 
without enforcing a partition and thus ending the possibility 
of the above situation, were sadly ignored by the judiciary. 
(The effect of the present law on the joint family will be 
clear in later chapters when we discuss the question of 
’acquisition* of joint family property).

However, there are instances where the Courts
did enforce an account from the manager. The Delhi High
Court ordered back accounting for three years in Kanhaya

179Lai v. Jumna Devi. 1 * In this case it was alleged that 
defendant No. 5 who had been working with his father during 
his lifetime and after his death assumed exclusive control 
of the business and represented himself as sole proprietor 
of the family business and he recovered and realised out
standings of the business and fraudulently and improperly 
converted the property of the family to his own use and

175* See supra, pp. 105 & 10^ f.ns.l02& 105.
176. See underlined words in pp. 108 & 121 supra.
177. Supra.
1 7 8. ..Sflpra.
1 7 9. air 1973 Del. 160.
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misappropriate them. B. C. Misra J. observed1^0:
"The law on the subject is stated in paragraph 
238 of Mulla’s Hindu law where it is stated that 
a manager of a joint Hindu family is liable to 
render account upon partition for the assets 
which he had received and also for the expenses 
which have in fact been incurred and the liability 
to render account would arise on proof of misappro
priation or fraudulent or improper conversion .....

"With regard to conversion and misappropriation 
of funds, there is ample evidence on the record."

■j O  IListing these he further observed:
"There is no doubt that defendant No. 5 has to 
render accounts for the amounts received by him."

Obviously this was a case where misappropriation by the
manager was proved prima facie.

In the same year the Orissa High Court also made
the manager liable to account. In Budhia v. Raghu,

18̂ 5B. K. Patra J. observed :
"The suit was instituted on 22-12-1962. Law 
is now well settled that in a suit for partition 
filed by a member of a Hindu Mitakshara joint 
family, the coparcener seeking for partition is 
not entitled to require the manager to account 
for his past dealings with the property. All 
that he is entitled to is an account of the family 
property as it exists at the time when the parti
tion is demanded, unless of course there is proof 
of fraud or other improper conversion on the part 
of the Kart^. One of the exceptions to the general 
rule is when the coparcener suing for partition is 
entirely excluded from the enjoyment of the joint 
family property in which case he is entitled to an 
account of the income derived from the family pro
perty and to have his share of the income ascertained 
and paid to hinu (184) The reason behind this rule 
is that when the family is joint, the Karta manages 
the family property and the income thereof is spent

18 0. Ibid, p. 163.
181. Ibid.
182. AIR 1973 Or. 85.
18 3. Ibid, p. 8 9.
184. Emphasis provided.
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for all the coparceners and consequently on such 
a case the question of account does not arise in 
respect of the income derived from the family 
property prior to partition. But when it is 
established that one of the coparceners is entirely 
excluded from enjoyment, the above rule would and 
should not apply and the coparcener concerned is 
entitled to an account of the profits received from 
the joint family property. This is the case where 
the properties in respect of which the partition is 
sought are admittedly joint family properties.
There may be cases where the managing coparcener 
does not admit that some of the properties in res
pect of which partition is sought are joint family 
properties and claims them to be his own. If he 
succeeds in that contention, there is nothing else 
to be done. But if the contention fails and some 
of the properties which he claims to be his self
acquired properties are proved to be joint family 
properties, he has the liability to render an account 
of the profits received by him from such properties. 
This is so because in view of the managers claim 
that they are his self-acquired properties, he 
would not have made the income therefrom available 
for being spent for the joint family."

Such was the situation in the present case and hence the
Court held that the manager was bound to render account.
Hence we see that it is possible for the manager to be held
accountable personally for any assets unaccounted for in

i8rpartition proceedings. ** That asking the manager to account 
periodically is not alien to Indian custom is best illus
trated if we review the law in this regard in the former 
Law of the Malabatjoint family.

l864.5 The position in Malabar family law."

The manager in a Marumakkattyam family is known 
as the Karnavan and the joint family property is known as

18 5. Also see: Off. Assignee v. N. Rajabdar AIR 1924 Mad. 458.
Jagmohan v. Ranchoddas AIR 1946 Nag. 84.

r>c For a detailed study of the Malabar Joint Family System,
1 D* see: IMHL, §§ 570-586, pp.549-62. Mayne: supra, 11th ed., 

App.III, pp.971-94, Raghavacharisr : supra, p. 714-44,
M.P. Joseph: The Principles of Marumakkathayam Law Kottayam, 
1918. K.S. Varian: Marumakkattayam and Allied Systems of 
Law in the Kerala State (Cochin,1969)*
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the Tarwad. The members of the Tarwad are his relatives 
through female and no descendant of his, nor wife (if any) 
figures there. The powers of the Karnavan was similar 
t:o that of the manager of the Mitakshara joint Hindu family.
In fact in one respect the Karnavan*s power was even greater
than that of the manager of a Mitakshara family. The 
Karnavan had the right to be in possession of the Tarwad 
property both movables and immovables to the exclusion of 
all other members of the T a r w a d . H e  had also almost

l 88absolute power over the distribution of the family income."
As regards his liability to account was concerned, it was
exactly as is the case with the manager of the Mitakshara

l8ojoint family * But this position underwent a change in
the early 1950*s when the legislatures in Madras and Travan-
core - Cochin brought in Acts to regulate the Malabar family
law in these States. This was done because, in the words of
K. Madhavan Nayar, who introduced the Madras Maruma-
kkatayam Bill190:

"The tarwad /Ts~J no longer the centre and focus 
of Marumakkatayam life. Men have outgrown the system 
imposed upon them and the social stream is flowing 
along more natural channels. The main object of 
this Bill is to adjust the social system to the 
changing needs of the society.

Sections in these statutes insisted that the Karnavan shall 
have to maintain true and correct accounts and junior mem
bers shall have a right of inspection of those accounts 
once or twice every year during a particular period. Sec. 4.

187. Joseph; supra. p. 43.
188. Ibid, p. 44.
189. Ibid, p.44-46; V.Narayanan v. V. Narayanan, /l88o/ 2 Mad. 

3287 330-31-
!90. Madras Bill No. 20 of 1931.
191. Ibid; Statement of Object & Reasons -23rd Apr. 1929.
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of the Madras Nambudri Act, 19321^2 reads as follows:
"The Karnavan shall keep true and correct 
accounts of the income and expenditure of the 
illom (193)• The accounts of each year shall be 
available for inspection at the illom house by 
the major anandravans (194) once a year through
out the month of Kanni following such year and 
any such anandravan may take copies of or 
extracts from such accounts."

Sec. 32 of the Travancore Kshatriya Act, 1932^^  states
that:

"The Karnavan, or the manager of the tarwad for 
the time being, shall maintain a true and correct 
inventory of all valuable movables of the tarwad 
and keep a correct and true account of all receipts 
and disbursements of the tarwad. Such inventory 
and accounts shall be available, on reasonable 
notice, for inspection by the adult Anandravans 
in the tarwad house, or such other place as may 
be appointed in this behalf by such Karnavan or 
managing member, and at such times as may be 
fixed therefor by him. On demand, copies of 
such inventory or accounts shall be given to any 
member of the tarwad at his or her cost. (196)"

Sec. 32 of the Madras Marumakkattayam Act, 1932^^, as
amended by Sec. 5 of Act 26 of 1958 reads:

"(l) The Karnavan shall keep true and correct 
accounts of the income and expenditure of the 
tarwad. The accounts of each year shall be 
available for inspection at the tarwad house by 
the major anandravans once in a year throughout 
the month of Kanni following such year and any 
such anandravan may take copies of or extracts 
from such accounts.
(2) If the accounts are not made available for 
inspection as provided for in sub-section (l), 
the Munsiff’s Court having jurisdiction over-the

192. Madras Act No. XXI of 1933*
193« It is the equivalent of a Tarwad.
194.They are the same as fcoparceners’ in our case.
195- Regulation VII of 1108.
1 9 6. Emphasis provided.
197. Madras Act XXII of 1933-
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place where the tanwad house is admitted may on 
application by any major anandravan, and after 
notice to the karnavan pass an order causing the 
accounts to be produced in the court and allowing 
the anandravan to inspect, or to take copies of, 
or extracts from, such accounts. Such orders of 
the Court made in the exercise of its original 
civil jurisdiction are enforced and may be appealed 
from under any law for the time being in force.,T
Similar provisions were made in sec 30, Cochin

Marumakkatayam Act, 19381^ J Sec 50, Coc-hin Nayar Act,
19581" ,  Sec 28, Madras Aliyasantana Act, 1949200, and Sec

2014., Kerala Nambudri Act, 1938 . In the Aliyasantana
202Act there is no liability to maintain accounts if the 

income is less than three thousand rupees.
How one wishes such provisions, which seem basic 

to the harmonious existence of a joint family system, 
existed! To have such provisions by no means encourages 
their use: it obviates necessity for such use. The fact 
that the Marumakkattayam system was abolished in 1976
has no bearing on my argument: all joint families were 
believed outworn in the progressive State of KeYcaJa. vw 
that year.

3.93. Act XXXIII of 1115•
3.99. Act XXIX of 1115.
200. Madras Act No. IX of 1949.
201. Act 27 of 1958.
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CHAPTER k

ACQUISITION OF JOINT FAMILY PROPERTY

1. Introduction

Having seen that the Sanskrit texts contemplate 
wide powers in the manager’s hands and, in principle, Anglo- 
Hindu law fully agrees with it,1 we are led to the vexed 
problem of ’acquisition’. When the manager or any other 
coparcener of a joint family property acquires something to 
whom does this belong - to the joint family or to the copar
cener as his separate property? Properly this problem 
belongs to the law of partition and cases used to arise in 
that context, but it will be seen that modern leading cases 
concerning this arose nearly always in matters involving 
taxation of a Hindu Undivided Family. Probably this is 
because the Revenue always suspects any form of income- 
splitting as a mode of tax avoidance. But this is a Hindu 
law problem too because in a satisfactory solution of this 
lies, to a large extent, the future of the institution of 
the joint family. Hence both for Hindu law as well as Tax 
law purposes a study of this problem becomes necessary.

2. Joint Family Acquisition and Self-acquisition.

In Ch. 1. Sec. 2.1 , we have seen that the sastric 
texts never arrived at a solution between the desire to

1. Ch. 3, supra.
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reward an acquirer by giving him an extra share, countered 
by the opposite desire not to advantage one member when all 
contribute in different ways, and that the public favoured 
the second ’desire’ to maintain the harmony of the family 
and to discourage partition. But that did not mean that 
the sastric texts did not provide for self-acquisitions.
The texts made it clear that where no use is made of joint 
family assets, the acquisition made by a coparcener is his 
separate property. The earliest form of self-acquisition
appeared to be the gains of science and valour.

2Gautama observes:
’’Whatever a learned (coparcener) has acquired by 
his own efforts, he may (at his - pleasure) withhold 
from his unlearned (coparceners).’’
Narada and Manu expand the idea further. NaTada

states^:
”6. Property gained by valour, or belonging to a 
wife, and the gains of science, are three kinds of 
wealth not subject to partition; and so is a 
favour conferred by the father (exempt from parti
tion) .

11. A learned man is not bound to give a share of 
his own (acquired) wealth against his will to an 
unlearned co-heir, unless it have been gained by 
him using the paternal estate.”
Yajnavalkya, while dealing with property not

4liable to partition, states:

2. Gau. xxviii, V- 30 quoted in SBE 2 p. 903; quoted with 
approval in Vyavahara Maynkha IV.7-10 (Mandlik:The Vyavahara 
Maunkha (l88(fed.) p. 6bV.

3. Nar. xiii, v.6, 11; quoted in SBE33* p.190-91- To similar effect is Manu IX 206, 208 quoted in Derrett: ’’Bharuci”, p.263, 
and Kautilya Arthasastra, 3*5-3*# quoted in R.P.Kangle: 
Kautilya Arthasastra (1972 ed.), p.208. Also see Col.Dig.III. 
v. CCCXXVI, p.333 for Vyasa’s observation to similar effect.

4. Yajn. 11.118 quoted in the Mit.I.iv.l. Also see Dayabhaga 
VT7T.16-18.
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"Whatever is acquired by the coparcener himself, 
without detriment to the father s estate, (5) 
as a present from a friend, or a gift at nupi- 
tals, does not appertain to the co-heirs. Nor 
shall he, who recovers hereditary property, 
which had been taken away, give it up to the 
parceners: nor what has been gained by learning."
Thus we see that the sm^ritb-texts provided for

self-acquired property which, as we have seen in Chapter 1,
is confirmed by the fact that in sambhuya-samutthana the
share passes by succession and not by survivorship. This
position, as we have seen in Chapter 2, has been accepted

7by the Anglo-Hindu law. So far so good. But what happens 
when a quantity of joint family property is invested in an 
undertaking to be multiplied in commerce, and by reason of 
that investment a coparcener, the manager himself, or 
another member, at his request or with his permission and 
independently of either, is employed by that concern and 
so earns a salary and/or fees; to whom does this salary and/or fees 
belong - to the family or to the coparcener? The sastric texts, we

5. The Mit. understands this as qualifying each of the 
following four kinds of property. The result is that if 
a man learnt at the expense of the family and made gains 
from that learning, then properties acquired by him were 
liable to be partitioned amongst all the members. See 
Kane.HD III, p. 579*

6. Ch. 1, p.55, supra.
7. Ch. 2. Sec. 1, supra. Also see Shymal v. Madhusudan 

AIR 1959 Cal 380; B. Subba Reddy v. B. Nagireddy, AIR 1973 AP 184, 188; Manicka v. Thangavelu AIR 1964 Mad 35, 
37; Chandreshwar v. Ramachandra AIR 1973 Pat 215, 229, 
Prakash Chand v. Narendranath AIR 1976 S.C. 2456, 2457*
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have seen , failed to provide a solution. But the problem 
arose time and again in Anglo-Hindu law too.

3» A critique of Anglo-Hindu law cases.

In 1921 in Gokal Chand v. Hukum Chand^ the
Judicial Committee held that in a joint family the rule is
that acquisition of the members are joint family property
and there could be no valid distinction between the direct
use of joint family funds and the use which qualified the
members to make the gains on his effort. The appellant was
a member of the Indian Civil Service and, so that he
succeeded in entering the service, the family provided for
him to stay seven years in' England and undergo special
training. The question for determination was to whom did
his emoluments belong - to the joint family or to himself
as his personal property. Lord Sumner, quoting with
approval the text of Mitakshara that the acquisition must
be "without detriment to the father’s estate"10 for it to
be separate property, observed11:

"The connection between the outlay and its 
fruits may be ... difficult to trace; for a dis
tinction can be made between the use of family 
funds in acquiring gain and the use of family 
funds to qualify a member of the family to

8. Supra.Ch 1. Sec 2.1.
9. AIR 1921 P.C.35; Also see Ch.5, infra.
10. See supra p .131. The Court followed the strict Mitakshara 

interpretation ignoring other texts.
11. AIR 1921 P.C. 35, 37.
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acquire gain by his own efforts. It may be said 
to be direct in one case and remote in the other, 
but if risk of or detriment to family property is 
the point in both cases, there appears to be no 
such merit in ’science* recognised by the sages of 
Hindu law, as would warrant the exclusion of gains 
as such from the category of partible acquisitions.

’’Whatever doubt might once have existed, when 
the Hindu law was to be gathered from text writers 
only, has been removed by a series of decisions, 
and it is now clear that personal earnings and 
acquisitions may remain partible throughout the 
unseparated member’s life, if he was originally 
equipped for the calling or career, in which the 
gains were made by a special training at the 
expense of the patrimony.”
This leading Privy Council authority, despite the 

Hindu Gains of Learning Act, 193012, ruled, till lately, in 
principle,the law regarding acquisition through a coparcener.

The Supreme Court of India was first called upon
to adjudicate on such a question in Commr. of Income-tax v.

13Kalu Babu Lai Chand . Here the manager of a family floated 
a company with family funds and then acquired a going concern 
and carried it on supplying the finance at all stages out of 
the joint family funds. The articles of association of the 
company provided for the appointment of the manager as the 
managing director and also provided for a salary to the 
managing director. This income was in fact credited to the 
‘family account by the manager for many years. But then he 
claimed the remuneration as his personal income for that 
particular assessment year. It was argued on his behalf 
that the office of a managing director involved a personal 
element and the appointment of a managing director must

12. Act XXX of 1930; dealt with in detail in next chapter. 
13- Z19527 37 ITR 123 (S.C.) = AIR 1959 S.C. 1289.
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necessarily be of a particular person for his personal 
skill and other qualities and, therefore the remuneration

14received by him must be his personal earnings . Rejecting
ISthis contention, S.R. Das;i C.J. observed

’’The question whether the amount received by the 
Karta by way of managing director’s remuneration 
... is his personal income or is the income of his 
Hindu undivided family .... can arise only as 
between the Karta and the members of his family 
and the answer to the question will depend on 
whether the remuneration or profit was earned 
with the help of joint family assets.”

The Court followed Gokal Chand's case'*' and though he dis
tinguished a Madras case of 1950 which stuck close to the 
individualistic tendencies of the period, viz. Sankaralinga's
case^  in fact Das C.J. overruled it. This is obvious from

18the following observation :
’’With great respected to the learned judges, it 
appears to us that they overlooked the principles 
laid down by the Judicial Committee in Gokul Chand 
v. Hukum Chand, where it was pointed out that there 
could be no valid distinction between the direct 
use of the joint family fund and the use which 
qualified the member to make the gains on his own 
efforts. The member of the joint family entered 
into the Indian Civil Service no doubt by reason 
of his intelligence and other attainments. He

14. Ibid, p. 128.
1 5. Ibid, p. 129. S.R. Das was not a distinguished Chief

Justice and ftj_s reputation in Hindu Law cannot be discoveredfno\e by Prof. J.D.M. bQwetC). v
16. Supra.
17• (1950) 18 ITR 194; in that case the Madras High Court 

held that sums paid to a karta of a Hindu undivided 
family as director’s fees of a company constitute his 
separate property, though the shares held by him were 
acquired with joint family funds: the Court laid emphasis 
on the fact that there was a contract of service entered 
into between the karta and the company (a bank) and held 
that his remunerations were the result of the contract 
and not of the holding of shares.

18. Ibid, p. 130.
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certainly entered into a personal agreement with 
the Secretary of State in Council and he received 
his salary for rendering his personal service.
But all that was made possible by the use of the 
joint family funds which enabled him to acquire 
the necessary qualification and that fact made his 
earnings part of the joint family properties.
That apart that decision /Sankaralinga's7 does 
not clearly govern the case now before us."

He then referred to the present case and stated:
"The acquisition of the business, the floatation 
of the company and the appointment of the managing 
director appear to us to be inseparably linked 
together. The joint family assets were used for 
acquiring the concern and for financing it and in 
lieu of all that detriment to the joint family 
properties the joint family got not only the shares 
standing in the names of two members of the family 
but also, as part and parcel of the same scheme, 
the managing directorship of the company when incor
porated. It is also significant that right up to 
the accounting year relevant to the assessment year 
19^3- ^  the income was treated as the income of the 
Hindu undivided family. It is true that there is 
no question of 'res judicata' but the fact that the 
remuneration was credited to the family is certainly
a fact to be taken into consideration .... In the
circumstances, we are clearly of opinion that the 
managing director's remuneration ... was, as 
between him and the Hindu undivided family, the 
income of the latter and should be assessed in 
its hands."
Prom the £> ove it is clear that Das C.J. was not

prepared to let any member of the joint family be a 'pipe
line' for syphoning money off from the joint family. He
was clear in his mind as to what was detriment to the joint

19family. He observed ^:
"if for the purpose of contribution of his share 
of the capital in the firm the 'karta' brought in 
monies out of the till of the Hindu undivided 
family, then he must be regarded as having entered 
into the partnership for the benefit of the Hindu 
undivided family and as between him and the other 
members of his family he would be accountable for 
all profits received by him as his share out of
the partnership profits and such profits would be
assessable as income in the hands of the Hindu
undivided family .........  The same principle

19. Ibid, p. 128.
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20has been applied to the case of a karta 
appointed as treasurer of a bank and the remunera
tion received by him for services rendered as 
such treasurer has been treated as the income of 
the Hindu undivided family of which he was the 
’Karta’ and was assessed in its hands.

But what if a man has qualifications of his own? To 
answer this question, the Income-tax Appellate Tribunal, 
in this case, chose a middle course. The Tribunal held 
that the remuneration was really a composite sum of two 
kinds of remuneration, one remuneration for the services 
rendered by the assessee family in the floatation and finan
cing of the company and the other remuneration for the per-

p psonal services of the ’Karta’ as managing director. 
Unfortunately however neither the assessee nor the Revenue 
was prepared to accept this interpretation when the case 
came up before the Calcutta High Court. Both of them pre
ferred the either/or approach2 .̂ And both the High Court
and the Supreme Court readily (perhaps too hastily?) accepted 

24this approach.
ORIn Piyare Lai Adishwar Lai v. C .I.T. ^ the Supreme 

Court was faced with a problem where the manager of the

20. It is to be noted that Das C.J. fails to give the name 
of the ’case’ which, it is submitted, reduces the weight 
of his observation.

21. Commenting on this in his unpublished Ph.D. thesis,
’’Juristie techniques in the Supreme Court of India, 1950- 
1971 in some selected areas of public & personal law - 
(Lond. Univ., 1972) Dhavan states (at p. 427): iTIndeed
the Court specifically approved obiter that the fees of 
a Treasurer to a Bank where the family had provided the 
security deposit be treated as joint family property".
It is submitted that from the above observation of Das 
C.J. no such specific conclusion can be attributed to it.

22. ^ 56J 729 ITR 281, 288-89.
2 3 . Ibid, p. 290.
24. See the observations of Chakravarti C.J. at ibid, p. 292
25. ^L96Q/ 40 ITR17 = AIR I960 S.C. 997.
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family, consisting of himself and his younger brother, 
furnished his family properties as security for his being 
appointed treasurer of a bank. He would not have been 
appointed treasurer of the bank but for the security given. 
The High Court had held that the emoluments were the income 
of the Hindu undivided family because the appointment of 
treasurer was not on any personal qualification but because 
(a) the manager’s father was a treasurer of the bank before 
him and (b) he had furnished substantial security which was

p/Tpart of the property of the Hindu undivided family
27Counsel for the Revenue relied on Kalu Babu* s case. Kapur 

J. (with S. K. Das and Hidayatullah JJ. concurring) tried 
to get round Gokal Chand and Kalu Babu’s cases. Distin-

oQguishing Kalu Babu’s case on facts, he observed :
’’Treasurership is an employment of responsibility, 
trust and fidelity and personal integrity and 
ability, and mere ability to furnish a substantial 
security is not the sole or even the main reason 
for being appointed to such a responsible post in 
a bank like the Central Bank of India. On the 
other hand his previous experience as an overseer 
of the bank and his being appointed on his apply
ing for the post are indicative of personal fit
ness for it.
This, in effect, completely overruled the High

Court’s reasons stated above Continuing he observed:
’’There is nothing to show that S had received any 
particular training at the expense of the family 
funds or his appointment was the result of any out
lay or expenditure of or detriment to the family 
property. But it was argued on behalf of the

26. Ibid, p. 20.
27. Supra.
2 8 . ,Supra, f.n.2 5.
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respondent that because he had lodged joint family 
property by way of security his earnings as 
treasurer became a part of the income of the Hindu 
undivided family for the reason that the acquisi
tion was not without risk to the family estate.
He relied on Gokal Chand v. Hukum Chand (29) and 
C .I.T. v. Kalu Babu. (30) In the former case 
a member of a joint family entered the civil 
service and that was made possible by the expendi
ture of family funds which enabled him to acquire 
the necessary qualifications and it was that fact 
which made his earnings part of the family income

"The cases which the Privy Council relied 
upon in Gokal Chand’s case were all cases where 
joint family funds had been expended to fit a 
member of the joint family for the particular pro
fession or avocation the income of which was the 
subject matter of dispute but the respondents were 
not able to refer to any decision in which it was 
held that the mere fact of giving joint family 
property in security for the good conduct of a 
member of the family employed in a post of trust 
was sufficient to make the emoluments of the post 
joint family property because of any detriment to 
family property or risk of loss. It has not been 
shown that in this case there was any detriment to 
the family property within the meaning of the term 
as used in decided cases."
Thus the Court held that the emoluments were the

separate income of the ’karta’ and not of the joint family.
It is submitted that Kapur J. in this case distinguished
between direct and indirect ’detriment’ and in doing so
completely ignored the fact that both in Gokal Chand*s
case and Kalu Bab.u’s case the Privy Council and the Supreme

31Court clearly stressed*^ that there could be no distinction 
between direct and indirect detriment. Though on the face 
of it, it was a good decision because there was no real loss 
to the family as the family earned a reasonable rate of

29. Supra.
30. Supra.
31 • See supra.
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interest of the security money-52, it indicated the dilemma 
that the Supreme Court faced between recognising individual 
skill and competence on the one hand and to see that the 
joint family does not lose by allowing the manager or his 
nominees to earn at its expense. This was compounded by 
the fact, as Dhavan points out,^-5 that if the Court 
supported the individualisation of the property it would

■5I1have to support a form of tax avoidance^', whereas if they 
sought to prevent tax evasion they would be forced into 
taking a traditional attitude in favour of the joint family 
and thus stifle individual skill and enterprise. This was 
not helped, as we shall see below, by the attitude of the 
judges. Instead of facing the problem squarely they always 
tried to evade it and solve the issue raised in any particu
lar case by ’distinguishing’ the earlier cases decided by 
themselves. Through this ’piecemeal’ attitude, they never 
reviewed what effect their judgments would have on the law 
in this field in general and the joint family in particular.

In 1966, the issue again came up before the Supreme 
Court in Mathura Prasad v. C.I.T. There the manager of a 
Hindu undivided family had entered into a partnership as rep
resenting the family with the aid of the funds of the joint 
family. As a partner of the firm, he was entrusted with the 
management of one of its enterprises and he earned an allow
ance which was claimed to be his salary. The Tribunal and

32. Derrett calls it ''no more than a^technical detriment" - 
see Derrett: Critique, 1 96, p. 68.

33- Dhavan: supra, p. 419.
34. This is dealt with in detail in later chapters.
35- £ 9 6 6 7  60 ITR 429 (S.C.)
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High Court held that the family funds enabled him to become 
a partner and to claim the allowance for the services 
rendered and hence there was an inseparable connection 
between the joint family funds and the allowance received 
resulting in the allowance becoming joint family income.
The assessees based their arguments on Pjyare Lai’s case-5̂ .
However, Shah J. (Subba Rao and Sikri J.J. concurring)

37 38followed Kalu Babu’s case and observed:
"The decision in Pjyare Lai v. C .1 .T on 
which reliance was sought to be placed, has no 
bearing on the question sought to be raised in 
this appeal. That was a case in which a member 
of a Hindu undivided family had furnished as 
security the properties of the family under an 
agreement whereby he was appointed treasurer of 
a bank. Remuneration received by the manager of 
the family for working as a treasurer was claimed 
to be income of the Hindu undivided family, 
because the properties of the family were furnished 
as security, but this court rejected that claim.
We see no analogy between a case in which property 
of the Hindu undivided family is sought to be 
encumbered for obtaining a benefit which is 
essentially personal to the manager, and a case 
in which with the aid of the family funds the 
manager of the family is able to enter into a 
partnership and to earn allowance, which he would 
not otherwise have been entitled to" receive." )|0

Thus the Court held that the allowance earned by the manager
was joint family income. It is submitted that in Fiyare Lai's
case also - if the test is a matter of tracing causality -
unless the security money had been provided by the family,

36. Supra.
37. Supra.
38. Supra, f.n.35, p.433-34.
39. Supra.
40. Emphasis provided.
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the manager "would not otherwise have been entitled to
ig

receive" the salary of a ty'asurer because he would not have 
been appointed to that post at all. Moreover, such was the 
case in Gokal Chand’s case too where the Privy Council came 
to a different result. So we see that Shah J. deliberately 
avoided facing the main issue involved and disposed of the 
case by distinguishing on facts the earlier cases which, as 
we have seen, are not that easily distinguishable.

Meanwhile, the High Courts when dealing with these
problems applied the Gokul Chand case’s test (as followed

t 4lin Kalu Babu s case) strictly. Then after one year the
Supreme Court was again called upon to adjudicate on this

hoproblem thrice and in all of them the same five judges 
formed the Bench.

In the first case, Palaniappa Chettiar v.
C.I.T. ^ the family bought ninety out of a company’s three 
hundred shares, and later its ’karta’ became a director 
and still later its managing director. The question arose 
as to whom does the remuneration, commission and sitting 
fees received by the ’karta’ as managing director belong.
The High Court had held that the case was governed by Kalu 
Babu’s case and hence the money belonged to the joint 
family. On behalf of the appellant it was argued that the 
High Court was in error in holding so, that the remunera
tion earned by the managing director was not earned as a

41. S. Bhagwant Singh v. C.I.T._*_ /l96o7 38 ITH 436 (Punj.);
RTF; Bagla v.'"“CTI.T., 65 ITR 482 (All.); Srimohan
v̂ _ C.I.T.,/196f7 46 ITR 1230 (Punj.); Daljit Singh v. C.I.T. 
/1964/52 ITR 935 (Punj.).

42. They were: Wanchoo C.J., Bachawat, Ramaswami, Mitter and 
Hegde JJ•

4 3 . ZT9627  68 ITR 221 (S.C.).
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result of the utilisation of the joint family funds in the 
business and there was no detriment to the joint family 
assets or the use of the joint family assets in the business. 
It was not therefore, according to the appellant, a right 
proposition to state that under the principles of Hindu 
law the remuneration of the managing director in the pre
sent case was directly an accretion from the utilisation 
of the joint family funds and, therefore, constituted the 
income of the Hindu joint family. It was pointed out that 
in Kalu Bab-U’s case the income of the managing director 
arose directly from the use of the joint family funds, but 
the material facts in the present case were different.
This argument was accepted as "well-founded" and correct

44 .by the Supreme Court . Commenting on Kalu Babu s case,
4<sRamaswami J., who delivered the judgment observed ^ :

"In other words, the court held that there was 
a real and sufficient connection. (46) between 
the investment of the joint family funds and the 
appointment of R as the managing director and 
hence the managing director’s remuneration was, 
as between him and the Hindu undivided family, 
the income of the family and was taxable in its 
hands. That is the true ’ratio decidendi’ or the 
principle upon which the case was decided."

So we see for the first time in the question of acquisition,
the phrase "real and sufficient connection" arose. It is
submitted that, in spite of Ramaswami J.’s observations to
the contrary, Das C.J. had clearly stated in Kalu Babu’s
case that "there could be no valid distinction between the
direct use of the joint family fund and the use which quali-

, , 4 7fied the member to make the gains on his own efforts.

44. Ibid, p. 224.
45. Ibid.
46. Emphasis provided.
47. See supra, p. 132.
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Instead of facing the law laid down in Gokul Chand and
Kalu Babu* s cases squarely, we again see the Supreme Court
shift its ground by distinguishing on facts. Obviously
some valid distinction was emerging but the judges were

4ftunable to admit it. Ramaswami J. stated :
"Now, what are the facts found by the Appellate 
Tribunal in the present case? In 1934, the joint 
family had acquired 90 shares out of the 300 shares 
of the company. The shares were acquired with the 
funds of the Hindu undivided family of which the 
father was the karta. On the demise of one of the 
directors, the assessee became a director in 1941 
and on the death of another director who was 
managing the business the assessee became the 
managing director with effect from 1942. It is 
apparent, therefore, that the joint family had 
control only of 90 out of 300 shares and the 
shares were purchased in the ordinary course of 
business and not for the purpose of qualification 
of the karta to become a director. The shares 
were purchased in 1934, about 8 years before the 
karta was appointed as the managing director.
It is apparent that the shares were purchased by 
the joint family not with the object that the 
karta should become the managing director but in 
the ordinary course of investment. To putQit 
differently, there was no real connection y 
between the investment of joint family funds in 
the purchase of the shares and the appointment 
of the karta as managing director of the Company. 
Applying the doctrine of Hindu law, the remunera
tion of the managing director was not earned by 
any detriment to the joint family assets. We 
are therefore of the opinion that the High Court 
was in error in holding that the present case 
falls within the principle of this court in 
C.I.T. v. Kalu Bafo-U. (50) On the contrary, we 
are of the opinion that the present case bears 
analogy to the decision of this court in Piyare 
Lai v. C.I.T."

So we see that by applying the test of "real and sufficient 
connection", the Court manipulated its own decision in Kalu

48. Supra, f.n. 43* P- 225-26.
49. Emphasis provided.
50. Supra.
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Babu’s case. Ramaswami J. also reviewed the decision of the
Madras High Court in Sankaralinga*s case^1. He observed:

"we consider it also necessary to state that the 
decision of Madras High Court in C .I.T. v. 
Sankaralinga (52) was not impliedly overruled by 
this court in C.I.T. v. Kalu Babu. (55) It was 
merely pointed out that the material facts of the 
case were different from those of Kalu Bab.u's 
case (54) .... The process of reasoning of the 
Madras High Court in C.I.T. v. Sankaralinga (55) 
may be open to criticism and may not be sound 
but, in our opinion, the actual decision in that 
case is. correct and is supported by the principle 
that there is no detriment to the family property 
and no part of the family funds has been spent or 
utilised for acquiring the remuneration of the 
managing director.1’
Thus we see that a gradual change took place from 

the strict 'Gokal Chand t£st', adopted in Kalu Babu's case 
by the Supreme Court, to the more flexible test of 'real 
and sufficient connection' laid down in the present case.
This new approach was put to test immediately in V. D .

56Dhanwatey v. C.I.T. Here the joint family transformed
its business into a partnership. The capital of the partner
ship under the partnership deed was Rs 10,50,000. Clause (4) 
of the partnership deed enumerated the share capital contri
buted by the partners and it was interesting to note that 
there was no stranger among the partners; they were all

51. Supra.
5 2. Ibid.
53. Supra.
54. It is submitted that this observation is wrong. We have 

seen above, p 134,that Das C.J. had impliedly overruled
Sankaralinga's case.

55. Supra.
5 6- / 1968/ 6 8  ITR 365 (SC).
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members of the same joint family. ciause (5) stated that 
interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum would be pay
able to each partner on the amount of the capital. Clause 
(7) provided that general management and supervision of 
the partnership business would be in the hands of ’V 1, who 
was the karta of the joint family. Clause (16) provided 
that *V ’ should be paid remuneration at the rate of 
Rs. 1,250 per month out of the gross earnings of the 
partnership business, and it also provided for revision 
of this amount at any time if all the partners agreed.
The remuneration provided for V was later raised to Rs 
1,500 per month. It was contended on behalf of the appel
lant that this amount was the income earned by fV f for the 
services rendered by him to the partnership and the amount 
constituted his individual income and not the income of the 
Hindu undivided family. It was urged that the amount should 
be taxed in the hands of TV ’ in his status as individual and 
not in his status as Karta of the Hindu undivided family.
This was rejected by both the Income-tax Tribunal and the 
High Court. In the Supreme Court, however, this argument 
was stressed by the appellant. It was contended that there 
was no nexus between the joint family funds and the remunera
tion paid to *Vf for the services rendered by him and there 
was no evidence that any training had been given to 'V* at 
the expense of the family funds for equipping him for the 
services rendered by him to the partnership. It was 
argued that the remuneration earned by fV f could not be

57. Ibid, p. 367.
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said to have been earned by detriment to the Joint family 
funds.

Here also Ramaswami J. delivered the judgment; 
but only for the majority this time since Hegde J. dis
sented. He started with the following observation-^ :

"The general doctrine of Hindu law is that pro
perty acquired by a karta or a coparcener with 
the aid or assistance of joint family assets is 
impressed with the character of joint family 
property. The test of self-acquisition by the 
Karta or coparcener is that it should be without 
detriment to the ancestral estate. It is there
fore clear that before an acquisition can be 
claimed to be a separate property, it must be 
shown that it was made without any aid or assis
tance (59) from the ancestral or joint family 
property.-

In support of this he quoted Yajnavalkya and commentaries
/T-j

on it in the Mitakshara and Smriti Chandrika and stated
that this principle was implicit in the decisions of this
Court in Kalu Babu * s and Mathura Prasad*s cases. Then
he came to the facts of the present case and stated ^ :

"it is not in dispute that the capital contri
bution of ’V' in the partnership belonged to the 
Hindu undivided family, which he represented. In 
other words, the entire capital contribution to 
the partnership was made by the Hindu undivided 
family of which ’V ! was the karta. It has been 
found that fV ’ was in the partnership was as repre
senting the Hindu undivided family and he became 
a partner on account of the investment of the

58. Ibid, p. 369.
59* Emphasis provided.
6 0. See supra, p. ljJOf.n.
61. Supra, f.n. 56 p. 369-70.
62. Ibid, p. 370, 372.

63. Ibid, p. 373-75.
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joint family assets in the capital of the partner
ship. It is also not disputed that 'Vf got 
remuneration at the rate of Rs 1,500 per month by 
virtue of Clause (lb) of the deed of partnership.
In other words, the payment was made to fV f 
because of the investment of the capital by the 
joint family in the partnership business and had it 
not been for such investment !V f would not have got
the remuneration (64) .. .....  It should also be
noticed that under clause (16) of the partnership
deed the amount of remuneration of fV ’ or of any 
other partner could be revised at any time if all
the partners agreed to do so. It has been found
by the Appellate Tribunal that the remuneration 
received by 'Vf was only an increased share of 
the profits of the firm paid to him as representing 
the Hindu undivided family, and therefore the whole 
of the payment made to ’V ’, viz ., the share in the 
profits of the firm and his individual remuneration 
was taxable as income of the Hindu undivided family. 
It is manifest that 'V* was made a partner due to 
the contributions made by the joint family funds to 
the entire share capital of the firm"! (65) In 
other words, it was the utilisation of the-joint 
family funds which enabled ’V ’ to become a partner 
in the partnership business. In our opinion, the 
remuneration paid to fV f was directly related to 
investments from the assets of the Hindu joint 
family in the partnership business. In other 
words, there was a real and sufficient connection 
(66) between the investment from the Hindu joint 
family funds into the partnership business and the 
remuneration paid to 'v' .... It follows therefore 
that the remuneration of 'V* was not earned without 
detriment to the Hindu joint family funds and the 
case falls directly within the principle laid down 
by this court in C.I.T. v. Kalu Babu (67) and 
Mathura Prasad v. C.I.T. (68).11
Prom the above it is clear that the majority of

the judges went beyond the apparent facts of the case. They

64. Emphasis provided.
65. Ibid.
66. Ibid.
67. Supra.
68. Supra.
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saw in it a device of "income-splitting” so as to avoid 
6qtaxation and hence were determined not to let it happen. 

They were swayed by the fact that the entire share capital 
of the firm was made up of contributions from the joint 
family and that there was no stranger in the partnership.^0 
But the logic of Ramaswami J.’s reasonings leaves much to 
be desired specially in view of his observations in 
Palaniappa sr . For example, having come away from the 
rigid Mitakshara position that acquisition must be ’without 
any aid or assistance’ to be self-acquisition, to the posi
tion that there must be ’sufficient’ detriment for an
acquisition to be joint family acquisition in Palaniappa’s 

72case1 , why does he have to go back to those texts which 
make no distinction between sufficient and insufficient 
connections? Again, he states above that "had it not been
for such investment, V would not have got the remunera-

73tion. Was it not the case, to an extent, in Palaniappa’s 
case too? If the family had not acquired the shares, could 
the Karta have become first a director and then a managing 
director? There was definitely an ’insufficient’ detriment 
and the sastric texts, as we have seen, made no distinction 
between ’sufficient’ and ’insufficient’ detriment! There 
can be real and sufficient connection with an insufficient 
detriment.

69. Dealt with in detail in later chapters.
70. This was noted by Dhavan: supra, p. 430.
71. Supra.
7 2. Supra.
73. Supra, p.147.
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On the other hand, in the context of Palaniappa1s 
7 4  .case , Hegde J s dissenting judgment looks more logical,

though if it was accepted the tax avoidance sought to be
stopped would not have been possible. He observed^:

"On the material on record it is not possible to 
hold, nor did the Tribunal hold, that 1V 1 was 
appointed as the general manager because he was 
a partner. The partnership deed does not say so 
either expressly or even by implication. In law 
he alone is the partner. Therefore, it would not 
be correct to say that every right V* acquired 
under the partnership deed was acquired on behalf 
of the family ..........

"’V 1 evidently had great deal of experience 
in the business in question .... /ETven before 
the partnership came into existence, he was atten
ding to that business .... For the capital supplied 
by his joint family, it was getting dividends.
It may be the fact that he was a partner of the
firm was a circumstance that had induced the other
partners to appoint him as the general manager.
But that could not have been the determinative 
circumstance. There were other partners who had 
subscribed more capital than he had done. It 
must be remembered that investment in a business 
is but one of its facets. The know-how and intelli
gent direction is no less important. Business con
cerns do not earn profits merely because capital is
invested in them. Much depends upon the persons who
are in charge of the business. Captains of industries 
and business managers should possess business know
ledge, tact, capability, drive and numerous other 
qualities. The experience of ’V ’ in that particular 
business must have greatly weighed with the partners 
in appointing him as the general manager and entrus
ting to him the supervision of the business. There
fore, it can be reasonably concluded that remuneration 
paid to him was a ’quid pro quo’ for the special 
services rendered by him......

"Before an acquisition made by a coparcener 
of a Hindu family can be considered as family 
acquisition, as observed in the majority judgment, 
there must be real and sufficient connection between 
the family investment and the acquisition. On the

74. Supra.
75. Supra, f.n. 56, p. 378-79*



facts of this case it cannot be said that the 
management of ’V* involved any risk to the family 
as such. Nor can it be said - except in a very 
remote sense - that he took the aid of the family 
funds in making the acquisition.

" .... The aid contemplated by law must be a 
real and substantial one and not any remote connec
tion between the income earned and the family funds. 
That position is made clear by the decision of this 
Court in Piyare Lai v. C.I.T. (76) and the decision 
of this very Bench in Palaniappa v. C.I.T." (77)
Referring to Das C.J.'s observations about Gokal

Chand * s case in Kalu Babu * s case^, he further observed^:
"The above observations, which are purely obiter 
dicta, have led to a great deal of misunderstanding 
about the true legal position. It is well known 
that the decision in Gokal Chand's case gave rise 
to great deal of public dissatisfaction and the 
legislature was constrained to step in and enact 
the Hindu Gains of Learning Act, 1930 .... , which 
nullified the effect of that decision. (80) The 
observation in Gokal Chand*s case that there is 
no valid distinction between the direct use of the 
joint family fund and the use which qualified the 
member to make gains on his own efforts, if I may 
say so with respect, is an unduly wide statement of 
the law. It does not flow from the relevant text 
referred to earlier. (8l) Further, the said obser
vation is wholly out of tune with our present socio
economic conditions. Hence that decision should 
not be allowed to influence our judgment. In 
PiyareLal1s case (82) this court ignored the rule 
laid down by the Judicial Committee in Gokal ChandTs 
case and this very Bench did not allow itself to be

7^* supra.
77* Emphasis provided.
7 8. See supra, p.13^*
79* Supra, f.n. 56 p. 381-82.
8 0. It nullified the effect of that decision as far as gains 

of science was concerned. But did it nullify the effect 
of that decision as far as business gains are concerned? 
See next chapter.

81. It is submitted this is wrong.
82. Supra.
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influenced by that rule in Palaniappa Chittiarfs 
case. (8 3) ....

"The contention that if a coparcener of a 
Hindu joint family takes any aid from his family 
funds in making an acquisition, however slender 
that aid might be, the acquisition in question 
should be considered as a family acquisition 
stands repelled by the decision of this court in
pjyare Lai * s case.......  From that decision it
follows that it is not any and every kind of aid 
received from family funds which taints an income 
as family income. Before an income earned by the 
exertions of a coparcener can be considered as a 
family income, a direct and substantial nexus (84) 
between the income in dispute and the family funds 
should be established. The ratio of the decision 
of this Bench in Palaniappa Chettiar's case also 
leads to the same conclusion .... I see no real 
distinction between the relevant facts found in 
Palaniappa's case and those found in the present 
case. In my opinion, both these cases stand on 
the same footing......

"On the facts found in this case, it is clear 
that ’V 1 was treating the remuneration received by 
him as his individual income with the consent of 
his family." q7
From the above it is clear that Hegde J. wanted 

to reward the individual for his drive and capability. But 
in trying to help the individual he forgot that he was deal
ing with a joint family which cannot let its coparceners si-

86phon off money at its expense. The dilemma that the

8 3. Commenting on this Dhavan states (supra, p. 248): "Hegde 
took a stronger line and realised that as long as Gokal 
Chand was still good law all that the Revenue Dept, had 
to prove was that the assessee had been immediately 
appointed to the post following the acquisition by the 
family of the shares in the firm or company." It is 
submitted that the present writer could not come to any 
such conclusion. On the other hand it seems Hegde J. was 
of opinion that Gokal Chand has been repealed by the HGLA, 
1930 and impliedjf overruled in Piyare Lai's case (see below Also see p.l60-6l infra, f.ns. ilk & 114“

84. Emphasis provided.
8 5. Emphasis provided. This evidence point was developed by 

him in Raj Kumair v. C.I.T., /L97y 78 ITR 33 (S.C.), dis
cussed infra.

86. See supra p.148 f.n.7 0.
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Court faced in dealing with such cases is also evident; 
the majority decision favoured the Revenue because the 
entire income was that of the family whereas the minority 
judgment would have favoured the assessee because it helped 
in splitting the income and thus reducing tax-liability.^

This case was followed by the same Bench in M. D.
88Dhanwatev v. C.I.T., Hegde J. concurring with the

majority on the facts of the case.
The inconsistency of the Supreme Court in trying

to solve the ’faux pas’ was again brought into focus in
89C.I.T. v. Gurunath V. Dhakappa . It is interesting to 

note that Ramaswami J. was again a member of the Bench 
though the unanimous judgment was delivered by Shah J. (the 
other member of the Bench was Grover J.)I In this case 15 
persons agreed to carry on business in partnership. ’d ’, 
one of the partners, was appointed manager of the partner
ship on a remuneration of Rs. 500 per month. ’D f was the 
karta of a Hindu undivided family and he represented that 
family in the partnership. It was contended by the assessee 
that the salary of *Df which was included in the total share 
allocated to 1D T was not liable to be assessed as the income 
of the family and that it was liable to be assessed as his 
personal income. This was rejected by the Tribunal but was
accepted by the High Court. In the Supreme Court, Shah J.,

t 90quoting V. D. Dhanwatey s case, observed-' :

8 7 . Dealt with in detail in later chapters.
88. 68 ITR 385, 588 (SC).
8 9. Zl96§7 2SCWR 2 3 7.
9°. Ibid. p. 238-3 9 .
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"In V. D. Dhaiwatey's case . . . the court 
held that because there was real and sufficient 
connection between the joint family funds and 
the remuneration paid by the partnership to the 
Manager of the Joint Hindu undivided family, who 
was a partner the remuneration was taxable as the 
income of the Hindu undivided family. In the 
present case there is no such finding recorded
by the Tribunal In the absence of finding
that the income which was received by 1D* was 
directly related (91) to any assets of the family
utilised in the partnership, the income cannot be
treated as the income of the Hindu undividedfamily."

It is submitted that this in effect was Hegde J.’s minority 
judgment in V . D . Dhanwatey’s case!^2 The real reason it 
seems, though not stated in the judgment was that in this 
case the partnership, unlike V . D . Dhanwat ey1s case, con
sisted of strangers. In fact ’D* was one out of thirteen 
partners and he was the only one representing his family 
which owned the income of its share of the partnerships
capital. Hence the Court thought that this was not an
income-splitting device!

The same bench of the Supreme Court was very shortly 
again called upon to deal with the situation arising in 
P.N. Krishna Iyer v. C .I.T .̂  Here the appellant, the 
Karta of the Hindu undivided family, received salary, 
commission and sitting fees as governing director of a 
private company which carried on transport business. The 
shares which qualified the karta to become a member of the 
company were purchased with the aid of joint family funds.
The entire capital assets of the company originally belonged 
to the joint family and were made available to the company 
in consideration of a mere promise to pay the amount for

91. Emphasis provided.
92. See supra, pJ.51 f .n. 84.
9 3. air 1969 sc 89 3.
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which the assets were valued. The company valued the ser
vices rendered by the assessee in "the promotion of the 
company and the very large sacrifices he had made in 
agreeing to place his services at the disposal of the 
Company and the immense benefit that the company received 
on account of his long experience, goodwill and reputation 
in this line of business^ " , at rupees five lakhs and 
allotted to the assessee 4880 fully paid up shares of the 
company of the face value of Rs. 100 each. Dividends from 
the shares standing in the name of the assessee were 
credited not to the personal account of the assessee but to 
the account of the Hindu undivided family.

Shah J. (Ramaswami and Grover JJ. concurring) 
stated the law laid down by the Supreme Court in the two 
Dhanwatey cases and Palaniappa s case and observed"^:

"income received by a member of a Hindu undivided
family from a firm or a company in which the
funds of the Hindu undivided family are invested, 
even though the income may be partially traceable 
to personal exertion of the member ($6 ), is tax- 
able as the income of the Hindu undivided family,
if it is earned by detriment to the family funds
or with the aid or assistance of those funds (97); 
otherwise it is taxable as the member *s separate - 
inc ome."

It is submitted that this obiter dictum of Shah J. is at

94. Emphasis provided.
95 • Supra, f.n.93 p. 896.
96. Emphasis provided.
97. Ibid.
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variance to his observation in Dhakappa*s case that there
must be "direct" relationship between the income and assets 

98of the family in order that it should be the income of
the Hindu undivided family.

Stating the contention of the assessee Shah J.
further stated

"The shares which qualified the assessee to become 
a member of the company were purchased with the 
aid of joint family funds. The shares which were 
allotted to the assessee in lieu of his services were 
allotted to the assessee in lieu of nis services 
were also treated as shares belonging to the joint 
family. The entire capital assets of the company 
originally belonged to the joint family and were 
made available to the Company in consideration of 
a mere promise to pay the amount for which the 
assets were valued. The income was primarily 
earned by utilising the joint family assets of 
funds and the mere fact that in the process of 
gaining the advantage an element of personal 
service or skill or labour was involved did not 
alter the character of the income. In cases of 
this class the character of the receipt must be 
determined by reference to its source, its rela
tion to the assets of the family of which the 
recipient was the member, and the primary object 
with which the benefit received was disbursed.
rioor.----------------------------------------------

Hence according to the Court, the income was the income of 
the Hindu undivided family.

On the facts of the case this was a good decision 
as the Court was able to pierce the veil and thus thwart a 
tax-avoidance scheme. But it must also be noted that if 
"element of personal service or skill or labour" is not 
rewarded, enterprise will be stifled and this, in the long 
run, will be harmful to the institution of the joint family.

In quick succession came the decision of the same 
Bench in the contrasting case of C.I.T. v. D.C. Shah. ^ 1

98. See supra, p.155 f.n. 91*
99. Supra, fn. 93* p.896-97*
100. Emphasis added. Here lay the seed of a coming growth in the
101. AIR 1969 SC 927. laW*
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The respondent was a Hindu undivided family of which D was
the karta. Through D the family was a partner in two
partnership concerns. The amounts received by D as
remuneration were included by the Income Tax Officer as
part of the share income of the Hindu undivided family from
the two firms. This was challenged by the assessee family
on the basis of clauses 8 , 9 and 10 of the Partnership
Deed of one firm and clauses 14, 15 and 16 of the Deed of the
other firm. Clauses 8, 9 and 10 of the first firm’s Deed

102ran as follows:
”8 . The partner No. 1. *D’ who has been
managing the business of this firm shall herein
after also continue to act as managing partner 
for conducting the said business free from any 
interference of other partners, of whatsoever 
nature. The said managing partner shall manage, 
direct, appoint and/or remove any one of the 
employees, and/or do all other things, which 
include right to draw cheques, to make, deliver 
and accept documents either legal or commercial 
in respect of the partnership business as may be 
deemed necessary for effectively carrying on the 
partnership business. The said managing partner 
shall be paid Rs 1000/. ... per month in addition 
to all other benefits that he is entitled to enjoy 
as a partner of the firm.
9. The said managing partner shall continue to be 
the managing partner for his lifetime or his retire
ment, whichever is earlier.
10. All other partners shall devote as much time 
to the furtherance of the partnership business as 
they think proper, necessary and advisable."
Ramaswami J. (Shah and Grover J J. concurring)

reviewed the Supreme Court decisions in V. D. Dhanwatey*s,
Palaniappa’s, P.N. Krishna Iyer’s and G. V. Dhakappa's cases 

lO^and observed

102. Ibid, p. 928.
105. Ibid, p. 950.
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"In our opinion the present case falls within 
the principle laid down by this Court in 
Palaniappa s case .... It has been found that 
D was a man of rich experience in the line of 

business (104) which these two firms were carry
ing on. Clauses 9 and 10 of the Partnership deed 
... indicate that the remuneration was paid not 
because of the family funds invested in the 
partnership, but for the personal qualification
of 'Df It should also be noticed that no
other partner was paid any salary. Upon the 
particular facts of this case, it is manifest 
that there was no real or sufficient connection 
between the investment of the joint family funds 
and the remuneration paid by the partnership to 
*D'. It follows that the remuneration of fD ’ 
was not earned on account of any detriment to the 
joint family assets and the amounts of remunera
tion received by ’D 1 as the managing partner of 
the two partnerships were not assessable as income 
of the Hindu undivided family."
So we see again the inconsistency of the Supreme

Court. The same bench had in P. N. Krishnalyer's case
refused to be guided by the articles of association of the
Company whereas here they decided the case on the basis of
the partnership deed only. Where this case could lead us
is best illustrated by Derrett in an article "Acquisition
Of Joint Family Property Through A Coparcener: Let Sastric

1 ORAnd Equity Principles Join Hands!" » where he shows how
the whole issue is reduced to how cleverly the Articles of
Association or Partnership Deed is drafted rather than the

10 6true facts of the case! Moreover, we have already seen
107that the manager of a joint family has very wide powers. 1

104. Emphasis provided. It is to be noted that this argument 
was rejected in P.-N. Krishnalyer !s case, supra, although 
it was incorporated in the Articles of Association of the 
c ompany.

105. (1969) 71Bom LR (J) 7 5,7 6.Also see Derrett: "The relation 
between social and economic development of society and the 
development of law: Hindu Law in India", AIR 1970 (J) l/5«

106. The same view is held by Dhavan: supra, p. 420 and K.D. 
Gour: fCrimes relating to Income-tax in India* (Unpublished 
Ph.D . thesis, Univ. of Lond., 1971)* p.104.

107. Ch. 3* supra.
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Now, if we add this case to those wide powers, we see that 
the manager, on the pretext of reducing the tax burden on 
of the family can easily siphon off joint family income 
using the technique of "rich experience"; and the family 
cannot do a thing because the manager is presumably acting 
for the benefit of the family!

How do we explain this apparent inconsistency of 
the Supreme Court? In 1970, the Court itself tried to do

1 /''yQ

so in Raj Kumar v. C . I .T. Shah J. and Grover J. were
in the Bench as in the last three cases. But there was one 
significant change, Ramaswami J. was replaced by Hegde J.
And it was he who delivered the unanimous judgment of the 
Court. In this case the facts of the case were as follows:
A Hindu undivided family was carrying on business under the 
name and style of ’SHf. That family was carrying on several 
businesses one of which was the management of certain mills. 
That family was disrupted on March 30, 1950. The assessee 
is the branch of that family. On March 31* 1950, a company 
was incorporated for the purpose of acquisition, from 
Messrs. ’ SH1, of certain managing agencies, businesses, fac
tories and properties. The qualification prescribed for a 
director underarticle 53 was the holding ©I at least 10 
shares in the company whether preference or ordinary or 
partly preference or partly ordinary. Article 55 pro
vided that the directors may from time to time appoint one 
or more of their body to the office of managing director 
or manager on such terms and at such remuneration as may

108. £"9727  78 IT  R33 (SC) .
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be determined by the directors. In pursuance of these 
powers, the board of directors appointed three of the six 
first directors, including the assessee, as managing 
directors of the company on a remuneration of Rs 5000 per 
month for each of them for their services. Under article 
63, the directors were given certain powers for the manage
ment of the company. They were subject to the control of 
the board of directors. The three branches of the original 
Hindu undivided family were allotted 5*000 shares. The 
assessee1s branch represented by its Kartougot 5000 shares.
*R* acquired 30 further shares in the name of his wife.
The consideration for the subsequent acquisition was found 
to be from the Hindu undivided family funds. All the 
5,030 shares were treated in the books and balance sheet 
of the assessee family as its property. The dividends in 
respect of these shares were also credited to the account
of the family. The question to be decided was to whom did
the remuneration of 'R' as managing director belong? fR r 
claimed this to be his individual income and this was 
accepted by the Tribunal. But the High Court of M.P. did 
not agree. It felt that in view of Kalu Babu*s case the 
answer to the question referred to it should be in favour 
of the joint family and thus the Revenue.

109Hegde J. started with the following observation ^:
"The question of law arising for decision in this
case has been the subject matter of numerous deci
sions of this court and of various High Courts.
But yet the law cannot be said to have been settled

109. I b i d ,  p. 38.
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observed

beyond controversy. The two opposing viewpoints 
to which we shall refer presently try to seek 
sustenance from one or other decision of this
° ° u r t - i i o "
He then referred to Gokul Chand's case and 

111
•

/f7he Judicial Committee ruled 'that there 
could be no valid distinction between the direct 
use of the joint family funds and the use which 
qualified the members to make the gains on his 
efforts.’ In making this observation, the 
Judicial Committee appears to have been guided 
by certain ancient Hindu law texts. That view 
of the law became a serious impediment to the 
progress of the Hindu society. It is well- 
known that the decision in Gokal Chand’s case 
gave rise to a great deal of public dissatis
faction and the Central Legislature was constrained 
to step in and enact the Hindu Gains of Learning 
Act, 1930 which nullified the effect of that
decision.
Recapitulating Kalu Babu’s case, Mathura Prasad's

case, Plyare Lai’s case, the two Dhanwatey’s cases,
Dhakappa’s case, Palaniappa's case, Krishna I.yer's case
and D . C . Shah’s case, Hegde J. then went on to state^^:

”At first sight there appears to be conflict 
between the two lines of decisions, namely, Kalu 
Babu’s case, Mathura Prasad’s case, the two 
Dhanwatey1s cases and Krishna Iyer’s case and 
Palaniappa rs case, Dhakappa’s case and D . C .
Shah's case, on the other. TEe line that demar
cates these two lines of decision is not very 
distinct but on a closer examination that line 
can be located. In order to find out whether a 
given income is that of the person to whom it 
was purported to have been given or that of his 
family, several tests have been enumerated in 
the aforementioned decisions but none of them

110. Emphasis provided.
111. Ibid, p. 38.
112. It is interesting to note that this is what Hegde J. 

stated in his dissenting judgment in V. D. Dhanwatey’s 
case. See supra, p. 151-

113. Ibid, f.n.108, p. 43-^4.
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excepting Kalu Bsfo:u1 s case makes reference to the 
observation of Lord Sumner in Gokal Chand's case 
.... We think that principle is no more valid.(114) The other tests enumerated are:
(1) Whether the income received by a coparcener 
of a Hindu undivided family as remuneration had 
any real connection with the investment of the joint family funds;
(2) Whether the income received was directly 
related to any utilisation of family assets;
(3) Whether the family had suffered any detriment 
in the process of realisation of the income; and
(4) Whether the income was received with the aid 
and assistance of the family funds;
In our opinion from these subsidiary principles, 
the broader principle that emerges is whether the 
remuneration received by the coparcener in sub
stance though not in form was but one of the modes 
of return made to the family because of the invest
ment of the family funds in the business or whether 
it was a compensation made for the services rendered 
by the individual coparcener. If it is the former, 
it is an income of the Hindu undivided family but if 
it is the latter then it is the income of the indivi
dual coparcener. If the income was essentially 
earned as a result of the funds invested the fact 
that a coparcener has rendered some service would 
not change the character of the receipt. But if on 
the other hand it is essentially a remuneration for 
the services rendered by a coparcener, the circum
stance that his services were availed of because of 
the reason that he was a member of the family which 
had invested funds in that business or that he 
obtained the qualification shares from out of the 
family funds would nob make the receipt, the income 
of the Hindu undivided family  ̂ (115) Applying
the tests enumerated above to the facts found by 
the Tribunal in the present case, there is hardly 
any room to doubt that the income in question was 
the individual income of 'R1. He did not become 
the managing director of the firm for the mere 
reason that his family had purchased considerable

114. Emphasis provided. Here again we see Hegde J . dis
approving Gokal Chand but not expressly overrulling it, 
see f.n. 83 supra.

115. Emphasis provided.
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shares in the firm. (116) He was elected as 
managing director by the board of directors.
The Tribunal has found that he received his 
salary for his personal services. There is no 
material to hold that he was elected managing 
director on behalf of the family. In the past, 
the salary received by him was assessed as his 
individual income. The same was the case as 
regards the salary received by the other manag
ing directors. The Tribunal has found that he 
was not appointed as managing director as a 
result of any outlay or expenditure of or detri
ment to the family property. (117) It has 
further found that the managing directorship was 
an employment of personal responsibility and 
ability. In these circumstances, we agree with 
the conclusions reached by the Tribunal that 
the income in question cannot be treated as 
the income of the assessee.1'
So at last Hegde J. got his way. He turned his

minority judgment in V. D. PhanwateyTs case into an
unanimous majority judgement here. In doing so he has
made the whole question of acquisition a matter of Kartd's
intention and, according to him, this intention is to be
construed on a strict interpretation of the Articles of
Association or the Partnership deed, as the case may be.
This is implicit from the way he applied the tests laid
down by him to the present case. Now, as managers are

ll8required to act for the benefit of the family , they are 
supposed to avoid tax wherever and however possible. So 
it will be for the benefit of the family for the karta to 
intend to keep the remuneration as separate, as according

116. But he did become director from whom managing directors 
were to be elected; hence ’indirect' detriment.

117. But the family’s "outlay” enabled him to become a direc
tor - the stepping stone to become a managing director.

118. See ch. 2, supra.
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to this case it will then be the individual’s income and
hence the family will not be liable to pay tax on it.11^
Hence, every case from now on will be a D. C. Shah’s case
because after this case no one will draft a partnership
deed or articles of Association as in Kalu Babu’s case!
What this can result/is indicated by Derrett in the
following words120:

"What happens when he /the acquirer/ falls out 
with his brother, nephew, brother’s wife, nephew’s 
wife, and so on? They ease him out, or he eases 
them out: a partition is unavoidable. Heart
burning, spite, mischief, and what next? Then 
the harmless income-tax situation becomes a hidden 
enemy. The acquirer can simply say, 'all my 
earnings were and remain my own; I never merged 
them with the ’joint stock and the family’s con
cern to make him appear a separate acquirer 
rebounds upon them, boomerangs."
Thus Hegde J. lost a golden opportunity to find 

an equitable solution to this vexed question. This is 
because as Dhavan rightly points out, "Hegde J.’s judg
ments are an attempt to reform the Hindu law and indivi
dualise property relations within the family rather than

121find an equitable solution to the problem." But 
Hegde J. can be credited with the fact that he took a 
stand and stood by it. This unfortunately cannot be 
said of the other judges whose voting behaviour was incon
sistent. This is succinctly brought out by Dhavan in his

119. This was noted by Derrett in "The Supreme Court & 
Acquisition of Joint Family Property , /1971/ T' SCWR 
5, 9 *

120. Ibid, p. 10.
121. Dhavan, supra 433*
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122thesis. Dhavan explains this to be because the Court
"followed a practical approach by deciding that when the
firm or company in question was completely a joint family
concern, the directors’ fees are joint family property."1^

124He further observes:
"The point about personal services was in fact 
indubitably linked with the wider consideration 
whether the firm was a family concern or not, and
even in cases where the karta rendered valuable
personal assistance by promoting the firm, the 
Court has not always accepted that his fees be 
treated as self->acquired property."

Though this analysis is correct is it really a "practical 
approach"? How can a solution or approach be practical where 
the attempt is always an "either/or" solution instead of 
taking both into account? It is submitted that there can 
be no practical approach if one fails to appreciate and 
reconcile in an equitable manner the two diametrically 
opposite forces operating - the need to reward the indivi
dual in a changing social order for his enterprise and on
the other hand to see that the family which sets up this 
individual gets a fair return on its investment. This is 
what the Supreme Court forgot in trying to do justice on 
the facts of each case. The result is we have swung from 
the Gokal Chand position of pro-joint family and thus pro
revenue to the anti-joint family and anti-revenue position 
adopted by Hegde J. in Raj Kumar’s case. This has remained 
the law till today. The Supreme Court immediately applied

122. Ibid, p. 429.
123. Ibid, p. 430.
124. Ibid, p. 431.
125. /~97C/ 78 ITR 319.
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Raj Kumars case in Premnath v. C.I.T.12^ and since then
126various High Courts have held that this case (Raj 

Kumar1 s case) has at last solved the problem!
In the meantime the legislature was called upon, 

after Gokal Chandfs case,to solve the problem. What it 
sought to achieve and what it did achieve is our next 
area of study, before we attempt to try and provide an 
equitable solution which will satisfy the three parties, 
the family, the individual and the Revenue.

125. /T970J778 ITR 319.
126. C.I.T. v. B.N. Bhaskar, fl9l£7 82 ITR 3^5 (Del.) 

Gajanand v. C.I.T., /T9T7 92-ITR 119 (All.)
RLmal KR. Jain v. C.ITT., /197V 93 ITR 225 (All) 
Pratapveer v. C.I.T. 1974 96 ITR 301 (All)
A.R. Balakrishnan v. C.I.T. -/197V 96 ITR 469 (Mad.) 
D.V. Dasappa v. C.I.T. £1WTy 9oITR 523 (Mys.)
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER FOUR

THE FAMILY DEBUTTER

1. The Scope of the Karta to manipulate debutter funds

It is well-known that religious and charitable 

trusts, are found to exist in almost all the civilized 

countries and ’’their origin can be traced primarily to the

instincts of piety and benevolence which are implanted in
1 2 human nature” . This is true in Hindu law also. A

Hindu^ who is of sound mind, and not a minor, may dispose 

of his property by gift or by will for religious and chari

table purposes, such as establishment and worship of an 
idol . The idol is called ’devata’ or ’’deity”, and the 

property dedicated to it is called ’devottaram’ or in

1. B.K. Mukherjea: Hindu Law of Religious and Charitable
Trusts (3rd ed. 1970), p.1.

2. For a detailed study of Hindu law of Religious and
Charitable Endowments, see: B.K. Mukherjea: supra;
p.114-249 (for debutter property).
Derrett: IMHL, p. 493-519*
Derrett: Critique. p. 374-390.
Derrett: RLSI, p. 482-512.
.Gour: Hindu Code (1938>4th ed.), p. 803-884.
Mulla: Principles of Hindu Law (l4th ed., 1974),

P *477-506. "
Srirwasan: Hindu Law (1970 ed) Vol. Ill, p. 2489-2670.

3. The same is true for a Hindu joint family acting 
through its karta.
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common parlance, ’’debutter”^ . ’Debutter property’ is 

property of the idol and 'debutter-funds’ the funds of 
the idol.

Now to form a debutter-property no writing is

necessary . All that is necessary is that the intention

should be clearly specified and the property for the idol

should be set apart or dedicated to those purposes. No

religious ceremony is necessary,^ neither is there any
7need for any express words of gift to the deity. It 

has been held that a karta of joint Hindu family can make 

effective dedication of a portion of the joint family
Q

properties for this purpose.

4. Derrett: IMHL, £ 785, p. 494.
Mukherjea: supra, p. 114; Gour: supra, p. 804, 806;
Mulla: supra, p. 485.

5. Mulla: supra, p. 480 $ 407.
6 . Pichai v. Commr. for H.R. & C. Endowments, A.I.R. 1971

Mad 405. Also see: Narasimhaswami v. Venkatalingam
AIR 1927 Mad 656 (F.B.7I Ram Kumar v. C.I.T. L1965J 56 ITR
721, 728 (All.); Deokinandan v. C . E . D . [1968] 69 I.T.R.
801, 806 (All.); Ramchandra v. Shree Mahadioji AIR 
1970 SC 458; R. Venugopala v. Krishnaswamy AIR 1971 
Mad 405; Idol Murli v. Dr. Gopal Garg AIR 1971 Raj 
177; and S. Devaraj v. C.W.T. [1975] 90 ITR 400,
405-6 (MadTTT

7. Manohar v. Lakmiram, [1888] 12 Bonn 247, 265;
Prafulla v. Jogendra, (1905) 9 C.W.N. 528, 554;
S.N.P. Nadar v. T. P. Charity A.I.R. 1971 Mad 255.

8. Gangi Reddy v. Tami Reddy AIR 1927 P.O. 80;
Narasimhaswami v. Venkatalingam, supra;
S. Devaraj v. C.W.T., supra.
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Once the property is dedicated and/or accrues 

the next question that arises is to who is to manage the 

debutter-property. In Thandayarpya v. Shunmugam^ it was 

held that if the parties are members of a joint family 

governed by the Mitakshara law, the senior male member 

in effect the Karta is entitled to manage the property and 

the other members are not entitled to demand the exercise 

of the right by rotation. On the other hand, the founder 

can appoint someone to manage i t .10 In the case of a joint 

family, though the founder is the family itself, for all 

purposes it will be the karta since, as we have seen in 

Chapter 5, the karta represents the family for all practical 

purposes. So the karta, if he does .not or cannot manage 

the debutter property can call upon any of the family 

members to do the same. Managers are known as Tshebaits’.

When property is given absolutely by a pious Hindu 

or a Hindu family for worship of an idol, the property Vests 

in the idol itself as a juristic person. This view has 

been accepted by all High Courts in a long series of 

decisions and also by the Privy Council. But in most of 

them it was pointed out that it is only in an ideal sense 

that property can be said to belong to an idol and the 

possession and management of it must be in the nature of

9. [1909] 52 Mad 167.
10. Gour_£_ supra, p. 8551 Mulla: supra, p. 497, £ 421;

Srinivas, supra, p. 2505.
11. Derrett: IMHL, p. 489, § 790.
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things to be entrusted to some person as Shebait. In
12Pramatha v. Pradyumna the Privy Council summed up the

legal principle. Lord Shaw observed:

”A Hindu idol is, according to long 
established authority, founded upon the 
religious customs of the Hindus, and the 
recognition thereof by courts of law, 
a ’juristic entity’. It has a 
juridical status with the power of suing 
and being sued. Its interests are 
attended to by the person who has the 
deity in his charge and who is in law 
its manager with all the powers which 
would, in such circumstances, on analogy, be 
given to the manager of the estate of an 
infant heir. It is unnecessary to quote 
the authorities; for this doctrine, thus 
simply stated, is firmly established.”

This view was repeated in 1966 by the Calcutta High Court
in Sri Sridhar v. I.T.0.^  So we see that the ’shebait’,

being entrusted with the custody and worship of the idol,

is obliged and empowered to do what may be required for
the service of the idol and for the benefit and preservation

of its property; a dedication which purports to fetter
the shebait’s dealing with the property is bad except

to the extent that it provides for the method of worship
14and forbids alienation of the estate. The shebait has

the sole right to be in possession of the endowment, the
1*5idols, its jewels and other paraphernalia including gold

ISA
and silver objects (including bullion) periodically laid 

before the idol. He (or she) can also actually be provided

12. AIR 1929 P.C. 139 = 52IJV. 245, 250.
13. AIR 1966 Cal 494, 501 per Sinha J.; accepted by

authors cited supra, f.n. 2
14. Derrett: IMHL, supra, p. 495-§785.
15* Gour: supra, p. 844.
)S Gu . H H Mflhouftjc*) Rang UemtMib * c lT
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with a reasonable remuneration for managing the property
under the terms of the debutter;^ in many cases, however,
he is left to make what he can out of the property. In
the case of family idols the cost of their worship in
clothes and ornaments, and daily ’puja’ by a Brahman, could
be very small. The idol’s food consists in the savour
of food cooked for the family and placed before it. Its
bath requires hardly any expenditure. Yet a fund of
several thousands might be dedicated to it. The shebait
is entitled to spend in worship as much as he thinks fit.
If he chose he could attend to the idol’s ’needs’ at the
meanest possible level, spending the remainder of the
income on himself and the members of the joint family at 

17his discretion. So we see that the law looks upon the
manager as a trustee for the idol and, as (in a peculiar sense) 

owner of a beneficial right in the property of the 
endowment. The shebait has the power, unless the founder 
has expressly forbidden it, to charge, mortgage, or sell 
the property of the idol, or to dispose of its income, for 
the necessity of the idol, for example for its worship and 
for repairs of the temple, or for the benefit of the idol’s 
e s t a t e . T h e  rule in Hanuman Persaud v. Mt. Babooee^^

16. Derrett: IMHL, supra, p. 495, § 786.
17. Kumaraswami v. Lakshamana [1930] 53 mad. 608. Also

see Derrett: IMHL, p. 496, § 787; Mukherjea, supra
p. 196.

18. Derrett: ibid., p. 501, g 795 There is judicial
authority for the proposition that neither the idol 
nor its temple (ijary) may be sold for the idol’s
’benefit’.

19. (1856) 6 M.I.A. 393.
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applies here also, and a third party dealing in good faith
with the shebait after due inquiry into the necessity
pressing upon the idol, is protected against suits on
behalf of the idol.

Hence we see that the shebait has very wide
powers and since in the case of joint Hindu families, in
most cases, the shebait will be the Karta (or his nominees),
the scope of the Karta to manipulate allottments of joint
family property in the guise of debutter funds is extremely
wide. A mere mistake on the part of the shebait as to his
true legal position or a mere laxity of management on his
part will not be enough to remove him; misappropriation or

20fraud has to be proved, and this, as we have seen in the
case of the karta of a joint family, is not very easy to
prove and even if it is proved, in most cases will be too 

21late. The only persons entitled to sue for removal of
the shebait would be members of the identical family.

2. Taxation of the income of the debutter

One of the greatest attractions of these family 
debutters was that they were not subject to Income-tax 
and Estate Duty. But the Income-tax Act of 1961 attempted

20. Mulla: supra, p. 500; Gour: supra, p. 842.
21. These being private endowments they are out of the

purview of the laws governing (Public) Religious and 
Charitable Endowments (see Derrett: RLSI. supra,p. 491).
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to put an end to the former freedom. S. 13(a) provided 

that the exemption granted under Secs. 11 and 12 did not 

apply in cases of "income from property held under trust 
for private religious purposes which do not enure for the 
benefit of the public." So we see that the exemption from 

income-tax will not be available in the case of a family idol.

But the question arises as to who is to be asked to pay the
22tax. In C.I.T. v. Jogendra Nath the Calcutta High Court

held that assessment on deities through shebaits was in

accordance with law. However, there was sharp difference

between the two judges on the question of whether "individual"

in S.3 of the Income-tax Act, 1922 includes the ’Deity1
2̂5P.B. Mukherji J. observed: ^

"A Hindu deity can be an assessee and 
chargeable unit under the Income Tax 
Act. The word 'person1 and the 
expression Artificial juridical 
person1 are found in the Income Tax 
Act and therefore the Hindu deity as 
a juristic entity and as an artificial 
juridical person is within the meaning 
and connotation of that concept.
Whether the word ’person1 was originally 
intended in the Income Tax Act to cover 
a Hindu deity is, therefore, not 
material. What is essential now is that 
the word person as such can be interpreted 
to include an ’artificial juridical person1 
like a Hindu deity."

Relying on the Privy Council decision in Pramatha Nath v.
24

Pradyumna and the decisions of the Calcutta High Court in
25 26Manohar v. Bhupendranath and Tarit v. Iswar, he then

22. AIR 1965. Cal 570.
23. Ibid., p. 579.
24. AIR 1925 P.O. 139.
25. AIR 1932 Cal 791 (F.B.).

26. AIR 1942 Cal 99.
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observed that a Hindu deity can be either an individual
or a person or both under sections 3, 4 and 41 of the
Income Tax Act. It is no doubt true that the deity may
not be an individual or a person in some other sections
of the Income Tax Act. The interpretation of the word
’individual1 will depend on the context of the particular
section in which it is used. But nevertheless that is no
ground for holding that the deity is not an assessable unit
at all within the meaning of sections 3, 1 and 41 of the
Income Tax Act, it being always remembered that the
formalities for returns in the forms can and must be
complied with by the shebait, or the manager of the
trustees as the case may be. The deity is and can be an
individual or a person within the meaning of the Income
Tax Act and certainly so within the meaning of certain

27particular sections. He further observed:
"The trend of section 3 is that the 
idea is to tax all sources. It is a tax 
on the total income of the previous year 
on every individual etc. It was certainly 
not intended to exclude the Hindu deity as 
such. If it can be excluded it can only 
be by way of a particular interpretation of 
the word ’individual1 used in that context.
The exemptions intended to be given by the 
Act such as in sections 14 to 16 of the .
Income Tax Act do not exempt the Hindu deity".
But this line of approach was not favoured by Laik

J. He held that deity could never be an individual under
the Hindu concept. Explaining the concept of Hindu deity

27. Supra, f.n. 22 p. 582.
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and God he stated that the word ’individual’ as appearing 
in the Income Tax Act, should be taken to be used and 
applied in contra-distinction to corporation. There was 
no, and could not be any, divinity theory, ascribed to the 
word ’individual’ in section 3 of the Act. The individual 
could only mean a natural person i.e. a living human being.

OQThe Hindu deity was not an individual. According to
him, the Hindu Deity was not a juristic person in the Hindu
conception. Our legislatures including the Income Tax
Act, do not expressly treat him as such. The proposition
that a Hindu Deity is for all purposes a juridical person
is a proposition too broadly stated. At best the Hindu
Deity was a juridical person only in an ideal, figurative
or secondary sense, with which sense the Income Tax Act

29.does not concern itself. But he held that the shebaits
were in the position of the nature of a trustee though not 
in the English sense. They could not escape the position 
of at least mere trustees. Provisions of section 41 of 
the Income Tax Act, 1922 were applicable and the assessments 
on the shebaits under the said provision of the Act were 
lawful. But to conclude this much is not necessarily to 
concede that the Hindu Deity as such was liable to income 
tax.^ In Sri Sridhar v. I.T.O.,^® Sinha J. observed:

28. Ibid., p. 594.
29. Ibid., p. 596.
30. Ibid., p. 597.
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"It is clear that a Hindu idol is 
a juristic entity who is given the 
status of a human being capable of 
having property, but in fact, it is 
not a human being and can only act 
through the shebait who ’speaks for 
him on earth’. It is the shebait 
who holds the property, realises the 
income and looks after the estate of 
the deity and does all acts in 
connection therewith which a human 
being should have been expected to 
perform. Therefore if such a 
person has to sign a return, it is 
obvious that the signature cannot be 
that of the deity i t s e l f , but 
that of the shebait. In such cases 
the close analogy of a human being 
signing a form of return should not
be imported. Where the shebait
signs a form, it is not as if an agent 
of the deity has signed it. The hand 
of the shebait is the hand of the deity.
The concept of a Hindu deity is such 
that it must be taken that the 
signature of the shebait is the 
signature of the deity itself.”
The question came up to the Supreme Court of India 

52in Jogendra v. C.I.T. The main question for determination
was whether a Hindu deity could be treated as an unit of
assessment under secs. 5 and 4 of the Income Tax Act, 1922.
Ramaswami J. observed:

"It is well-established by high 
authorities that a Hindu idol is a juristic 
person in whom the dedicated property 
rests .... It should however be 
remembered that the juristic person in 
that idol is not the material image and 
it is an exploded theory that the image 
itself develops into a legal person as

51. Pre-British India was familiar with deities 
"signatures” appended by the shebaits.

52. U.J. (S.C.) 40 (69), 170 ff = AIR 1969 sc 1089
35. Ibid., p. 173-74.
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soon as it is consecrated and 
vivified by the Pran Pratishta 
ceremony. It is not also correct 
that the supreme being of which the 
idol is a symbol or image is the 
recipient and owner of the dedicated 
property. This is clearly laid down 
in authoritative Sanskrit texts".

■5 ifQuoting these texts he further observed:
"Thus, according to the texts, the 
Gods have no beneficial enjoyment 
of the properties, and they can be 
described as their owners only in a 
figurative sense. The correct legal 
position is that the idol as 
representing and embodying the 
spiritual purpose of the donor is the 
juristic person recognised by law and 
in this juristic person the dedicated 
property vests."

He then concluded
"There is no principle why a deity 
as such a legal person should not be 
taxed if such a legal person is 
allowed in law to own property even 
though in the ideal sense and to sue 
for the property, to realise rent and 
to defend such property in a court of 
law again in the ideal sense. Our 
conclusion is that the Hindu idol is a 
juristic entity capable of holding 
property and of being taxed through 
its shebaits who are entrusted with 
the possession and management of its 
property. It was argued on behalf 
of the appellant that the word 
’individual* in Sec 3« of the Act 
should not be construed as including 
a Hindu deity because it was not a 
real juristic person. We are unable 
to accept this argument as correct.
We see no reason why the meaning of 
the word ’individual* in Sec 3. of the

34. Ibid., p. 175.
35. Ibid., p. 177. This was followed by the S.C. inOfTT. Trustee v. C.I.T., (1974) 93 ITR 348 (S.C.).
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Act should be restricted to human 
beings and not to juristic entities.1'

So we see that deities are subject to income-tax and this
tax is to be realised from the Shebait. But this does
not, as we shall see, fully remove the advantages (for
tax purposes) by forming such "property".

As far as Estate Duty is concerned, "one of the
36merits of religious endowments is that they do not die" 

and hence should not be liable to estate duty. But it has 
been held by the Calcutta High Court that the property of 
deities is not prima facie exempt from estate duty after 
the passing of the Estate Duty Act, 1955.

In Pran Krishna v. Controller, Estate Duty^ 
there had been an out-and-out dedication to the deity of 
some house property, but the founder had reserved a right 
of residence on the ground floor. The deed ran "This 
building with the exception of one verandah and one room; 
on the front portion belongs to the deity and rooms on the 
ground floor are set apart for use of the shebaits.... During 
my lifetime I shall act as shebait and after my death my 
son, grandsons and other heirs by order of succession will 
perform the work of shebait..." The founder died in 1955*
The Controller said the properties were assessable under

56. Derrett: "The liabilities of Deities to Pay Taxes",
(1969) 71 Bom LR (J) 38, 43.

37. Discussed in detail in Ch. 10, infra.
38. AIR 1968 Cal 496.
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s. 10 or s. 12 of the Estate Duty Act, 1953. The sections 
run as follows:

Sec. 10. "Property taken under any 
gift, whenever made, shall be deemed 
to pass on the donor’s death to the 
extent that bona fide possession and 
enjoyment of it was not immediately 
assumed by the donee and thence
forward retained to the entire 
exclusion of the donor or of any 
benefit to him by contract or other
wise. . . ”
Sec. 12 ”(l) Property passing under
any settlement made by the deceased 
by deed or any other instrument ... 
whereby an interest in such property 
for life or any other period determin
able by reference to death is 
reserved either expressly or by 
implication to the settlor or whereby 
the settlor may have reserved to 
himself the right by the exercise 
of any power, to restore to himself 
or to reclaim the absolute interests 
in such property shall be deemed to
pass on the settlor’s death....
Explanation: A settlor reserving an
interest in the settled property for
the maintenance of himself and any of 
his relatives ... shall be deemed to 
reserve an interest for himself 
within the meaning of this section.”

It was later held by the Board of Revenue that the founder
had not fully divested himself. The question arose whether
the reservation of the right to reside in the rooms cut
down what would otherwise have been an absolute grant of
the property.

B. N. Banerjee and K. C. Roy JJ., noted that it
is not improper for the settlor to allow shebaits to remain
in the house which has been dedicated and set apart for the
deity, and this does not diminish the absolute quality of
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the dedication. But since the settlor did not exclude
himself from a part of the property., on that part at any
rate estate duty was payable. Authorities were cited which
support the view that wherever the decesased retained a
right, and this can be the subject of valuation, the right
of enjoyment has the effect of making the capital part of
the estate for purposes of assessment to estate duty.^

The Court, however, did not rest here. Their
Lordships went on to pass an obiter which is of extreme

41significance. They observed, after repeating the rule
42laid down in Angurbala v. Debabrata that a shebait is

a proprietory owner in respect of his deities’ properties,:
"If this [i.e. the shebaitTs ownership]
be the position of a shebait then 
whether he retained some sort of 
interest in the debutter estate, ex
pressly under the deed of endowment, 
e.g. as in the instant case, a right 
of residence in one of the houses, 
or whether he did not do so, but merely 
constituted himself as the shebait, 
that fact alone will endow the shebait 
with some sort of beneficial interest 
in the dedicated property and by 
functioning as the shebait he would be 
enjoying some beneficial interest in 7' 
the properties dedicated to the deity. ^

39. Gnanendra v. Surendra AIR 1920 PC 27.
40. Emphasis provided. The authorities cited were: 

Rasmohan v. CED, AIR 1964 Cal. 160; George v CEP, 
AIR 1967 S.C. 84-9 None of these cases dealt with 
religious endowments?

41. Supra, f.n.38, p. 503-
42. AIR 1951 SC 293.
43. Emphasis provided.
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This would attract the mischief 
of section 10 of the Estate duty 
Act because it cannot be said 
that a shebait after dedication 
ceases to have any benefit or 
enjoyment in the dedicated 
property.”

Even if he had not effectively reserved a right of residence
he retained a beneficial interest and there was a deemed 

44passing.
Now this is extending the theory too far since 

the ’’drafting of the Estate Duty in general terms does not 
suggest that idols are within its contemplation and no

M liRSupreme Court decision tends that way.  ̂ This being obiter
and not being necessary for the disposal of the reference,
was not given much importance by leading commentators on 

46the topic. Hence we see that the situation is that
S.10 of the Estate Duty Act, 1953* shall be attracted in 
case where the settlor did not absolutely dedicate the 
property to the deity and retained for himself some benefits. 
Therefore, where the property is totally dedicated none of 
it would be deemed to pass when the shebait dies and thus 
the property would be free from paying estate duty liability.

3. Conclusion: the limited role of the debutter as a
means of

3.1 Advantaging the Karta or his nominees:
We have seen that the Karta of a joint family can

44. Meaning of ’’deemed passing” is dealt with in detail 
in Ch. 10, infra.

45. Derrett, supra, p.45.
46. See Mukherjea, supra, p. 332. In fact Derrett in 

his article, supra, expressly disapproved of it(p. 44-45).
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47make the effective dedication. Using this power he can

take out a substantial amount of money and property from
the joint family and donate it to the idol. The family
can hardly be deemed to object since it is for a religious 

48purpose. Once that is done, the Karta himself becomes
the shebait or appoints one his nominees to the post. He
can provide for a remuneration to himself (or his nominees)
which will become the earner’s self-acquired property;
thus, in effect, helping himself (or his nominees) at the
expense of the family. Again the needs of the idol is
usually not much.2̂  But with the large amount of property

50at his command and the wide powers that he has, the 
shebait (viz., the karta or his nominee) can spend the money 
virtually at his pleasure and thus enrich himself to the 
detriment of the other family members. Of course he can 
use it on all the family members, but the opportunity to 
cheat remains.

3.2 Avoiding taxation

Now we have seen that in case of what is in reality

47. Supra, p. 167.
48. And, as we shall see, for the benefit of the family 

in the form of tax avoidance.

49. Supra, p. 170.
50. See supra, p. 170-71.



a joint acquisition the acquisition can be taxed under either
of two heads: (i) as income of the Hindu undivided family
and (ii) as income of the acquirer as his separate income.'^
To this a third head can be added now: as income of the
deity. The effect is that the karta is taxed under three
heads. But by this method, effectively, the income is
split and hence in a graduated scale of taxation, the

R2incidence of taxation is lowered. This will be clear
from an example. Suppose a Hindu joint family has 
property worth Rs 20,000. Suppose out of this Rs 10,000 
is donated to the family idol as debutter property of which 
the Karta is the shebait. So the family has Rs 10,000 
left the face of it (though the other Rs 10,000
remains within the family as such). Now if the family 
earns Rs. 6,000 using that capital for a financial year and 
the deity, through the shebait, earns Rs 4,000 in the same 
fiscal year, none of them are taxed because by the Income- 
tax Act, income up to Rs 8,000 per annum is free of income- 
tax, whereas if we add the two incomes we find it is 
Rs 10,000, which makes it taxable under the Income Tax 
Act, 1961 (on Rs. 2,000). So we see in spite of idols 
being subjected to tax, the scope of tax avoidance still 
exists. Similar will be the situation in case of Estate 
Duty too. Consider a joint Hindu family consisting of 
father *A! and his sons B and C, having property worth

51. Ibid.
52. Dealt with in detail in later chapters.
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Rs 240,000. If A dies then estate duty will be liable 
under sec 7(1) of the Estate Duty Act, 1 9 5 3 Applying
S.34(1)(C) read with S. 34(2) duty will be levied on A ’s 
one third-share at the rate applicable to the aggregated 
value of the property belong to A and his lineal descendants, 
namely, B and C. This will come to 80,000 „ , Q ™^542To,000 x iŷ 000 =

Rs 6,000.
Now, if a few years before his death the family had dedicated 
its property to a family deity and made 'A1 the Shebait, 
if the dedication is "total”, then none of the property 
can be ’’deemed to pass" when A dies. This will result in 
the family avoiding to pay estate duty.

If, however, none of the above methods are found 
to be advantaging the joint family, the family can, by 
unanimous consent, bring a family debutter to an end! This 
is in accordance with an obiter in the Privy Council 
decision of Kanwar Doorga Nath v. Ram Chandra^  which was 
treated as an authority for such a proposition by some 
decisions. Of course, some later cases of the Calcutta 
High Court have expressly dissented from this proposition.

56In the Privy Council case, Sir Montague E. Smith observed:^
"if the deed of endowment from ’ M* 
were satisfactorily proved, and it

53. The details of various provisions of the Act are 
discussed in Ch. 10, infra.

54. The rates of estate duty have been specified in 
Schedule II of the Estate Duty Act, 1953*

53. (1876) 4 I.A. 52;
56. Ibid., p. 58.



were an endowment which dedicated 
this 'Mahal1 to the service and 
worship of a particular idol, then, 
though the idol were a family idol, 
the property would be impressed with 
a trust in favour of it. Where the 
temple is a public temple, the 
dedication may be such that the 
family itself could not put an end 
to it; but in the case of a family 
idol the consensus of the whole 
family might give the estate another 
direction. No question, however, 
of that kind arises in the present 
case."
This was followed by the Calcutta High Court in / 

Debendra, and the Orissa High Court in Narayan v. Narasing
Charan. However, the soundness of this opinion was
questioned by Rankin C.J. in Surendra v. Shree Shree

RQBhubaneswari^  who observed:
"I am not prepared to hold on the 
strength of the well-known passage 
in the pase of Doorga Nath v. Ram 
Chandra^0 that there is in Hindu 
law any warrant for the proposition 
that at any particular time by 
consent of all the parties then 
interested in the endowment a 
dedication can be set aside. The 
passage so much relied upon does 
not appear to me to be intended 
as a considered opinion to that 
effect, and before importing any 
such doctrine into the Hindu law 
there is much to be considered”.

184.

Gobinda v.

57. (1907) 12 CWN 98, 101.
58. AIR 1951 Or 60 , 62.
59* [1953] 60 Cal 54, 71. Also see, Chandi Charan v.

Dulal (1926) 30 CWN 930, 938.
60. Supra.



Again, in 1956, the Calcutta High Court in Sukumar v.
Abani^  held, after reviewing the authorities, that it
was not open to the members of a family even when there
is a consensus of all of them to put an end to an
endowment in favour of the family idol, and that the
observation in the above Privy Council case to the
contrary was not good law. This view is also favoured

62by the commentators on Religious Endowments. But it
is submitted, till a number of other High Courts take the 
same view and/or the Supreme Court expressly overrules the 
Privy Council's decision, • Sir Montague Smith's obser
vations still have enough persuasive value for the family 
to attempt such a step, perhaps, successfully.

61. AIR 1956 Cal. 308, 510-11.
62. Derrett: "The Liabilities of Deities to Pay Tax" 

supra.Mukherjea: supra, p. 152.



CHAPTER 5

THE GAINS OF LEARNING ACT AND MULTIPLICATION OF ASSETS

IN BUSINESS

i. Gokal Chand’s case

We have seen in the last chapter that in Gokal Chand’s 
case'1' Lord Sumner, relying on the Mitakshara text, held that
"personal earnings and acquisitions may remain partible
throughout the unseparated member’s life, if he was originally
equipped for the calling or career, in which the gains were
made by a special training at the expense of the patrimony".
Commenting on the Mitakshara text he observed

"Succeeding commentators developed this 
point, not always in terms that can be 
completely reconciled, but the rule 
itself is simple and logical- though 
difficulties arise, as with so many 
rules, in this application. If the 
substance of the distinction is between 
acquisitions which have not involved the 
use of the patrimony and therefore such 
detriment to it as use of it or expenditure 
out of it involves, there is no logical 
reason for making any further distinction 
between the gains made by science and 
gains made by labouring on the patrimony 
or by laying out the family funds |. and 
reaping the fruits of the outlay, nor 
for distinguishing cases where the learning 
employed is a specialised and cases where 
it is a mere ordinary education."
His Lordship then showed how specialised education

1. Gokal Chand v. Hukum Chand, AIR 1921 P.C.35
2. Ibid., p.37.
3. Ibid., p. 36-37
4. Emphasis provided.
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came to be the criteria from general education and stated^:
"it is true that, partly in the hands 
of the commentators and partly under the 
decisions of the Courts, changes may be 
traced in the rules laid down with regard 
to gains of science, and these changes have 
been in the direction of narrowing the 
category of partible gains. From 
maintenance out of family funds during the 
period of education, the basis of partibility 
changed to the receipt of the education 
itself at the family expense, and then 
education generally was narrowed to 
specialised education, which is now the 
basis."

But in making "specialised education" the basis, he struck
a hornet’s nest for the first time. As he put it

"the present case is the first in which 
such an official position as that of the 
appellant has come into question, but 
except for its higher respectability, 
there does not seem to be any ground on 
which as an occupation it can be taken 
out of the rule which the earlier cases 
establish.

This aroused the indignation of the elite families, 
particularly those in the Indian Civil Service (I.C.S.). By 
this decision they and their likes were confused with the 
vast majority of joint family members. The effect of this 
decision was that their income would be joint family income. 
That meant that in due course of time their widows might have 
to go and live with the joint families with just a right of 
maintenance. This would not have bothered most widows at 
that time. But this could not be dreamt of by those whose 
husbands were in government service enjoying power, position,

5. Supra, f.n.l., p.59*
6., Ibid., p.3 '7
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and comfort, and they were not prepared to accept this change 
of fortune. The I.C.S. members had access to the corridors 
of power and they utilised this to extricate themselves from 
the situation created by Gokal Chand*s case. This they did 
by inducing the legislature to enact the Hindu Gains of 
Learning Act, 1930 (HGLA hereafter).

7
2. The Hindu Gains of Learning Act, 1930 and its effect

Introducing the Hindu Gains of Learning Bill, 1929
o

in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. Jayakar stated :
"The measure will lead to a profitable 
employment of capital, that is otherwise 
locked up in jewellery and in safes, by 
removing some of the obstacles existing 
in the present state of the law, which 
induce a wealthy member of a family to 
keep his savings in disguised investments 
in landed property, rather than in an open 
and easily convertible form ... It is 
necessary that the original doctrine should 
be revived, which will set the sprit of 
private enterprise and individual exertion 
once more free from the trammels imposed 
in later times."

QHe further observed^:
"By depriving a person of control over his 
earnings, the present law checks the natural 
impulses to earn and to save. It has also 
the effect of compelling the acquirer of 
property to find a means of circumventing 
the restrictions of the law ... Likewise, 
the present rule is not favourable to the 
growth of self-reliance among the dependant 
members of the family. In a rich family, 
it offers a premium to extravagance, 
idleness and perpetual discord. Its in
justice is manifestly galling."

7. Act XXX of 1930.
8. Statement of Object and Reasons; Gazette of India, Part

V, p.228.
9. Ibid., p. 230-31*
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Another reason for introducing this Act, according 
to Mr. Jayakar, was that it would immensely improve the 
position of the female members in a Hindu f a m i l y . H e  
stated: 11

MIt cannot be denied that the consequences 
of the present law are unfair to the 
acquirer and his widow and female issue.
So long as he remains as an undivided 
member of the family, the other members have 
an equal share in his earnings during his 
lifetime, and the acquirer cannot make a 
gift, inter vivos or after his death, out 
of his acquisitions even to his own daughter,
©r widowl^ in order to redress the in
equalities of the Hindu law of Intestate 
Succession. The idle members of his family 
do not act very hostilely to the earner in 
his lifetime, for he can effect a partition, 
and thereby deprive them of all opportunity 
of sharing his subsequent earnings. Troubles 
generally arise after the death of the 
acquirer , and they affect persons least 
able to protect themselves. If the 
acquirer dies having a widow and female 
children only, the children are entitled 
to nothing, and the widow has a bare claim 
to maintenance.13 A more shocking case 
of injustice can hardly be imagined. The 
proposed measure will have the effect 
of raising in some cases at least, the 
status of women and uplifting them out of 
the position of helpless dependence in 
which they are placed by the present law."
From the above it would seem that Mr. Jayakar's

intention was, through this Act, to give general satisfaction
to the reforming section of the Hindu community who were
anxious to take into account conditions that were actually
prevailing amongst the elite and to introduce such modifications

1°. Ibid., p.228.
11. Ibid., p. 290.
12. Not so if he makes the acquisition without the help of

the joint family property.

13. Not anymore after the passing of the Hindu Women's 
Right to Property Act, 1937.
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in the Hindu law as would be consonent with modern notions 
of natural justice and fair play, while keeping the orthodox 
advocates of the authoritative character of the 'smritis' 
happy. He talks about "profitable employment of capital" 
and "spirit of private enterprise and individual exertion" 
in his introduction of the Bill. But the hypocrisy of this, 
and that he was only interested to solve the difficulty into
which Gokal Chand1s case had landed the high Government
servants, will be clear once we look at the provisions of 
the Act.

Sec. 2 of HGLA reads as follows
"Definitions

In this Act, unless there is any
thing repugnant in the subject or context,
(a) 'acquirer' means member of a Hindu 

individual family who acquires gains 
of learning;

(b) 'gains of learning' means all 
acquisitions of property made 
substantially by means of learning, 
whether such acquisitions be made 
before or after the commencement of 
this Act and whether such acquisitions 
be the ordinary or the extraordinary 
result of such learning; and

(c) 'learning' means education, whether 
elementary, technical, scientific, 
special or general, and training of 
every kind which is usually intended 
to enable a person to pursue any 
trade,15 industry, profession or a 
vocation in life."

Sec. 3 reads as follows:-

14. Emphasis provided. Note: no mention of acquisition 
through commerce is there..

15. Notice 'trade'1. No one has argued that commercially 
employed Hindus' earnings come within this word. 
Explanation is wanting.
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"Gains of learning not to be held not to be 
separate property of acquirer merely for 
certain reasons

Notwithstanding any custom, rule or 
interpretation of the Hindu law, no gains 
of learning shall be held not to be the 
exclusive and separate property of the 
acquirer merely by reason of -
(a) his learning having been, in the 

whole or in part, imparted to him 
by any member, living or deceased 
of his family, or with the aid of 
the joint funds of his family or 
with the aid of the funds of any 
member thereof or

(b) himself or his family having, while 
he was acquiring his learning, been 
maintained or supported, wholly or 
in part, by the joint funds of his 
family, or by the funds of any member 
thereof."

From these two sections'^ we see that the distinction
between general and technical education was eliminated by
the legislature and the acquirer was ensured the fruit of
all his labour irrespective of the nature of education he
had received out of family funds. Hence the Act reversed
the actual decision of the Judicial Committee in Gokal
Chand's case and thus satisfied the elite government servants
and their spouses. But what about the law laid down in that
case? For one thing it does not expressly repeal the rule

17as to detriment. We have seen above ' that Lord Sumner 
had observed clearly that there could not be any logic "for 
making any further distinction between the gains made by 
science and gains made by labouring on the patrimony or by

16. The Act contained in all four sections; Sec. 1. 
related to 'Short title and Extent1 and Sec. 4. 
to 'Savings'.

17. Supra, p.186, f.n.4.
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laying out the family funds and reaping the fruits of the 
outlay”. By this Act the legislature reversed the law as 
far as "gains made by science" concerned. What about 
"gains made by labouring on the patrimony or by laying out 
the family funds and reaping the fruits of the outlay"?
What about the "noble" intentions of Mr. Jayakar to provide 
for "profitable employment of capital" and "spirit of private 
enterprise and individual exertion"? The Act does not 
touch on these subjects. All it does is to make "acqui-

1 ftsitions of property made substantially by means of learning"
self-acquired property. Thus the Act distinguishes between
"gains of science" and "gains of commerce" and provides
for the first while ignoring the second altogether. Hence
as far as "gains of commerce" are concerned the Mitakshara
law, upheld by the Judicial Committee in Gokal Chand's case
still p r e v a i l e d . ^  Efforts were made in two Madras High

20Court decisions to extend the principle of the Act to 
such cases. But they only confirm the fact that the ’hgLA’ 
does not provide for gains of commerce.

Hence any acquisition made in business, where an 
element of joint family funds is involved directly or in
directly, prima facie belongs to the family. So the 
family, using some of its members, goes on multiplying its 
assets without providing for adequate compensation to the

18. Supra, p. 190 f.n. 14.
19* This was also noted by Dhavan: supra, p. 4l4.
20. Venkataramayya v. Venkataramappa, AIR 1953 Mad. 723

725, Chinna v. Venkata, 1953 M.W.N. 708, 711 also 
see Venkatasubramania v. Easwara, AIR 1966 Mad. 266, 
274.
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acquirer for his enterprise and capabilities.
PIThis shows that not only the judiciary but also 

the legislature failed to use the opportunity it was provided 
with to formulate an equitable solution to the problem of 
acquisition of joint family property.

In the next chapter we shall attempt to present a 
solution of this problem taking into account the fiduciary 
obligations of the manager in respect of acquisition.

21. Ch. 4., supra.



CHAPTER 6
194.

DISCRETION OF THE MANAGER AND HIS FIDUCIARY OBLIGATIONS
IN RESPECT OF ACQUISITION

1. Effect of managerts discretion

We have seen that the manager of a trading joint 
family has very wide and far-reaching powers without the 
corresponding liability to account, and this he can use to 
favour himself or his nominees without being successfully 
charged with ’fraud’ or ’misappropriation’.1 In Raj 
Kumar’s case the manager definitely had a good intention, 
viz., to reduce the tax liability of his family. But the 
law laid down there can be used by a ’crooked’ manager to 
siphon off joint family property. When the other family 
members will come to realise this it will often be too late. 
The only remedy they have is to ask for partition and they 
will be provided with an account of the family property 
existing at that date. Proving ’fraud' or ’misappropriation’ 
will be extremely difficult, if not impossible, because the 
manager can always successfully plead that he was acting 
for the benefit of the family by lessening the family’s 
tax burden for, as observed by Jagadisan J. in Aruna Group 
of Estates v. State of Madras,^ "avoidance of tax is not tax

1. See supra, Ch.3* P« 122-23*
2. Supra.
3. [1965] 551TR 642, 648.
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evasion and it carries no ignominy with it, for it is sound 
law, and certainly, not bad morality for anybody to so 
arrange his affairs as to reduce the brunt of taxation to 
a minimum'’! Thus apparently it looks a hopeless situation 
for the family as a whole. But is it really so? Cannot 
the manager be made liable considering the fiduciary nature 
of his job? To find the answer it is essential that we take 
a good look at the fiduciary character of the manager's job.

2. Fiduciary obligations of the manager.
2.1 Position as decided by Anglo-Hindu law.

4In 1905 the Privy Council in Annamalai v. Mur.gasa
observed:

"After carefully considering the 
evidence their Lordships have come 
to the conclusion that the District 
Judge fell into the error of treating 
tK ’ as the agent of the defendant.
This mistake is clearly pointed out by
the High Court. TK ,Ts acts and his
payments to the defendant are all
attributable to his being the manager
of joint family property, of which the
defendant had a share; and their
Lordships entirely concur with the High
Court in holding that such a person is
not the agent of the members of the
family so as to make them liable to be
sued as if they were the principals of
the manager. The relation of such
persons is not that of principal or
agent, or of partners; it is much more ^
like that of a trustee and 'cestui que t r u s t .

4. [1903] 26 Mad. 544 (P.C.) 553.
5. Emphasis provided.
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No reason was given by their Lordships for this
conclusion but this was seized upon by Kumarswami Sastriyar
J. in Gangayya v. Venkataram iat̂P while dealing with the
liabilities of a joint family and its assets for an Act of
its managing member. He observed:

"The managing member of an undivided 
family though he has the power of 
representing the interests of the other 
members is not their agent in the strict 
sense of the term so as to clothe the 
other members of the family with all the 
rights of principals in respect of 
contracts entered into by their agent.
His position is, as pointed out ... in 
Annamalai v. Murugasa more analogous to 
that of a trusteeT"
Very soon the Privy Council was again to comment

7on this matter in A . Perrazu v. A Subbarayadu. In this
o

case distrust arose, "and was apparently well justified", 
as to the dealings with certain portion of the estate by the 
manager of the joint family. Elaborate inquiries were set 
up by the other coparceny to ascertain the true position. 
This made the manager uneasy and he instituted proceedings 
himself, to which the appellants were parties, alleging that 
they also had been in custody of part of the joint family 
estate, and asking for accounts and consequential relief, 
to which demand among other answers, a claim was put forward 
that the manager should render an account of the joint family 
properties and his management from the very beginning. This

6. [1918] 4l Mad. 454,456. Also see Biraj Mohan v.
Abani Kanta, AIR 193§ Cal. 610, 612.

7. (1921-22) 26 C.W.N.l (P.C.).
8. Ibid., p. 5 per Sir John Edge.



was rejected by the High Court, and Sir John Edge, delivering
the judgment for the Privy Council, agreed with it and ob- 

9served :
’’Their Lordships desire once more to 
repeat the warning they have often given 
against attempting to apply without 
qualification in India the rules applicable 
to strict accounts between trustees and 
’cestuis que trust’ that exist in this 
country, because in truth there are a 
number of fiduciary relationships in India 
to which these rules cannot in their 
entirety apply. This does not mean that 
breach of established duty should be less 
severely dealt with in India than in this 
country, but that there are fiduciary 
relationships which do not involve all the 
duties which are imposed upon trustees here.
The office of manager of a joint family 
estate affords an illustration of this 
difference. In the absence of proof of 
direct misappropriation or fraudulent and 
improper conversion of the moneys to the 
personal use of the manager, he is liable 
to account for what he received and not for 
what he ought to or might have received if 
the moneys had been profitably dealt with.”
Thus we see the Court was reluctant to acknowledge

the manager as a trustee in the strict sense^ though in
Annamalai’s case^ they had said that the manager’s position
was more like a trustee.^ In so doing the Court, although
there was an ’’apparently justified case” according to
it, could not do justice to the grievances of the other

9. Ibid., p. 7.
10. This was followed with approval in R.amrao v. Suganchandra 

AIR 1946 Nag. 139*1^2; R.M.N. Ramanathan v. Narayanarn,
AIR 1995 Mad. 629. Also see Rajayya v. Sangareddy, AIR 1956 
Hyd 200, 201.

11. See supra, p.195* f.n.5*
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coparceners. This was because the Court was guided by the
Anglo-Hindu law position that a manager was not liable to 

12account, although we have seen that according to the sastric
texts, managers were required to keep an honest account of 

13the properties. Also the law of constructive trust was
14not yet developed in this context and as such it was not 

possible for the Privy Council to bring that into play here.
True the position of a manager is not that of a 

’strict1 trustee; but can it not be a kind of trustee like 
the director of a company? Or, for that matter, a construc
tive trustee?

2.2 Comparison with the director of a company

It is often stated that directors are trustees and 
that the nature of their duties can be explained on this 
basis.^ But, to describe directors as trustees seems 
today to be neither strictly correct nor invariably helpful.
In the words of Romer J. in Re City Equitable Fire Insurance

12. Dealt with in Ch.3.* supra.

13. Ibid.
14. Discussed infra.
15. Gower: ’’The Principles of Modern Company Law”

(^rd ed., 1969)* p. 515*
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"It has sometimes been said that 
directors are trustees. If this means 
no more than that directors in the 
performance of their duties stand in 
a fiduciary relationship to the company 
the statement is true enough. But if 
the statement is meant to be an indication 
by way of analogy of what those duties are, 
it appears to me to be wholly misleading.
I can see but little resemblance between 
the duties of directors and the duties of 
trustees of a will or of a marriage 
settlement."
In truth, directors are agents of the company 

rather than trustees of it or its property. But as agents 
they stand, as Romer J. points out, in a fiduciary relation
ship to their principal, the company. The duties of good 
faith which this fiduciary relationship imposes are virtually 
identical with those imposed on trustees, and to this extent 
the description "trustee" still has validity. It is when
we turn to the duties of care and skill that the trustee

17analogy breaks down. The duty of the trustees of a will 
or settlement is to be cautious and to avoid all risks to 
the trust fund. The managers of a business concern must, 
perforce, take risks; one of their primary duties is to carry 
on a more or less speculative business in an attempt to earn 
profits for the company and its members. The point has been 
briefly put as follows: "Directors, no doubt, are not
trustees, but they occupy a fiduciary position towards the

1 o
company whose board they form." Similar is the position

16. (1925) Ch.4Q7^ 426 [affirmed by the Court of Appeal]
17. Gower: supra fn.n58, p. 516.
18. Regal (Hastings) Ltd. v. Gulliver [1967] 2 A.C. 1^4n,

159* per Lord Porter. ,Also see Underhill:Law Relatingto trusts and trustees (12th ed., 1970) p. •
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of the manager of a Hindu joint family. As fiduciaries,
directors must not place themselves in a position in which
there is a conflict between their duties to the company and
their personal interests.1  ̂ "Good faith must not only be
used but manifestly be seen to be used, and the law will not
allow a fiduciary to place himself in a situation in which his
judgment is likely to be biased and then to escape liability

20by denying that in fact it was biased". It has at times
been suggested that it is too broad a principle to be strictly

21applicable in all situations, but it is nonetheless the
underlying basis of three more specific fiduciary duties,
disclosure of interests in contracts, duty not to make secret 

22profits and, duty to remain free from outside involvement
connected with the company’s affairs, as well as being a

2̂5distinct principle in its own right.  ̂ This, it is submitted, 
should be applicable to the case of managers too because, as 
we have seen above, the manager’s position is also fiduciary 
in nature and similar to that of a director.

In this context it will be interesting to note the 
development of the law of constructive trust in England for,

19. Aberdeen Ry.Co. v. Blaikie (1854) 1 Macq. 46l, 471-72
(H.L.); N.W. Transportation v. Beatty [1887] 12 A.C.
589, 599 (P.C.1”; Bray v. Ford, [189bJ A.C. 44, 51-52 
(H.L.); Regal (Heatings) Ltd, v. Gulliver [1942] 1 AER 
378, 381 (H.L.), Boulting v. A.C.T.A.T., [19633 2
Q,.B. 606, 635 (C.A7T

20. Gower: supra, p. 526.
21. See e.g. Boulting v. A.C.T.A.T., supra; Phipps v.

Boardman L1967J £ A.C. 4b, 124, per Lord Upjohn.
22. Emphasis provided. Applicable in our ’manager’s case’ too.
23. See Gore Brown on Companies (42nd ed., 1972), p.103,111.



24 u± *as Underhill observes, ” [w]here a person has the
management of property, either as an express trustee, or
as one of a succession of persons, partially interested
under a settlement, or as a guardian or other person clothed

2Swith a fiduciary character, J he is not permitted to gain
any personal profit by availing himself of his position,

26and he is a constructive trustee of any profit so made 
for the benefit of the persons entitled to the property.”
[There is, however, an exception. A trustee may acquire 
from the beneficiaries an estate in which they are 
interested, but he can only do this if he has made the 
fullest disclosure to them of all the relevant and material 
facts within his knowledge affecting or that might affect 
the value and condition of the estate and the parties are
at arm’s length, the cestui que trust ignoring that he is

27 28dealing with the trustee. 1 The onus is on the trustee.
The principles of undue influence apply; but it is open to

29 nthe trustee to disprove it.

2.3 The English law of Constructive Trusts

’’The English law of constructive trusts has not
30fired the imagination of judges and writers.”  ̂ This

statement was made by Waters in 1964. But no such 
c o w E t  'Tro&dui hvliAT >Vvao
24. Underhill: supra, p.230.
25. Emphasis provided - the manager of a joint family business.
26. Emphasis provided.
27. H&nbury & Maudsley: Modern Equity (10th ed.,1976)p.515.
28. Thomson v. Eastwood (1877) 2 A .C.215,236,per Lord Cairns.
29. Hanbury: supra, p.515*
30. D.W.M. Waters: The Constructive Trusts (1964 ed.)p.l.
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years been taken up and used by the English courts for 

a variety of purposes. As observed by M a u d s l e y , ^  "some 

recent developments indicate an extension of the scope of 

constructive trusts". This is due to the fact that the 

attitude of the American courts and jurists regarding the 

constructive trust is being gradually adopted in English 

courts. The Restatement of Restitution of the American 

Law Institute s t a t e s " W h e r e  a person holding title to 

property is subject to an equitable duty to convey it to 

another on the ground that he would be unjustly enriched if 

he were permitted to retain it, a constructive trust arises." 

Cardozo J. in Beatty v. Guggenheim observed^: "A construc

tive trust is the formula through which the conscience of 

equity finds expression". The effective distinction 

between the English and American approaches was that English 

law demanded as a pre-requisite of the imposition of a cons

tructive trust, that some legal wrong should have been committed
34by the party upon whom the trust is to be imposed. The

31. Hanbury and Maudsley: Modern Equity (10th ed., 1976), 
p.328. Also see, A.J. Oakley: "Has the Constructive 
Trust Become a General Equitable Remedy?" - Current 
Legal Problems, Vol. 26 (London, 1973)> p.17.

32. s 160; quoted in Scott: "Constructive Trusts" - 
11955 71L. Q..R. 39. Also see Hanbury & Maudsley; 
supra, p. 136.

33. (1919) 225 N.Y. 380, 386.
34. This was probably in the minds of the Privy Council 

judges when they ruled in favour of the manager in 
Perrazu v. Subbarayadu, supra.
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American courts, on the other hand, will impose a construc
tive trust in order to enable a party to recover that which
is unfairly withheld from him to the benefit of the with- 

3^holder. But recently the English courts have held that
they will impose a constructive trust wherever the result
would, otherwise, be unequitable. The relevance of this to
our manager is obvious.

This broad principle has been based upon a remark
36by Lord Diplock in Gissing v. Gissing. This was a case

in which the House of Lords reviewed and restated the law
relating to the acquisition by spouses of beneficial interests
over matrimonial property. Lord Diplock observed

"A resulting, implied or constructive 
trust - and it is unnecessary for 
present purposes to distinguish between 
the trustee and the ’cestui tue trust' 
in connection with the acquisition by 
the trustee of a legal estate in land, 
whenever the trustee has so conducted
himself that it would be inequitable
to deny to the ’cestui que trust’ a ,̂0
beneficial interest in the land acquired.

This broad principle of the House of Lords was expressly
cited and adopted by the Court of Appeal in a number of
cases.

39In Heseltine v. Heseltine^ a husband bought four 
holiday houses with money from a joint account. All the 
houses were in his name, but nearly all the money in the 
joint account, four-fifths to be exact, had been provided 
by his wife, and the account was operated by the husband

35. Oakley: supra, p. 18; Waters: supra, p. 12.

36. [1971] A.C. 886.

37. Ibid., p. 905.
38. Emphasis provided.
39. [1971] 1 aer 952.



merely as a matter of convenience of administration for
as

family purposes. The question arose/to what were the
beneficial interests in these assets. Denning M.R.,

40delivering the principal judgment, observed :
"This is a typical case where the 
matrimonial home was acquired by the 
joint resources of each, but was taken 
in the name of one only, i.e. the 
husband. In the usual way the court 
imputes a trust under which the husband 
is to hold it for them both jointly in 
equal shares. But half-and-half is not 
an invariable division. If some other 
division is more fair, the court will 
adopt it: see Gissing v. Gissing.”

His Lordship then held that the division of the proceeds of
sale of the houses should be as to three-quarters to the wife

4land one quarter to the husband. He did not follow
mathematically the sources of the purchase moneys.

4 2In Binions v. Evans, when an employee died, the
Estate made an agreement with his seventy-six year old widow 
by which they allowed her to stay on in one of their cottages 
rent-free for the rest of her life. Two years later the 
Estate sold the cottage to ’B 1, subject to the right of the 
widow to live there. However, ’B f sought to turn her out. 
The Court of Appeal prevented this, for the purchaser took 
the cottage on a constructive trust to permit the widow to 
reside there for the rest of her life. Denning M.R.

40. Ibid., p. 955-
41. This case is very similar to our problem of acquisition

where the joint family provides nearly all the money.
The apportionment by the Court is worth noting.

42. [1972] 2 A .E .R . 70.
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43observed:

"This imposing of a constructive trust 
is entirely in accord with the precepts 
of equity. As Cardozo J. once put it:
*A constructive trust is the formula 
through which the conscience of equity 
finds expression’; see Beatty v.
Guggenheim, or Lord Diplock put it
quite recently in Gissing v. Gissing,
a constructive trust is created - 
’whenever the trustee has so conducted 
himself that it would be inequitable 
to allow him to deny the cestui que 
trust a beneficial interest in the land 
acquired.'"

44
In Hargratve v. Newton a house was bought in 1962 

in the husband’s name. He borrowed all the purchase money.
In 1964 his wife found some of the money stolen in the Great
Train Robbery. She was given more than five thousand pounds 
reward, which she used for household expenses, clothes, 
holidays, and towards a new car. In 1967 the marriage broke 
up. The wife claimed an interest in the house. Since 
she appeared to have made, indirectly, a substantial contri
bution to acquisition of the house, because her contributions 
had relieved the husband of expenses which he would other
wise have had to bear (and could not easily have borne) the
Court of Appeal awarded her a half share in the proceeds of

45sale of the house and car. Denning M.R. observed:
"I prefer to take the simple test: did
the wife make a substantial contribution, 
direct or indirect, to the acquisition of 
the house or the repayment of the mortgage 
or the loan? If her efforts or her 
contributions relieved him of other expenses 
which he would otherwise have had to bear - 
so that he would not have been able to meet

43. Ibid., p. 76.
44. [1971] 3 AER 866 (CA).
45. Ibid., p. 869.
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the mortgage instalments or the loan 
without her help - then she does make
an indirect contribution. That was
clearly the view ... in Gissing v.
Gissing.”
Similar was the Court of Appeal’s decision in

46Hazell v. Hazell. In one of the most recent decisions,
47Hussey v. Palmer, it is even more apparent that the court

in England is invoking the constructive trust as an
48equitable remedy to do justice ’inter partes’”. Here

the plaintiff, ’H ', sold her condemned house and was invited 
by her son-in-law and daughter to live with them. Because 
their house was rather small, they had an extension built 
for which ’H ’ paid. Differences arose and, after some 
fifteen months, ’H ’ left. Subsequently, she became very 
short of money and asked her son-in-law to repay to her the 
sum spent on extension. When he refused, she brought an 
action against him. Initially, she claimed for money lent. 
However, the county court registrar, before whom the case 
came by consent, intimated a strong opinion that this was 
not a loan. ’H ’ therefore submitted to a non-suit and 
started a fresh action claiming the sum under a resulting 
trust. ’H ’ appealed to the Court of Appeal who held, by a 
majority, that there was a trust in respect of the house in 
favour of the plaintiff. The majority reached this result 
by invoking the doctrine of constructive trusts. Lord

46. [1972] 1 WLR 901, 904, per Lord Denning M.R. This 
broad principle was also adopted in Davies v. Vale
[1971] 2 AER 1021, 1025 (C.A.)j Re Cummins (1972)'
Ch. 62,68 (C.A.)j and Cooke v. Head [1972] 2 AER 38, 
42 (C.A.).

47. [1972] 1 WLR 1286 (CA).
48. 0akleyj_ supra, p. 35*
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Denning M.R. reviewed the facts and held that there was a
loan. He then continued

"By whatever name it is described, it is 
a trust imposed by law whenever justice 
and good conscience require it. It is a 
liberal process, founded on larger 
principles of equity, to be applied in 
cases where the defendant cannot conscien
tiously keep, the property for himself alone,, 
but ought to allow another to have the 
property or a share in it.5^ The trust 
may arise at the outset when the property 
is acquired, or later on, as the circumstances 
may require . It is an equitable remedy by 
which the courts can enable an aggrieved 
party to obtain restitution." ^
From the above we see how far the courts in England 

are prepared to go to extend the scope of the doctrine of
R2constructive trust. This has been criticised by some authors

but their objection is confined to the extent of liberalisation,
not to the liberalisation.  ̂ Mauds ley observes:^

”[I]t is important to appreciate that 
the use of the constructive trust in this 
way gives rise to many difficulties, and 
goes far beyond what was laid down by the 
American writers who have regarded a 
constructive trust as a remedy to prevent 
unjust enrichment .... Some of the recent 
English cases seem to treat a constructive 
trust as a magic formula to reach a just 
result between the parties, regardless of 
existing proprietary rights in them, or of 
the interests of persons who are not parties 
to the dispute.”

49. Ibid., p. 1289.
50. Emphasis provided.
51. Ibid.
52. Hansbury & Maudsley: supra, p. 328.29; Oakley: supra.

53. Ibid.
54. Ibid.
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I do not intend to join this argument because my idea of 
citing them is to show to what extent the law of constructive 
trust has changed in England taking into account the needs 
of the society at large and, to indicate that precedents 
exist, if necessary, for our Courts to apply such liberal 
interpretation of the doctrine of constructive trust to our 
present case. Moreover, our intention is to stop ’unjust 
enrichment’ and there seems to be no conflict on this.^

In Regal (Hastings) Ltd. v. Gulliver^  the 
plaintiff company had formed a subsidiary company which was 
to take up a lease of two cinemas, but the owner of the 
cinemas insisted that the subsidiary should have a paid-up 
capital which, in the honest opinion of the plaintiff's 
board, was greater than the plaintiff could afford to sub
scribe. The ordinary directors accordingly subscribed 
at par for part of the balance themselves, the remainder 
being taken up by ’’outsiders” in the name of the chairman 
of directors and by the plaintiff’s solicitor. The whole 
transaction had been carried out with a view to a sale of 
the two cinemas, together with another cinema which the 
plaintiff itself owned, as a going concern, but ultimately 
the shares of the plaintiff and of the subsidiary were 
purchased instead at a price substantially above par. The 
plaintiff company sued the ordinary directors, the chairman 
and the solicitor for an account of their profits on the

55. See Gareth Jones: ’’Unjust Enrichment And The Fiduciary’s 
Duty of Loyalty” - (1968) 84 L.Q.R. 472.

56. [1942] 1 A.E.R. 978.
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resale. It was found by the House of Lords that they had
all acted honestly throughout, but nonetheless the ordinary
directors, who had taken their shares as beneficial owners
were held liable to account to the plaintiff, it being said
that only disclosure to and approval by the general meeting
would have saved them. Lord Porter said:̂ "̂

"The legal proposition may, I think, 
be broadly stated by saying that one 
occupying a position of trust must 
not make a profit which he can acquire 
only by use of his fiduciary position, 
or, if he does, he must account for the 
profit so made.”

This general prohibition against the acquisition
of secret profits is applicable to a wide variety of other
situations as well. It covers any secret commission or
’’bribe” received by a director in the course of negotiating
business transactions on the company’s b e h a l f a n d  any
secret benefit coming to him in the course of any take-over
bid for the company’s shares or any reconstruction or
amalgamation involving the company. ^  In Phipps v. Boardman^0
the majority of the House of Lords imposed penal liability

not
on fiduciaries who had^/acted in the best interests of their 
principal. In view of the majority there were two grounds,
(1) the fiduciaries were in breach of their fiduciary duty 
of loyalty and (2) they had utilised property (which was 
’confidential information’ here) which belonged to the trust.^1

57. Ibid., p. 395.
58. Boston Deep Sea Fishing & Ice Co Ltd. v. Ansell (1888)

39 Ch.D. 339 (C.A.).
59- General Exchange Bank v. Horner (1870) L.R. 9 Eq. 480.
60. [1967] 2 A.C.46 (H.L.) (Sub.nom. Boardman v. Phipps).



In addition, the ’’secret profits” principle underlies a 
number of early cases in which directors were compelled to 
disgorge the value of benefits of various types secretly 
conferred on them by promoters in return for the directors 
consenting to be appointed to the board, or otherwise to 
fall in with the promoters1 wishes regarding the commencement 
of the company’s business.^2,

2.4 Its application in the case of manager of a joint family

Now it is evident that the manager of the joint 
family, when he places himself or his fellow coparceners as 
partners of partnerships or directors of companies in which 
the family, through him, has an interest, is placing himself 
and them in a position in which their interest (to earn more 
privately) conflicts with their duty (to swell the profits of 
the family) once they are multiplying what were originally 
joint family funds. Hence he ’’cannot conscientiously keep 
the property (his earnings) for himself alone but must
share it with the joint family because a constructive trust 
will be deemed to have arisen according to Lord Diplock’s 
observations in Gissing v. Gissing, as applied in later

61. Also see, Industrial Development Consultants v. Cooley
(1972) 2 AER 162".

62. See e.g. Re London and Provincial Starch Co. (1869) 20 
L.T. 3903 Re Carriage Co-operative Supply Association 
(1884) 27 Ch.D. 322; Henderson v. Huntingdon Copper
& Sulphur Co. (1877) 15 Sc.L.R. 217.

63. See supra, f.n. 50.
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64cases. And Mit is an inflexible rule of a Court of Equity 

that a person in a fiduciary position ... is not, unless 
otherwise expressly provided, entitled to make a profit; he 
is not allowed to put himself in a position where his interest 
and duty conflict.”^

But this does not solve our basic requirement which 
is two-fold: (l) the family must get a return on funds in
vested through a member’s participation in commercial enter
prise, as otherwise, in course of time, very few families 
will be willing to invest in this manner, and (2) the earner 
should get an allowance for his personal skill, as otherwise 
it would stifle entrepreneurship and the incentive to work
, -i 66hard.

3. Conclusion - the solution

What is the solution which takes into account the
basic requirement stated above? Derrett in a series of 

67articles has advocated that the solution lies in a com
bination of the Hindu sastric laws and the English law of

64. Pis cuss ed..: supra.
65. Bray v. Ford [1896] A.C. 44, 51* per Lord Herschell.

Also see Aberdeen Ry. Co. v. Blaikie (1854) 1 Macq.
461, 471, and Regal (Hastings) Ltd. v. Gulliver [1942]
1 A.E.R. 378.

66. This will in the long run lead to the break up of the
joint family which is undesirable.

67. Derrett: [1969] SCWR (J) 29-35
[1969] 71 Bom.L.R. (J) 75-81.
[1971] 1 SCWR (J) 7-10.
Critique g§ 95-100, pp. 67-73.
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equity and trust which is applicable in India too.^® 
Unfortunately in all the cases discussed in Chapter 4, except 
in Gokal Chand’s and V.D. Phanwatey!s case, no reference was

•< C  Qmade of the sast̂ ic texts involved.  ̂ In both these cases
only Yajnavalkya as glossed in the Mitakshara, was cited.
But as we have seen, pure Hindu law does not rest content

70with Yajnavalkya. There are other smriti texts too,1 
and it has been accepted that reference to discovered texts 
is now allowable as an appropriate method of law reform

68. This is illustrated by the Trusts Act, 1882. Section 
88 of the Trusts Act 1882 lays down "Where a trustee, 
executor, partner, agent, director of a company, legal 
adviser, or other person bound in a fiduciary character 
to protect the interest of another person, by availing 
himself of his character gains for himself any pecuniary 
advantage, or where any person so bound enters into any 
dealings under circumstances in which his own interests 
are, or may be, adverse to those of such other persons 
and thereby gains for himself a pecuniary advantage,
he must hold for the benefit of such other person the 
advantage so gained.” For an affirmation of the 
general rule in which S.88 has been applied see C.G.
Ghetty v. C.S. Chetty AIR 1959 S.C. 190 at p.l67 
(partner who renews lease accountable; but not applied 
to this case because lease renewed after termination of 
partnership); P. Leslie & Co. v. V.O. Wapshare A.I.R.
1969 S.C. §45 (the rule was affirmed but again not 
applied because of the honest dealings in the case). See
also S.90 of the Trusts Act. Illustration (a) "A 
village belongs to a Hindu family. A, one of its 
members, pays nazrana to Government and therefore 
procures his name to be continued as the inamdar of 
the village. A holds the village for the benefit of 
himself and the other members.”

69. In Rajkumar’s case the Court referred casually to 
certain ancient Hindu texts ”saying that the Privy 
Council’s standpoint in Gokal Chand’s case ’’became, 
a serious impediments to the progress of the Hindu 
society”. Hegde J., in his dissenting judgment in 
V.D. Danwatey’s Case attacks the use of ancient textsb 
as tending to restrict the natural development of law!

70. Discussed in Ch.2.1. supra.
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without legislation, in society’s wider i n t e r e s t s T h e s e
texts support a proportional allotment of the income between
the family and the individual - in fact they allow a "double
share" to the acquirer.

It is submitted that the phrase "double share" in
the texts should not be taken literally for then, as we have
seen in Chapter 2.1, inspite of being equitable there will
be more disharmony than harmony in the family. In an
article "Acquisition of Joint Family Property and recent
decisions of the Supreme Court",Derrett observes:

"The phrase ’double’ like all proportionate 
expressions in such contexts is used by the 
Dharmasastras in a somewhat loose sense.
Strictly he can demand to cut himself in for 
an extra share, but since this would involve 
irregularities and irrational situations, what 
will emerge is that the proportionate amount 
should be attributed to the source of the gain. 
Thus, where the family contributed half the 
capital or means of acquisition, the family should 
take half the gain; where the family contributed 
a third of the means of acquisition the family 
is entitled to a third of the gain. This is 
simple, equitable, and consistent with modern 
needs. And it logically consists with the 
Mitakshara basic notion (based on Yajnavalkya’s 
smriti to that effect) that only that which is 
gained free from detriment to the family is 
impartible. Where a gain is partially free it 
is partially the property of the acquirer.

71. As occurred in Guramma v. Mallappa AIR 1964 S.C. 510. 
Opinion to the contrary by Kanga & Palkivala: The 
Law and Practice of Income Tax, (7th ed., 1976) Vol. 
17 p.65, it is submitted, is erroneous.

72. [1969] 1 SCWR 29-32.
73. Similar view was also held by him in later writings 

on the subject, see supra, f.n. 67.
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74This view finds support in the work of Jagannatha. 
Commenting on Vasishta’s statement, he discusses the diffi
culties involved in interpreting the ’’double share” phrase 
too l i t e r a l l y H e  explained Vasishta’s text and stated:^

”ln fact, a participation is only 
proper when the joint stock has been 
used. A seeming disparity is thus 
obviated, namely the allotment of a 
double share only to one who practised 
agriculture, taking a rope for his 
plough out of the common stock, but 
employing his own several cattle and 
implements, or to one who begged alms 
after travelling to a foreign country 
with a pair of shoes taken from the 
common stock, at the same time that a 
double share is likewise allotted to 
one who practices agriculture with the 
whole of his implements supplied out 
of common stock, or who goes to a 
foreign country and acquires wealth by 
use of carriages, slaves, or various 
other means furnished out of the joint 
property: for this seeming difficulty
is reconciled by a proportionate allott- 
ment. Accordingly Jimutavahana 
observes, this alone is hereby proved, 
that one who has used joint-property, 
must make a distribution in proportion 
to that part, whether little or much, 
which has been used by him. Thus do 
these lawyers expound the law.”̂

74. Col.Dig.Ill (1801 ed.) p. 359-55-
Commenting on Jagannatha’s work, Derrett insists, 
with proof, that Jagannatha took light from some English 
lawyer and hence his "opinions on the power of the 
manager of a joint family and the powers of an un
divided coparcener to alienate . his share in the 
family property go well beyond the scope of pre
existing Hindu textbooks and betray the conversation 
of an equity lawyer": See Derrett: RLSI, p. 247-48.

75. Ibid., p. 358-59-
76. Ibid., p. 358.
77. This disproves Dhavan ’s observations (supra, p. 421)

Cont/....



Hence we see that the sastric law solves a part of 
our requirement because this looks after proportional entitle 
ment, thus providing for the earner; and, as we have seen 
above, Equity, in the form of constructive trusts, provides 
solution to the second part of the requirement, viz., providing 
a fair return to the family.

This approach finds support in two cases involving 
the same problem in Marumakkatayam families. In 1957 in

yQ
Emu Amma v. Ammini, Govinda Menon J., delivering judgment
for a Division Bench of Madras High Court, o b s e r v e d : ^

"In Appeal No. 1001 of 1952 to which 
one of us (Govinda Menon J.) was a party 
the question arose with regard to the 
acquisitions made in the name of the 
karnavan of a tarwad. We may here 
quote the observations made in that 
judgment.

’Therefore despite the fact that 
acquisitions of items 6 to 15 and the 
improvements made thereon must be traced 
to the source of tarwad funds, are we 
justified in holding that these items 
should be deemed to be joint family 
properties? ... Here is a case where the 
eldest member of the family having funds 
of the family in his possession has utilised 
the same for the acquisition and improve
ment of other properties. In our opinion, 
the mere fact that there was such utilisation 
of family funds for the acquisition of other

77• Cont/...
that "sastoc texts talk in terms of nominally prefixed 
proportions and do not in themselves literally lay down 
principles for wider application". There Dhavan 
suspects the weight of the authorities on which Derrett 
bases his suggested solution, though he accepts in 
principle Derrett’s solution.

78. [1957] 2 M.L.J 275.
79. Ibid., p. 277.78.



items of properties would not be 
sufficient to impress completely the 
family character on the new acquisitions.
Very much will depend upon the labour, 
ingenuity, intelligence and shrewdness 
displayed by the manager of the family in 
acquiring new items and making improve
ments thereon. A capable manager by 
the utilisation of his intelligence and 
energy would properly invest the tarwad 
funds and thus augment the properties to 
a large extent. At the same time an 
inefficient man in the same situation may 
not be able to achieve the same result.
If a junior member of the family after 
receiving education at the family expense 
acquires properties by his own intelligence 
and efforts such acquisitions are held to 
be his own. We see no reason why a 
manager who augments the family assets 
by his own intelligence and exertions 
should not also have some share in the new 
acquisitions for himself. Had it not been 
for the fact that the defendant in this case 
was a prudent and an industrious person it 
would not have been possible for the 
acquisition of items 6 to 15 and for 
effecting improvement. If on the other 
hand, he had spent away the surplus income 
in his hands without properly investing them 
on income yielding properties, the plaintiffs 
could not ask him to account for such income 
unless it is shown that he has misappropriated 
them and that too will be in a suit to 
remove him from management. In these 
circumstances the fact that the defendant 
has been prudent and careful and had not 
dissipated the income should not be con
sidered as a blemish on his management and 
a charge laid at his door. It seems to us, 
therefore, that in the circumstances of 
this case the defendant is entitled to have 
some recompense for all his arduous 
exertions and labour in the matter of 
acquiring new items of properties and thus 
augmenting the family income. In our view 
the proper decision would be to allow the 
defendant a half share in items 6 to 15

80. Emphasis provided.
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and leave the other half to be treated 
as joint family properties acquired out of the 
surplus income from items 1 to 5’.

”ln our opinion the influence to be 
drawn... is that if the karnavan of a 
tarwad had sufficient nucleus in his 
possession then the presumption is that 
the properties acquired by him must be joint 
family properties. Even in such a case some 
compensation should be paid for the diligence, 
skill and labour put forth by the Karnavan 
in the acquisition of properties and in 
Appeal No. 1001 of 1952 in the circumstances 
of the case we came to the conclusion that 
the division of the assets between the 
members of the tarwad and the karnavan who 
was responsible for the acquisitions must 
be in equal shares.”
Applying the principle laid down in Appeal No.

1001 of 1952, Govinda Menon J. stated:^
’’Even in cases where the nucleus is 
small on account of a variety of reasons 
if the property gets augmented the 
eldest member of such a tavazhi 
cannot claim them as his own self- 
acquisition.... In the present case 
we are completely in the dark as to 
how lGl could have got Rs 4000/- and 
odd and acquired the several items 
during a course of about 4 years of his 
management, except by inferring that he 
must have been a careful person who 
improved the little nucleus that came 
into his hands and raised funds out of it.
.... Considering all these circumstances 
it aeems to us that the principle enunciated 
in Appeal No. 1001 of 1952 ought to be 
applied to the facts of the present case.
We, therefore, hold that the plaintiffs 
(who were the widow and children of the 
aforesaid ’GT) are entitled to a half 
share in all the properties ... and they 
will also be entitled to a half share in 
the mesne profits from those properties.”

82In 1962, in Kunhi Amma v. Appu Nair, Velu

81. Supra, f.ru 78 p.280. 
?2. 1962 KLT 99.
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Pillai J. observed:®
"The cir cumstances of this tarwad 
as disclosed in the recitals ... 
was not one of affluence. The 
acquisitions of defendants 1 and 2 
must therefore have been the results 
of strenuous exertion on their 
part. Even though under the Marumak- 
kattayam law, the acquisition of a 
manager enures to the tarwad, a case 
arises for reasonable compensation 
being made to the manager for his 
’diligence, skill and labour* in 
making such acquisitions."
He not only drew support from the Madras cases 

discussed above but also referred t o ^  two Travancore Acts. 
He s t a t e d ® ®

"Section 40 of the Travancore Nayar Act,
II of 1100, provides:
’if a person was in management of his 
or her tarwad, one fourth of the 
acquisitions, if any, made by such 
parson (sic!) during such management 
with the aid of the income from tarwad 
property, shall, on partition, be 
allotted to him in addition to the 
share which he would otherwise be 
entitled to get*.
"Explanation I to Section 19 of the 
Travancore Ezhava Act, III of 1100, 
also provided:
*lf the deceased person was in management 
of his or her Tarwad or of undivided 
Makkatt.ayam property, one-half of the 
acquisitions, if any, made by such 
person during such management with the 
aid of the income from such Tarwad or 
Makkatt.ayam properties, as the case may 
be, shall be treated as that person’s

83. Ibid., p. 104.
84. Obviously under ’justice, equity & good conscience’.

85* Supra, f.n. 73*
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self-acquisition for the purpose 
of this part in addition to other 
self-acquisitions.’”

86Stating these he concluded;
"Apart from legislative provision, 
when the award of a reasonable 
compensation for the manager * s" 
exertions in making acquisitions 
out of tarwad income comes up for 
judicial consideration, it becomes 
necessary to fixt the same in 
accordance with the circumstances 
of each case. Where the income 
was comparatively poor and the 
acquisitions large, the exertion 
on the part of the Karnavan or the 
managing member must necessarily 
have been high and therefore merits 
a higher award than where the 
income was in large surplus and the 
acquisitions relatively not much.’1̂

So we see that the judiciary, in case of Malabar 
family laws, agrees to the genuine entrepreneur’s rights 
on acquired property on account of his intelligence, 
industry and labour. The proportion, to be varied from 
one-fourth to one-half depending on.the contribution ( 
point of amount) of the family funds and the resultant 
acquisitions, suggested by them seems to me to be very 
practicable. We must remember that it is always desirable 
in the interest of the family, the individual and the 
Revenue, and to lessen the burden of the judiciary that 
cases are decided at the lowest level, if possible - in 
this case the Income-tax Appellate Tribunal. For this 
purpose a broad principle should be laid down on which the

86. Ibid., p. I05.
87. Emphasis provided.



Tribunal can decide cases thus preventing all cases going
oo

to the Supreme Court. In this respect our attention is
drawn towards the solution suggested by Derrett which is very 
similar to the above solution. In 1969 Derrett stated 
"where the family contributed half the capital or means of 
acquisition the family should take half the gain; where the 
family contributed a third of the means of acquisition the 
family is entitled to a third of the g a i n . "^9 But the 
solution had a drawback - what if the family contributed the 
whole of the capital? It did not provide for the individual’s 
enterprise. So to provide for that in 1970 he, in his 
Critique^0 suggested a solution which ran as follows: ”...
if the family contributed Rs. 500 he [the acquirer] contributed 
Rs.100 and his personal skill and endeavour could be 
assessed as worth Rs. 40091 and the acquisitions gross 
value was Rs. 2000, the acquirer could insist upon keeping 
Rs. 1,000 for himself, and Rs. 1000 would belong to the 
family: the family and he would thus share the profits
(as long as sharing was indicated by the current relations

88. Dhavan suggests in his thesis (supra, p.422-23) that
"the solution lies in sifting through the evidence
refining the legal concepts of "jointness”, "blending" 
and "maintenance grants" and considering whether the 
man in fact treats his property as S.A.P. or not, 
whether it is within his power to do so and if not 
what rights are reserved to the family". This, it
is submitted, looks very good on paper but will be 
difficult to work out - the result will be that every 
case will go to the Supreme Court ultimately and we 
shall have the situation worse than we had during 
1968-69 when we had six cases decided by the Supreme 
Court on the same topic!

89. Supra, p. 213.
90. § 102, p. 73-74.
91. Emphasis provided.
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between the members), and everyone would be happy about it.”

This looks to be very equitable but this has a
drawback - how do we assess and calculate, i^e. work out,
the amount of individual skill in terms of money. It will
tend to be arbitrary in cases since it is very subjective.
To solve this a solution was suggested which runs as follows
"Suppose the total investment in a firm is Rs. 10,000 out of
which Rs. 8,000 have been contributed by a joint family,
and the assessee gets Rs. 2,000 per month. The ratio’'of
the family investment is 10,000 = 5 If we apply

87000” ¥.
that + Rs 2000 x 4 = 1600. Rs 1600 is attributable to

5
joint family funds, but it is also partially traceable to
assesseeTs exertions and the ratio of his exertions is 1/5
(because Rs. 400 are the result of his exertions - the
others could not be deemed to have invested for him).
Aoolying that ratio to Rs 1600 x 1 = Rs. 320. Deducting

5
this from Rs 1600 (1600- 320 = 1280), the total of Rs 1280 
is directly traceable to investment and the remaining 320 + 
400 = 720 is the result of assessee’s own exertions etc."

But this solution suffers from the same defect 
as Derrett’s solution of 1969. What would happen if out 
of the total investment of Rs. 10,000, the family provided 
the entire money? How can one calculate then the l/5th 
share? Hence, it seems, that the final solution suggested 
by the Kerala High Court above is the most easy to work out.



Hence we see that a perfectly equitable solution 
could be arrived at by using the sastric and equity principles. 
But this our courts have so far neglected to do. The result 
of this will be all the more apparent when we deal in the 
next chapters with the question how the Hindu joint family 
is taxed.



CHAPTER SEVEN
22 .̂

THE IMPACT OF TAXATION: METHODS OF TAXING JOINT
FAMILIES AS DISTINGUISHED FROM INDIVIDUALS AND

PARTNERSHIPS

1. When the HUF became liable to tax as a distinct entity 
and on what basis.

Direct taxes, besides the land tax, were not un
known in pre-British India, in fact a considerable number 
of small direct taxes was levied in different parts of the 
country.'1' These taxes were continued during a part of the 
administration of the East India Company. But as they 
were of a crude sort and produced much inconvenience and 
vexation, it was found desirable gradually to abolish them.
Thus, for a while, India enjoyed an almost complete

2immunity from direct taxation.
But such immunity was of a short duration. The

1. P.N. Banerjea: A History of Indian Taxation (1930 ed.),
p.24. For a study of the history of direct taxation 
also see:
N.C. Bandyopadhyaya: Economic Life and Progress in
Ancient India, Vol. 1. (2nd ed., 1945J * p. 3O6-B.
J. P. Niyogi: The Evolution of Indian Income-tax
(1929 ed.);
C. P. Bhambri: Substance of Hindu Polity (1959 ed.),
p. 100-111.
V. S. Sundaram: The Law of Income-tax in India
(4th ed., 1936), p. 7-13*

2. Banerjea: supra, p. 25.
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Sepoy Mutiny was responsible for the re-imposition of
direct taxes.^ Renewed direct taxation, however, made
a false start, owing to its having been fashioned on the
English model, which introduced a very complex procedure
regarding assessment, exemption and so forth. Frequent
changes also took place in name, form, rate and incidence.
With one object or another, no less than twenty-three Acts
were passed on the subject between i860 and 1866. One
reason for this was that the taxes on income were looked
upon as a financial reserve to be drawn upon in times of 

4emergency.
Gradually, however, the officers of the Government 

were able to overcome their feelings of reluctance and 
hesitancy and in 1886, the income-tax found a permanent 
place on the statute book. The Hindu Undivided Family 
(HUF) was first treated as a distinct and a separate taxable 
entity in the Income-tax Act of 1871.^ Prior to this it 
was stated in the Income-tax Act of 1869  ̂that "Person” 
includes a firm, and a "Firm" includes a "HUF”. This 
definition was adhered to by the Income-tax Act of 1870.

3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
5. Act XII of 1871.
6. Act IX of 1869.
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But in 1871, S.2 of the Income-tax Act read a "person"

7includes a firm and a HUF. No reason as such was
given for doing so. During discussion on the Income-
tax Bill of 1871, Sir Richard Temple, the Finance
Secretary, observed:

"One important point the Board [of 
Revenue of Calcutta] raised was 
about the mode of taxing that 
peculiar institution called the 
"joint undivided Hindu family".
Those acquainted with the 
presidency towns would know that 
such cases had given rise to many 
intricate questions, which *&e had 
not overlooked; but on a full 
consideration and the equity of 
the case, we had not proposed any 
change. If the Board could show 
any special causes for reconsidering 
this point, we shall be happy to 
reconsider it in [the Select]
Committee."g

Nothing was heard about this later either from the Board 
or the Finance Secretary. The apparent reason, however, 
for taxing the HUF as such was the peculiar nature of the 
Hindu joint family^ and a fear of loss of revenue. This 
requires elucidation.

The first point was illustrated by the Finance 
Member, Mr. G. R. Lowndes during a discussion on the 
Super-tax Bill, 1917 in the Legislative Council of India.

7 . This definition was followed in the 1872 (Act VIII 
of 1872) and the 1886 (Act II of 1886) Income-tax 
Acts .

8 . Proceedings of the Governor-GeneralTs Council in 
India, 1871* p. 19^*

9 . Discussed in Ch.l supra, 1.3* Also see A.K. Jain 
"Assessment of Hindu Undivided Family", Eastern 
Economist, Feb. 15, 197^* p. 266-69, 266.

The problem never arose in the case of Muslim & Christian joint families.
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There, while replying to plea for exemption from super
tax for HUFs, he observed:

M... I feel and I have felt from the 
commencement that there is consider
able difficulty in dealing with the 
case of the HUF, because in the first 
place, we get no help in dealing with 
a semi-corporation1u of that nature 
from the provisions of the English 
Super-tax law, as such a semi-corporation 
does not, of course, exist there. It 
is an institution which is peculiar to 
India and it does undoubtedly cause some 
difficulty in assessing anything in the 
nature of a super-tax. But the only 
fair way of dealing with it has appeared 
to us to be to put HUFs on the same 
footing as firms... It has been treated 
on exactly the same footing as a firm 
ever since 1886 without, so far as I 
know, any objection. For thirty years 
Hindu families have been taxed exactly 
in the same way as firms, and the only 
exempting provision under the Act of 
1886 was that, where a family had paid 
the tax, an individual number of the 
family should not be asked to pay it 
over again.

It obviously never occurred to anyone by 1917 that it could
be to an individualf s advantage not to be joint! This
was because till 1916 there was no graduated scale of
taxation. Graduated scale of taxation was introduced
for the first time by the Indian Income-tax (Amendment)

12Act, 1916. Hence till then the aggregate of the

10. Ibid., 5.4
11. The Gazette of India - Extraordinary - 1917 - Part VI

- Proceedings of Indian Legislative Council - The
Super-tax Bill - pp. 400-410, 402-5. In the Indian
Income-tax Act of 1886 (Act II of 1886^ Sec 5(1) 
reads as follows:-
5(1) Nothing in Section 4 shall render liable to the 

tax - (a).... (b).... (c).... (d).... (e)....
(f) any income which a person enjoys as a member
of a company or of a firm or of a Hindu undivided
family, when the company or the firm or the
family is liable to the tax;..."

12. Act V of 1916.
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income-tax payable would have been the same whether the
members were taxed as individuals or as an unit. But
by 1918 it became clear that the effect of the amending
Act was that it was disadvantageous to be joint. This is
obvious from the Note of Dissent by Mr. B.N. Sarma in the
Statement of Object and Reasons on the Indian Income-tax 

15Act, 1918. Therein he observed:
"The provisions of the Act in assessing 
a Hindu undivided family will tend to 
a disruption of the joint family 
system and are unfair to the members of 
such families. The graduated system 
which has become a normal feature 
of income-tax administration in India 
makes a great difference. To take an 
illustration: A Hindu undivided family
consisting of four brothers with an 
income of Rs. 52,000 has to pay at the 
higher rate of one anna [ = Rs 1/16], 
or a tax of Rs. 2,000, whereas, if 
divided the four brothers would pay 
only Rs. 1,000... In the case of 
poorer families it makes a still 
greater difference, for whereas a 
similar family with an income of Rs.
5200 pays a tax at 5 pies [5/12 x 1/16 =
Rs. 5/192.] in the rupee, if divided, 
it would escape taxation altogether.
Delicate inquiries, as to how far the 
acquisitions of the several members are 
separate or are family property would 
be extremely embarrassing. ... The 
taxation policy of the Government 
grieveously interferes with the family 
system of the Hindus.

In 1929, during the discussions on the Indian 
Finance Bill, 192.9 , the Finance Member, Sir George Schuster

15. Act VII of 1918.
14. Also see comments to similar effect by Mr. T. 

Rangachariar and Dr. H. S. Gour during the 
discussion on the Indian Income-tax Bill, 1922 
in The Legislative Assembly Debates, 1922 - 
p. 2005, 2580-81.
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remarked:

”... [0]n the question of the merits 
of the case, I feel we must recognise, 
on this side, that in a HUF, we are 
dealing with a social unit of a special 
nature, and that it is an unit which 
is difficult to fit into the present 
system of taxation. /'fter very 
careful consideration's a system had 
been adopted for fitting it into 
the income-tax provisions. I do 
not think anyone on this side would 
deny that that system works out on 
occasions in an anomalous fashion, but 
I do not think that the justice is all 
on one side, or rather that the 
complaint lies in all cases on one 
side.

A similar line of argument was also resorted to by Sir
Nripendra Sircar, the Law Member, during a debate on the

1YIndian Income Tax (Amendment)Bill, in 1938* This is
further confirmed from the deliberations of the Constituent
Assembly of India on 19th March, 1948. Two questions
were raised by Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava:

”(a) Will the Hon’ble Minister of 
Finance be pleased to state the 
grounds or basis on which HUF as 
such is treated as a class for 
taxation purposes?
(b) Are the grounds so stated 
or basis (if any) propounded given 
or referred to in any statements, 
replies or discussions in the 
House or in any Reports of any 
Committees about the policy of 
taxation or documents relating 
thereto? If so, what are they?”-^

15. There was, unfortunately, no elucidation on what these 
"careful considerations” were.

16. Legislative Assembly Debates 1929-27 March 1929 - 
The Indian Finance Bill, 1929jP* 2518.

17. Legislative Assembly Debates 1938 - 10 Dec 1938 - 
The Indian Income tax (Amendment) Bill, 1938, pp. 
4299-4^16, 4302.

18. Constituent Assembly of India (Legislative) Debates 
- 19 March 1948 pp. 2421-23, 2422.
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The answers; were given by the Finance Minister
Shri R. K. Shanmukham Chetty:-

”The expression ’HUF1 as used in the 
Indian Income-tax Act includes the Hindu 
coparcenary of the Mitakshara School of 
Hindu law as well as the undivided family 
of the Dayabhaga School. Prima facie a 
family that is undivided is an association 
of persons and not an individual. But 
where an ancestral trade or family 
business is carried on by an undivided 
Hindu family, it cannot be treated as a 
partnership or as a firm since such 
activity is not based on, or the result 
of, any contractual relation between the 
individuals who constitute the family.
This is why the HUF is treated as a 
separate entity by itself. In the case 
of the Mitakshara family (coparcenary) 
the indeterminate nature of the share of 
the members in the family property is an 
additional reason for having to treat the 
family as a unique entity in a class by 
itself.
(b) Presumably the Hon’ble Member has 
in mind Sir George Schuster’s speech on 
the amendment he moved to clause 6 of the 
Finance Bill 1930*•• and the Hon’ble Sir 
Niipendra Sircar’s speech ... on clause 30 
of the Income-tax (Amendment) Bill,
1938. • * • ”19

To this answer, Pandit Bhargava further queried:
”Am I to understand... that the Hon’ble Minister cannot 
enlighten me in regard to other books or documents on this

20question except these two speeches of the Hon’ble Members?”

19. Ibid., p. 2422.
20. Ibid., p. 2423.
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The answer was: "So far as the research of my officers

21go, this is all they could dig out," Recently, the
22M.P. High Court in Singhai Nathuram v. C.W.T., M.P.

observed: "The joint Hindu family is a peculiarity of
Hindu society and it cannot be put in the framework of
any of the well known juridical concepts, namely,
individual, person, or corporation".

As regards the second point, the fear of loss
of revenue, this was made clear during debates on a number
of Finance Bills. During discussions on the Indian
Finance Bill for 1927-28, an amendment was moved to delete
the word "HUF" from the Bill. Opposing the amendment,
Sir Basil Blackett, the then Finance Member, observed:
"... this small amendment will cost Rs 90 lakhs!*2^
Similarly, during deliberations on the Indian Finance
Bill of 1929, an amendment was introduced seeking to raise
the limit of exemption from income-tax for HUFs to Rs.
4000. Sir George Schuster, the Finance Member, did not
agree and stated: "The effect of that... would be a loss
to the government of just under Rs 18 lakhs a year. It
is not a large sum, but it is a sum which we cannot afford

24to lose just at the moment." Again in 193$* during
debates on the Indian Income-tax (Amendment) Bill, 1938* an

21• Ibid., p. 2423.
22. [19683 69 ITR 484, 486. In his article "Tax Avoidance 

Through Hindu Undivided Family in India", in Public 
Finance (Netherlands), 1974, Vol. 29(1) p. 121-30,
A. K. Jain observes (p.122) "To preserve its age- 
old institution, the HUF has been treated as a 
distinct and separate taxable entity in every Income- tax Act since the Act of 1886.

23. Legislative Assembly Debates 1927-23 March-p.2668.
24. Ibid - 1929 - 27 March - p. 2515-2520, 2520.
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amendment to Sec 3 of the Act was moved by Babu Baij 
Nath Bajoria which was:2  ̂ "That the following proviso 
shall be added to Sec. 3 of the said Act: ’Provided
however that in the case of a H.U.F., the tax payable on 
the total income shall be computed as the aggregate of 
taxes payable by its individual adult male members as if 
such members have separated and been taxed accordingly.’”
While opposing this motion, Sir Nripendra Sircar, the

26Finance Member, observed: "... I am told by those
who ought to know that this will make a really serious 
encroachment on the revenues to be collected under this 
tax”.

From these words it is evident that discrimination 
against the H.U.F. was, by 1938* deliberate and based 
solely on expediency.

Hence we see that the H.U.F. was treated as an 
unit, the taxing authorities not being concerned with the 
question of individual shares, unless of course the family 
was broken up by partition and, in the process, laying the

27seed of taxing HUFs adversely in comparison with individuals. 
When the HUF was thus treated as an unit for the purpose of 
income-tax, the income received by individuals as members 
of such families could not be taxed over again. This 
rule was necessary to prevent double taxation of the same 
income and was perfectly rational. But the law went

pO
further than this. Under the 1886 Act it was laid down

24. Ibid - 1929 - 27 March - p. 2515-2520, 2520.
25. Ibid - 1938 - 10 Dec. - p. 4299-4316, 4299.
26. Ibid, p. 4306.
27. The graduated scale of taxation.
28. Act II of 1886, sec 5(1) (f).



that such income, i.e., their share of the income of the 
joint family, should not be taken into account to determine 
the rate applicable to the individual income from other 
sources. Under the 1918 Act,2^ the amount which an 
individual member received from the family was taken into 
account in determining the rate at which he should pay 
income-tax on his other income. This highly prejudicial 
provision was, however, withdrawn in 1922  ̂ and the 
position which existed prior to 1918 continues to this 
day. This privilege was conferred to offset the dis
advantage resulting from the fact that joint Hindu family
was taxed more heavily than it would otherwise be if

31the members partitioned among themselves. It is sub
mitted that this was a pathetic way of dealing with the 
HUF, first discriminating against it just to avoid loss of 
revenue and then providing it with a concession which, as 
we have seen in Chapter 4, encourages joint family members 
to split their income between themselves (as their self
acquisitions) and the family, in order to reduce the total

29. Act VII of 1918, sec. 13.
30. Vide Income-tax Manual, 1925, Vol.l., p. 107; Also 

see secs. 14, 16 of the Income-tax Act (Act XI) of1922.
31. This is because of the graduated scale of taxation.



32tax burden. This unsatisfactory approach towards
taxing of joint families continued and continues and will 
become more apparent in the next few sections of this 
chapter.

In defence of the Government it must be remembered that the fear of the HUF 
as an uncontrollable reservoir of taxable wealth arose, and still to some extent 
arises, from the simple fact that individual male members can, by mere intention, 
cause their separate acquisitions to become joint-family property. To this 
proposition of Hindu law the case-law on gift-tax, wealth-tax, and estate duty 
has been entirely faithful. Thus a tax system Which assessed to income-tax
income from properties acquired by individuals must offer an enormous loophole.
In association with my recommendations below it will be recollected that after 
the enactment of the Hindu Succession Act, 1956, a great proportion of joint- 
family property passes absolutely to heirs, who, in all cases except those who 
are already coparceners, have no right to blend their assets with the family 
stock. This must to some extent diminish hostility to the HUF, but it will not 
do so entirely,

equalities in assessment did not matter much. However 
the increase in the rates coupled with the steeper gradua
tion called for a radical change in the whole system of 

34assessment. The Income-tax Act was amended accordingly
in 1918. But within a few years the new Act showed that
it required substantial revision^. The Government of
India appointed Committees in each province composed of both
officials and non-officials to examine the questions that

36arose and make the necessary recommendations. When those

32. Dealt with in detail in next chapter.
33. Sundaram: supra, p. 11.
34. Ibid.
35. Ibid., p. 12.
36. Ibid.
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Committees had reported, an All-India Committee was 
appointed in 1921 and it was the recommendations of 
this Committee that formed the basis of the Act of 
1922.

2.1. The 1922 Act^8

S. 2(9) of the Act read as follows:
MIn this Act, unless there is anything 
repugnant in the subject or context, - 
"person” includes a Hindu undivided 
family;"

So we see that as regards income-tax a Hindu 
undivided family was treated just like an individual, i.e., 
it paid a graduated rate of income-tax varying with its 
total income. Its effect will be clear if we consider 
an example. If two members of a joint family, A and B, 
each have an income of Rs. 1000 a year, then their total 
income would be Rs. 2000. Now the Finance Act of 1922 
provided that any "person" havGvjan annual income of less 
than Rs. 2000 would be exempt from paying income-tax.

37. This is clear from the following observations in the 
Statement Of Object and Reason on the Income-Tax Act, 
1922 (Act XI of 1922): "This Bill which is designed
to take the place of the Indian Income-tax Act, 1918 
... is based on the report of a Committee appointed 
to make recommendations for the amendment of 
mercantile profits."

78. Act XI of 1922.
39. This was prior to the I.T. (Amendment) Act, 1939*

which added the words "and a local authority" after 
"family".
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Therefore in this case the joint family of A and B will
be liable to pay income-tax whereas if they were not
members of a joint family they would be exempt from
paying. Hence we see that the 1922 Act does not redress
the grievance of the HUF which the 1916 (Amendment) Act 

40introduced. However, the Act did change the provision
in the 1918 Act relating to calculation of the total income
of an assessee. Sec. 14(1) of the Act restored the
position that existed prior to 19l8.^1 Sec. 14(1)
reads as follows:

"The tax shall not be payable by an 
assessee in respect of any sum which he 
receives as a member of a Hindu undivided 
family^-2 [where such sum has been paid 
out of the income of the family].”

I have already indicated what effect this provision will
43have on the joint family.

40. See supra, f.n.12.
41. See supra, p. 232.
42. This was added by Section 3 the Indian Income- 

tax (Amendment) Act, 1944. The reason was, as 
provided by the Statement of Object and Reasons 
(Gazette of India, March 4, 1944, part V], "s. 14
(l) is intended to grant exemption to an assessee 
in respect of any sum received by him as a member
of a Hindu undivided family where such sum is included
in the income of the family. Cases have, however, arisen where a sum received by a member has been held
to be exempt under this sub-section even though it 
does not form part of the income of the family.
The amendment provides for its taxation in the hands 
of the recipient if it is not taxable in the hands 
of the family.

43. See supra, p. 232-33.
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During the discussion on the Income-tax Bill,

441922, in the Legislative Assembly, the pro-joint family
Members were able to extract a small, but significant,
concession for the HUF members. Sec. 15 reads as follows

45"(l) The tax shall not be payable [in 
respect of any sums paid by an assessee 
to effect an insurance on the life of the 
assessee or on the life of a wife or 
husband of the assessee or in respect of 
a contract for a deferred annuity on the 
life of the assessee or on the life of a 
wife or husband of the assessee], or as 
a contribution to any Provident Fund to 
which the Provident Funds Act, 1897 *
applies.
(2) Where the assessee is a Hindu un
divided family there shall be exempted under 
sub-section (l) any sums paid to effect an 
insurance on the life of any male member^? 
of the family or of the wife of any such 
member.
(3 ) The aggregate of any sums exempted 
under this section shall not, together 
with any sums exempted under the second 
proviso to sub-section (l) of Section 7*^8 
and any sums exempted under sub-section (l), 
section 58-F,^9 exceed one-sixth of the

44. See supra, f.m. '4
45. Substituted by S.17(a) of the Income Tax (Amendment) 

Act, 1939.
46. Act XI of l897i see now Act XIX of 1925.
47. Emphasis provided.
48. This relates to exemption of tax in respect of "any 

sum deducted under the authority of Government from 
the salary of any individual for the purpose of 
securing to him a deferred annuity or of making 
provision for his wife or children...."

49. The words "and any sums ... Sec 58.F" were inserted 
by Sec. 3 of Act XII of 1929. This provides that 
"an employee shall not be liable to pay income-tax 
on contributions to his individual account in a 
recognised provident fund, in so far as the 
aggregate of such contributions in any year does 
not exceed one-sixth of his salary in that year".
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total income of the assessee.”
In the Bill, instead of "any male member” it was 

provided any ”adult male member”. This would have ex
cluded minor male members in the joint family. This was

50vehemently opposed and it was argued, successfully, that 
if the joint Hindu family was considered to be an unit, and 
the earnings of all members of the family went to the 
commont hotch-pot and was assessable, it was very necessary 
that the money which was spent for the benefit of the 
family as a whole should be deductible. In 1939, the 
Income-Tax (Amendment) Act, 1939*^  provided that instead 
of ”one-sixth of the total income of the assessee”, the 
sum should be ”in the case of an individual one-sixth of 
the total income of the assessee, or six thousand rupees, 
whichever is less, and in the case of a HUF, one-sixth 
of the total income of the assessee, or twelve thousand 
rupees whichever is less.” The 1953 Finance Act^2 made 
the sums ”one-fifth of the total income of the assessee or 
eight thousand rupees, whichever is less” in the case of 
an individual and, in the case of a HUF” one-fifth of 
the total income of the assessee or sixteen thousand 
rupees, whichever is less”.

50. Legislative Assembly Debates, 1922, p. 2005-2008.
51. S.17(b).
52. Act XV of 1955, sec.11.
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So we see that in the case of a joint family 

the minor members are also eligible for exemption as 
regards insurance premiums which is not the case of an 
individual where the exemption is allowed only on insurance 
premiums on either of the spouses. The original 
exemption was watered down by the amendments stated above 
to the cost of rich individuals and HUFs. It will be 
interesting to note that in such cases the effect of 
the amendments is that the individual assesses are 
favoured as against HUFs. An illustration will make 
this very clear. Consider four persons A,B, C and D 
who each earn Rs. 25,000 per year. The exemption each 
one will be entitled to under s.15 is 1/5 of Rs. 25000 
=. Rs. 5000. The total for the four will come to Rs.
20,000. If, however, A, B, C and D were members of a 
HUF and the total income was Rs 100,000 per year, the 
maximum exemption allowable would be one-fifth of Rs.
100,000 or Rs. 16,000, whichever is less. Since one- 
fifth of Rs. 100,000 would be Rs. 20,000, the allowable 
amount will be Rs. 16,000. So we see that the HUF is 
penalised to the tune of Rs. 4,000.

There was, however, a big lacuna in the Act.
There was no provision in the Act to assess a Hindu 
undivided family - except in cases of succession to 
business, etc., under section 26 - on the profits of the 
period dating from the last day up to which the family 
has been assessed up to the date of partition, in the case 
of partition of the family. This was because while section
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14 exempted the members, the family also could not be got
at having ceased to exist. Therefore a new section,
Sec. 25.A, was inserted by the Indian Income-tax (Amendment)
Act, 1928.-^ It readsj_

"(1) Where at the time of making an 
assessment under section 23, it is 
claimed by or on behalf of any member of 
a Hindu family hitherto[assessed as]55 
undivided that a partition has taken place 
among the members of such family, the 
Income-tax officer shall make such inquiry  ̂
as he may think fit, and, if he is satisfied  ̂
that the joint family property has been 
partitioned among the various members or 
groups of members in definite portions he 
shall record an order to that effect:

Provided that no such order shall be 
recorded until notices of the inquiry have 
been served on all the members of the 
family.
(2) Where such an order has been passed [or 
where any person has succeeded to a business, 
profession or vocation formerly carried on by 
a Hindu undivided family whose joint family 
property has been partitioned on or after 
the last day on which it carried on such 
business, profession or vocation,]57 the 
Income-tax officer shall make an assessment 
of the total income received by or on behalf 
of the joint family as such, as if no 
partition had taken place, and each member 
or group of members shall, in addition to any 
income-tax for which he or it may be 
separately liable and notwithstanding any
thing contained in sub-sec (l) of section 14, 
be liable for a share of the tax on the 
income so assessed according to the position

53. Act III of 1928, Sec. 4.
54. This relates to assessment procedure by Income tax 

officer.
55. Inserted by S.3, Indian Income-tax (Second Amendment) 

Act, 1930.
56. Emphasis provided.
57. Inserted by S.31, Indian Income-tax (Amendment)

Act, 1939.
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of the joint family property allotted 
to him or it; and the Income-tax officer 
shall make assessments accordingly on the 
various members and groups of members in 
accordance with the provisions of Section
23:

Provided that all the [members and 
groups of members whose joint'family 
property has been partitioned]^  shall 
be liable jointly and severally for 
the tax assessed on the total income 
received by or on behalf of the joint 
family as such.
59[(3) Where such an order has not been 
passed in respect of a Hindu family 
hitherto assessed as undivided, such 
family shall be deemed, for the purposes 
of this Act, to continue to be a Hindu 
undivided family.]"
It is to be observed that a significant departure 

from Hindu law principles was made in this section. Hindu 
law provides that partition of a joint family takes place 
"as soon as there is an unequivocal communication of a 
settled intention to s e v e r . "60 But here, even if such 
is the case, there will be no partition unless the Income- 
tax officer is "satisfied"!61

58. Substituted for "separated members and groups of 
members", ibid.

59. Inserted by sec. 3., Indian Income-tax (Second 
Amendment) Act, 1930. The insertion, substitution 
and addition in this section were all drafting 
amendments intended to make the section more 
accurate and clear.

60. Derrett: IMHL, p. 320, £ 519* Also see Girija v.
Sadashiv (1961) 43 I.A.151.* Raghavamma v. Chenchamma
AIR 1904 S.C. 136.

61. This was also pointed out by Mr. T. T. Krishnamachariar
during the discussion of the Indian Finance Bill,
1948. See, Constituent Assembly of India 
(Legislative) Debates, p. 2369.
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Though this section served its purpose it will 

become clear in the next chapter how this section, and 
particularly its counterpart in the I96I Act, was used 
by the HUF for tax avoidance purpose by resorting to 
bogus partitions.

To sum up, we see that as far as taxation of 
HUFs were concerned the 1922 Act, and amendments to them, 
provided no new approach in dealing with them making it, 
on the face of it, penal to remain joint and thus forcing 
families to take recourse to tax avoidance schemes.^2 
This remained the situation in spite of the recommendation 
by the Ayers Committee J that ”there is some case for the
recognition of the special position of HUFs."^ The

6rCommittee suggested:
"If the Government is prepared to accept 
the reduction in the yield of tax involved, 
a practicable concession, which we 
consider should not be exceeded in view of 
what is said above, would be to ascertain 
the rate of the tax applicable, in cases 
where there are more than one adult married 
male member, by dividing the family!s income 
by__tw£, 66 but to include in the income of the 
joint family the individual income off all 
members (including wives and minor children) 
from whatever source derived whether covered 
by the Hindu Gains of Learning Act or not.57

62. Explained in detail in next chapter.
63. Income-Tax Enquiry Report, 1936.
64. Ibid., p. 25.
65. Ibid.
66. Emphasis provided. Note ad-hocism in approach.
67. Emphasis provided.
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This would have implied that there would be a halving 
of the income of the joint family thus reducing its tax 
liabilities. This would be by more than half because 
in a graduated scale of taxation, the more the income, 
the higher is the rate of taxation. On the other hand 
this loss in revenue would have been offset to a 
considerable extent by stopping splitting of income 
(The Hindu Gains of Learning Act, 1930 allows coparceners 
to have separate property and S.l4(l) of the Income-tax 
Act 1922 exempted such income from being included in 
calculating the taxable income of the joint family.
That amount is taxed as separate income of the coparcener 
concerned) by including all separate incomes. The 
Government was not prepared to take any step by which 
they might lose revenue^ and hence this laudable attempt^ 
died a silent death.

In 19^9* the Income-Tax Investigation Commission 
was again seized of the problem of HUF taxation. Discussing 
the Hindu law characteristics of a joint family they 
observed

68. This is also clear from the fact, in addition -to
what was discussed in p.230-31,supra, that when/^he
Finance Bill of 1939* effort was made to raise the 
exemption slab for HUF to Rs. 3500 from Rs. 2000 
thus making a distinction, this was negatived on 
the ground of loss of revenue.

69. Though not perfect.
70. Report of the Income-tax Investigation Commission, 

1949* para. 64.
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"The above discussion must serve to show 
that the assessment of the undivided family 
as a unit not only is not inconsistent with 
but substantially agrees with the legal 
position under the Hindu law. There is, 
however, no denying the fact that this method 
of assessment has long been complained against 
as harsh and unfair."

Distinguishing joint families from partnerships, they then
stated: ^

"While the analogy of a partnership is for 
the above reasons untenable there is great 
force in the argument of hardship and there 
is much to be said in favour of the view that 
the HUF may be treated as a special category 
by itself instead of being assimilated to 
an ordinary individual. We have every 
sympathy with the argument that persons who 
would otherwise be prepared to continue un
divided should not be driven to seek 
division with a view to escape or minimise 
taxation".

72Then, discussing the suggested solutions, they observed:
"The most feasable method of granting relief 
seems to us to be to raise the limit of the 
non-taxable maximum, both in respect of 
income-tax and super-tax."

They suggested doubling the exemption limit in case of
HUFs (and in cases where the undivided branches were four
or more than four, tripling it).^ Commenting on the

74Ayers Committee Report they observed:
"The concession recommended by the Ayers 
Committee was limited by them to cases 
where there were more than one adult married 
male member. We see no justification in

71. Ibid., para 66.
72. Ibid., para 68.
73* Ibid., Also see para 69.
74. Ibid., para 70.
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principle for restricting the concession 
by the three words which we have underlined.n

The result of this Report was that in the Finance Act,
1950, the exemption limit for HUFs were made double that
for individuals. This remained till 1966 from whence
the difference was narrowed down and ultimately eliminated
by the Finance Act of 1973

From the above it is clear that though the
identification of the problem was correct, there was
always a tendency, while suggesting a solution, to
compromise between Hindu law principles and the demands
of the Revenue. In so attempting they failed to suggest,
either through lack of conviction or courage, a solution
which tackles the problem boldly. It is incomprehensible
how doubling the tax exemption limit will prevent families
from resorting to bogus partitions to avoid taxation, on
the other hand it will act as a catalyst for more such
cases because the constant attempt will be to remain
within the exemption limit so as to avoid paying
income-tax.

2.2. The 1961 Act76

The need for this Act can be best summarised
77by this passage from the Twelfth Report1 of the Law

75* Reason discussed in next chapter.
76. Act No. 43 of 1961.
77* 1958; Report on the Income-tax Act, 1922.
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rj Q

Commission of India:' "There is hardly an Act on 
the Indian Statute Book which is so complicated, so 
illogical in its arrangement and in some respects so 
obscure as the Indian Income-tax Act, 1922." The 1922 
Act was referred to the Law Commission with a view to 
simplify the language of the statute without changing 
the structure of the tax. The Law Commission accordingly 
prepared a draft Bill. The Act of 1961 closely followed 
this draft and, to this day, governs the law relating 
to taxation of income in India. But did the Act achieve 
what it sought to achieve? It is submitted that the 
answer is no, at least as far as taxation of HUFs are 
concerned. This will become apparent as we consider the 
various provisions in the Act and amendments to them in 
later years.

79We have seen above v that the definition of 
"person" in the 1922 Act puts the HUF at a disadvantage 
relative to individuals. Unfortunately the Law 
Commission failed to take note of this, but they made the 
section more comprehensive. As a result we have a 
sec. 2(31) in the present Act which reads as:

""person" includes-
(i) an individual,
(ii) a Hindu undivided family,
(iii) a company
(iv) a firm
(v) an association of persons or a body

of individuals, whether incorporated 
or not,

(vi) a local authority. n

78. Ibid., p. 1.
79* Supra p. 234.
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Similarly the Law Commission did not interfere 
with S.l4(l) of the 1922 Act except to change the word 
"assessee" and put "individual" instead of it and, 
redraft the section, which now stands as Sec.10(2)®°
And the attitude of the Commission was the same when it came

o i
to Sec. 15. But the Commission did change Sec 25-A of

82the 1922. The Commission observed:

"Existing section 25.A is really intended 
to lay down the proposition, that until 
there has been a complete partition of the 
joint family property and the Income-tax 
officer records a finding to that effect, 
the family should be treated as joint and 
assessed as a Hindu undivided family.
The way in which the section begins, 
however, clouds the main proposition, 
because the section begins with procedural 
matters and relegates the main proposition 
to the last sub-section. The various 
sub-sections have, therefore, been re
arranged in order to emphasise the main 
proposition contained in the section.
"Sub-clause (l) - It has been held by the 
Privy Council®3 that section 25.A applies 
only where there is a total partition.
This is certainly the position under the 
existing section. But it would be 
desirable to apply the procedure contained 
in the section to partial partition also.
The draft, therefore, makes this alteration 
in the section, with consequential changes."

60. However changes in this section were made by the
Taxation Laws (Amendment) Act, 1970 (Act 42 or 1970). 
This is discussed infra.

81. This section and the deductions in computing total 
income underwent wholesale amendments in later years; 
discussed irvkras

82. See supra, fn. 77., p. 430.32.
83. Sundar Singh Majithia's case, (1942) 10 ITR 457; 

discussed in detail in next chapter.
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O hThis recommendation was accepted by Parliament

and was incorporated in sec. 171 of the present Act
(which replaces Sec. 25-A). Sec 171 reads as:

"(l) A Hindu family hitherto assessed 
as undivided shall be deemed for the purposes 
of this Act to continue to be a Hindu 
undivided family, except where and in so 
far as a finding of partition has been 
given under this section in respect of the 
Hindu undivided family.
(2) Where, at the time of making an 
assessment..., it is claimed by or on behalf 
of any member of a Hindu family assessed as 
undivided that a partition, whether total or 
partial, has taken place among the members 
of such family, the Income-tax officer shall 
make an inquiry thereinto after giving notice 
of the inquiry to all the members of the 
family.
(3) On the completion of the inquiry, the 
Income-tax officer shall record a finding 
as to whether there has been a total or 
partial partition of the joint family 
property, and, if there has been such a 
partition, the date on which it has taken 
place.
(4) Where a finding of total or partial 
partition has been recorded by the Income 
tax officer under this section, and the 
partition took place during the previous 
year, -
(a) the total income of the joint family 

in respect of the period up to the 
date of partition shall be assessed 
as if no partition had taken place; and

84. It is interesting to note that during the dis
cussion on the Income-tax Bill, 1961 in the 
Parliament there was no discussion on HUF taxation 
except for a brief discussion on an amendment to 
delete Dayabhaga families from the definition of 
HUF in tax laws, which was rejected overwhelmingly 
- Lok Sabha Debates, 1961, pp. 3069. ff.
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(b) each member of group of members

shall, in addition to any tax for 
which he or it may be separately 
liable and notwithstanding anything 
contained in Clause (2) of Section 10, 
be jointly and severally liable for the 
tax on the income so assessed.

(5) ---
(6) ___

(7) For the purposes of this section, the 
several liability of any member or group
of members thereunder shall be computed 
according to the portion of the joint family 
property allotted to him or it at the 
partition, whether total or partial.
(8) ...
Explanation - In this section -
(a) "partition” means -

(i) where the property admits of 
physical division, a physical 
division of the property, but a 
physical division of the income 
without a physical division of the 
property producing the income 
shall not be deemed to be a 
partition; or

(ii) where the property does not admit 
of a physical division, then such 
division as the property admits of, 
but a mere severance of status 
shall not be deemed to be apartition, 5

(b) "partial partition" means a partition which 
is partial as regards the persons 
constituting the Hindu undivided family,
or the properties belonging to the Hindu 
undivided family, or both."^^

85. Note difference from the Hindu law position.
86. The effect of this section was, as we shall see

in the next chapter, by the introduction of partial 
partition, to open the opportunity to widespread 
tax avoidance through bogus full and partial 
partitions.
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Therefore we see that over the years till 1961 
there was no major change in the mode of taxing HUFs, 
except for the matter relating to partial partition and 
doubling of exemption limit in case of HUFs. There was 
no wonder, therefore, that the Hindu joint families used 
Hindu law principles of "blending”, "partitioning" (full 
and partial) and "acquisitions" to create ’loopholes’ 
in the Income-tax Acts of 1922 and 1961, and thus 
minimise their tax liabilities to such an extent that in 
most cases they were able to turn their disadvantageous 
position in comparison to individuals into an advantageous 
one. Efforts were made to plug the loopholes in recent 
years by amending the 1961 Act. This entire phenomenon 
of reaction and counter-reaction and its effect, and the 
attitude of the judiciary, forms the subject of our study
in the next chapter. But before that it will be
interesting to see what is the relative income-tax 
position of a HUF in comparison with a registered 
partnership firm in the 1961 Income-tax Act. For that 
we need to set out the relevant tax liabilities of a 
registered partnership firm.

o7
3. Income-tax liability of a partnership concern: 

comparison with liability of a HUF.

It is well settled that under the general law
88a firm is not a legal person or a juridicial entity.

87. For a thorough discussion on tax liabilities of 
partnership firms see, Kanga & Palkivala: supra.

88. Kanga & Palkivala: supra, p.56; also see, Dulichand v. 
CIT, [1956] 29 ITR 535 (S.C.).
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But as the Supreme Court pointed out in C.1,T. v. Figgies

89& Co., the technical view of the nature of partnership
under the general law cannot always be taken in applying
the law of income-tax. For some of the purposes of the
Act a firm "is treated as an entity distinct from the
persons who constitute the firm."^0 Under S.4(1) read
with S. 2(31)(iv) a firm is a unit of assessment.^1

Sec. 182 provides for special provisions
applicable to registered firms. It states:

"(l) Notwithstanding anything contained 
in sections 143 and 144 and subject to the 
provisions of sub-section (3) in the case 
of a registered firm, after assessing the 
total income of the firm, -
(1) the income-tax payable by the firm 

shall be determined; and
(ii) the share of each partner in the

income of the firm shall be included 
in his total income and assessed 
to tax accordingly.

(2) If such share of any partner is a loss 
it shall be set off against his other income 
or carried forward and set off in accordance 
with the provisions of sections 70 to .75*

89. C1953D 24 ITR 405.
90. Per Romer L.J. in Watson & Everitt v. Blunder 18 TC

402, 409 (CA) approved in City of London IT Commrs. 
v. Gibbs 24 TC 221, 248 (HL); CIT v. Figgies & Co., 
supra, p. 409.

91. CIT v. Figgies & Co., supra, p. 409; Narayan v. ITO
L1959] 35 ITR 388, 393-5(SC); CIT v. Abubaker
(1936) 4 ITR 233, 237.

92. This is in accordance with Sec 28(i) of the Act.
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(3) When any of the partners of a 
registered firm is a non-resident, the 
tax on his share in the income of the 
firm shall be assessed on the firm
at the rate or rates which would be 
applicable if it were assessed on him 
personally, and the tax so assessed 
shall be paid by the firm.
( 4  )...... "
In computing the income chargeable to tax of 

a firm, S4o(b) prohibits absolutely any allowance in 
respect of any payment by way of interest, salary, bonus, 
commission or remuneration made by a firm to any of its 
partners. In this respect it would be interesting to 
note that S.37 allows as a deduction remuneration paid 
to employees provided the payment is made solely and 
exclusively for the purpose of the business. This was 
held by the Supreme Court to mean that where a karta or 
other members of a joint family renders services to the 
family business, and the family pays him remuneration 
for commercial considerations, the whole remuneration is 
allowable as much as remuneration paid to an outsider.  ̂
But in the case of a partnership S.40(b) expressly 
prohibits such payments as allowable expenses.

Sec. 67 lays down the method of computing a 
partner’s share in the income of the firm. From the

93. Jitmal Bhuramal v. CIT [1961] 44 ITR 887 (SC);
Jugal Kishore Baldeo Sahai v. CIT 0-9663 03 ITR 
238 (SC). Also see, CIT v. Jalnarain (1945) 13 ITR 
410; CIT v. Annamalai f1970] 75 ITR 109.
Note that this is in direct contrast to Hindu law 
principles that manager is not paid for his services.
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total income of the firm (see below), the following have 
to be deducted and the balance ascertained and apportioned 
among the partners:-

a) Any interest, salary, commission or other 
remuneration paid to any partner in respect of the 
previous year; and

b) where the firm is a registered firm the 
income tax, if any, payable by it in respect of the total 
income of the previous year. The salary, interest, etc. 
paid to a partner by a firm has then to be added to the 
amount of profit (or deducted from loss) so arrived at
to get the partner’s share in the income of the firm.

In computing the total income of the firm 
deductions under certain heads are allowed. They are 
under secs. 80G (Donations to certain funds, charitable 
institutions, trusts, etc), 80HH (Profits and gains from 
newly established industrial undertakings and hotel 
business in backward areas), 80J (Profits and gains of 
new industrial undertakings, ships or hotel business), 80 
JJ (Profits of livestock breeding or poultry or dairy 
farming), 80K (Dividends attributable to profits and 
gains from new industrial undertakings, ships or hotel 
business), 80MM (Royalties, etc. received by an Indian 
company from any Indian concern), 80N (Dividends received 
from certain foreign companies) 80QQ (Profits and Gains
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from the business of publication of books ). in the
case of HUFs however, the Finance Act of 1976 has 
provided that HUFs with one member having independant total 
income exceeding Rs. 8000 (the exemption limit) shall not 
be entitled to deductions under sections 80G, 80GG, 80J, 
80HH, 80L and 80QQ.^ The rates of tax applicable to 
partnerships is provided in the Finance Acts of each year, 
as is the case with other assessable units.

Now that we are aware of the tax liabilities of 
a registered firm (partnership), let us consider what 
will be the relative tax position of a coparcener of a 
Hindu joint family if he is taxed (a) as an individual,
(b) as a member of a HUF and (c) as a partner in a 
registered partnership firm.

4. The Relative tax position of a coparcener

The best way to appreciate this is to consider 
an example. For our purpose we shall consider the 
rates provided by the Finance Act, 1976. The relevant 
rates for our purpose is as follows:-

THE FIRST SCHEDULE 
(PART I)

INCOME-TAX AND SURCHARGE ON INCOME-TAX

94. All these deductions are allowable for individuals 
t o o .

95. The reason for this is discussed in next chapter.
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Paragraph A

Sub- Paragraph I
In the case of every individual or 

Hindu undivided family or unregistered firm 
or other association of persons or body of 
individuals, whether incorporated or not, or 
every artificial juridical person referred 
to in sub-clause (vii) of clause (51) of 
section22 of the Income-tax Act, not being 
a case to which Sub Paragraph II of this 
Paragraph or any other Paragraph of this 
Part applies -

Rates of income-tax
(1) where the total income does not exceed 
Rs. 8, 000. - Nil.
(2) where the total income exceeds Rs. 8,000 
but does not exceed Rs. 15,000 - 17 per cent 
of the amount by which the total income 
exceeds Rs. 8,000;
(5) where the total income exceeds Rs.
15*000 but does not exceed Rs. 20,000 - 
Rs. 1,190 plus 20 per cent of the amount 
by which the total income exceeds Rs. 15,000;
(4) where the total income exceeds Rs.
20.000 but does not exceed Rs. 25,000 -
Rs. 2,190 plus 50 per cent of the amount by 
which the total income exceeds Rs. 20,000;
(5) where the total income exceeds Rs.
25.000 but does not exceed Rs. 50,000 -
Rs. 5*690 plus 40 per cent of the amount by 
which the total income exceeds Rs. 25,000;
(6) where the total income exceeds Rs.
50.000 but does not exceed R s .50,00-0 _
Rs. 5*690 plus 50 per cent of the amount by 
which the total income exceeds Rs. 50,000;
(7) where the total income exceeds Rs.
50.000 but does not esceed Rs. 70,000 -
Rs. 15,690 plus 60 per cent of the amount by 
which the total income exceeds Rs. 50,000;
(8 ) where the total income exceeds Rs. 70,000 - 
Rs. 27,690 plus 70 per cent of the amount by 
which the total income exceeds Rs. 70,000.

Surcharge on income-tax
The amount of income tax computed in 

accordance with the preceding provisions of this 
Sub - Paragraph shall be increased by a surcharge 
for purposes of the Union calculated at the rate 
of ten per cent of such income tax.
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Sub-Paragraph II

In the case of every Hindu undivided family 
which at any time during the previous year has 
at least one member whose total income of the 
previous year relevant to the assessment year 
commencing on the 1st day of April, 1976 
exceeds Rs. 8,000. -

Rates of income tax
(1) where the total income does not exceed 
Rs. 8,000 - Nil.
(2) where the total income exceeds Rs. 8,000 
but does not exceed Rs. 15,000 - 20 per cent 
of the amount by which the total income 
exceeds Rs. 8,000;
(5) where the total income exceeds Rs. 15*000 
but does not exceed Rs. 20,000 - Rs. 1,400 
plus 50 per cent of the amount by which the 
total income exceeds Rs. 15*000;
(4) where the total income exceeds Rs. 20,000 
but does not exceed Rs. 25,000 - Rs 2,900 
plus 40 per cent of the amount by which the 
total income exceeds Rs. 20,000;
(5) where the total income exceeds Rs. 25,000 
but does not exceed Rs. 50*000 - Rs. 4,900 
plus 50 per cent of the amount by which the 
total income exceeds Rs. 25,000;
(6 ) where the total income exceeds Rs.
50.000 but does not exceed Rs. 50,000 -
Rs. 6,400 plus 60 per cent of the amount by 
which the total income exceeds Rs. 50,000;
(7) where the total income exceeds Rs.
50.000 - Rs. 19*400 plus 70 per cent of the 
amount by which the total income exceeds 
Rs. 50*000.

Surcharge on income tax
The amount of income tax computed in 

accordance with the preceding provisions of 
this Sub -Paragraph shall be increased by a 
surcharge for purposes of the Union calculated 
at the rate of ten per cent of such income 
tax. Paragraph B
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Paragraph C

Sub Paragraph I
In the case of every registered firm, not 

being a case to which Sub Paragraph II of 
this Paragraph applies, -

Rates of income tax
(1) where the total income does not exceed 
Rs. 10, 000 - Nil;
(2) where the total income exceeds Rs. 10,000 
but does not exceed Rs. 25,000 - 5 per cent of 
the amount by which the total income exceeds 
Rs. 10,000;
(5) where the total income exceeds Rs. 25,000 
but does not exceed Rs. 50*000 - Rs• 750 plus 
7 per cent of the amount by which the total 
income exceeds Rs. 25,000;
(4) where the total .income exceeds Rs. 50,000 
but does not exceed Rs. 1,00,000 - Rs. 2,500 
plus 15 per cent of the amount by which the 
total income exceeds Rs. 50*000;
(5) where the total income exceeds Rs.
1_,00,000 - Rs. 10,000 plus 24 per cent of the 
amount by which the total income exceeds Rs. 
1,00,000.

Surcharge on income-tax
The amount of income-tax nomputed in 

accordance with the preceding provisions of 
this Sub-Paragraph shall be increased by a 
surcharge for purposes of the Union calculated 
at the rate of ten per cent of such income- 
tax.

Sub-paragraph II
In the case of every registered firm 

whose total income includes income derived from 
a profession carried on by it and the 
income so included is not less than fifty-one 
per cent of such total income.-

Rates of income-tax
(l) where the total income does not exceed 
Rs. 10,000 - Nil;
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(2) where the total income exceeds 
Rs. 10,000 but does not exceed Rs. 25,000 
- 4 per cent of the amount by which the 
total income exceeds Rs. 10,000;
(5) where the total income exceeds Rs.
25,000 but does not exceed Rs. 50,000 - 
Rs. 600 plus 7 per cent of the amount by 
which the total income exceeds Rs. 25,000;
(4) where the total income exceeds
Rs. 50*000 but does not exceed Rs. 1,00^000 - 
Rs. 2,550 plus 14 per cent of the amount 
by which the total income exceeds Rs. 50,000;
(5) where the total income exceeds Rs.
1,00,000 - Rs. 8,850 plus 22 per cent of the 
amount by which the total income exceeds
Rs. 1,00,000.

Surcharge on income-tax
The amount of income-tax computed in 

accordance with the preceding provisions of this 
Sub-Paragraph shall be increased by a surcharge 
for purposes of the Union calculated at 
the rate of ten per cent of such income tax.

Explanation - For the purposes of this 
paragraph, ’’registered firm” includes an un
registered firm assessed as a registered firm 
under clause (b) of section 183 of the 
Income-tax Act.

Let us consider four brothers A, B, C and D who form a
an

Hindu undivided family and each of whom is/earning 
member of the family. Let their income be Rs. 45,000 
for the assessment year.

(a) Tax liability as an individual

Two cases may arise: (i) suppose the amount 
of Rs. 45,000 is the total amount earned by all the 
members. For simplicity’s sake let the income of each 
be equal. Hence we have each member earning Rs. 11,250 
In this case, even if no allowable deductions are taken 
into account, the tax payable by each will be Rs. 552.5
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which will make the total tax payable = Rs. 2210.
[Income tax on Rs 11,250 can be calculated as follows: 
Income-tax on first Rs. 8000 = Nil

” next Rs. 3250 = Rs 552.50

Total income-tax payable by each = Rs 552.50

. *. Total income-tax payable by the four = Rs 552.50 x 4
= Rs 2210]

If we add the uniform surcharge of 10$ to it we find it 
comes to Rs. 2431.
(ii) Suppose the entire amount is earned by A.

Without any deductions his total tax payable 
would be Rs. 14,509. But he will obviously be allowed 
a large number of deductions. Under Sec 80C (deductions 
in respect of life insurance premia, contribution to 
provident fund, etc.) maximum aggregate allowable is 
30$ of his gross total income or Rs. 20,000 whichever 
is less [S.800(4) (ii)]. In this case it comes to Rs. 
13,500. On this amount the amount deductible is 
100$ of 4000 = Rs. 4000
50$ of 6000 = Rs. 3000
40$ of 65OO = Rs. 2600

Total Rs. 9600

Under Sec. 80G (Deductions in respect of donations to 

certain funds, charitable institutions, etc.), maximum 

aggregate allowable is 10$ of R s . 45*000 = R s . 4500. 

Deduction on this amount is 50$ of Rs 4500 = Rs 2250
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Under Sec. 80 GG (House Rent) Rs. 300

There are also deductions allowable under Secs. 80HH,
80J, 80L and 80QQ. but we shall leave them for this case. 
Therefore the total deduction available = Rs 96OO 4- 
Rs 2250 + Rs 300 = Rs. 12,150. So tax will be liable 
on Rs. 4-5*000 - Rs. 12,150 = Rs. 32,850, which comes 
to Rs. 7*826.

(b) Tax liability as a member of a HUF

(i) If there is no deduction total tax 
payable is Rs. 17,040.

(ii) If there are allowable deductions
It must be remembered here that by the 1976 

Finance Act, no deduction is allowable to a HUF under 
secs. 80G, 80 GG, 80 HH, 80 J, 80L and 80 QQ. Sb 
we have only Sec. 800. The maximum aggregate allowable 
is Rs 13*500. On this amount the amount deductible is 
Rs. 9*600. So taxable amount is Rs. 45,000 - Rs,9*600
= Rs. 35,400 and tax on this comes to Rs. 11,704.

(c) Tax liability of a partnership
A B C D

4o$ 30$ 20$ 10$

Total

Share

Business
Profit 10,050 7*537 5*025 2,512 25,124

8,200
3*200Salary

Interest 5,500 2,300 400 x

X 800 x 2,400



Commission 2100

17,650
Dividend
income 160 0
(to be added under 
sec. 56(1)) ______

Rs.19,250

x x

10,657 5,425

1200 800

Rs. 11,857 Rs. 6225

x 5100

4,912 58,624

400 4,000

Rs. 5512 Rs.42,624

Tax payable
by partners Rs 2244 Rs. 718 x x Rs. 2962
Tax payable by the registered firm = Rs. 2576 
Therefore total tax paid firm and partners together =
Rs 2576 + Rs 2962 = Rs 5338

From the above situation it becomes clear that 
the present tax structure discriminates against the 
Hindu Undivided Family. No wonder therefore that the 
HUF resorts to tax avoidance schemes to improve its 
plight.
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THE MANAGER'S DISCRETION IN RELATION TO 
AVOIDANCE OF INCOME-TAX

1. Introduction^

In Chapter 3 we have seen that the manager is to 
act "for the benefit of the family". In the following three 
chapters we considered the problem of "acquisition" and have 
noted that nearly always the problem arose in connection with 
tax cases. In the last chapter we have seen the mode of 
taxing joint families and from this it will be clear that if 
the joint family members can split their income, they can 
reduce their tax burden. An example will clarify this.

Consider a joint family with an income of Rs.
40,000 per year. If the manager of the family is the 
managing director of a company where the family has made 
investments (and gets a return from it) and gets a remuner
ation of Rs. 30,000 a year, then if the two incomes are held 
to be joint family income and aggregated, the total income 
shall be Rs. 70,000. Income-tax due on that at the rate

oprovided by the Finance Act, 1976 will be Rs. 36,740.
But if the family is successful in making the manager’s 
remuneration his self-acquired income, then the family pays

1. The law as it stands is stated in Kanga & Palkivala: The Law
Ld Practice of Income Tax (7th ed., 1976), p. 977 ff* Chaturvedi &

Pithsaria: Income Tax 'Law (1976 ed.), p. 1885-1910.
2. F.A. 1976, Sch.I.
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tax on Rs. 40,000 and the manager pays tax separately on 
Rs. 30,000. The total income-tax due will in such cases 
be Rs. 14,740 + Rs. 8,140 = Rs. 22,880, which is an ad
vantage of nearly Rs. 14,000 (This is because of the 
graduated scale of taxation). Hence, the manager, in 
order to act "for the benefit of the family" will try to 
resort to sucbr and other forms of income-splitting devices.

4A case illustrating this is R. Hanumanthappa & Son v. C.I.T.
In this case a father and son, members of a joint Hindu 
family had entered into Managing Agency agreement with a 
stranger company on 15.3.1937. On 20.3.1940 the father and 
the son entered into partnership. The partnership deed 
provided that partnership constituted partnership even on 
15.3.1937. It was also provided that the parties, father 
and son, would have liberty to draw separately their 
respective shares in the income of the company and to credit 
them to the joint family firm. On the question whether 
the income of the Managing Agency could be included in the 
total income of the joint family firm for the purpose of 
income tax, the Madras High Court held that it was a partner
ship between father and son that had entered into the 
Managing Agency and the income of the father and son derived 
from that Agency was not the income of the joint family but 
was the individual income of the partners. Its inclusion 
in the total income of the joint family assessee was therefore

3. As far as acquisition is concerned a solution is 
suggested in Ch.6., supra.

4. AIR 1953 Mad 209.
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not legal. Thus we see that the same two persons are taxed 
under two separate identities: the family firm being taxed
as an HUF, the partnership as a separate entity. This 
results in effectively splitting the income of the family, 
thus reducing tax liabilities. In this chapter we shall 
attempt a study of such devices, and of the attitude of 
the Courts^ and legislature towards them.

2. Tax avoidance Schemes and Courts 1 Reaction 
2.1 Partition of Joint Family Property: full and partial

One such scheme is the partition of joint family, 
full and partial. If it can be shown that there was a
partition in the joint family then the income of the family 
is split up into two or more branches thus reducing the 
incidence of taxation.^ In order to prevent colourable

7claims that the family was divided the statutes provided 
that the officials should be entitled to insist upon proof 
that the family was actually divided as regards the income 
in question. If a division in status had taken place and 
the coparceners were in law tenants-in-common in respect 
of the joint family asset which produced the income, this 
alone would not suffice: actual partition of the asset would

5. Up to 1975-
6. Gulati: The Undivided Hindu Family - A Study of its 

Tax Privileges. (1962) ed., p.10. Jain: Taxation~“of 
Income in India, (1975 ed.), p. 62-63. Chawla: 
Personal Taxation in India, (1970 ed.), p. 105.

7. S.25*A(l) of the 1922 Act and S.171(1) of the 1961
Act; see supra, Ch.7.
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Q

normally be insisted upon. But this is not the case in 
Hindu law where an expression of an intention to sever is 
enough. Consequently, a large number of cases came up to 
the Courts for interpretation of the exact nature of Section 
25 A of the 1922 Act and Section 171 of the 1961 Act. It 
is therefore necessary to review the cases.

The story, from the point of view of law, commences 
from a decision of the Allahabad High Court in Biradhmal 
Lodha v. Commr. of I.T.̂  The question was whether in the 
case of a partial division of a Joint Family Property, S.25A 
had any application? Niamatullah J. answered the question 
in the negative and observed: "That section contemplates a
case in which a disruption of the family occurs, so that a 
joint family, as such, ceases to exist and no property 
previously belonging to it retains the character of joint 
family property. This was followed by the same High 
Court subsequently in Re Sundar Singh Majithia.11 In 
this case for some years a joint family consisting of a 
father and three sons, and owning among others a sugar

8 . Chaturvedi & Pithsaria: supra, p. 1890,
Derrett: "Recent Decisions in Hindu Law" (1961) 63
Bom LR(j) 1-8, 17-27, at p.17.

9. (1934) ITR 164 (All.)

10. Ibid., p. 177.
11. (1938) 6 ITR 336. (All.).
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factory, was assessed as a HUF in respect of its income from 
all its properties and businesses including the sugar factory. 
At the time of assessment for the accounting year 1951-32, 
it was alleged that the father and sons had divided the 
sugar factory business among themselves in certain fixed 
shares, while retaining the status as a joint Hindu family 
in respect of the other properties and businesses, and an 
application was made for registration of a firm which was 
alleged to have come into existence in respect of the 
sugar factory business under a partnership deed between the 
father and sons. The income-tax authorities refused to 
recognise the alleged partition and rejected the application
for registration as a firm. On a reference the Court
u 12 held:

"In the present case the status of the 
family is admittedly still undivided and 
the rest of the property - apart from the 
sugar factory - is still joint ... In 
our opinion, the language of Sec. 25-A 
makes it perfectly clear that an order 
declaring separation shall only be passed 
if (i) the members of the family have 
separated in status from each other and
(ii) there has been a partition of all the 
joint family property. In Biradhmal Lodha 
v. C.I .T .  ̂it was held by a Bench of this 
Court that S.25-A., has no application in 
the case of a partial division of a joint 
family property....[W]e are in full agreement 
with that view and we are of opinion that, 
in the circumstances of the case before us, 
the family continues to be a single unit 
for the purpose of assessment under the 
Income-tax Act."

12. Ibid., p.551-52.
15• Supra.
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It is submitted that this was an extremely good 

judgment. From the facts of the case it is obvious that 
there was no genuine reason for partitioning just the factory. 
All other properties and businesses remained joint. This 
shows that there was no disharmony in the family. Moreover 
there was no change of ownership in reality; all the four 
members who held the factory as members of a joint family 
now hold it as partners. The conclusion that one can come 
to from this is that the only reason for such a step was 
to split the income of the family and thus reduce the 
incidence of taxation. But unfortunately the Privy Council 
did not agree with the High Court. Sir George Rankin

1 4observed:
"On this section the contention of the 
Commissioner is that for the purposes of the 
Income-tax Act members of an undivided Hindu 
family cannot enter into a partnership in 
respect of a portion of the joint property 
which they have partitioned among themselves.
But in their Lordships' view Section 25-A 
contains no warrant for any such prohibition.
It has no reference at all to any case in 
which the Hindu undivided family remains in
existence at the time of assessment.......
Section 25-A is directed to the difficulty 
which arose when an undivided family had 
received income in the year of account but 
was no longer in existence as such at the 
times of assessment. The difficulty was the 
more acute by reason of the provision - 
an important principle of the Act - contained 
in Section 14(1)15 ...

"Section 25-A deals with the difficulty in 
two ways, which are explained by the rule,

14. (1942) 10 ITR 457, 464-65 (P.O.).

15. See supra, Ch.7 .
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applicable to families governed by the 
Mitakshara, that by a mere claim of partition 
a division of interest may be effected among 
coparceners so as to disrupt the family and 
put an end to all right of succession by 
survivorship. It is trite law that the 
filing of a suit for partition may have this 
effect though it may take years before the 
shares of the various parties are determined 
or partition made by metes and bounds.
Meanwhile the family property will belong to 
the members as it does in a Dayabhaga family - 
in effect as tenants in common. Sec. 25-A 
provides that if it be found that the family 
property has been partitioned in definite 
portions, assessment may be made, notwithstan
ding S.l4(l), on each individual or group in 
respect of his or its share of the profits 
made by the undivided family, while holding 
all the members jointly and severally liable 
for the total tax. If, however, though the 
joint Hindu family has come to an end it be 
found that its property has not been partitioned 
in definite portions, then the family is to 
be deemed to continue - that is to be an 
existent Hindu family upon which assessment 
can be made on its gains of the previous year.
"With all respects to the learned Judges of 
the High Court they appear to have mistaken 
the effect of the previous decision of that 
Court with which they express agreement...
The section has nothing to say about any Hindu 
undivided family which continues in existence, 
neve 1 ' 1 "* \ed. Such a case
within the section at all. No sub-section is 
required to enable an undivided family which 
has never been broken up to be deemed to 
continue. But it need not have the same 
assets or the same income in each year and 
it can part with an item of its property to 
its individual members if it takes the proper

is because it is not

steps."

16. Emphasis provided.
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Upon this foundation it was decided that the

partition had been operative in respect of the business,
that it was the business of individuals and not of the
existing and subsisting joint family, and that its profits
must be assessed as profits of separated individuals,
though in fact they were joint as regards other property.
The significance of this Privy Council decision cannot be 
exaggerated.

It is very difficult to see how this view of the
law can stand with the accepted proposition that a joint

and
family cannot be at one/at the same time joint and separate.

17Commenting on partial partitions Derrett observed:
’’There is a presumption that a partition, 
once it is known to have taken place, was 
complete. However, partial partitions 
(apart from the suits against alienees) 
are well known in the following instances: 
by mutual agreement the coparceners, etc., 
may divide only portions of the property 
by metes and bounds, the remainder falling 
to be divided according to the agreement 
according to the shares operative at the 
initial partition, when the time comes for 
the partition to be completed. Partitions 
are bound to be partial where the parts in 
question cannot be partitioned because they 
lie out of jurisdiction-’- , where the statute 
forbids their fragmentation, ^ the consent 
of the government is n e e d e d , 20 when it is

17. IMHL, §543, p. 333-34.
18. Ramacharya v. Anantacharya [1893] 18 Bom 399.
19* Derrett: IMHL § 640.
20. Puroshattam v. Atmaram [1899] 23 Bom 597.
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by nature impartible (i.e. either it is an 
impartible right, as the right to share in 
the profits of a partnership,21 or it 
is an old, customary impartible estate that 
has not yet passed by succession under the 
HSA), when it is in the possession of 
strangers, e.g. usufructory mortages,22 or 
where it is doubtful whether it is owned, 
whether it is free to be partitioned, [or 
where practical considerations may justify 
the institution and continuance of a suit 
for partition where certain items of 
coparcenary property are not included,2 ]̂ 
or when it is just forgotten2 .̂ Where the

21. Derrett: ‘̂Recent Decisions in Hindu Law”, supra.
Here he shows from sastric texts that a form of 
"debentures" existed in the sastric texts (nibandha). 
Commenting on their nature he observes (p.23):
"The Sastra tells us that they cannot partition 
it, and it seems far better to take the view that 
the source is in fact owned as if it were joint 
family property still. No joint family exists 
with regard to any other asset, but in this special 
regard a residual jointness survives, until either 
one branch buy the other or others out, or it 
passes to one exclusively by survivorship. Alienation 
of the share in the income will not affect the 
ownership of the source, and so the possibility that 
it will come into one pair of hands eventually is 
not slight. This undoubtedly seems the sastric 
approach and there is nothing in the Anglo-Hindu 
law to suggest that it has been modified."

22. Puroshattam v. Atmaram, supra; Kristayya v. Narasimham
L1900J 23 Mad 6oB7

23. Parameswa Menon v. Sachindananda 1970 KLT 1031*
where the Court cited and followed a Supreme Court
decision (not reported) 1 CA No. 1112 of 1965 
decided on 28.8.1969.

24. Subramani'an v. Ramachandra AIR 1925 Mad 355*
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property is held jointly with strangersvho 
have no interest in the family partition it 
is likely to be left over for subsequent
partition. Yet whatever the weight and
importance of these exceptions, the funda
mental rule that a partition should embrace 
all property remains unaffected.h
From this it is clear that what the Privy Council

26decided was not in accordance with Hindu law principles.
This is all the more evident from the fact that the entire
judgment was based on the interpretation of S.25-A without
any comments on the Hindu law of partition. So we see the
emergence of two distinct principles on partition of joint
family property, one from the Hindu law point of view and
the other from the tax law point of view. This is clear
from the observations of Narayan Pai J. in K. Y. Pilliah & 

27Sons v. CIT. Quoting the passage quoted above in
Sundar SinghTs case he observed:

"This extract bring,s out clearly the distinction 
between the intents and purposes of the Hindu 
law and the intents and purposes of the Income- 
tax Act. The principles or ideas underlying 
the one cannot apply with equal force to the 
principles and purposes of the Act. It is 
because the Income-tax Act has thought fit to 
deal with a Hindu undivided family as an 
independent entity that the difficulty of the

25. Rajendra v. Brojendra AIR 1923 Cal 501 explained in 
Sambhudutt v. Srinarain AIR 195^ Raj. 269. Emphasis 
provided.

26. Dhavan, commenting on this case in his Thesis, supra 
observed (p.446): "The P.O. treated the problem of 
partition under Income-tax Act, 1922 from the tax 
rather than the Hindu law point of view."

27. [1962] 45 ITR 136, 144-45. (Mys.).
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type discussed by their Lordships has arisen 
consequent upon a family entering into a 
partition whether wholly or partially in 
respect of its properties during the course 
of an account year. So far as the family 
itself is concerned, no difficulty as their 
Lordships point out can arise because all 
that happens by virtue of partition of the 
family property among the members is that 
the Hindu undivided family comes to own 
smaller or lesser assets and income. Their 
Lordships point out in clear terms that 
even when a Hindu family ceased to be joint 
and becomes divided for the purposes of 
Hindu law, in the sense that it has become 
disrupted in status thereby putting an end 
to the operation of survivorship, there 
can still be properties which have not been 
partitioned in definite portions. It is 
in such circumstances that a family divided from 
the point of view of Hindu law is dealt with 
as if it has remained undivided for the 
purposes of the Income-tax Act. That is 
exactly the reason why, their Lordships point 
out, sub-section (3) of section 25-A has 
provided that in the absence of an order under 
sub-section (1), the family is deemed to 
continue undivided. If, even according to 
the notions of the Hindu law, the family is 
to be considered undivided in spite of the 
disruption in status, there was no need as 
pointed out by their Lordships for making a 
special provision of the type found in sub
section (3). It is thus clear from this 
etecision that a partition within the meaning 
of section 25 A(l) is not the same thing as 
the disruption in status for the purposes of 
the Hindu law.M2Q

Now, why did the Privy Council have to enunciate 
a new principle? This is probably because of the English 
rule of interpretation of statutes that revenue statutes

28. Also see, Medam Gurumurthi v. CIT (1944) 12 ITR 176
(Med.); Meyappa v. CIT AIR 1951 Mad 506; RangalalModi 
v. CIT, AIR 1950 Or. 191* 193* Jakka DevayyanCIT 11952 I 
22 ITR 264, 270-71 (Mad).



29must be strictly construed , which made their Lordships
of the Privy Council interpret S.25A as strictly as possible.
This impression gains ground from the observations of
Ramaswami J. of the Patna High Court in C .I.T. v. Sanichar 

"51Shah Bhim Shah. Discussing the scope of S. 25-A he 
observed: "It is clear that there is a gap in the provisions
of the Act, but it is not the function of the Court to fill
up the gap. The function of the Court is to interpret and
not to legislate and the Court cannot fill up the gap under 
the guise of interpretation. That would be legislation 
and not adjudication. If there is a gap, it is for the 
Legislature to provide the remedy by enacting suitable 
amending legislation.”

Close on the heels of the Privy Council decision 
came another decision of the Bombay High Court in Gordhandas 
Mangaldas v. C.I,T. wherein an obiter dicta by Beaumont
C.J. ran as follows: "No doubt the expression ’division in
definite portions’ will have to be construed with regard 
to the nature of the property concerned. A business cannot
be divided into parts in the same manner as a piece of land;
division may only be possible in books". These two 
decisions were sufficient to enable a number of High Courts

29. On strict interpretation of statutes see Kanga & 
Palkivala, supra, p. 1-5.

30. See ShahJ.’s judgment in CIT v. Keshavlal, AIR 1965
S.C. 866, 867-8 . Also see Dhavan, supra, p. 450.

31. [1955] 27 ITR 307, 314 (Pat.).
32. (1943) 11 ITR 183, 196 (Bom.).
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to decide that even if the source of the income or profits 
cannot practically be divided, or could only be divided at 
the loss of the persons to whom the income accrued, the 
appropriate agreement between the parties, followed out by 
appropriate entries in books and accounts, would be sufficient 
proof that they had done all they could to partition the 
source itself so that the income would be assessable as 
income of divided individuals, and the fact that they had 
lived together and were indeed indisputably joint in respect 
of other properties would be immaterial.

33In R. Bansidhar Dhandhania v. CIT, v Chatterji
J. of the Patna High Court held, following : Gordhandas’s
case, that "where, however, a physical division is not
feasible, as in the case of business, partition in definite
shares will be enough." On the facts of the case the Court
held that the businesses were divided between the members of
the family in "definite portions", though the family remained
undivided so far as the landed properties wore concerned,
partial partition being possible in view of the decision

t 34of the Privy Council in Sir Sunder Singh Majithia s case.
Commenting on these cases Jagannadhadas J. of

3bOrissa High Court observed in Rangalal v. CIT- •_

"These cases are authority for the position

33- (1944) 12 ITR 126, 148. (Pat.).
34. Also see Waman Satwappa v. CIT, (1946) 14 ITR 116

(Bom). ----------- ---
35. Supra, p. 195.
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that in the case of complete disruption in 
status of joint family, followed up by only 
a partial partition of the family properties 
by metes and bounds or in definite portions, 
the #oint family is to be deemed to continue 
only as regards the properties remaining 
undivided, but that as regards the property 
already divided, the income therefrom cannot 
be assessed as the joint family income.
Following these cases it would be clear that 
any broad proposition to the effect that 
S.25A does not recognise partial partition 
would be misleading and wide of the mark.
It would be correct only in the sense that
an assessee would not be entitled to an
order under S.25A, but it would be in
correct i| it is meant to say that the entire 
erstwhile joint family property is to be 
treated as the property of the fictional joint 
family that must be deemed to continue under 
Sub-section (3) of S. 25A."
In Meyappa Chettiar v. CIT; Satyanarayana Rao J.

of the Madras High Court, although holding that the family
in that case was not entitled to an order under Section
25A(1) for the reason that movables, viz., jewellery, had

37not been divided, observed:
"This decision of the Privy Council [Sundar 
Singh MajithiaTs case] is... authority for 
the proposition that even if there was a 
partial partition or an item of property was 
alienated to a stranger or an asset of the 
family was divided and a partnership was 
constituted, as the family continued joint 
and continued to own other properties, the 
assessment on the basis of undivided Hindu 
family would be confined to the income of 
the property so remaining undivided, and the 
income of the property partitioned or 
alienated would be excluded from computation 
of the income for assessment. It follows

36. Supra, This case was followed in T.G. Sulakhe v. CIT 
Cl9603 39 ITR 394 (AP).

37. Ibid., p. 510.
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from the foregoing discussion that so 
long as the family remains undivided the 
section has no application. If however 
the family is merely divided in status, 
that would not affect the legality of the 
assessment of the income received in the 
previous year as the income of the undivided
family, as by the operation of sub.cl.(3)
of Sec 25.A, the family is deemed to 
continue undivided, and is assessed 
accordingly. If, however, there is a 
partition of the properties in definite 
portions the result envisaged in sub.cl.
(2) would follow."
This decision was confirmed by the same High Court 

in Jakka Devayya v. C.I.T. in which it was held that a 
business may be partitioned by specification of shares in 
the accounts.

These decisions were a boon to the hard pressed HUFs 
who wanted to reduce their tax burden* This is illustrated 
if we consider the next case, Bhimraj Bansidhar v. CIT.,
decided by the Patna High Court. In this case a HUF
consisting of a father, mother and five sons owned some 
properties and a business. On 29th June, 1946, the family 
closed the books of the business, divided the net assets 
among all its members and opened personal accounts for them.
On 50th June 1946, a new business was started with the 
four major sons as partners and a partnership deed was exe
cuted in September, 1946, which stated that the partnership 
was formed with effect from 30th June, 1946. By a subsequent

38. [1952] 22 ITR 264 (Mad.). This case was quoted with 
approval by the S.C. in S.I. Lucifer Match Works v. 
CIT [1961] 43 ITR 319, 328 ff (Mad.)

39. [1954] 26 ITR 185 (Pat.).
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partnership deed executed in Oct. 1946, the benefits of 
the partnership were extended to the minor son. These 
partnership deeds were registered documents. For the 
assessment yr. 1948-49 the I.T. authorities and the 
Appellate Tribunal held that the business continued to 
remain in the HUF and refused an application for registration 
of the firm for reasons inter alia that there had been no 
effective transfer of assets from the HUF to the new partner
ship, that the book debt had not been properly assigned 
by notice to the debtors and that there was no notice given 
of the formation of the partnership to the various creditors. 
Ramaswamy and Ahmed JJ. held following Jakka Devayya1s case 
that "the only method by which a business can be divided 
as a going concern is by dividing the book balances in the 
names of persons to whom the shares of business have been 
allotted. A partition may be brought about by mere
specification of the shares in the accounts and making
entries therein to show that business is held in severalty 
or in specified shares- it is not necessary that there
should be physical division of the business. Hence the
Court allowed the appeal. The result was that the family 
successfully split up the income of the family, the 
business being taxed as a partnership concern whereas other 
properties being taxed as that of a HUF, without in real

40. Ibid., p. 192. These cases were followed in CIT v. 
Ramachandra. AIR 1959 Ass. 123,126-7. Also see 
CIT v. Ramakrishnier (1963) 49 ITR 608, 613-14 (Mad).
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terms any change in ownership (We have seen in p. 261.
supra, how such a scheme can lead to a tax advantage by
forming separate tax paying units). That there was, in
such a case, no real change in ownership was also noticed

41by Chagla C.J. in Charandas Haridas v. C.I.T., In
this case the father, mother, and three sons purported to 
partition between them the incomes from certain partnerships, 
the incomes originally belonging to the joint family by 
reason of the joint family contribution to the partnerships. 
The Bombay High Court held that the document which embodied 
this partition was intended only to partition the income, 
and that the income when received by the family was joint
family property and must be assessed as such. Chagla C.J.

42observed:
"it is clear that the partial partition 
contemplated by Hindu law is a partition 
which brings about a change in the nature 
of ownership and not a partition which 
brings about a change in the mode of 
enjoyment. If the nature of ownership is
not changed, the mere fact that the
coparceners decided to enjoy the produce 
from a particular asset in a particular way 
will not bring about a partition. Take 
this very case. The asset which belongs 
to the Hindu joint family is not the 
commission, it is the share in the partner
ship which share results in this commission.
If the members of the joint family agree to 
change the nature of ownership of that share 
then undoubtedly there would be a partial

41. [1955] 27 ITR 691 (Bom).
42. Ibid., p. 696-97.
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partition qua that share. But, on the other 
hand, the members of the joint family may 
agree without interfering with the nature of 
the ownership to provide for a particular 
mode of enjoyment of the income arising from 
that share, and if the coparceners were to 
say that when the income comes in from this 
particular asset we will enjoy that income in 
a particular manner or share it in a particular 
manner, there is no partial partition, because 
the asset continues to remain, as it was 
before, in the ownership of the joint Hindu 
family."
This observation was a clear (though understandable)

departure from the "two principles" theory enunciated by the
Privy Council case and developed by later High Court cases
which enabled a HUF to partition family businesses keeping
other properties joint. When the case came upon appeal
to the Supreme Court, the Supreme Court was disturbed and
sought to justify, in order to demolish Chagla C.J.Ts
observation, the stand taken in SundarSingh1s case on Hindu

4̂5law grounds too. Hidayatullah J. observed:
"There is nothing in the Indian Income-tax 
law or the law of Partnership which prevents 
the members of a Hindu joint family from 
dividing any asset. Such division must, 
of course, be effective so as to bind the 
members; but Hindu law does not further 
require that the property must in every case; 
be partitioned by metes and bounds; if 
separate enjoyment can otherwise be secured 
according to the shares of the members. For 
an asset of this kind, there was no other 
mode of partition open to the parties if they 
wished to retain the property and yet hold it 
jointly but in severalty, and the law does 
not contemplate that a person should do the 
impossible... The respondent suggested that 
the family could have partitioned the managing

4^. [I960] 39 ITR 202 (S.C.), 208-9.
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agencies among the members of the family 
by allotting them severally; but that 
would not have been possible without a 
dissolution of the managing agency firms 
and their reconstitution, which was not 
altogether in the hands of Charandas 
Haridas (the father). It was also 
suggested that the managing agencies could 
have been allotted to C (the father), 
while the others took some other property, 
or a receiver could have been appointed.
No doubt, there were many modes of partition 
which might have been adopted; but the 
question remains that if the family desired 
to partition these assets only and no more, 
could they have acted in some other manner 
to achieve the same result? No answer to 
this question was attempted.”
On the basis of the above observation, the Court

reversed the Bombay High Court decision. It is submitted
that the judgment of Hidayatullah J. shows a gross confusion

44of thought. As Dhavan observes, the Court in an
attempt to justify ’income-tax partition’ on traditional
grounds, clearly fused two doctrines into one, i.e., the
income-tax view that a person can divide some property for
income-tax reasons and yet remain joint as a family, with
Hindu law notions that the law does not enjoin the partition
of what is by its very nature impartible.” Commenting on

4sthis case from the Hindu law point of view Derrett said:
’’There is nothing in Charandas Haridas ’s 
case to suggest that a mere agreement or 
partition deed, coupled with separate 
entries in the family’s accounts, which 
will suffice for enabling the income to 
be assessed separately and individually, will 
have any effect on the ownership of the

44. Dhavan:supra, p.446.
45. Derrett: "Recent Decisions in Hindu Law,11 supra, p.23.
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source of income, if it is by nature 
impartible; for this possibility only 
arises when the source plays the full 
part in the arrangement of the joint family 
property to, as the Mitakshara puts it,
^adjust various rights regarding the 
property held collectively, by distributing 
them upon particular shares of it...' When 
the source has been disposed of its proceeds 
are partible; when it is itself allocated 
to one coparcener it has featured in a 
partition; but mere agreement to share the 
income cannot prevent the source from 
remaining joint family property."

We have seen above the nature of partial partition in Hindu
law and it is clear that partial partition as contemplated
in the Income-tax Acts does not fit into that principle.
By trying to make it fit the Supreme Court allowed a
blatant tax avoidance scheme to be successful.

However, it seems in later cases the Supreme
Court back tracked and reverted to the position, first
enunciated in Sunder Singh Majithia’s case and developed
in later cases by the High Courts, that there are two
distinct principles involved. This can be inferred from
the observations of the Court in the following cases. In

46Addl.ITO v. Thimayya the Supreme Court discussed the
scope of S.25A and considered the object with which that

47provision was enacted. Shah J. observed:
"Under the Indian Income-tax Act, 1922, 
as it originally stood, a Hindu undivided 
family was regarded by section 3 as a unit 
of assessment, but no machinery was set up 
for levying tax or for enforcing liability 
to tax on the members of the family, if

46. [1965] 55 H R  666 (SC).
47. Ibid., p. 669-70.
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before the order of assessment the family 
was divided. Absence of this machinery 
was more acutely felt because of section 
14(1) which provided that tax shall not 
be payable by an assessee in respect of 
any sum which he received as a member of a 
Hindu undivided family. Income received 
by a Hindu undivided family could not, 
therefore, be assessed and collected from 
the members of the family, if at the time 
of making the assessment the family was 
divided. To rectify what was obviously 
a lacuna, the legislature incorporated 
section 25A for assessment and enforcement 
of liability to tax income received by a 
Hindu undivided family, which was no longer 
in existence at the date of assessment.
But the new section went very much beyond 
rectifying the defect in the statute which 
necessitated the amendment....

The section makes two substantive 
provisions - (i) that a Hindu undivided 
family which has been assessed to tax shall 
be deemed, for the purpous of the Act, to 
continue to be treated as undivided and, 
therefore, liable to be taxed in that 
status unless an order is passed in respect 
of that family recording partition of its 
property as contemplated by sub-section (l); 
and (ii) if at the time of making an 
assessment it is claimed by or on behalf 
of the members of the family that the property 
of the joint family has been partitioned 
among the members or groups of members in 
definite portions, i.e., a complete partition 
of the entire estate is made, resulting in 
such physical division of the estate as is 
capable of being made, the Income-tax 
Officer shall hold an enquiry, and if he is 
satisfied that the partition had taken place, 
he shall record an order to that effect.”

48In Kalwa Devadattam v. Union of India , Shah J.,
delivering judgment of the Court, quoted the Privy Council’s

t 49observations on S.25A in Sunder Singh Majithia s case,

48. [1963] 49 ITR 165 (SC).
49. See supra
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80and observed:

"in the present case no order under section 
25A(1) was recorded. It is true that ’n ’ 
had made before the Income-tax Officer on 
January 19* 19^8, the following statement:

* I am at present living singly. My 
sons divided from me about ten months back. 
There is a document to this effect. The 
document was registered. My sons are as 
follows:...’.

"After recounting the names of his three 
sons and their respective ages, he proceeded 
to state:

’The guardian to these minor children 
is my wife. I divided my family properties 
between myself and my children. The 
properties belonged to our joint family.
The business also belonged to my joint family.’

"It may be assumed that by this statement 
within the meaning of Section 25-A it was 
claimed ’ by or on behalf of any member of a 
Hindu family hitherto assessed as undivided’ 
that a partition had taken place among the 
members of his family and that the Income-tax 
Officer was bound to make an inquiry 
contemplated by section 25A. But no inquiry 
was in fact made and no order was recorded by 
the Income-tax Officer about the partition;
by virtue of subjection (5) the Hindu family
originally assessed as undivided had to be
deemed for the purposes of the Act, to continue 
to be a Hindu undivided family.
Similar observation was made by Shah J. again

82 » in Udayan Chinubhai v. C.I.T. Thimayya s case was
quoted with approval by Hegde J. in I .A.C. v. P.M.P.

50. Supra, f.n. 48* p. 173-
51. Emphasis provided. It will be interesting to note 

that one of the concurring judges in this case was 
Hidayatullah JI

52. AIR 1967 SC 765.
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Namboodiripad. Recently the Supreme Court was again
called upon to examine the scope of S.25A of the 1922 Act

in Gauri Shankar v. C.I.T. jaswant Singh J. observed:^
"It will be noticed that sub-section (3) 
of [S.25A]... embodies a legal fiction 
according to which a Hindu family which has 
been previously assessed as "undivided" is to 
be continued to be treated as "undivided" till 
the passing of the order under sub-section (l) 
of the section. This view gains strength 
from two decisions of this Court in A d d l .
I.T.0. v. T h i m a y y a 5 6  and Udayan Chinubhai v. 
C.I.T.,57 where it was held that so long as 
no order under sections 25.A(l) of the Act 
is recorded, the jurisdiction of the Income- 
tax Officer to continue to assess as 
undivided despite partition under personal l a w 5 °  
a Hindu family which has hitherto been 
assessed in that status remained unaffected.
It will be profitable in this connection to 
refer to the following observations made in 
ThimmayaT s cas e" .
He then quoted the above quoted passage in 

T h i m m a y a ^  case and o b s e r v e d " I n  face of the 

aforesaid decisions of this Court, it is not necessary 

to burden the record by discussing the decisions cited 

by counsel for the appellant." In none of these cases 

was Charandas HaridasTs case even referred to I

53. [1972] 83 ITR 108 (SC)
54. [1976] II scj 50.

55. Ibid., p. 59.
56. Supra.

57. Supra.

58. Emphasis provided.

59. Supra, f.n. 52̂  p.54.
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So we see that we are back to the original
position that as far as the law of partition in a Hindu

joint family is concerned there are two different

principles involved, one in the case of Hindu law and the

other in case of tax laws.^0 That section 171 of the 1961
Act did not make any change in this respect was emphasised

by the Supreme Court in Govind Das v. I.T.0.^  Comparing
62the two sections Bhagwati J. stated:

"That was also the position under 
section 25A of the old Act with this 
difference that under that section the 
only partition which could be recorded 
was total partition and not partial 
partition. The Legislature, while 
enacting section 171 in the new Act, 
decided to introduce another radical 
departure from the old Act by providing 
sub-section (6) that even where no claim 
of total or partial partition is made at 
the time of making assessment under 
section 143 or Section 144 and hence no 
order recording partition is made in the 
course of assessment as contemplated under 
sub-sections (2) to (5), if it is found, 
after the completion of the assessment, 
that the family has already effected a 
partition, total or partial, all the members 
shall be jointly and severally liable for 
the tax assessed as payable by the joint 
family and the tax liability shall be 
apportioned among the members according to 
the portion of the joint family property 
allotted to each of them. Sub-section (6) 
of section 171 thus for the first time

60. The High Courts also thought likewise, see:
K.Y. Filliah v. C.I.T., supra; Beharilal v. Commr. 
Jhansi Div., AIR 1966 All. 176, 18I; Goswami 
Brijratanalaljiv. C.W.T., [1971] 79 ITR 373 (Guj), 
3«7-8«; Hotchand v. C.I.T., [1974] 96ITR 586 (Mad.), 
594; Pratap Chandra v. I.T.O.; [1975] 100 ITR 551 
(All.).

61. [1976] 11 scj 185.
62. Ibid., p. 193.
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imposed, in cases of this kind, joint and several 
liability on the members for the tax assessed 
on the Hindu undivided family and this was a 
personal liability as distinct from liability 
limited to the joint family property received 
on partition."

From this it is clear that the changes have been limited 
to the mode of recovery of tax from partitioned members 
and the provision for recording partial partition by the 
Income-tax officers.

That the rule as to strict interpretation of 
revenue statutes played a large part in this favourable 
approach towards the assessee is reinforced from the

63observations of Hegde J. in C.G.T. v. Getti Chettiar v
that "[i]n interpreting tax laws, courts merely look at
the words of the section; if the case clearly comes
within the section, the subject is taxed and not other- 

64wise." The extent to which the Court is prepared to
go in this regard, with disastrous consequences for the
Revenue, is perspicuous if we look at the Supreme Court’s

65observations in Udayan Chinubhai v. C.I.T. . In this 
case there was a partition, by court decree, at the request 
of the family,^ between ’c’, his wife ’t’ and their 
three sons. ’CT took possession of his share in the 
family estate. Hence there was therefore partition of

63* [1971] 82 ITR 599 [S.C.] This was a case involving
the interpretation of the provisions of the Gift-tax 
Act, 1958 (Act 18 of 1958).

64. Ibid., p. 606.
65. AIR 1967 SC 763.
66. Another ingenious device!
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joint family property between *C’ and the rest in
"definite portions". However, the shares allotted to
the rest (T and the three sons) were not divided in
"definite portions" inter se; hence they, the mother
and three sons, were assessed by the Revenue as a HUF.
This was upheld by the Income-tax Tribunal and the High
Court. But the Supreme Court did not think it right

67and reversed the decision. Shah J. observed:
"An application under sub.s.(l) of S.25A 
of the Income-tax Act, 1922, by a Hindu 
undivided family or any member thereof 
that a partition has taken place among 
the members of the family, invests the 
Income-tax Officer with authority to make 
an order recording that the joint family 
property has been partitioned, if he is 
satisfied on inquiry that the property 
of the family has been partitioned among 
the various members or groups of members 
’in definite portions’. The jurisdiction 
may be exercised by the Income-tax officer, 
even if there be partition between groups 
of members of t h e  f a m i l y .60 A complete 
partition in definite portions among all 
the members of the family is not a condition 
of the exercise of that jurisdiction.
We do not agree with the plea raised by 
counsel for the Department that by the 
expression ’’group of members" it is intended 
to refer to a group consisting of a head 
of a branch and his sons who remain 
undivided. ° Section 25A(1) applies to 
families governed by the Dayabhaga School 
of Hindu Law as the Mitakshara school of Law: 
and if the interpretation suggested by Counsel 
for the Revenue be correct, the expression 
"group of members" will be meaningless in 
relation to a Hindu family governed by the 
Dayabhaga school of Hindu law."

67. Supra, f.n. 65, p. 764-65.
68. Emphasis provided.
69. Ibid.
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Now, it had already been held by the Bombay

70
and Andhra High Courts in C.I.T. v. Khanna and A .

71Hanumantha Rao v. C.W.T. that a Hindu undivided family
may be composed of smaller, or branch, undivided families
which may hold properties in their own right and may
themselves be assessable units as distinct from the apex 

72joint family.1 In doing so they followed Bhashyam
73Ayangar j’s observation in Sudarsanam v. Narasimhalu, 

a Hindu law case, where he observed:
ft

• • • [3 )o long as a family remains an 
undivided unit two or more members thereof - 
whether they be members of different branches 
or of one and the same branch of the family 
- can have no legal existence as a separate 
independent unit, but if they comprise all . 
the members of a branch, or of a sub-branch,' 
they can form a distinct and separate corporate 
unit within the larger corporate unit and hold 
property as such. Such property may be 
the self-acquisition or ’obstructed heritage’ 
of a paternal ancestor of that branch as 
distinguished from the other branches, which 
property has come to that branch and that 
branch alone as ’unobstructed heritage' or it 
may be the self-acquisition of one or more 
individual members of that branch, which by 
act of parties has been impressed with the 
character of joint property, owned by that 
branch and that branch alone, to the exclusion 
of the other branches.”

It is submitted that this is an erroneous application.

70. [1963] 49 ITR 232 (Bom.).
71. [1967] 65 ITR 586 (A.P.).
72. Kanga & Palkivala: supra, p. 60.
73. [1901] 25 Mad. 149, 155.
74. Such was the case in the two cases. See Derrett:

M L ,  §§ 411, 4l8.
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Bhashyam Ayangar J.*s observations were to the effect,

accepted in Hindu law, that there could be smaller

coparcenary within a larger coparcenary. But the Courts

themselves have held that a Hindu undivided family is
175different from a coparcenary. ^ The result of these

decisions is that for income tax purposes we can have
76HUFs within a HUF. Udayan Chinubhai T s case 1 takes the

matter a step further. We can now have "groups of members"

from different branches of the larger HUF forming themselves

into a number of HUFs within the larger HUF. This is

because partition may be partial either in respect of the

property or in respect of the persons making it and,
77according to Hindu law, a reunion can take place between 

any persons who were parties to the original partition.
1-7 O

Moreover, according to Sundar Singh MajithiaTs case, 

a HUF can partition a portion of the property among the

members whilst remaining joint as far as rest of the 

property is concerned. The result of this is best illustrated
70

by Gulati in an article "HUF Tax Avoidance Revisited"

75• See Udayan Chinubhai v. C.I.T., supra; K.R. Ramachandra
Rao v. C.W.T., AIR 1963 Mad. 280; Surjitlal Chhabda 
V. C.I.T., 119751 101 ITR 777 (S.C.), 782.

76. Supra.
77* See, Derrett: IMHL § 558, p. 345; Mulla: Hindu Law

s 342, p.430. Also see, Balabux v. Rukhmabai, (1903)
3CI.A.I3O, followed in Hadu v. Sana, AIR 1972 Or.32.

78. Supra.
79. Economic & Political Weekly (1973) Vol. VIII, No.7,

p.397.
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where he shows how a small HUF consisting of a widower,
father and three adults, but unmarried, sons can form as
many as ten HUF assessment units and at the same time have

on
four individual assessment units. * As a separate taxable 
unit each HUF is entitled to a separate exemption limit and, 
regardless of whether or not the members of the HUF have 
their own separate incomes, their share of the HUF income 
is of no relevance in the determination of tax liabilities

O  -I

of the members as individuals.
From the above we see that right through the stand

taken by the Courts have been anti-Revenue in nature. This
82contrasts with the problem of ’’acquisition". Where we

have seen that there was a gradual swing from the pro- 
Revenue to anti-Revenue stance in recent years. In our

80. At
*7----------------1--------------- t
B C D

Constitution of HUF in terms of membership Property held
by each unit

1 ABCD
2 ABC x 2
3 ACD X3
4 BCD x4
5 AB X5
6 AC x6
7 AD X7
8 BC x8

9 BD X9
10 CD X10

•1—100 See 14(1) of the 1922 Act=Sec 10(2) of the 1961 Act
82. Discussed in earlier chapters.
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present case we have reasoned above that the probable 
reason for such an anti-Revenue stand by the Courts is the
rule of strict interpretation of revenue statutes. But

8̂5if we take both the problems of ’’acquisition" and 
"taxation of Hindu families" together, and the way they 
were dealt with in recent years, a lurking suspicion arises 
that there was something more than just the rule of strict 
interpretation of statutes which influenced the judges to 
take such a strong anti-Revenue stance. That they were

Fnot oblivious of bogus partitions as a tax avoidance scheme
is clear from the observation of Sarkaria J. in Nanchand

QrGangaram v. Mallappa v where dealing with a case involving 
partition of a Hindu joint family, he stated:^ "The 
defendants denied that there was ever a partition of the 
joint family. They however conceded that a deed of 
partnership, an agreement and a partition award had been 
brought into existence from time to time with the sole 
object of lessening the burden of income-tax, and they were 
not intended to be acted upon."

This suspicion gains ground when we see that in

83. As noted earlier this problem arose in recent years 
mainly in cases involving taxation of HUFs.

84. Commenting on this Derrett says in his article, supra 
(p. 23 ): "it is only the peculiar developments of 
the law of partition to suit the convenience of 
persons wishing to avoid the incidence of income- 
tax that has brought about the inconsistency of the 
law applicable in income tax contexts with the law 
normally applicable in the context of partition of 
joint family property per se."

85. [1976] 2 S CC 429.
86. Ibid., p. 431.
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cases where the Court was unable to give relief on the 
basis of strict interpretation of statutes, they went 
to Hindu law principles in order to be able to favour 
the assessee. There was a case involving the Gift Tax

Or/
Act On the question of law involved there was a sharp

oo
cleavage of judicial opinion; some High Courts had 
taken the view that when a coparcener in a Hindu undivided 
family governed by the Mitakshara school throws ‘kts self- 
acquired properties into the common stock, the same 
amounts to a "gift” under the Act, on the other hand,

O q

others ^ had taken the contrary view. Hegde J.,
delivering the judgment for the Supreme Court in Goli

9 0Eswariah v. C.G.T. observed:
"To pronounce on the question of law

87. Act 18 of 1953.
88. G.V. Krishna Rao v. Addl. GTO, r1968] 70 ITR 812 (AP); 

C.G.T. v. Jagdish, [1970J 75 ITR 529 (All.).
89. C.G.T. v. Rangamsami, T1970] 76 ITR 315 (F.B.) (Mad.);

A.R. Shukla v. C.G.T., [1969] 75 ITR 167 (F.B.)
(Guj); P.K. Subramania Iyer v. C.G.T. [1968] 67
ITR 612 (Ker.); Laxmibai ~  C.G.T. [1967] 65 ITR
19 (Mys.j.

90. [1970] 76 ITR 675 (S.C.), 678-79.
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presented for our decision, we must first 
examine what is the true scope of the 
doctrine of throwing into the "common 
stock" or "common hotchpot".91 it must 
be remembered that a Hindu family is not a 
creature of contract. As observed by this 
court in Mallesappa v. Mallappa,° the 
doctrine of throwing into the common stock 
inevitably postulates that the owner of 
separate property is a coparcener who has 
an interest in the coparcenary property and 
desires to blend his separate property with 
the coparcenary property. These existence 
of a coparcenary is absolutely necessary 
before a coparcener can throw into the 
common stock his self-acquired properties.
The separate property of a member of a 
joint Hindu family may be impressed with 
the character of joint family property if 
it is voluntarily thrown by him into the 
common stock with the intention of abandoning 
his separate claim therein. The separate 
property of a Hindu ceases to be separate 
property not by any physical mixing with his 
joint family or his ancestral property but 
by his own volition and intention by his 
waiving and surrendering his separate rights 
in it as separate property. The act by 
which the coparcener throws his separate 
property in the common stock is a unilateral 
act. There is no question of either the 
family rejecting or accepting it. By his 
individual volition he renounces his individual 
right in that property and treats it as a 
property of the family. No sooner he declares 
his intention to treat his self-acquired 
property as that of the joint family property, 
the property assumes the character of joint 
family property. The doctrine of throwing into 
the common stock is a doctrine peculiar to the 
Mitakshara school of Hindu law. When a 
coparcener throws his separate property into 
the common stock, he makes no gift under 
Chapter VII of the Transfer of Property Act.
In such a case there is no donor or donee. 
Further, no question of acceptance of the 
property thrown into the common stock arises.

91. Discussed infra.
92. [1961] 3 scr 779 = air 1961 sc 1269.
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"Bearing in mind the true nature of 

the doctrine of throwing into the common 
hotchpot* we shall now proceed to examine 
the relevant provisions of the Act to 
ascertain whether the act of the assessee 
can be considered as a gift under the Act."
Hegde J. then quoted the relevant provisions of

the Gift Tax Act and further observed: ^
"The High Court relied on Section 2 (xxiv)(d) 
in answering the question referred to it in 
favour of the revenue. It came to the 
conclusion that the act of the assessee in 
throwing his self-acquired properties into 
the common stock amounted to "a transaction 
entered into by him with intent thereby to 
diminish directly or indirectly the value of 
his own property and to increase the value 
of the property of any other person." It 
is true that the assessee by throwing his 
self-acquired property into the common stock 
gave up his exclusive right in that property 
and in its place he was content to own that 
property jointly with the other members of 
his family. We do not think that it is 
necessary in this case to consider whether 
the act of the assessee can be said to have 
"diminished directly or indirectly the value 
of his own property and increased the value 
of the property" of his joint family because 
in our opinion that act cannot be considered 
as a "transaction entered into". Clause (d) 
of Section 2 (xxiv) contemplates a~~TT~transaction 
entered into by one person with another.9^
It cannot apply to a unilateral act. It must 
be an act to which two or more persons are 
parties. It is true that* for the purpose of 
the Act* a Hindu undivided family can be 
considered as a "person". But the assessee 
did not enter into any transaction with his 
family. Therefore we are unable to agree with 
the High Court that the Act of the assessee 
fell within the scope of section 2 (xxiv) (d) 
of the Act."

93. Supra* f.n. 90* P* 680.
94. Emphasis provided. It is submitted that from a strict

reading of the clause no such conclusion can be
arrived at; on the other hand it seems that the High
Court was right in interpreting the statute.
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Thus we see that the Court allowed a scheme of 

tax avoidance to be successful by importing Hindu law 
principles to overcome the rule of strict interpretation.

2 . 2  B l e n d i n g ^

Another mode of avoiding taxation adopted by

members of a HUF is blending of self-acquired property
with joint family property and* subsequently* partitioning
the property as we have seen above. For example* consider
a joint family of A and his three sons B* C and D. If
A has a personal income of Rs 28*000 he will be taxed on

q6that to the tune of R s . 5*379* But if he can throw

this amount to the joint family hotch pot and then

partition it applying the rule in Sundar Singh Majithia’s
case* his share will be Rs. 7*000 only. Since no income

n 97tax is liable on an income of less than Rs. 8*000* none 
of them will pay tax on the amount of Rs. 28*000.

The Hindu law position as to "blending” has been

succinctly laid down by the Supreme Court in Mallesappa v.
98 99Mallappa* Venkata v. Lakshmamma  ̂and Narayana Raju v.

95* For a discussion on "blending" see V. Seturaman: 
"Theory of Blending and an Empty HUF Hotch Pot"
AIR 1971(J) 68-75.

96. Rates as inF.A.1976.
97. Increased to Rs. 10*000 by F.A. 1977.
98. Supra.

9 9. air 1963 S.C. 1601* 1604.
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Chamaraju, a n d  reiterated, as we have seen above, in 
Goli EswariahTs case.^^1 In the Income-tax situation the
problem arose when the Revenue started querying whether
this method of blending and then partitioning amounted to
a transfer under section 16(5) of the 1922 Act, which was
inserted by section 2 of the Indian I.T. (Amendment) Act,
1957* This section read as follows:

"in computing the total income of any 
individual for the purpose of assessment, 
there shall be included -
(a) so much of the income of a wife or 
minor child of such individual as arises 
directly or indirectly -
(i) from the membership of the wife in 
a firm of which her husband is partner
(ii) from assets transferred directly 
or indirectly to the wife by husband 
otherwise than for adequate consideration 
or in connection with an agreement to live 
apart; or
(iv) from assets transferred directly or 
indirectly to the minor child, not being 
a married daughter, by such individual ,op
[otherwise than for adequate compensation]; 
and
(b) so much of the income of any [person 
or association of persons ]105 as arises 
from assets transferred [otherwise than 
for adequate consideration to the person 
or association by such individual for the 
benefit of his wife or a .minor child or 
both ]. " 10ij.

100. AIR 1968 SC 1276.
101. Supra
102. Inserted by S.18, Indian I.T. (Amendment) Act, 1959
105. Substituted for "association of individuals*, ibid.
104. Substituted for "to the association", ibid.
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In C.I.T. v. Keshavlal Lallubhai^^  the respondent

threw all his self-acquired property into the common hotch
pot of the Hindu undivided family consisting of himself, 
his wife, a major son and a minor son. Some time later 
an oral partition was effected and thereafter properties 
were transferred in accordance with the arrangement in the 
partition to the names of the several members. The question 
was whether there was an indirect transfer of the properties 
allotted to the wife and minor son in the partition within 
the meaning of S.16(3)(a)(iii) and (iv) of the 1922 Act.
o-i • t  -i , 1 0 6Sikri J. observed:

".. [I]s a partition of a joint Hindu 
property a transfer in the strict sense?
We are of the opinion that it is not. This 
was so held in Gufetu Radhakrishnayya v.
Guttu Narasamma ' Subba Rao J. (then a 
judge of the Madras High Court) after 
examining several authorities, came to the 
conclusion that "partition is really a 
process in and by which a joint enjoyment 
is transformed into an enjoyment in 
severalty. Each one of the sharers had an 
antecedent title and, therefore, no conveyance 
is involved in the process, as a conferment 
of a new title is not necessary." The 
Madras High Court again examined the question 
in M.K. Stremann v. C.I.T. with reference
to Sec. 16(3)(iv). It is observed that 
"obviously no question of transfer of assets 
can arise when all that happens is separation 
in status, though the result of such severance 
in status is that the property hitherto held 
by the coparcenary is held thereafter by the 
separated members as tenants-in-common.
Subsequent partition between the divided

105. [1965] 55 ITR 637 (SC).
106. Ibid., p. 641.

107. [1951] Mad. 607.
108. [1961] 41 ITR 297 (Mad.).
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members of the family does not amount 
either to a transfer of assets from that 
body of the tenants-in-common to each 
such tenants-in-common.’' The Punjab 
High Court came to the conclusion
in Jagan Nath v. State. ^ Agreeing with
these authorities, we hold that when the 
joint Hindu family property was partitioned, 
there was no transfer of assets within 
Sec. 16(3)(a)(iii) and (iv) to the wife or 
the minor son."
In the same year the Court reiterated the above 

view in C.I.T. v. M.K. Stremann.^^ There the assessee 
along with the two minor sons and a minor daughter 
constituted a joint Hindu family. The assessee executed
a deed of partition on the basis of which he claimed an
order under S.25A of the Income-tax Act. In the first 
clause of the deed it was recited that the assessee had been 
blending his self-earned money with the inherited assets 
till this date as joint family property, without making 
any distinction. The Income-tax Officer disallowed the 
application holding that the .deed amounted to transfer of 
assets to minor children with/sec.16(3)(a)(iv) of the 
Income-tax Act. Both the High Court and the Supreme 
Court (following KeshavlalTs case) thought otherwise.

It is submitted that from Hindu law point it was
a correct decision. But by introducing this principle
into tax law, the Supreme Court helped a HUF member to 
get a benefit which no other individual could get."L1'L

109. (1962) 64 PLR 22.
110. AIR 1965 SC 1494.
111. These cas® would be roped in by S.16(3 ). However,

the situation has changed after the I.T. Amendment
Act of 1975* discussed infra.
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This flirtation with Hindu law principles led the Supreme 
Court into a very difficult position when they were 
called upon to decide on the mode of taxing Hindu families 
with one male member, i.e., the case of sole-surviving 
coparceners.

2.2.1. The case of the Sole Surviving Coparcener

The story in this case also starts with the
112judgment of Sir George Rankin in Kalyanji v. C.I.T.

Before the Judicial Committee there were six appeals by 
six partners of the firm^ MS: they were M,P,K, C, KA and
S. M, P and K had each a son or sons from whom he was 
not divided. But the income of the firm, which had to 
be assessed to super-tax was the separate income of each 
of these partners. C had a wife and a daughter but no 
son, and the income was his separate property. KA and 
S, sons of M, were married men, but neither had a son: 
they received by gift from M their respective interests 
in the firm, and for the purpose of the case it was 
assumed that the interest of each was ancestral property 
in which, if he had a son, the son would have taken an 
interest by birth. But no son having been born, the 
interest of KA and S in the property was not diminished 
or qualified. The controversy was whether the partners 
should each be assessed to super-tax upon his share of 
the profits as an individual or whether the six shares 
should each be assessed as income of a Hindu undivided

112. [1937] 5 ITR 90 (P.O.).
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113family. Sir George Rankin observed:

MThe High Court (Calcutta) approached the 
cases by considering first whether the 
assessee1s family was a HUF, and, in the 
end left unanswered the question whether 
the income under assessment was the income 
of that family. This is due nor doubt to 
the way in which the Commr. had stated the 
questions. But, after all, if the relevant 
Hindu law had heen that the income belonged, 
not to the assessee himself but to the 
assessee, his wife and daughter jointly, it 
is difficult to see how that association of 
individuals could have been refused the 
description "Hindu Joint Family". The 
phrase "HUF" is used in the statute with 
reference, not to one school only of Hindu 
law, but to all schools; and their 
Lordships think it a mistake in method to 
begin by pasting over the wider phrase of the 
Act the words "Hindu coparcenary", all the 
more that it is not possible to say on the 
face of the Act that no female can be a 
member. The Bom. High Court on the other 
hand, in Laxminarayan s CaseH^ having held

113. Ibid, p. 95-96.
114. (1935) 3 ITR 367 (Bom.). In this case the

property was ancestral in the hands of the
father, and the son had acquired by birth an 
interest in them. There was a subsisting Hindu 
joint family during the lifetime of the father 
and that family did not come to an end on his
death. On these facts the High Court of Bombay
held that the income received from the property 
was liable to super-tax in the hands of the son 
who was the surviving male member of the Hindu 
undivided family in the year of assessment. When 
this was carried in appeal to the P.C., they 
regarded themselves as bound by the interpretation 
of the words "HUF" employed in the Indian Income-tax 
Act in the case of Kalyan.ii Vithaldas, and 
observed that since the facts of the case were
not in any material respect different from the 
facts in the earlier case, the answer to the
question referred should be that "the income
received by right of survivorship by the sole
surviving male member of a HUF can be taxed 
in the hands of such male member as his own 
individual income for the purpose of assessment 
to super tax" under Sec 55 of 1922 Act. [See C.I.T. 
v. A.P. Swamy Gomedalli, (1937) 5 ITR 4l6 (PC)J.
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that the assessee, his wife and mother were 
a HUF, arrived too readily at the conclusion 
that the income was the income of the family.

The phrase which has to be considered 
and applied to the facts is ’’the total 
income of the previous year of any individual, 
HUF, company, unregistered firm or other 
association of individuals not being a 
registered firm”. The words ’’income of” 
are simple words and are capable of wider or 
narrower meaning; but for the present purpose 
the Courts are concerned with them as they 
appear in the I.T. Act; and under sec 3 or 
sec. 55 income is not to be attributed to 
any one of the five classes of persons mentioned 
by any loose or extended interpretation of 
the words, but only where the application of 
the words is warranted by their ordinary legal 
m e a n i n g .   ̂ The relevant meaning in the 
present case is the ordinary meaning in Hindu 
law according to the Benaras school. In an 
extra legal sense, and even for some purposes 
of legal theory, ancestral property may 
perhaps be described, and usefully described, 
as family property; but it does not follow 
that in the eye of the Hindu law it belongs, 
save in certain circumstances, to ^the family 
as distinct from the individual. By
reason of its origin a man’s property may be 
liable to be divested wholly or in part on 
the happening of a particular event, or may 
be answerable for particular obligations, or 
may pass at his death in a particular way; 
but if in spite of all such facts, his personal 
law regards him as the owner, the property as 
his property, and the income thereon as his 
income, it is chargeable to income-tax as fciis, 
i.e., as the income of an individual. In their 
Lordship’s view it would not be in consonance 
with ordinary notions or with correct inter
pretation of the law of the Mitakshara, to 
hold that property which a man has obtained from 
his father belongs to a HUF by reason of having 
a wife and daughters....”

115. Here we find proof of the rule of strict 
interpretation of Revenue statutes.

116. Emphasis provided.
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The Judicial Committee held that the wife and 
daughters of a Hindu had right to maintenance out of the 
separate property as well as out of his coparcenary 
interest, but the mere existence of a wife or daughter
did not make ancestral property in his hands joint.

117Sir G. Rankin further observed:
,M Interest’ is a word of wide and vague 
significance, and no doubt it might be 
used of a wife’s or daughter’s right to 
be maintained, which right accrues in the 
daughter’s case on birth; but if the 
father’s obligations are increased, his 
ownership is not divested, divided or 
impaired by marriage or the birth of a 
daughter. This is equally true of 
ancestral property belonging to himself 
alone as of self-acquired property.
The Judicial Committee accordingly held that

in none of the six appeals before them could the income
falling to the shares of the partners of a registered
firm be treated as income of a Hindu undivided family,
and assessed on that footing. In the view of the
Committee, income received by four out of the six partners
was their separate income: in the case of the remaining
two partners the income was from sources which were
ancestral. But merely because the source was held by
a member who had received it from his father and was on
that account ancestral, the income could not be deemed
for purposes of assessment to be income of a Hindu
undivided family, even though ’KA’ had a wife and a

117. Supra, f.n. 113.
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daughter and T S T had a wife who had rights to be 
maintained under the Hindu law.

In 1958 the Privy Council was again called 
upon to deal with the case of a sole surviving coparcener

1 I Q
in A .G. v. Arunachalam Chettiar (No.2). This case
came up on appeal from Ceylon. By section 73 of the
Estate Duty Ordinance, 1938, it was provided that
property passing on the death of a member of a Hindu
undivided family was exempt from paying estate duty.
Here 1A ’ and his son constituted a joint family governed
by the Mitakshara school of Hindu law. The undivided
son died in 1934 and T A T became the sole surviving
coparcener in a Hindu joint family to which a number of
female members belonged. TA T died in 1938, shortly
after the Ordinance came into operation. On a claim
to estate duty in respect of A's estate in Ceylon, it
was held that *AT was at his death a member of a Hindu
undivided family, the same undivided family of which his
son, when alive, was a member, and of which the continuity
was preserved after A ’s death by adoptions by the widows

119of the family. Viscount Simonds observed:
"The nature of the interest of a single 
surviving coparcener was the subject of 
exhaustive evidence by expert witnesses 
and their lordships were referred to and 
studied numerous authorities in which in 
reference to his interest language was

118. [1958] 31* ITR 42 (P.C.).
119. Ibid., p. 45-46.
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used not incompatible with his being 
regarded as the "owner” of the family 
property. But though it may be 
correct to speak of him as the "owner", 
yet it is still correct to describe that 
which he owns as the joint family property.
For his ownership is such that upon the 
adoption of a son it assumes a different 
quality: it is such, too, that female
members of the family (whose members may 
increase) have a right to maintenance out 
of it and in some circumstances to a 
charge for maintenance upon it. And 
these are incidents which arise, not
withstanding his so-called ownership, 
just because the property has been and 
has not ceased to be joint family 
property... it would not appear reasonable 
to impart [sic for 'impute ] to the 
legislature the intention to discriminate, 
so long as the family itself subsists, 
between property in the hands of a single 
coparcener and that in the hands of two or 
more coparceners."
Dealing with the question whether a single

coparcener can alienate the property in a manner not
open to one of several coparceners, he observed that
it was: "... an irrelevant consideration". He further

121observed:
"Let it be assumed that his power of 
alienation is unassailable: that means
no more than that he has in the circum
stances the power to alienate joint family 
property. That is what it is until he 
alienates it, and, if he does not alienate 
it, that is what it remains. The fatal 
flaw in the argument of the appellant 
appeared to be that, having labelled the 
surviving coparcener 'owner', he then 
attributed to his ownership such a congeries 
of rights that the property could no 
longer be called 'joint family property'.

120. Ibid., p. 45.
121. Ibid.
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The family, a body fluctuating in 
numbers and comprised of male and 
female members, may equally well be 
said to be owners of the property, 
but owners whose ownership is qualified 
by the powers of the coparceners.
There is in fact nothing to be gained; 
by the use of the word owner’ in this 
connexion. It is only by analysing the 
nature of the rights of the members of 
the undivided family, both those in being 
and those yet to be born, that it can be 
determined whether the family property 
can properly be described as ’joint
property’ of the undivided family.”

1 PPIt will be interesting to note that Kalyanji’s case
was not referred to at all.

Both these cases and Gomedalli’s cases came
up for consideration before the Indian Supreme Court

12"5in Gowli Budanna v. C.I.T. In this case one 'B ’
his wife, his two unmarried daughters and his adopted 
son ’Bl’, were members of a HUF. On B ’s death a 
question arose whether the adopted son who was the sole 
surviving coparcener could form a joint Hindu family 
with his mother and sisters and could accordingly be 
assessed in the status of a manager of a HUF. Shah J. 
compared Kalyanji’s case with Gomedalli’s case and 
observed:

”lt may be recalled that in Kalyanji 
Vithaldas’s case income assessed to tax 
belonged separately to four out of six 
partners: of the remaining two it was

122. Supra.
123. [1966] 60 ITR 293 (S.C.).
!24. Ibid., p. 300.
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from an ancestral source, but the fact 
that each such partner had a wife or 
daughter did not make that income from 
an ancestral source income of the 
undivided family of the partner, his 
wife and daughter. In Gomedalli 
Lakshminarayan’s case the property from 
which income accrued belonged to a Hindu 
undivided family and the effect of the 
death of the father, who was a manager, 
was merely to invest the rights of a 
manager upon the son. The income from 
the property was and continued to 
remain the income of the undivided 
family. This distinction which had a 
vital bearing on the issue falling to 
be determined, was not given effect to 
by the Judicial Committee in A .P.
Swamy GomedalliTs case.”
Then he quoted extensively from Arunachalamts

case and stated
’’Property of a joint family, therefore, 
does not cease to belong to the family 
merely because the family is represented 
by a single coparcener who possesses 
rights which an owner of property may 
possess. In the case in hand the property 
which yielded the income originally 
belonged to a HUF. On the death of
’B', the family which included a widow 
and females born in the family was 
represented by ’Bl’ alone, but the property 
still continued to belong to that 
undivided family and income received there
from was taxable as income of the Hindu 
undivided family."

a
So we see that/line of distinction was 

emerging. In a couple of years time the Court was 
again called upon to adjudicate in this matter, this 
time with respect to imposition of Wealth-tax under

125. Ibid., p. 302.
126. Emphasis provided.
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127the Wealth Tax Act, 1957* in N. V. Narendranath v. C.W.T.

In this case the appellant filed returns for wealth-tax in 
the status of a Hindu undivided family which at the material 
time consisted of himself, his wife and two minor dauthers. 
This was done because till the assessment year 1963-64 the 
exemption limit for wealth-tax purposes in the case of a 
Hindu undivided family was four times that of an individual; 
thence it remained double that of an individual till the 
Finance Act, 1971 removed this advantage. The claim to be 
assessed in this status rested on the circumstance that the 
wealth returned consisted of ancestral property received or 
deemed to have been received by the appellant on partition 
with his father and brother. The High Court held that as 
the appellant’s family did not have any other male copar
cener, the assets must be held to belong to him as an

128individual and not to the HUF. Ramaswami J. observed:
"The first question involved in this case 
is whether the status of the appellant was 
that of a Hindu undivided family consisting 
of himself, his wife and daughters. In our 
opinion, there is no warrant for the 
contention of the respondent that there must 
be at least two male members to form a Hindu 
undivided family as a taxable unit. The 
expression "Hindu undivided family" in the 
Wealth-tax Act is used in the sense in which 
a Hindu joint family is understood in the 
personal law of Hindus. Under the Hindu 
system of law a joint family may consist of 
a single male member and his wife and 
daughters and there is nothing in the scheme 
of the Wealth-tax Act to suggest that a Hindu

127. [1969] 74 ITR 190 (S.C.).
128. Ibid., p. 193.
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undivided family as an assessable unit must 
consist of at least two male members. ̂ 9

’’The next question is whether the assets 
which came to the share of the appellant on 
partition ceased to bear the character of 
joint family properties and became the 
individual property in the hands. In this 
connection, a distinction must be drawn 
between two classes of cases where an 
assessee is sought to be assessed in respect 
of ancestral property held by him: (1) where 
property not originally joint is received by 
the assessee and the question has to be asked 
whether it has acquired the character of a 
joint family property in the hands of the 
assessee, and (2) where the property already 
impressed with the character of joint family 
property comes into the hands of the assessee 
as a single coparcener and the question 
required to be considered is whether it has 
retained the character of joint family property 
in the hands of the assessee or is converted 
into absolute property of the assessee.

1̂ 51He then discussed Kalyanji’s case and observed:
’’Different considerations would be applicable, 
where the property already impressed with the 
character of joint family property cpmes into 
the hands of a single coparcener. ^

Discussing Gomedalli’s case Ramaswamy J. further observed:
There was a vital distinction between the 
facts of this case and the facts in Kalyanji’s 
case. The distinction was not noticed by the 
Judicial Committee in Kalyanji’s case when it 
observed that the Bombay High Court 'arrived

129. It is to be noted that similar observation was made 
by Shah J. in Gowli Budanna’s case, supra, p. 296 
regarding applicability in I.T. Act.

130. Emphasis provided.
131. Supra, f.n.127, p.194.
132. Emphasis provided.
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too readily at the conclusion that the income 
was the income of the family.’ ... The 
recent decision of the Judicial Committee in 
A . G. v. Arunachalam^-^ is important”.
Ramaswamy J. then dealt at length with the case 

134and observed:
”The basis of the decision was that the property 
which was the joint family property of the 
Hindu undivided family did not cease to be so 
because of the "temporary reduction of the 
coparcenary unit to a single individual.
The character of the property, viz., that it 
was the joint property of a Hindu undivided 
family, remained the same.
”The same principle was applied by this court 
in Gowli Buddanna*s case .... In the present 
case the property which is sought to be taxed 
in the hands of the appellant originally 
belonged to the Hindu undivided family belonging 
to the appellant, his father and his brothers. 
There were joint family properties of that Hindu 
undivided family when the partition took place 
between the appellant, his father and his 
brothers and these properties came to the share 
of the appellant and the question presented for 
determination is whether they ceased to bear 
the character of joint family properties and 
became the absolute properties of the appellant. 
As pointed out by the Judicial Committee in 
Arunchalam's case it is only by analysing the 
nature of the rights of the members of the 
undivided family, both those in being and those 
yet to be born, that it can be determined 
whether the family property can properly be 
described as ”joint property of the undivided 
family”. Applying this test it is clear, 
though in the absence of male issue the dividing 
coparcener may be properly described in a sense 
as the owner of the properties, that upon the 
adoption of a son or birth of a son to him' ,

133* Supra.
134. Supra, f.n. 113* p.196-8.
135. Emphasis provided.
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it would assume a different quality. It 
continues to be ancestral property in his 
hands as regards his male issue for their 
rights had already attached upon it and 
the partition only cuts off the claims of 
the dividing coparceners. The father 
and his male issue still remain joint.
The same rule would apply even when a 
partition had been made before the birth 
of the male issue or before a son is 
adopted, for the share which is taken at 
a partition by one of the coparceners is 
taken by him as representing his branch.
Again the ownership of the dividing 
coparcener is such "that female members 
of the family may have a right to mainten
ance out of it and in some circumstances 
to a charge for maintenance upon it":
See Arunaohalam’s case. It is evident 
that these are the incidents which arise 
because the properties have been and have 
not ceased to be joint family properties.
It is no doubt true that there was a 
partition between the assessee, his wife 
and minor daughters on the one hand and his 
father and brothers on the other hand. But 
the effect of partition did not affect the 
character of these properties which did not 
cease to be joint family properties in the 
hands of the appellant. Our conclusion 
is that when a coparcener having a wife and 
two minor daughters and no son receives his 
share of the joint family properties on 
partition, such property in the hands of the 
coparcener belongs to the Hindu undivided 
family of himself, his wife and minor daughters 
and cannot be assessed as his individual 
property.  ̂ It is clear that the present 
case falls within the ratio of the decision of
this court in Gowli Budanna’s case..."^^----------------------- 13 (

136. Emphasis provided.
137. This case and Gowli Budanna’s case was followed in

C.I.T. v. B. P. Tandon [19^9J 71 ITR 322 (All);
Bharat Kumar v. C.I.T. [1969] 71 ITR 1 (Guj.);
Hirday Narain v. I.T.O. AIR 1971 SC 33* P. Pavanasa 
Nadar v. C.I.T. [1973J_67 ITR 552 (Mad.); C.W.T. v. 
Harshadlal r19741 97 ITR 86 (Guj.). However single 
male as such cannot be assessable as a HUF: See
C. Krishna Prasad v. C.I.T. [1974] 97 ITR 493 (S.C.). 
Ramji v. C.W.T., [1973J 92 ITR 470 (All.).
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Although the decision in this case is correct and

can be justified on Hindu law grounds, on the same grounds
one cannot, it is submitted, justify the distinction made

138by the Court between two classes of cases. ^ In Hindu law
parlance any coparcener can convert his self-acquired
property into joint family property. We have seen this
when we discussed the Court’s reaction to "blending" in
general. Why should there be a different rule for sole
surviving coparceners? And how can it be? The root of
the trouble is Kalyanji’s case. That case can only be
justified on income-tax grounds, i.e., the strict rule of
interpreting revenue statutes - on Hindu law grounds that
case cannot stand. The tendency of the Supreme Court,
which we saw while dealing with the problem of "acquisition",
to avoid facing a problem squarely is again evidenced here.
In trying to justify Kalyanji’s case on Hindu law grounds,
which was not possible, they were forced to adopt diversionary
means, viz., distinguishing cases on facts. This helped
the HUF because they could split income between various
groups by partitioning, except in cases where the death of
father gave rise to the joint family of the sole surviving
coparcener. But a time had to come when the Court could not
resort to such practice. This arose in a recent case,

13QSurjit Lai Chhabda v. C.I.T. In none of the above cases,
was there a throwing of self-acquired property into a joint

138. See Supra p. 307.
139. [1975] 101 ITR 777 (S.C.).
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family consisting of one male coparcener and other female
members. But in this case the controversy was: whether
a single male can form a joint Hindu family with his wife
and unmarried daughter; if yes, whether the karta of such
a family can impress his self-acquired property with the
character of joint family property by throwing it into the
family hotch pot (which would be an extension of Hindu law);
and, lastly, whether the income of such property can be
assessed as the income of the joint family. Here the
appellant was the sole surviving coparcener of a joint Hindu
family consisting of himself, his wife and unmarried
daughter. He transferred self-acquired property of his
into this family. The question arose as to how the income
from this property was to be assessed. Admonishing the
High Court for not examining the fundamentals, Chandrachud
J. started to examine them himself. He repudiated a

140contention of the respondent and observed:
"There is no substance in the contention 
of the respondent that in the absence of an 
antecedent history of jointness, the 
appellant cannot constitute a joint Hindu 
family with his wife and unmarried daughter.
The lack of such history was never before 
pleaded and not only does it find no 
support from the record but such an 
assumption ignores the plain truth that the 
joint and undivided is the normal condition 
of Hindu society. The presumption therefore 
is that the members of a Hindu family are living 
in a state of union, unleiss the contrary is 
established (Mayne’s Hindu Law and Usage,
11th ed., p. 323; Mulla's Hindu Law, I4th ed., 
p. 284)... Thus a man who separates from

140. Ibid., p. 781-82.
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his father or brothers may nevertheless, 
continue to be joint with the members of 
his own branch. He becomes the head of 
a new joint family, if he has a family, 
and if he obtains property on partition 
with his father and brothers, that property 
becomes the ancestral property of his 
branch qua him and his male issue.

"it is true that the appellant cannot 
constitute a coparcenary with his wife and 
unmarried daughter but under the Income- 
tax Act a Hindu undivided family, not a 
coparcenary^is a taxable unit."

Quoting with approval Gowli Buddanna’s and

Narendranath’s cases to substantiate his observation "that

it does not take more than one male to form a joint family

with females, Chandrachud J. observed:

"Thus the contention of the department that 
in the absence of pre-existing joint family 
the appellant cannot constitute a Hindu 
undivided family with his wife and unmarried 
daughter must fail... But then it is urged 
b y . ... the appellant that the Privy Council 
was in error in its decision on the nature 
of the income received by KA and S from what 
was assumed to be ancestral property and, 
therefore, the decision on that aspect of 
the matter ought not to be followed in 
determining the true nature of the income 
received by the appellant from Kathoke Lodge. 
This submission is founded on the disapproval 
by this court of certain observations made 
by the Privy Council in Kalyanji’s case."

He then discussed Kalyanji’s case, Gomedalli' s ,
12ip

Budanna1s and NarendranathTs cases and further observed:

"The appellant’s counsel is thus right in his 
submission that the observations made by the 
Privy Council in Kalvan.ii’s case as regards

141. Ibid., p. 783-35, p. 788.
142. Ibid., p. 790-91.
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the correctness of the Bombay view in 
Lakshminarayan^ case is not good law...
But that does not affect the correctness 
of the Privy Council decision in 
Kalvan.ii’s case itself as regards the 
nature of the income received by the 
six partners from the firm. That part 
of the judgment in KalyanjiTs case has 
never been doubted and is open to no 
exception....

"The ratio of Kalyanji*s case would, 
therefore, apply to the instant case, the 
parallel being furnished by the cases of 
KA and S. But a word of explanation is 
necessary for the sake of clarity ... As 
regards KA and S, they were divided from 
their father M at least since 1919 in 
which year M made gifts of capital to them.
KA joined the firm in 1919 and S in 1930.
The assessment year in reference to which 
the dispute arose was 1931-32. Thus the 
gifted property of which the income was to 
be charged to super-tax was not the ancestral 
or joint property of a subsisting Hindu 
undivided family consisting of M, KA and S.
Were it so, the case would have fallen within 
the ratio of the judgment of the Bombay High 
Court in Lakshminarayan*s case. As in 
the cases of KA and S, so here, the property 
of which the income is to be brought to tax 
was not the joint family property of a 
subsisting Hindu undivided family which had 
devolved on a sole surviving coparcener. In 
that latter class of cases the view has been 
consistently taken, except for the decision 
of the Privy Council in Lakshminarayan1s case, 
that property of a joint family does not cease 
to belong to the family merely because the 
family is represented by a single coparcener 
who possesses rights which an owner of 
property may possess".
To support this Chandrachud J. quoted Arunachalam1s

Gowli BudannaTs, Narendranath1s cases and the Bombay High
High Court decision in Lakshminarayan Gomedalli^ case and 

147observed:

143. Ibid., p. 793.
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"There are thus two classes of cases each 
requiring a different approach. In cases 
falling within the rule in Gowli Budanna's 
case, the question to ask is whether property 
which belonged to a subsisting undivided family 
ceases to have that character merely because 
the family is represented by a sole surviving 
coparcener who possesses rights which an owner 
of property may possess. For the matter of that, 
the same question has to be asked in cases where 
the family, for the time being, consists of 
widows of deceased coparceners as in C.I.T. v . 
Veerappa, so long as the property which was 
originally of the joint Hindu family remains 
in the hands of the widows of the members of the 
family and is not divided amongst them. In 
cases falling within the rule in KalyanjiTs case, 
the question to ask is whether property which 
did not belong to a subsisting undivided family 
has truly acquired the character of .joint family 
property in the hands of the assessee. In this 
class of cases, the composition of the family is 
a matter of great relevance for, though a .joint 
Hindu family may consist of a man, his wife and 
daughter, the mere existence of a wife and 
daughter will not .justify the assessment of 
income from the joint family property in the 
status of the head as a manager of the .joint 
family. The appellant Ts case falls within~~the 
rule in Kalyanji s case since the property, 
before it came into his hands, was not impressed 
with the character of .joint family property. It 
is of great relevance that he has no son and his 
joint family consists, for the time being, of 
himself, his wife and daughter/^^^-
Observing that the two sets of test laid down by

the Privy Council in Kalyanji and Arunachalam's cases

respectively govern two distinct cases, Chandrachud J. finally
146observed on the facts of the present case and concluded:

144. [1970] 76 ITR 467, 470 (SC).
145. Emphasis provided.
146. Supra, f.n. 139, p. 795-96.
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"The property which the appellant has put into 
the common stock may change its legal incidents 
on the birth of a son but until that event 
happens the property, in the eye of Hindu law, 
is really his. He can deal with it as a full 
owner, unrestrained by consideration of legal 
necessity or benefit or make a gift of it.
Even a son born or adopted after the alienation 
shall have to take the family hotchpot as he 
finds it. A son born, begotten or adopted 
after the alienation has no right to challenge 
the alienation. -^7
"Since the personal law of the appellant regards 
him as the owner of Kathok Lodge and the income 
therefrom as his income even after the property 
was thrown into the family hotchpot, the income 
would be chargeable to income-tax as his 
individual income and not that of the family."
This judgment confirms the fact that there are two

sets of test to deal with the problem of taxation of joint
families involving sole surviving coparceners. To that extent
the judgment is consistent with the previous cases decided by

r
the same Court. But Chandruchud J.’s final rerr̂ kk̂ 's on the 
implications of the power of the sole surviving coparcener to 
alienate joint family property conflicts with that of the Privy 
Council in Arunachalam’s case and, it is submitted, the Privy 
Council’s observations are more in line with the Hindu law 
position than that of Chandrachud J. Moreover, as noted above, 
there cannot be any justification of the two sets of test on 
Hindu law principles. Obviously Chandrachud J. was swayed by 
the finding of the Appellate Asst. Commissioner that even after 
declaration of blending the assessee continued to deal with 
the income from the property in exactly the same manner as he 
dealt with that income when it was separate property, and 
thought, perhaps rightly, that it was a tax avoidance scheme.

147* It is to be noted that in Arunchalam’s case, the P.C. 
held that this was an "irrelevant consideration", 
and came to a different consideration; see supra, 
p.303-4.



But in trying to justify his decision, which to all purposes
is extremely practical in the sense that it tried to stop a
scheme of tax avoidance, on Hindu law grounds too he found
himself in a quagmire from which he emerged less than
creditably. The better course for him was to state clearly
that a HUF and a Hindu joint family are not exactly the
same thing, which surely is the fact. We have seen the
difference as regards the fictional continuance of the
family for income tax purposes even after partition (Sec.
25A of the 1922 Act and Sec 171 of the 1961 Act). Further
proof is available from the judgment of the Supreme Court

148in T.S. Srinivasan v. C.I.T. Now we know that right
of a coparcener in a Mitakshara Hindu family dates back to
the day of his conception. The question arose whether
this doctrine could be applied for determining the coming
into being of a HUF as an assessable entity. Sikri J.

149observed that this cannot be the case. He observed:
"We find it extremely difficult to reconcile this doctrine 
of Hindu law with the provisions of the Act. We would not 
be justified in introducing uncertainties and anomalies in 
the working of the Act by introducing this doctrine for the 
purpous of Section 3 of the Act."

148. [1966] 60 ITR 36 (S.C.).
1^9. Ibid., p. 40.
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This brings us back to the question - why did the 

Courts allow themselves to be led into such an anomalous 
situation?

2.3 The Reason

A frank judgment of G. K. Misra C.J. of the
ISOOrissa High Court in Ramanath Panda v. C.A.I.T. goes a

long way in confirming that the Courts were agitated over 
the fact that the present tax structure was adversely 
affecting the Hindu joint family and in trying to keep a 
balance between helping the joint family and seeking to
prevent blatant abuse of the provisions, they landed the
law into such a confusion. In that case Misra C.J.

151observed:
"Partition amongst the members of a joint
family is effected for various reasons.
Sometimes the family becomes unweildy and 
it becomes uncomfortable to remain together.
In many cases positive dissensions affect 
the peace and comforts of joint living.
In recent times even if there is no dissension 
or discomfort, people desire to separate to 
avoid injurious attack on their property 
rights by law. The Land Reforms Act, 
tenancy laws, Wealth-tax Act, Income-Tax Act 
and Estate Duty Act have made serious inroads 
into property rights. Even a family consisting 
of only the father and the sons have to 
sacrifice their income and interest in their 
lands if they continue joint. Under the Land 
Reforms Act and the tenancy laws a ceiling has 
been fixdd and anybody having lands more than 
the ceiling shall have to surrender the same

150. [1972] 84 ITR 206 (Or.).
151. Ibid., p. 209-10.
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for a small compensation. Take for instance, 
each individual can have 20 standard acres of 
land under the prescribed ceiling. A 
family consisting of a father and four sons 
have got 100 acres of land. If they remain 
joint they have to part with 80 acres as a 
family is taken to be a unit. On the other 
hand, if they separate, each can possess 20 
acres of land. Thus, a partition so effected 
as to derive the maximum advantage under the 
law cannot be said to be a sham transaction 
Exercise of one’s rights as sanctioned by law 
cannot be discountenanced. So also under the 
Wealth-tax Act one has to pay wealth-tax if 
the total assets are beyond a limit, while, if 
the members separate, they may not be liable to 
pay wealth-tax at all. The same principle 
applies to liabilities under the Income tax 
Act... Thus, if in these circumstances to get 
rid of the rigours of law a partition is effected 
in the joint family the transaction is not 
sham. So long as a person acts within the 
bounds of law his conduct cannot be open to 
attack merely because it results in certain 
advantages to him by circumventing the law 
and the taxing authorities do not get a chance 
to collect more money.

’’Even after effecting partition the 
erstwhile members of the JF who have ceased 
to be coparceners may agree to live together 
for economy and convenience. Joint messing has 
got its own blessings, particularly when the 
family consists of the parents and the minor 
sons. When a minor exercises his juristic 
right to be separated through the volition of 
the guardian and yet decide to remain together 
for economy and convenience, the arrangement 
cannot be said to be shoawfr merely because the 
taxing authorities under any taxing statute 
cannot reach the income or wealth of all the 
members taken together..... ”

2.4 The Result

This attitude of the Court has helped the Hindu 
undivided family in avoiding tax and improving its position



relative to other tax paying u n i t s .  This has been
illustrated succinctly by Gulati in his book and article.
In his book he has considered the situation existing till
i960. Let us analyse the situation on the base of rates
of income-tax laid down by the Finance Acts of 1979, 1974
and 1975* respectively. In all cases we consider a family
of four adult male members, A and his three sons B, C and D.

We begin with the simplest case of partial partition
Here the family, while continuing to be joint, resorts to
partition in respect of business assets and enters into
business partnership in the form of a registered firm.
The tables overleaf show the situation under the three 

164Finance Acts. ^

The first complication that can be introduced 
now relates to a partial partition case where the original 
HUF breaks up into two HUFs and one registered firm is 
formed of the individual earning members of the new HUFs.

1RRTable B shows the loss of revenue by this method.
A third case arises when the original HUF not only

breaks up into two HUFs but also into two registered firms.
166Table C shows the situation in such a case.

152. See A.K. Jain: "Tax Avoidance through HUF in India,"supra. 
Chawla: supra, p~ 106-7. Jain: supra, p3 146.
I.S. Gulati: The Hindu Undivided Family: A Study
of its Tax Privileges, p. 32 ff. I.S. Hulati:
"HUF Tax Avoidance Revisited"; Economic & Political 
Weekly, Vol. VIII, No.7,1973,P-397-402.

153* Ibid.
154. For simplicity’s sake surcharges are omitted.
155. Only the 1973 F.A. is considered. For other Acts too 

the situation will remain the same except that 
figures will vary.

156. Here too only the 1973 Finance Act is considered for 
similar reason.
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323.Several other combinations can also be made.
All the tables show that large tax reliefs can be obtained 
by partial partition of a HUF.

3* Reaction of Legislature and its effect

To solve this problem and to suggest means to 
avoid such tax avoidances the Government formed different 
Committees at different times in recent years. But un
fortunately there has not been much help from them in this 
regard. In 1967* S. Boothalingam, in his Final Report on 
Rationalisation and Simplification of the Tax Structure 
conceded that ’’there has always been some scope to use the 
institution of the HUF as a means of lowering the tax 
liability of individuals” but did not appear to consider
it worth the Government’s while, on revenue grounds at

157least, to take measures to rectify the situation. v
In December 1971* when the Direct Taxes Enquiry Committee,

158more popularly known as the Wanchoo Committee,  ̂ came out
with its Final Report, the verdict was: ’’the institution of

ttl59the HUF is widely used for tax avoidance. The
Committee had arranged for studies of five or six big 
families to be undertaken in different areas of the country.

157* See his Final Report, pp. 43-44.
158. This Committee was headed by a retired Chief Justice 

of the Supreme Court, Wanchoo C.J.
159. See Direct Taxes Enquiry Committee Report, p. 74, 

para. 3*23.
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These studies are stated, in the Report, to have revealed: 

firstly "that tax avoided by the members of these families 

was quite substantial” and secondly that ”the number of 

income tax files in respect of each family was (found to be) 

more than the total members in the family.” The Committee 

further observed: ”We feel convinced that the HUF as a unit

of assessment is retained in most cases only when it enables 

the persons to reduce their tax liability and that in other 

cases it is promptly partitioned without consideration of 

sentiments coming in the way.”1^0 The only logical 

recommendation for the Committee to make, after this 

observation should have been to advise removal of the HUF 

as an individual taxing entity. But this it did not do.

The Committee recommended that higher rates of income-tax 

(and also wealth-tax) should apply to any HUF if one of its
l6members had an independent income above the exemption limit 

This shows that the Committee felt that the HUF still served 

some purpose and should be maintained. But it seems a

160. Direct Taxes Enquiry Committee Report, pp. 78,79 - 
if this were simply true there would be less of a 
problem but it is too nai!ve.

161. This recommendation was adopted by the Government
in the Finance Act of 1974, and continued ever since. 
But as can be observed from a perusal of the Tables 
supra, this will not solve the problem of tax 
avoidance by partial partition of HUF. This was also
pointed out by I.S. Gulati in his article: "Wanchoo 
Report: A Critique”, Economic and Political Weekly,
1972, Vol. VII (No. 27), p. 1314, I31b.
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golden opportunity was lost. The Committee with its

feeling for preserving the Hindu joint family on the one

hand and its findings of tax avoidance by the HUF on the

other hand, was in an enviable position. It could and

should have laid down explicitly (suggested) methods to

stop tax avoidance while preserving the HUF. Unfortunately

it did not do so.

In 1972, the Raj Committee on Taxation of
162Agricultural Wealth and Income not only endorsed the

Wanchoo Report’s observations as regards HUFs, but went

further to state that ’’the continued recognition of (HUF)

is likely to affect seriously the effectiveness of all
16bdirect taxes including those on agriculture.” Commenting

on the solution put forward by the Wanchoo Committee, the 

present Committee observed that ’’the higher rates of tax 

would be effective only if the income and wealth of the 

HUFs are large enough and if there are no ways open to it 

for splitting them.”1^  The mental confusion in all this 

is painful.

The Legislature, however, did not sit quiet. But 
the action taken by them has been also haphazard and has 
done more harm than good. In 1973 they removed the higher

162. Report of the Committee on Taxation of Agricultural 
Wealth and Income, 1972.

163. Ibid, p. 97> para 6.14.
164. Ibid.
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tax exemption limit for HUFs and made them at par with
individuals. Then in 1974, on the recommendations of
the Wanchoo Committee, a new rate, which was a step
higher than in case of individuals, was introduced in the
case of every HUF which at any time during the previous
year had at least one member whose total income of the
previous year exceeded the exemption limit. By the 1976

l6sFinance Act certain concessions  ̂available in computing 
the taxable income were withdrawn in cases of HUFs having 
at least one member with an independent income exceeding 
the exemption l i m i t . B u t  will any of them solve the 
problem of partition? The answer is no; on the other 
hand it will increase such efforts. Unless the cause is 
cured no such superficial solution, it is submitted, will 

solve the problem.
However the Legislature has been successful, 

apparently, in plugging the loopholes regarding "blending”. 
The 1922 Act did not contain any provision for taxing when 
there is a conversion of separate property into joint family 
property and there is a subsequent partition. The 1961 
Act also did not have any provision till as late as 1971.
The Taxation Laws (Amendment) Act, 1970 inserted Sub-Sec.
(2) to Sec. 64 with effect from 1st April, 1971. But it

165. Secs. 80G, 80GG, 80H, 80HH, 80L, 80QQ.
166. Reason given by the Finance Minister C. Subramaniam

was "the HUF is often used as a medium for tax 
avoidance" See: 5th Lok Sabha Debates, 1975* Vol.
53 (6-10), p. 276.
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does not touch separate property converted into joint family

167property before 1st January, 1970. ' By the Taxation Laws
(Amendment) Act of 1975 substantial amendments were made to 
this sub.section with effect from 1st April, 1976. It now 
reads:-

"Where, in the case of an individual being 
a member of a Hindu undivided family, any 
property having been the separate property 
of the individual has, at any time after 
the 31st day of December, 1969* been con
verted by the individual into property 
belonging to the family through the act of 
impressing such separate property with the 
character of property belonging to the 
family or throwing it into common stock of 
the family (such property being hereinafter 
referred to as the converted property), then, 
notwithstanding anything contained in any 
other provision of this Act or in any other law 
for the time being in force, for the purpose 
of computation of the total income of the 
individual under this Act for any assessment 
year commencing on or after the 1st day of 
April, 1971 -

(a) the individual shall be deemed to 
have transferred the converted property, 
through the family, to the members of the 
family for being held by them jointly;

(b) the income derived from the 
converted property or any part thereof shall 
be deemed to arise to the individual and not 
to the family;

(c) where the converted property has 
been the subject-matter of a partition (whether 
partial or total) amongst the members of the 
family, the income derived from such converted 
property as is received by the spouse or 
minor child on partition shall be deemed to 
arise to the spouse or minor child from 
assets transferred indirectly by the individual

167. Kanga & Palkivala: supra, p. 605.
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to the spouse or minor child and the provisions 
of sub-section (l) shall, so far as may be, 
apply accordingly:

Provided that the income referred to in 
clause (b) or clause (c) shall on being 
included in the total income of the individual, 
be excluded from the total income of the family 
or, as the case may be, the spouse or minor 
child of the individual.
Explanation - For the purposes of sub-section (2) - 

"property" includes any interest in 
property, movable or immovable, the proceeds 
of sale thereof and any money or investment 
for the time being representing the proceeds of 
sale thereof and where the property is converted 
into any other property by any method, such 
other property."
The effect of this is that where a member has 

converted his separate property into joint family property 
on or after 1st January, 1970, for the assessment years 
1971-72 to 1975-76 the part of the income from the con
verted property proportionate to that member’s interest in 
the joint family property, and from the assessment year 
1976-77 onwards the entire income from the converted 
property, is taxable as his income and not as the income 
of the joint family. If the converted property is sub
sequently partitioned among the members of the family, the 
income derived from such converted property as is received 
by the spouse or minor children on partition would be 
deemed to arise from assets transferred indirectly by the 
individual and the provisions of S.64(1) would apply 
accordingly. ^

Hence we see that there remains from now on only

168. Kanga & Palkivala: supra, p. 605.
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the mode of partition, full and partial, through which the 
HUF can mitigate (and in some cases make their position 
advantageous) the penalising effect of the tax structure.

The provisions of the new section for the first 
time tackle the basic reason why so much jealousy has been 
expended against the joint family. Whether its magnitude 
and significance have struck home in all quarters remains 
to be seen. Had such a scheme been devised in the 19?0s 
and had the manager of a HUF been visualised as an 
individual and assessed as such it is conceivable that 
the HUF might not have continued as a taxable unit at all.
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CHAPTER NINE

INSOLVENCY AND THE HINDU JOINT FAMILY

1. Introduction
The law of insolvency^" provides another reason 

why the manager of a joint Hindu family is keen to trans
form the joint family firm into a partnership or a private 
limited company.

In India the law of insolvency is regulated by
2two Acts, the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act and the 

Provincial Insolvency Act.

1.1 The law regarding the Hindu joint family firm

1.1.1. Firm cannot become insolvent

We have seen in Chapter 1 that a joint Hindu 
family firm is not a "firm" in the sense in which that 
word is used in the law of partnership. Hence, no in
solvency petition can be presented against a Hindu joint 
family firm as such. This is clear from the following

1. For the origin and history of Bankruptcy Law see: 
Blackstone’s Commentaries, Vol.2, pp. 471 ff.
Henley: Bankrupt Law (3rd ed.), p. 1 ff.
Mulla: The Law of Insolvency in India (2nd ed., 1958)
p.6-12.

2. Act No. 5 of 1909 [Hereafter P.t.XA.].
3. Act No. 5 of 1920 [Hereafter P.I.A.].
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4observation of Page C.J. in Chidambaram v. Mutaya.

discussing the differences between a partnership and a
Hindu joint family firm [discussed in Chapter 1, supra]
he observed:

T,I am firmly of opinion that a Hindu 
joint family carrying on a family business 
as. such is not a "firm” within the meaning 
of that term as used in section 99f of the 
Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act, and that 
members of the family are not "partners” of 
such a "firm". It follows, therefore, in 
my opinion, that the three sons of C, other 
than S, were not and could not have been 
adjudicated insolvent as being "partners" 
of the "firm" of C.A.P.C.T., or upon a 
petition for insolvency presented against, 
and in the name of, the said "firm"."

This was quoted with approval by Tek Chand J. of the Lahore 
High Court in Pohlo Mai v. Firm Basant Ram. But adult 
members participating in the business may be adjudicated in
solvent. This was made clear by the Patna and Mysore
High Courts in Mahibir Prasad v. Ram Tahal^ and Chatram v.

7Amarchand respectively. In the first case Manohar Lai J. 
observed

"Although the manager of a joint Hindu 
family can act on behalf of the family, 
the recognised restrictions on his power 
so to act in his representative capacity

4. AIR 1936 Rang. 160 = [1936] 14 Rang. 122, 134-5-
5. AIR 1940 Lah. 462, 464. Also see:

Derrett: IMHL, % 491, p. 301.
Mulla: The Law of Insolvency in India (3rd ed., 1977),
p.66.

6. [1937] 16 Pat. 724.
7. AIR I960 Mys. 267.
8. Supra, f.n. 5 , p. 728.
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as to impose any personal liability on the 
other members of the family render it 
impossible to treat any act of insolvency 
committed by him in relation to the affairs 
of the family, speaking generally, as an 
act committed by other members of the 
family also. It follows that the joint 
Hindu family as such cannot be adjudicated 
insolvent but that two or more members of 
such family who have incurred a joint 
personal liability may present a joint 
petition in insolvency (itself an act of 
insolvency) or may be proceeded against 
on one creditor’s petition in case the 
joint act of insolvency can be brought home 
to them."

In Chatram’s case Mir Iqbal Husain J. observed:0 "An 

order adjudicating a joint Hindu family firm as insolvent, 

is in effect an order adjudicating as insolvents those adult 

members of the family who had participated in the business 

of the firm." So we see that there is no benefit to the 

joint family firm; the effect is the same.10 However, one 

thing was made clear by all the above three cases, viz., 

the interests of minor members of the joint family are 

unaffected by these insolvencies.11 Hence it seems some 

proportions of the assets of the firm may be rescued from 

the claims of creditors, including, of course, the revenue 

But will it be so if the manager is declared insolvent?

In such cases two situations may arise, (l) where the 

manager is the father of the other coparceners and (2)

9. Supra, f.n. 7, p. 272.
10. Derrett: IMHL, p. 301, § 491.
11. Also see: Sanyasi Charan v. Asutosh, [1915] 42 Cal.

225; Hansraj Malji In re [l8b3J 7 Bom. 411, 413.
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where the manager is not the father of the other copar
ceners .

1.1.2. When the manager is the father of the other 
coparceners.

Now* the father of a joint family has the power
to alienate joint family property including his son’s share
in the joint family property for paying his antecedent debts
not contracted for an immoral purpose, subject to the

12doctrine of antecedency. When the father becomes in
solvent there rests in the Official Assignee or Receiver
the separate property of the insolvent father and his

13undivided interest in the joint family property. The
question that arises is whether the power of the father- 
manager to alienate joint family property also rests in the 
Official Receiver and, if so, what, if any, is its

14limitation. Section 52(2) of the P.t.I.A reads as:-
’’Subject as aforesaid, the property of the 
insolvent shall comprise the following 
particulars, namely:-

12. For a detailed discussion on this see:
Derrett: IMHL, §§ 446-449, p. 274-277;
Derrett: Critique, §§ 131-33* P. 97-101
Mulla: Hindu Law (14th ed., 1974), § 295, P* 374-381, 
and cases cited therein.

13. Mulla: The Law of Insolvency in India, supra, p. 409
Derrett: IMHL. §§ 490, p. 301.

14. This section deals with description of insolvent’s
property divisible amongst his creditors.
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(a) all such property as may belong to 

or be vested in the insolvent at the 
commencement of the insolvency or may be 
acquired by or devolve on him before his 
discharge;

(b) the capacity to exercise and to 
take proceedings for exercising all such 
powers in or over or in respect of property
as might have been exercised by the insolvent 
for his own benefit at the commencement of 
his insolvency or before his discharge;

(c ).........."
On a perusal of sec. 52(2)(b) we see that the

power of the manager to alienate joint family property for
antecedent debts rests in the Official Assignee in cases
governed by the P.t.I.A. This was made clear by the Privy

15Council in Sat Narain v. Kishen Das. Lord Thankerton
observed:

’’Their Lordships agree with the decision 
of the High Court that the claim of the 
Official Assignee is well founded, and 
that, under Sec. 52, sub.s.(2)(b), the 
capacity to exercise the insolvent’s power 
to sell the joint family properties for 
his antecedent debts, these not having 
been incurred for immoral or illegal 
purposes, vested in the Official Assignee.
The decision of the High Court was based 
on two decisions of the Madras High Court, 
and two decisions of the High Court of 
Allahabad to which it is unnecessary to 
refer further.

15. (1936) 54 I.A. 384.
16. Ibid., p. 394.
17. These cases were Offl. Assignee v. Ramachandra, [1922], 

46 Mad. 54; Sellamathu, In re [1925] 47 Mad. 37;
Bawan Das v. P.M. Chiene, [1921]44 All. 318; and 
Sita Ram v. Beni Prasad, [1924] 47 All. 263.
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This decision was followed in V. Achi v. S.I. 

Corporation^and Wasudeo v. Devidas.1^
But there was a limitation. In Balusami Ayyar,

20 21 In re Madhavan Nair J. observed:
"Lastly it is argued that the power to 
sell the sons’ interests which vested in 
the Official Assignee by the order of 
Court has the same force as attachment 
of the property before partition and that 
it cannot be extinguished by the institution 
of the partition suit. It seems to me that 
the power vested in the Official Assignee 
by the order of the Court to sell the sons’ 
interests in the joint family property cannot 
with regard to its quality and nature be 
compared to attachment of the property. It 
is clear that, so far as the minors’ shares 
are concerned, no "interest" in property is 
vested in the Official Assignee by the order 
of Court .... What he gets is only a 
power to sell the interests of the minors 
in the joint family properties and this 
power he gets by reason of his standing 
in the shoes of the insolvent father.
Necessarily therefore he gets such power 
subject to its inherent defect, which is, 
that it can be put an end to by separation 
in status or by bona fide partition between 
the members of the joint family."
This was quoted with approval by the Privy Council

22in Sat Narain’s case above. Lord Thankerton observed:
"The father’s power of sale for his debts exists only so

00 1—1 [19^5] Mad. 10.

19. [1948] Nag. 85 (F.B.).
20. H VO ro 00 51 Mad. 417.
21. Ibid., p. 447.
22. (1936) 54 I.A. 384, 395.
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long as the joint family property is undivided, and the
capacity of the Official Assignee must he similarly
limited. In their Lordships’ opinion, this was rightly
held in Balusami Ayyar, In re.2  ̂ " This was followed by

24the Calcutta High Court in Bejoy Kumar v. Ramapati.
There was some dispute as to whether there was

any distinction between the provisions of the P.t.T.A and
P.I.A in this respect. But this has been settled by
legislation. Sec. 28A of the P.I.A., which came into force

25by the Provincial Insolvency (Amendment) Act, 1948 made
the law similar to that in the P.t.I.A and expressly made
the provision retrospective.2^ This was made clear by the

27Supreme Court in Nageswaraswami v. Yiswasundara where the 
Court held that under the new S.28A of the P.I.Act the 
powers of the father under the Mitakshara law to alienate 
the joint family property including the interest of his 
sons in the same for discharge of an antecedent debt not

T5~. Supra.
24. Tl97f2] 2 Cal. 419, ^24.
25. Act No. 25 of 1948. Sec 28-A reads as: "The

property of the insolvent shall comprise and shall
always be deemed to have comprised also the capacity 
to exercise and to take proceedings for exercising 
all such powers in or over or in respect of property 
as might have been exercised by the insolvent for 
his own benefit at the commencement of his insolvency 
or before his discharge".

26. See: Offl. Receiver v. Devanarayan, [1948] 2 MLJ 415
27. AIR 1953 S.C. 370. This case was quoted with approval

and explained in Bindya v. Dharamnath, AIR 1968 Pat. 
378, 381.
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contracted for illegal or immoral purposes vests in the 
Receiver on the adjudication of the father as an insolvent.

But the exact scope of the Official Receiver's 
powers continued to agitate the Courts. Recently a Full 
Bench of the Andhra High Court reviewed all the decisions 
and succinctly laid down the law in this regard. In S .'

28Jagmohan Rao v. U. Babu Rao, Madava Reddy J. observed:
”... Upon a father, who is the Kartha of a 
joint Hindu family consisting of himself 
and his sons, being adjudged an insolvent, 
what vests in the Official Receiver under 
the Provincial Insolvency Act is his self 
acquired property, his undivided share in the 
joint family property and his power of 
alienation over the interests of the sons 
in the joint family property provided the 
debts of the father are not tainted with 
illegality or immorality. The interest 
of the sons or their share as such in the 
joint family property does not vest in the 
Official Receiver. It is only the father's 
power to alienate this interest or share 
that vests in the Official Receiver. On 
such vesting the Official Receiver has three 
courses open to him with respect to the 
interests of the sons in the joint family 
property (l) to exercise the power of the 
insolvent father to dispose of by private 
sale^ (2) to apply to the insolvency Court 
under sections 4 and 5 of the P.I.A.oq 
and (5) to apply under section 52 or^ 
the Provincial Insolvency Act to the Court 
executing the decree under section 52 for 
delivery of possession of the property and 
take proceedings for bringing the properties 
to sale. The power of the father to 
dispose of his son’s share in the joint 
family properties by private sale, however,

28. [1975] 2 And.W.R. 144, 169-70.
29. These deal with power of Court to decide all 

questions arising in insolvency.
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subsists only so long as there is no 
disruption of the joint family status.
That power comes to an end when that
status is disturbed either by the 
institution of a suit for partition by 
the sons or by the attachment of the 
son’s interest in the joint family 
properties by a creditor.-^ Just as 
the father’s power to alienate the son’s 
interest is extinguished on the happening 
of any of the above mentioned contingencies, 
so also the power of the Official Receiver 
comes to an end, for the power of the 
Official Receiver in this behalf is co
extensive with that of the father. If
before the exercise of this power by the
Official Receiver any of the above 
contingencies occur, i.e. the joint family 
status is disrupted by actual partition 
or by the institution of a suit for 
partition, or by the attachment of the 
son’s interest by any creditor, then the 
Official Receiver cannot proceed to dispose 
of the son’s interest by private sale.
The said position is made plain by section 
28-A of the P.I.A. inserted by the P.I.
Amendment Act XXV of 1948. Whether the 
attachment of the son’s interest is before 
the adjudication of the father as an 
insolvent or after the adjudication, it 
makes no difference so far as the son’s interest 
in the joint family properties is concerned.
Once there is an attachment of the son’s 
interest by a creditor, whether before or 
after the adjudication the Official Receiver’s 
power to dispose of that interest or share 
by private sale is lost, that power could 
have been exercised only before the attachment. 
The Official Receiver, however, may apply to 
the Insolvency Court for bringing the son’s 
interest also to sale provided the debts of 
the insolvent father to be discharged are 
proved to be not incurred for illegal or 
immoral purposes, for, the pious obligation 
of the son to discharge the debts of the 
father incurred while he was joint which are

30. This was held by the same Court in M. Narayudu v. 
Subba Rao, AIR 1973 AP 113.
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not tainted with illegality or immorality 
continues even after partition. However, 
as the attaching creditor is not forth
with entitled to possession of the son’s 
interest in the property, the insolvency 
court, may notwithstanding the attachment 
put the Official Receiver in possession 
of the son’s interest in the joint family 
property.”
This decision effectively makes the law fool

proof against the efforts of the members of the joint 
family to avoid the debt due to the extent of the family’s 
capacity.

1.1.3. When the manager is not the father of other 
coparceners.

The situation is not much different in the case 
of a manager who is not a father of other coparceners.
We have seen in Chapter 3 that the wide powers that a 
manager of a joint family has includes his power to 
alienate the entire joint family including the interests 
of the minor coparceners for debts incurred for the benefit 
of the family. The question was again whether this power 
vested in the Official Assignee after the insolvency of the 
manager.

^1In Rangayya v. Thanikachala the Official Assignee 
conveyed a house forming part of the family property of 
the insolvent to the plaintiff who sued for possession.

31. [1895] 19 Mad. 74.
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The younger brother of the insolvent contested the suit.
It was held that the Official Assignee could convey the
shares of those persons upon whom the debts of the in-

32solvent were binding. S. Ayyar J. observed
"Nor as to the second defendant * am I able 
to see any sound distinction in principle 
between his case and that of the other 
defendants just referred to. For, if the 
son's share is property which the father 
has power to dispose of for his own benefit 
in the restricted sense, ... how can the share 
of any other undivided coparcener, which the 
managing member can convey for debts incurred 
by him for legal necessity, be treated 
differently? No doubt there is difference 
in the proof to be adduced as to the character 
of the debt in the two instances. But the 
essential element that the share other than 
that of the transferor are liable to be 
proceeded against for the transferor's debt 
is common to both the cases. I must therefore 
hold that the Official Assignee has in law 
power to transfer not only the share of the 
insolvent, but also those of his coparceners, 
whether they be his sons or brothers or other 
collaterals, provided of course the debts for 
which the property is disposed of, are shown 
to have been incurred for purposes binding 
upon them."
This case was followed in Nunna v. Chidara.

34Similar decisions were arrived at in Sardamal v. Aranvayal^ 
(uncle manager) and Offl. Receiver v. Ramachandrappa^ 
(brother manager).

Hence we see that if the joint family had a 
business, if the manager was declared insolvent, the Official

32, Ibid., p.77.
33. [1903] 26 Mad. 214.
3^. [1897] 21 Bom. 205•

35. ôOJ O'*  1—1 52 Mad. 246.
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Assignee will have the right to sell the entire joint family 
property, if necessary, to pay off the debts. It would 
be interesting at this stage to consider what would be the 
situation if this joint family business was converted into 
a partnership business.

1.2. The law regarding a partnership firm: liability of 
partners

According to the English law the act of bank-
36ruptcy must be a personal act. No act of bankruptcy

therefore can be committed by a firm as such and, although
a receiving order may be made against a firm, no adjudication
can be made against a firm in the name of the firm but only

37 ^in the names of the individual partners. The P.t.I.A
38contains express provisions for the adjudication of firmsv 

and under that Act an order of adjudication can be made 
against a firm in the name of the firm. There are no such 
provisions in the Provincial Insolvency Act, but Rules 
have been made providing for the adjudication of firms.

36. Mulla: The Law of Insolvency in India, supra, p.17.
37. Ibid.
38. Section 99 which runs as: M(l) Any two or more

persons, being partners, or any person carrying on 
business under a partnership name may take proceedings 
or be proceeded against under this Act in the name of 
the firm:

Provided that in that case the Court may, on 
application by any person interested, order the names 
of the persons who are partners in the firm, or the 
name of the person carrying on business under a 
partnership name, to be disclosed in such manner and 
verified on oath or otherwise, as the Court may direct.
(2) In the case of a firm in which one partner is an 
infant, an adjudication order may be made against the 
firm other than the infant partner.”
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"in the case of partners, the partnership 
property shall be applicable in the first 
instance in payment of the partnership 
debts, and the separate property of each 
partner shall be applicable in the first 
instance in payment of his separate debts. 
Where there is a surplus of the separate 
property of the partners, it shall be dealt 
with as part of the partnership property 
and where there is a surplus of the partner
ship property, it shall be dealt with as a 
part of the respective separate property in 
proportion to the rights and interests of 
each partner in the partnership property."

1.3 Conclusion

From the above we see that in case of a partner
ship firm only the partnership property and separate 
property, if necessary, of each partner will be liable. 
Hence, if a manager of a joint family makes a partial 
partition and thus separates the joint family business and 
makes it a partnership concern then, on his being declared 
insolvent as a partner, only the partnership property and 
separate property, if any, of his shall become liable.
So he can save a portion of the joint family property which 
does not form part of the business.

The result is we have another reason why the 
manager of a joint Hindu family needs to resort to genuine 
or sham partitions and/or partial partitions which, it is 
submitted, is not a satisfactory reflection on the state 
of affairs.

Furthermore if he blends acquisitions, which are
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( as the law stands) deemed to be his separate property, with 
the joint family corpus and then becomes unable, 
after partition, to meet the demands of the revenue his 
own and his coparceners insolvencies will have the effect 
of diminishing the revenue's receipts whilst leaving the 
assets received by the various members of the family un
touched. Two decisions of the Andhra Pradesh High Court
will explain this. In Kakkirala Rama Rao v ITO,

40Jaganmohan Reddy J. observed:
"Learned advocate for the petitioner submits 
that, without prejudice to his other con
tentions, even on the assumption that the 
joint family cannot be attached by the Income- 
tax Officer for the realisation of arrears 
due from one of its members individually, 
but that his share alone, can be attached...
It is, I think, clear law that no coparcener 
can before partition claim any specific 
property as his own, though he has an 
undivided interest in every specific property. 
According to the Mitakshara as applied in 
Bombay and Madras, though a coparcener may 
alienate his undivided interest either in the 
whole of the joint family property or in a 
specific property forming part of the joint 
family property, he has no right to alienate 
his interest in specific property, for ... no 
coparcener can before partition claim any such 
interest as his own. If he does alienate, the 
alienation is valid only to the extent of his 
undivided interest in that property and no more.

39. [1958] 33 ITR 457 (AP).
40. Ibid., p. 460.
41. This is because in South India a coparcener can 

alienate for value his share in the joint family 
property: Perumanayakam v. Sivaraman, [1952]
1 MLJ 308. In Northern India this is not 
possible.
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If as the Income-tax Department contends 
the joint family exists, then they cannot 
attach the entire amount belonging to the 
joint family for the debt due from one of 
the coparceners, individually”.
following this Seshachalapati J. observed in 

42Ulchala v ITO : It seems to me, therefore, that the
right of the department to proceed against the undivided 
share of the coparcener and bring it to sale cannot be 
seriously disputed. The department, however, cannot proceed 
against the joint family properties in the hands of the 
other coparceners, who have nothing to do with the business 
of the assessee."

From the above it is clear that the tax due from 
a coparcener in respect of his personal income cannot be 
recovered out of property belonging to the joint family 
except to the extent of his undivided share in the 
property. Therefore if the manager (or any other 
coparcener) throws his separate property into the family 
hotch-pot, he effectively divests himself of his separate 
property and, on a partition [more often than not sham] 
thereafter, he receives only a slice of it. If he then 
becomes insolvent, the Revenue cannot proceed against the 
property of the other members of the joint family and has 
to be satisfied with that slice of the erstwhile separate 
property plus the share of the joint family property which 
the coparcener had received on partition. Thus he

42. [1961] 63 ITR 174 (AP), 176.
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effectively saves a large portion of his separate property. 
Of course this is subject to the effect the recent amend
ments to section 64(2) of the Income-tax Act, 1961 will
have on the law regarding "blending" of self-acquired

47property with joint family property. ^

43. Discussed in Ch.8, supra.
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CHAPTER TEN

THE NATURE OF ESTATE DUTY AND ITS BEARING ON 

THE MANAGER’S DISCRETION

1. History of the Estate Duty Act, 1953

From early times the occasion of death has pro
vided a convenient opportunity for the sovereign of the 
state to participate in the reckoning which necessarily 
follows a man’s death'1' and, in England, the Church was 
also not far behind. This becomes clear if one peruses 
through the nature of ’’Heriots" and "Mortuaries". Heriot 
is described by Blackstone as "a customary tribute of goods
and chattels, payable to the lord of the fee on the decease

2 3of the owner of the land." He further observes:^
"The first establishment, if not introduction 
of compulsory heriots into England, was by 
the Danes .... This heriot is sometimes 
the best live beast, or averium, which the 
tenant dies possessed of, ... sometimes the 
best inanimate good, under which a jewel or 
piece of plate may be included: but it is
always a personal chattel, which, immediately 
on the death of the tenant who was the owner

1. William J. Slut: Taxation of Inheritance (1926 ed.),
p.2. Pollock & Maitland in The History of English Law 
(2nd ed., 1911), Vol.l, p.3087 observes: "But the 
heir, whom we will suppose to be of full age, does not 
come to his inheritance without having to pay for it; 
he has to pay his lord ... a relief".

2. Sir W. Blackstone: Commentaries on the Laws of England 
(15th ed., 1809), Vol.II, p.422; Also see Pollock & 
Maitland: supra, p. 312-14.

3. Ibid., p. 423-24.
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of it, being ascertained by the option of 
the lord, becomes vested in him as his 
property; and is no charge upon the lands, 
but merely on the goods and chattels. The 
tenant must be the owner of it, else it 
cannot be due; and therefore on the death 
of a feme-covert no heriot can be taken; 
for she can have no ownership in things 
personal. In some places there is a 
customary composition in money, as ten or 
twenty shillings in lieu of a heriot, by 
which the lord and tenant are both bound, 
if it be an indisputably ancient custom”.

4Proceeding to Mortuaries he states:
"Mortuaries are a sort of ecclesiastical 
heriots, being a customary gift claimed by 
and due to the minister in very many parishes 
on the death of his parishioners. They seem 
originally to have been, like lay heriots, 
only a voluntary bequest to the Church; being 
intended ... as a kind of expiation and 
amends to the clergy for the personal tithes, 
and other ecclesiastical duties, which the 
laity in their lifetime might have neglected 
or forgotten to pay. For this purpose, after 
the lord's heriot or best good was taken out, 
the second best chattel was reserved to the 
church as a mortuary.... However in 
Bracton's time, so early as Henry III, we find 
it rivetted into an established custom: insomuch
that the bequests of heriots and mortuaries were 
held to be necessary ingredients in every 
testament of chattels.... But...[the] custom
was different in different places...... This
variety of customs, with regard to mortuaries, 
giving frequently a handle to exactions on the 
one side, and frauds or expensive litigations 
on the other; it was thought proper by statute 
21 Hen VIII C.6. to reduce them to some kind of 
certainty. For this purpose it was enacted, 
that all mortuaries, or corpse-presents to 
parsons of any parish, shall be taken in the 
following manner; unless whereby custom less 
or none is due: viz. for every person who does 
not leave goods to the value of ten marks, nothing; 
for every person who leaves goods to the value

4. Ibid., p. 425-26. Also see: H. Swinburne: A
Treatise of Testaments and Last Wills (4th ed., 1677)* 
p. 373-75.
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of ten marks and under thirty pounds, 3s. 4d.; 
if above thirty pounds, and under forty pounds,
6s. 8d.; if above forty pounds, of what 
value soever they may be, 10s. and no more.
And no mortuary shall throughout the kingdom 
be paid for the death of any feme-covert; nor 
for any child; nor for any one of full age, 
that is not a housekeeper; ... And upon this 
statute stands the law of mortuaries to this 
day."
Hence we see that the seed of the present law was 

first sown in the above statute. Death duties, in the form 
of estate duty, was introduced in England in 1894. Intro
ducing the Bill, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir 
William Harcourt observed in his Budget Speech:^ "The 
title of the state to a share of the accumulated property 
of the deceased is anterior to that of the interest to be 
taken by those who are to share on it."

Several attempts were made by the Government of 
India to introduce an estate duty even before World War II. 
These attempts, however, did not succeed due to the laissez 
faire policy of the provinces. In 1946-47 again a Bill was 
introduced in the legislature under which it was sought to 
levy an estate duty on non-agricultural property with a 
view to assisting provinces in the implementation of their 
post-War plans. For the want of public support, this Bill 
had to be withdrawn.

When the reigns of government came into the hands 
of Indian nationals, a firm and determined effort was made

5. The Times, Parliamentary Reports, Apr. 17, 1894, quoted 
in Sandford: Taxing Personal Wealth (1970 ed.),
p.45.
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again along these lines by introducing the Estate Duty 
Bill in the legislature on November, 1922. Though the 
Finance Minister, Mr. C. D. Desmukh, was clear in his 
mind that this would not work miracles in a short period 
of time, he thought it to be a good device for reducing the 
economic inequality among the masses.^ The Bill sought 
to levy an estate duty at rates to be prescribed every year 
by the Finance Act on all property of a person domiciled in 
India no matter if the property was situated in India or 
outside. Exemption and reliefs were provided in the Bill 
to eliminate hardship in the event of estate duty becoming 
payable on a property owing to deaths occurring in quick 
succession. The reliefs varied from 10 to 50$ of the duty 
according as the second death occurred within one to five 
years of the first one.

The Finance Minister described this duty as 'a
*7

gift from the Parliament to the good people of this country’. 
The Estate Duty Bill was referred to a Select Committee on 
10 November, 1952 and less than a year later, on 6 October

g
1953, the Estate Duty Act was passed.

2. Estate Duty on members of a Hindu Joint Family: provisions 

of the Estate Duty Act 1955 and their interpretation by 

Courts.

6. Budget speech of Finance Minister, 1952-53*
7. Ibid.
8. Act XXXIV of 1953.
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Under section 5 of the Act* estate duty is payable 

on the principal value of all property, settled or not
settled, which passes on the death of a person dying after
the commencement of the Act. This is the charging section

Qof the Actv and reads as:
"(l) In the case of every person dying after 
the commencement of this Act, there shall,
save as hereinafter expressly provided, be
levied and paid upon the principal value 
ascertained as hereinafter provided of all 
property, settled or not settled, including 
agricultural land.... which passes on the 
death of such person, a duty called "estate 
duty" at the rates fixed in accordance with 
section 35*'L̂

(2)  "
Now, if the Legislature was content to levy estate 

duty on property which actually passes on death, the State 
would collect a comparatively small amount of revenue and 
would leave open a number of ways and means to avoid the 
levy of duty.11 For example, a person may make a gift of 
a large part of his estate when he knows his end is coming 
shortly and, strictly speaking, it cannot be said that the 
property so gifted passes on his death. It passes at the 
time of the gift. The Legislature has, therefore, made 
provisions for levying estate duty in respect of property 
which, though not actually passing on the death, is deemed 
by law to pass on the death. Sec 6 reads:

9. The corresponding U.K. provision is Sec.l of the Finance 
Act, 1894.

10. This deals with rate of Estate Duty.
11. Nanavati: The Estate Duty Act (3rd ed., 1976), p.96.
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"Property which the deceased was at the 
time of his death competent to dispose 
of shall be deemed to pass on his death."

The question might well arise whether "interest"
of a coparcener of a joint Hindu family governed by the
Mitakshara school of Hindu law devolving on his death upon
the surviving coparceners is property which "the deceased
was at the time of his death competent to dispose of".
The Privy Council was called upon to deal with this in

12Attorney-General of Ceylon v. Arunachalam Chettiar , an 
appeal from Ceylon. The ordinance involved was the Ceylon 
Estate Duty Ordinance, No.8 of 1919. In this case a 
father and his son were immediately before the son’s death 
in 1934 the only living coparceners of a Hindu joint family 
governed by the Mitakshara system of Hindu law. The joint 
family had extensive trading and other interests in Ceylon 
and elsehwere. On the son’s death, the father became the 
sole surviving coparcener but there were also in existence 
at that time female members of the joint family who, though 
they had not the rights of coparceners, yet had rights of 
residence in and maintenance out of the joint family property. 
The Attorney-General made a claim for estate duty on the 
son’s death on what he called the son's "half-share" of

12. [1957] A.C. 513. In a connected appeal the P.C.
dealt with the question whether a sole surviving 
coparcener’s estate was liable to estate duty when 
he died after the coming into force of the Ceylon 
Estate Duty Ordinance No.l of 1938. For an 
excellent analysis of this case see Derrett: "Estate 
Duty and the nature of a Mitakshara Coparcener’s 
Interest", (1958) 60 Bom. L.R.(J.) 161-72.
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the assets of the business carried on by the family in
Ceylon as being property in which the deceased had an
interest ceasing on his death under S.8(1) of the
Ordinance. It was also contended, in the alternative,
that such "half-share” passed on the son's death under
S.7 of the Ordinance, and/or was deemed to pass on his

13death under S.8(1) of the Ordinance.

13. In his article, ibid., Derrett suggested an approach 
which could have been successfully attempted by the 
appellants. He states (p.165-66):

"it is true that a coparcener must seek the 
consent of his coparceners validly to transfer in 
Northern India his own interest or to make a 
gratuitous alienation in Southern India: but
similar disabilities exist in respect of sorts of 
owners who are not Mitakshara Hindus. A limited 
company is none the less owner: of its property for 
the fact that its alienations outside the terms of 
the articles of association are void. Svatva 
may not be a convertible term with "property" but 
the Sanskrit lawyers were at one with modern jurists 
in recognising property in a person whose powers of 
disposition are limited, and whose duties are many 
and perhaps of an ill-defined character. Let us 
for a moment make a journey into history and imagine 
a joint Hindu family living in the Deccan in 
Vijnanesvara's day. They hold a piece of landed 
property and are liable to pay a sum of money 
yearly to the King in lieu of contributions in kind 
and services, in fact "land revenue". Can each one 
of them when approached say, "You cannot get it from 
me, for I am not the owner of the estate!" Of course 
not. The King's officer will look to the manager 
for the time being to pay the demand, and his 
payment will be a quittance for the whole family.
In the same way the modern State demanding estate 
duty could look to a representative to pay duty on 
behalf of each estate which passes by death, 
and he is the perfect person to pay it who has 
charge over the family s financial affairs. What 
passes? The share of the coparcener in the joint 
family property in the net estate, after deduction 
of debts and provision for maintenance of those 
entitled to be maintained and the marriage expenses 
of unmarried sisters, and other religious and 
costly duties. This share can be calculated easily 
enough when alienations of undivided interests are 
made in Southern India and interests are attached
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Viscount Simmonds, who delivered the judgments * first quoted 
the above sections. They read as follows

5.7 "in the case of every person dying after 
the commencement of this Ordinance, there 
shall, save as hereinafter expressly provided, 
be levied and paid, upon the value of all 
property settled or not settled, which passes 
on the death of such person, a duty called 
’estate duty’, at the graduated rate set 
forth in the schedule.

5 .8 ”(l) Property passing on the death of the 
deceased shall be deemed to include the property 
following, that is to say:-
(a) Property of which the deceased was at the 

time of his death competent to dispose.
(b) Property in which the deceased or any 

other person had an interest ceasing on the 
death of the deceased to the extent to 
which a benefit accrues or arises by the 
cesser of such interest.

(2)  "

13. Cont/...
and sold everywhere, and it could as well be made 
in this connexion. Even without the provision for 
a fictional partition, therefore, it might have been 
possible to grant to the Government estate duty on 
the interest of a deceased coparcener. ”
From this we see that there was a form of "Heriot” 
in India also in the ancient days.

14. This is similar to Sec.5 of the Indian Act.
15. This is similar to Sec.6 of the Indian Act.
16. For a comparison of this section with Sec.7(1) of

the Indian Act, see infra.
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Lord Simmonds pointed out that the Ceylon Ordinance of
1919 was very similar to the English Finance Act of 1894.
and referred to the manner in which their Lordships had
examined the evidence and heard cases cited which had
not in fact been mentioned by the experts but which were
utilised by agreement in the court below. He then
continued:̂

”.... Rut, having done so, thdy must 
express the opinion, which as the case 
proceeded more and more forced itself upon 
them, that the issue turned not upon the 
minor differences between the expert 
lawyers but upon the possibility, whichever 
of them was right, of bringing within the 
scope of a taxing Act couched in the 
language of the 1919 Ordinance an interest 
which originated in a wholly different 
system of law. The language of the 
Finance Act may be appropriate to the law 
of Ceylon, but it is singularly inappropriate 
to the legal concepts upon which the Hindu 
undivided family is based, and their 
Lordships would at the outset insist as a 
first principle of taxing law that its 
language is not to be strained to an 
unnatural use in order to enlarge its scope. 
This is particularly to be observed where 
the matter which is the subject of claim 
is well known and susceptible of clear 
definition and taxation by appropriate words.18

"it is in this context that the questions 
must be asked whether any property passed 
upon the death of the son within the meaning 
of Section 7 of the Ordinance or whether, 
alternatively, he was ’competent to dispose’ 
of any property at the time of his death 
within Sec. 8(1)(a), or whether there was any 
property in which he had an interest ceasing 
on his death within Sec.8(1)(b), an interest 
which falls to be measured by the extent to

17. Supra, f.n. 12 p. 535.
18. Emphasis provided. Regarding interpretation of 

taxing statutes see Ch.8, supra.
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which a benefit accrues or arises by its 
cesser, which benefit is in its turn 
valued in accordance with the provisions 
of Sec. 17(b) of the Ordinance."

The Court held that it was a misuse of language to say
that the son as a coparcener had a "half-share" or any
"share" of the family property. The essential nature of
his interest was that whilst the family remained undivided
he could not predicate that he had a certain definite
share, and although a coparcener had rights such as those
of partition and alienation - which gave colour to the view
that he had what might be called a "share" - as against that
the karta had the duty, inter alia, to maintain out of the
family property not only the coparceners but also the
female members of the family, and to provide for such
family purposes as education, marriage and religious
ceremonies. In such circumstances, it could not be said
that the son had a "share" in the joint family property
which either passed on his death under S.7 of the Ordinance
or was deemed to pass on his death under Secs. 8(1)(a) or
8(1)(b) of the Ordinance. As regards Sec.8(l)(b) it was
held that for that provision to apply there must not only
be a cesser of interest in property but also a benefit
arising by such cesser. Further, the benefit must be
capable of valuation by reference to the income of the
property which the deceased had enjoyed. In the present
case the deceased had merely a right to be maintained by
the karta out of the common fund to an extent which was at
the karta’s absolute discretion and it was not possible to
conceive of a basis of valuation which, in relation to
such an "interest", would conform to the scheme prescribed
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by the section. Further, no benefit of any value could
be said to have accrued to the surviving coparcener upon
the cesser of that so-called "interest’’•

Now, what relevance has this case to the situation
in India?^ In order to understand this a careful appraisal
of S.7 of the Estate Duty Act is essential. Sec. 7 reads

”(1) Subject to the provisions of 
this section, property in which the 
deceased or any other person had an 
interest ceasing on the death of the 
deceased shall be deemed to pass on 
the deceased’s death to the extent 
to which a benefit accrues or arises 
by the cesser of such interest 
including, in particular, a coparcenery 
interest in the joint family property of 
a Hindu family governed by the Mitakshara, 
Marumakkattayam or Aliyasantana law.20
(2) If a member of a Hindu coparcenary 
governed by the Mitakshara school of law 
dies, then the provisions of sub-section
(l) shall apply with respect to the 
interest of the deceased in the copar
cenary property only -
(a) if the deceased had completed his 

eighteenth year at the time of his 
death, or

(b) where he had not completed his 
eighteenth year at the time of his 
death, if his father or other male 
ascendant in the male line was not a 
coparcener of the same family at the 
time of his death.

Explanation - Where the deceased was also 
a member of a sub-coparcenary (within the 
coparcenary) possessing separate property

19. The Privy Council judgments have no binding authority 
on Indian Courts. It is of interest that the 
Indian statute antedates the Privy Council judgments 
and its bearing on their understanding cannot be 
excluded a priori.

20. Emphasis provided.
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of its own, the provisions of this sub
section shall have effect separately in 
respect of the coparcenary and the sub
coparcenary.

(3 ).....
(4) The provisions of sub-section (l) shall 
not apply to the property in which the 
deceased or any other person had an interest 
only as a holder of an office or recipient
of the benefits of a charity, or as a Cor
poration Sole.
Explanation - For the removal of doubts, it 
is hereby declared that the holder of a 
*sthanam’21 is neither the holder of an 
office nor a corporation sole within the 
meaning of this sub-section.”
From the above we see that S.8(l)(b) of the 

Ceylon Ordinance and S.7(l) of the Indian Act are similar 
except that in the Indian Act the words underlined 
("including.... law”) are additional words. The con
struction to be given to the word "includes” was raised
in a number of cases. In Dilworth v. Commr. for Land and 

22Income Tax where S.2 of the Charitable Gifts Duties 
Exemption Act, 1885 came in for consideration, Lord Watson 
said:̂

"The word ’include* is very generally used 
in interpretation clauses in order to 
enlarge the meaning of words or phrases 
occurring in the body of the statute; and 
when it is so used these words or phrases 
must be construed as comprehending, not 
only such things as they signify according 
to their natural import, but also those 
things which the interpretation clause 
declares that they shall include. But the

21. For a study of its nature see Derrett: IMHL, § 579, 
p.354-55. Also see: Asst. Controller, E.D. v.
Balakrishna, AIR 1967 Ker. 210 (F.B.); S.S. Gounder 
v. K.C. Gopalan, AIR 1973 Ker. l49(F.B.).

22. [1899] A.C. 99(P.C.).
25. Ibid, p. 105.
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word ’include’ is susceptible of another 
construction, which may become imperative, 
if the context of the Act is sufficient to 
shew that it was not merely employed for 
the purpose of adding to the natural 
significance of the words or expressions 
defined. It may be equivalent to 'mean and 
include’, and in that case it may afford 
an exhaustive explanation of the meaning 
which, for the purposes of the Act, must 
invariably be attached to these words or 
expressions.”
This was followed by McCardie J. in Mellows, v.

oh PRLow. He observed: ”ln my view, the word ’includes’
as used in para, (g) is not a term of limitation or 
precise definition; it means what it says - that it 
includes the matters thereafter mentioned; in other 
words, it is a word of enlargement rather than of res
triction. ...”

These cases were followed by a Division Bench 
of the Madras High Court in Mammad Koyi v. Asst. C.E.D.2  ̂
Srinivasan J., dealing with S.7(1) of the Estate Duty Act, 
observed:2  ̂ ’’While the expression ’’including" standing 
by itself might be possible of either of the two altern
ative interpretations suggested by Lord Watson, the 
particular phraseology employed in this provision in 
section 7(1) which is "including in particular" compels us 
to adopt the interpretation which enlarges the meaning to 
be attached thereto. It is commonplace that every word

24. [1923] 1 k.b. 522.
25. Ibid., p. 526.
26. [1961] 43 ITR (E.D.) 1 (Mad.).
27. Ibid., p. 14.
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and phrase occurring in a section must be given a meaning, 
and in particularising the coparcenary interest, the 
legislature would appear to have intended only to remove 
any ambiguity which might otherwise be supposed to exist 
in the area of operation of the provision."

It will thus be seen that the charge to duty of
a coparcenary interest ceasing on the death of a coparcener
of a joint Hindu family under the Indian Estate Duty Act
arises by -reason of the statutory provision incorporated
in the latter part of section 7(1) of the Act and hence

28Arunachalam’s case is not applicable.
Now S.7(1) only brings to charge "a coparcenary 

interest" in joint family property. It is well-settled 
as part of Hindu law that a female Hindu cannot be a 
coparcener. Accordingly, her "interest", if any, in the 
joint family property can in no sense be regarded as a 
coparcenary interest. The statutory fiction contained in 
the latter part o^ S.7(1) would, therefore, be inapplicable 
on the death of a female Hindu who dies in the lifetime of 
her husband, whilst the family of which he is a member 
continues to be joint. The position would be the same 
in case of an unmarried daughter. Female earners who 
utilise joint family assets to acquire in such circum
stances that the acquisition must be deemed to be their 
own are therefore in a doubly privileged position, and 
managers may favour female members of the family precisely

28. This has been accepted by all leading commentaries on 
Estate Duty. See, Nanavati: supra, p. 134.
Datta: Estate Duty (1974 ed.), p. 8O-81.
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for this reason.

The Estate Duty Act provides certain special
rules for determining the payment of estate duty in the
case of the death of a coparcener. They are summarised 

2Qby Nanavati succinctly and are as follows:-
(a) The property will be deemed to pass in the case of 
a Hindu coparcener governed by the Mitakshara school of 
law only if he had completed 18 years at the time of his 
death, or, if he is under 18, he had no father or other 
male ascendant in the male line as a coparcener of the 
family at the time of his death. [S.7(2)].
(b) Where the deceased was also a member of a sub
coparcenary within the coparcenary, and the sub-copar
cenary possessed separate property of its own, the 
provisions of (a) above shall effect separately in 
respect of the coparcenary and the sub-coparcenary. 
[Explanation to section 7(2)].
(c) Where the family is governed by the Mitakshara law, 
the value of the benefit accruing or arising from the 
cesser of a coparcenary interest shall be the principal 
value of the share in the joint family property which 
would otherwise have been allotted to the deceased had 
there been partition immediately before his death. [Sec. 

39(1)].

29. Nanavati: supra, p. 135.
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(d) For the purposes of ascertaining the value of the 
joint family property wherein the deceased would have got 
a share on a partition immediately before his death* the 
provisions of the Act shall apply as they would have 
applied if the whole of the joint family property had 
belonged to the deceased. [Sec. 39(3)  ]•

(e) For calculating the rate of duty in respect of the 
coparcenary interest in the joint family property deemed 
to pass on death* the interests in the joint family 
property of all the lineal descendants of the deceased 
member shall be aggregated. [sec. 34(1)(c)].

The effect of the above provisions can be best 
explained if we consider an illustration. Let us consider 
a Mitakshara family consisting of the following members^-

P

n ------------------------------------------------------------------------ rSI S2

SSI SS2
Now* if during PTs lifetime any of the other members die 
under 18 years* no estate duty shall be payable. Similarly* 
after P Ts death* when the joint family consists of SI* S2*
SSI and SS2* if SS2 dies under 18 no estate duty will be 
payable but if S2 dies under 18* estate duty will be 
payable [see (a) above].

Again if in 1945 there was a partial partition in 
the family when all the members were alive and a part of the
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property came to the smaller coparcenary of SI* SSI and 
SS2 and* in 1955 SI and in i960 S2 dies while still under 
18* then on Sis death estate duty shall be liable on both 
the property of the larger coparcenary of P^Sl* S2* SSI and 
SS2 and the smaller coparcenary of SI* SSI and SS2. But 
on S2*s death estate duty will be liable only on the smaller 
coparcenary property and not on the larger coparcenary 
property, [see (b) above.]

Now consider Pas manager who made a gift of 
Rs. 15000 from the joint family funds to a friend of his 
in 1959 and dies in i960 leaving a joint family property
worth Rs. 45*000. As P had made a gift out of the family
estate* the amount is to be added to the value of the estate 
on the date of the death. This is so because P died 
within two years of the gift and under Sec.9 (which deals 
with gifts) read with Sec. 39(3)# in calculating the value 
of the joint family property* the provisions of Sec.9 would 
apply as they would have applied if the whole of the joint 
family property had belonged to P. The joint family 
property is thus taken to be of the value of Rs. 60,000.
On a notional partition immediately before P Ts death* his 
share would have come to nearly Rs. 20*000 and estate duty 
becomes payable thereon. However* for rate purposes* the 
interest of PTs lineal descendants is to be added or 
aggregated. Hence duty will become payable on Rs. 20,000
at the rate applicable to Rs. 60,000. This is the effect
of section 3^(1)(°)* [see (c) and (d) above]. This
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provision is extremely significant. So to appreciate
the section let us reproduce it. S.3^ reads as follows

”(l) For the purposes of determining 
the rate of the estate duty to be paid 
on any property passing on the death of 
the deceased, -
(a) all property so passing other than 
property exempted from estate duty under 
clauses (c), (d), (e), (i), (j), (l), (m),
(mm), (n), (o) and (pj of sub-section (l) 
of Section 33;^0
(b) agricultural land so passing, if any, 
situate in any state not specified in the 
First Schedule; and
(c) in the case of property so passing which 
consists of a coparcenary interest in the 
joint family property of a Hindu family 
governed by the Mitakshara, Marumakkattayam 
or Aliyasantana law, also the interests in 
the joint family property of all the lineal 
descendants of the deceased member;
shall be aggregated so as to form one estate 
and estate duty shall be levied thereon at the 
rate or rates applicable in respect of the 
principal value thereof.
(2) Where any such estate as is referred 
to in sub-section (l) includes any property 
exempt from estate duty, the estate duty 
leviable on the property do not so exempt 
shall be an amount bearing to the total 
amount of duty which would have been payable 
on the whole estate and had no part of it been 
so exempt, the same proportion as the value 
of the property not so exempt bears to the 
value of the whole estate.
Explanation - For the purposes of this sub
jection^ kTproperty exempt from estate duty" 
means -
(i) Any property which is exempt from 

estate duty under section 33;
(ii) any agricultural land situate in any 

State not specified in the First 
Schedule.

30. This deals with Exemptions.
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(iii) the interests of all coparceners other 

than the deceased in the joint family 
property of a Hindu family governed by 
the Mitakshara, Marumakkattyam or 
Aliyasantana Law.

(3)....... ...........
(4)....... ...........
(5)........ "
From a perusal of this section it becomes clear 

that if in our illustration above there was a complete 
partition of the joint family a few years prior to P ’s

3 1death, then estate duty would be liable under section 5
only on P’s share of the joint family property and there
would be no aggregation for rate purposes shares of the
other coparceners. Now, since estate duty is not charged
where the principal value of the estate does not exceed 

32Rs. 50,000, P, whose share would be Rs. 20,000, is exempt
from paying estate duty. So again we see the statutory
provisions penalising a person for being a member of a
Hindu joint family. However, recently the Kerala High
Court has tried to soften this discrimination. In

3 3Jayasankar v. Asst. C.E.D., v the Asst. Controller fixed 
the value of the whole property belonging to the ’tarwad’

31. ”The provisions of Sec.7 are applicable only if the 
deceased had a coparcenary interest in the joint 
family property of a Hindu undivided family. If 
the property of the deceased was his separate or 
self-acquired property, the whole of that property 
would pass on his death under Section 5 of the Act 
as his free estate” (Nanavati: supra, p. 145).

32. The Estate Duty Act, 1953* Schedule II, Part I, & 
sec. 35*

33. [1972] 83 ITR 445 (Ker.).
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of the deceased at Rs. 105*012 and the value of the one-
third share which the deceased would have got on a
partition at Rs. 35*004. He applied section 34(1) (c)
read with section 34(2) to the case and levied duty on
the deceased's one-third share at the rate applicable to
the aggregated value of the property belonging to the
deceased and her lineal descendants, namely, her two minor
children. This was challenged in the Court. Isaac J.
delivering the judgment observed:^

"Counsel for the petitioner submitted 
that, on a reading of sections 5 and 35 and 
the Second Schedule of the Act, it shows 
that the estate of a deceased person is not 
chargeable to duty, if its principal value 
does not exceed the chargeable limit of 
Rs. 50,000 fixed in the Second Schedule, 
and that section 34 of the Act does not 
affect the said position. I am inclined
to accept this submission. The Second
Schedule fixes the rates of duty, and the 
rates are related to the principal value 
of the estate, in other words, to the 
principal value of the property which 
passes on the death of the deceased. Under 
the Schedule there is no charge on the 
first Rs. 50,000 of the principal value of 
the estate. Section 34 is a provision for 
aggregating certain classes of properties 
"for the purpose of determining the rate of 
estate duty to be paid on any property 
passing on the death of the deceased." If 
the property passing on the death of the 
deceased is not chargeable under the Act, 
as its principal value falls below the 
cheargeable limit, there is no question of 
the rate of duty. Section 34 only deals 
with a case of a chargeable estate; and it 
provides for fixation of a higher rate of 
duty in the case of properties liable for 
aggregation under the said provision. In 
the present case, the principal value of the 
estate is admittedly far below Rs. 50,000.
The assessment made on the petitioner cannot, 
therefore, be sustained."

34. Ibid., p. 451.
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Applying the law laid down in this case we

find that no estate duty will be liable on P ’s death (in
the above illustration) whether he is assessed as a
member of a Hindu joint family or as an individual.
But though this judgment eases the problems of Hindu
joint families of lower and middle income, it does not
remove the discrimination that still exists in cases
where estate duty becomes liable because then the entire
property will be aggregated.  ̂ In such cases members of
a Hindu joint family are losers. An example will
illustrate this. If there are three members in a joint
family a father and two sons, the total value of the
joint family property is Rs.1,200,000. If the father
dies, then notional share of each just before his death
will be Rs. 400,000. Now estate duty will be liable on
this Rs. 400,000 at the rates^ applicable to Rs. 1,200,000,
according to the provisions we discussed above. Now
the estate duty payable on the total estate of Rs 1,200,000
amounts to Rs. 302,000. Hence the duty payable in this
case will be 400,000 n n— "2Q— -qqq x 302,000 = Rs. 100,667 nearly.
But if they had separated, say, five years back then on the
share of Rs. 400,000 estate duty would be payable at the
rate applicable to Rs. 400,000 because that is the value

35* See Sardarni Virpaul Kaur v. C.E.D. [1972] 85 ITR 45. 
(Punj.).

36. For the rates see Schedule II of the Estate Duty Act.
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of the total estate. This would come to Rs. 47,000 only,
a difference of nearly Rs. 54,000! Efforts were made to
prove that this discrimination was violative of Article 14

37of the Indian Constitution, but to no avail.
It will be interesting to note at this stage how

estate duty is levied on the death of a partner in a
partnership firm. Rule 7(c) of the Estate Duty Rules,
1953 lays down that:

"The share of a partner in a partnership 
shall be treated as an indivisible asset 
for the purpose of determination of its
nature and locality. The share of a
partner in a partnership is movable 
property, notwithstanding that the firm 
owns immovable property"

This was reiterated by the Madras High Court in Arunachalam
38Chettiar (PL.R.M). v. C.E.D. where the Court set out 

the position as follows:

37* Art.l4 is the 'equality before the law’ article.
It has no bearing on the personal laws. See: 
Ramanathan v. Asst. CEP, [1970] 76 ITR 402 (Mad.). 
JayShankar v. Asst. CEP, supra; Krishna Prasad v. 
Asst. CEP, [1972] 86 ITR 332 [AP)j K. Seshamma v . 
App. CEP, [1973] 88 H R  82 (AP); Somaraju v. Govt. 
of India, [1974] 97 ITR 97 (AP); Hari Ram v. Asst. 
CED, L1975] 101 ITR 539 (Punj.). cf. Devaki v.
Asst. CEP, [1973] 91 ITR 24 (Mad.). iThis case was 
discussed at length and rejected in Hari Ram's case, 
supra).

38. [1970] 75 ITR 28,31 (Mad.). The Court held that
Rule 7(c) applies equally in case of a dissolved 
partnership.
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"The right of a partner before or after 
dissolution of a firm is always to share 
the profits of the firm, which, in the 
ultimate analysis, means the net assets 
of the firm. The right of a partner is 
not any particular asset of the firm but 
only to his share in the net funds, to 
which the assets of the firm are converted, 
whether the assets were comprised of only 
immovable properties or both these and 
movable properties. At no time a partner 
or a quondam partner could assert his right 
to a share in any specific property. If 
in the ultimate division of the residue a 
quondam partner is allowed a piece of 
immovable property that once belonged to 
the firm, even in that case the law assumes 
it to be in lieu of his share of the profits 
of the firm and the allottment is, therefore, 
to be regarded as of a movable property in 
the shape of such share."
Dealing with such "undivided shares" estate duty

-znliability Nanavati observes:^ "....  [T]he interest of a
partner in a partnership firm, which interest would extend 
to his share in all the assets of the firm including 
goodwill, would be property which would pass on his death; 
and estate duty would become payable on the value of such 
interest^  including the value of the goodwill." Thus 
estate duty will be liable under Section 5 of the Act. We 
have seen above that in section 3  ̂no specific mention is 
made regarding aggregation and mode of calculating such 
share in the partnership; hence we see that partners are 
taxed on their share in the firm (of course their other 
properties from other sources, if any, are added to it) at

39. Nanavati: supra, p. 71.
40. Emphasis added.
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the rate applicable to that amount only, i.e., like an 
individual. Hence it will be advantageous for a manager 
to convert the joint family firm [whose capital is 
sufficient] into a partnership firm if that is all that 
the joint family has.

Thus we see that the income-tax provisions penalise 
a person, for being a member of a joint family and the 
estate duty provisions penalise him again, though after 
he is dead. The manager of the Hindu joint family, 
therefore, obviously looks for loopholes in the Act to 
lessen the burden on the family. In the next section we 
consider these efforts and the Courts’ reaction to them.

3. Manager’s attempts to lessen the burden

Two methods by which the joint family tries to 
lessen its burden are unequal partition and relinquishment 
of share in joint family property. The Revenue tried to 
apply section 27 of the Act to such cases. Section 27 
provides that any disposition made by the deceased in 
favour of a relative (as defined in the section) shall be 
treated as a gift, unless the disposition was made for full 
consideration in money or money’s worth paid to the 
deceased for his own use or benefit, or was made by the 
deceased as a trustee of a deed of settlement not made by 
himself. The Courts were called upon to adjudicate whether 
estate duty would become payable, in the above two methods, 
on the death of the deceased - in the first case, on the 
difference between the share due to him and that allotted
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to him; in the second case, on the share relinquished.

The Gujarat High Court was called upon to decide
41a case on unequal partition in Kantilal v. C.E,D.

42 •«Bhagwati C.J. observed: That takes us to the next
question whether partition of joint family properties 
constitutes ’disposition’ within the meaning of section 
27, sub-section (l). That raises the question as to what 
is the true nature and legal effect of ’partition’. What 
happens when a partition of joint family property takes 
place?” He then quoted the judgment of the Supreme Court

4bin C . I,T. v. Keshavlal Lallubhai ^ where the Supreme Court
held that a partition of joint family property was not a

44transfer, and further observed:
"It can therefore, now no longer be disputed 
that partition is merely a process in and by 
which joint enjoyment is transformed into 
enjoyment in severalty and since each one of 
the coparceners had an antecedent title 
which extended to the whole of the joint 
family properties and had therefore full 
interest in the specific property which 
ultimately goes to his share, no transfer of 
interest in such specific property takes
place in his favour and ’no conveyance
is involved in the process as a conferment of 
a new title’ or interest ’is not necessary'. 
There is no transfer of interest from one 
coparcener to another in the process of 
partition.

”lf this be so, it is difficult to see 
how it can be regarded as 'disposition’ 
within the meaning of section 27(1). Two or 
three English decisions were relied upon by 
the learned Advocate-General on behalf of the 
revenue for the purpose of showing that the 
word 'disposition' is a word of very large

41. [1969] 74 ITR 353 (Guj.).
42. Ibid, p. 368.
43. [1965] 55 ITR 637 (S.C.); discussed in Ch.8 . supra.41 — *—
44. Supra, f.n./p. 369*
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import and it would comprise all forms of 
transfer, whether inter vivos or by operation 
of law.... No meaning of the word ’disposition’, 
howsoever wide in its ambit and broad in its 
coverage, can possibly take in partition which 
is nothing but a process in and by which joint 
enjoyment is transformed into enjoyment in 
severalty. Section 27(1) cannot, therefore, 
be invoked by the revenue for the purpose of 
contending that the instrument dated 16th 
November, 1953* constituted a disposition by 
the deceased in favour of 'Kl and it was 
therefore liable to be treated as a gift for 
the purpose of section 9(1)”•

4sHe then continued:

”We then turn to the argument fesed upon 
section 2(15), Explanation 2. b We fail 
to bee how that Explanation can have any 
application on the facts of the present case. 
There are two difficulties which face the 
revenue when the revenue seeks to rely on 
this Explanations In the first place, as 
already pointed out above, partition, even 
if unequal, does not involve extinguishment 
of any interest in property at the expense 
of the coparcener who receives less than what 
he might have received according to his 
rightful share. Secondly, the condition which 
attracts the applicability of this Explanation 
is that there must be extingusihment of a debt 
or ’other right’. The words used are 'other 
right’ as distinguished from 'interest in 
property’ which we find in the main part of 
the definition in section 2(15). What the 
Explanation therefore contemplates is extinguish
ment of some right of the deceased as a result 
of which benefit is conferred on another and

45. -Ibid., p . 372.

46. Section 2(15) deals with the definition of ’property’. 
Explanation 2 reads a s : "The extinguishment at the 
expense of the deceased of a debt or other right shall 
be deemed to have been a disposition made by the 
deceased in favour of the person for whose benefit 
the debt or right was extinguished, and in relation
to such a disposition the expression ’property’ shall 
include the benefit conferred by the extinguishment 
of the debt or right."
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it does not include extinguishment of an 
interest in property. Where the legislature 
wanted to refer to interest in property, 
the legislature has done so in clear and 
explicit terms in the main part of section 
2(15) and section 7(1) but here the words 
used are ’other right’ and we cannot 
therefore regard these words as comprising 
within their scope and ambit ’interest in 
property’. It is apparent that in case of 
partition there is no extinguishment of any 
right’ possessed by a coparcener which 

results in benefit to another coparcener.
It is therefore evident that in the present 
case there was no extinguishment at the 
expense of the deceased of any ’right’ 
within the meaning of the Explanation and the 
Explanation cannot avail the revenue for the 
purpose of bringing the case within section 
27(1).”
A similar view was taken by the Andhra Pradesh

47High Court in Cherukari v. C.E.D. which too was a case 
of unequal partition. But there the judges did not
discuss the provisions of Explanation 2 to section 2 (15).

48In Valliammai v. C.E.D. the deceased, in
consideration of Rs. 5,000 received from his son,
relinquished his share in the joint family assets. The
deceased died within two years of the relinquishment.

49The Madras High Court observed:
’’The facts of this case, in our opinion, 
seem to square with the second Explanation 
to section 2(15). That, no doubt, is an 
Explanation to the inclusive definition of 
property. But, the language of it seems

47. [1968] 69 ITR 109 (AP).
48. [1969] 73 ITR 806 (Mad.).
49. Ibid., p. 808.
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to go further and coins a deemed disposition 
in the nature of a transfer. The mechanics 
of the transfer for purposes of Explanation 
2 consists in the extinguishment at the expense 
of the deceased of a right and the accrual of 
a benefit in the form of the right so given up 
in favour of the person benefited. Transfer 
in a normal sense and as understood with 
reference to the Transfer of Property Act 
connotes a movement of property or interest 
or right therein or thereto from one person to 
another in praesenti. But in the kind of
disposition contemplated by the second 
Explanation, one can hardly trace such a 
transfer because by the mere fact of extinction 
of a certain right of the deceased which does 
not involve a movement, a benefit is created 
in favour of the person benefited thereby.
In the present case the son who was a quondam 
coparcener had a pre-existing right to every 
part of the coparcenary property, and if by a 
partition or a relinquishment on the part of 
one or more of the coparceners, the joint 
ownership is severed in favour of severalty} 
the process, having regard to the peculiar 
conception of a coparcenary, involves no 
transfer.... But Explanation 2 is concerned 
not with that kind of situation, but an 
extinguishment of a right and creation of a 
benefit thereby, and this process is statutorily 
deemed to be a disposition which is in the 
nature of a transfer. Section 9 itself speaks 
of a disposition, and such a disposition no 
doubt should at least operate or purport to 
operate as an immediate gift inter vivos 
whether by way of transfer, delivery, 
declaration of trust, settlement upon the 
person in succession, or otherwise. But the 
word ’transfer’ in Section 9 cannot be 
understood in isolation and by confining 
one’s attention only to that section. Its 
scope has got to be appreciated and delimited 
with reference to the other provisions of the 
Act, one of which is the second Explanation 
to Section 2(15). Whether the Explanation 
speaks of a disposition of the kind it con
templates, it seems to us to be impossible to 
conceive that that kind of disposition would 
have been intended by the legislature to be 
excluded from the scope of Section 9* We are 
of the view, therefore, that Section 9 read 
with Section 2(15), Explanation 2, has been 
rightly invoked by the revenue for the 
inclusion of the value of the half share of 
the father, less the sum of Rs. 5*000 in 
view of the proviso to Section 27.”
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Hence we see the conflicting opinions regarding

Section 2(15), Explanation 2 between the Gujarat and Madras
High Courts.^ The Madras case was followed by a Full
Bench of the Punjab and Haryana High Court in C.E.D. v.

[51Jai Gopal Mehra. In that case a partition was effected
between the deceased, his wife and his four sons. The 
deceased, who was entitled to a one-sixth share of the 
properties on such partition, relinquished that share in 
favour of his sons. He died within two years thereafter.
The Court included the value of the one-sixth share in 
the principal value of the estate under Section 9 read with
Section 27 and Explanation 2 to Section 2(15). The

» S2Andhra Pradesh decision in CherukCtri s case  ̂ was 
distinguished by the Court on the ground that in that 
case there was no relinquishment of any right of the 
deceased but a partition, though unequal, of joint family 
properties.

In a few months time, a Division Bench of the 
same High Court, comprising two of the three judges who 
decided the earlier case, discussed in KuLbhushan v. C.E.D., 
both the cases of Gujarat and Madras High Courts and

154observed:

50. It may be mentioned that since all the above three 
cases were decided at about the same time, no 
reference was made in any of them to the other or 
others.

51. [1972] 85 ITR 175 (P & H).
52. Supra.
53. [1973] 88 ITR 65 (P ScH.).

54. Ibid, p. 75*
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"After considering the pros and cons of both 
these decisions and the ratio thereof, we 
have come to the conclusion with utmost 
respect to the learned judges deciding the 
case in Valliammai's case, that the view 
taken in Kantilal's case is the correct view.
It would not be out of place to mention that 
in a partition of a Hindu undivided family, 
the division of shares cannot be weighed in 
golden scales. There can be disparities 
for variety of reasons. But, all the same, 
there will be no transfer of property from 
one to the other or any relinquishment of 
right to any property, unless it is specifically 
stated at the time of division. The division 
merely alters the mode of enjoyment. Joint 
enjoyment ceases on division and thereafter 
property is enjoyed in severalty. There is 
no disposition of any property. A partition 
under Hindu law is a domestic affair and no 
outsider can attack it including the 
department. If any party to the partition 
suffers inequality, it can be for a variety of 
reasons. The suggestion that it should be 
assumed to have been purposely done to evade 
tax,55 cannot be accepted."
From the above cases we see that a clear line of 

demarcation was emerging; cases in which there was an 
unequal partition were being adjudged in favour of the 
assessees whereas cases in which there was a complete 
relinquishment of share were being judged in favour of 
the Revenue. But this was not to last for long. In 
Ranganayaki v. C.E.D.,  ̂a case involving unequal partition, 
all the above cases were referred to and discussed. The 
Madras High Court, whilst following its earlier decision 
in Valliammai^ case, refrained from following the decisions 
in the other three cases and held that though, in such 
cases, it could not be said that there was any disposition

55. Which is usually the case!
56. [1973] 88 ITR 96 (Mad.).
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made by the deceased within Sections 9 to 27* nevertheless* 
Explanation 2 to Section 2(15) deemed the transaction a 
disposition within the meaning of the said two sections 
and thus brought about a charge to duty. Ramanujam J. 
observed:

”... but for the Explanation 2 to Section 
2(15), the word "disposition" occurring in 
Section 27 would comprehend only trans* 
actions by which properties are trans
ferred from one person to another and 
Explanation 2 to Section 2(15) makes 
transactions which are not in any sense 
disposition of property as deemed dispositions 
and sets out such transactions as extinguish
ments at the expense of the deceased of a debt 
or other right in favour of the person for 
whose benefit the debt or right was extinguished. 
In our view the above Explanation has coined 
and enlarged the definition of ’disposition* 
which goes beyond the general expression 
’disposition* *"
The ultimate decision in this context has to

come from the Supreme Court but* it is submitted that* the
view expressed by the Gujarat* Andhra Pradesh and Punjab
High Courts seem to be correct. This is because "on
the basic principles of Hindu law it could not be said
that the deceased had any previous right to a particular

m 57share which was subsequently destroyed.  ̂ No doubt he 
had a right to claim equal partition* which he did not 
exercise, but that does not mean there was an extinguishment 
of any right of the deceased which he had prior to 
partition. Moreover* unequal partition is accepted in 
Hindu law and unless the taxing statute clearly and un
ambiguously states to the contrary jf cannot be said that

57. Nanavati: supra, p. 230.
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Ma particular coparcener had a right to a particular 
part or share of the joint family property which right

prQ
was extinguished by the unequal partiton.’0

Hence we see that the joint family has not as 
yet been entirely successful in their efforts to lessen 
their burden by any of the above methods. But it is 
submitted that it is only a matter of time before the Hindu 
law principle comes uniformly to the aid of the family, 
and a relinquishment is held not to be a disposition for 
estate duty purposes. The relinquished property will 
not be deemed to pass. But this lies in the future.

4. Conelusion

In conclusion we find that if the joint family 
is to succeed in lessening their estate duty burden 
their only secure course is to effect a complete partition, 
which is more often than not bogus, and in case the family 
property consists only of a business.-firm, to convert the 
firm into a partnership concern.

58. Ibid.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE EFFECT UPON THE HINDU FAMILY FIRM AND THE HINDU FAMILY 
OF THE MANAGER’S DISCRETION IN REACTION TO TAX LAWS 

1. The Effect and further reason

We have seen in the last few chapters how the 
provisions of the tax laws discriminate against the Hindu 
joint family and how the family, through its manager, takes 
recourse to measures, often dubious, to circumvent the 
rigours of the taxing statutes. In adopting these measures 
the manager has wide discretionary powers because, as we 
have seen, he is acting for the benefit of the family.
Now, we have seen in Chapter 4, supra, while dealing with 
the problem of acquisition, how the manager can use such 
wide powers to benefit himself and/or his nominees at the 
expense of the family. The same situation can arise 
here too, and it will again be too late before the family 
realises it. The effect of this discretionary power of 
the manager to avoid tax is that "the spotlight will be 
thrown uncomfortably upon the difference between joint 
status and the desire to separate for economy’s sake^ will

1. In his book, India: An Anthropological Perspective,
(1973 ed.) Stephen A. Tyler observes /p. 130]: 11 The
degree of jointness or length of time a family remains 
joint is affected by economic factors. Families 
having substantial landholdings capable of supporting 
a large grpup are more perfectly joint and remain 
together longer than those that do not, and in general 
those with considerable wealth are more cohesive than 
the poor.... As a general rule, economic factors 
promoting independence either out of necessity or 
incidentally are detrimental to jointness.” Also see: 
Jogindar Kumar: ’’Family Structure in the Hindu Society
of Rural India", in The Family in India, a Regional View 
(edd. George Kurian, 1974 ed.), p. 43-74,70.
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operate adversely to the interests of Hindu society, and

2possibly also to its industrial and commercial health.”
-Z.

Commenting on this situation Jain observes:^ "No doubt, 
the HUFs are being disrupted to gain certain advantages 
in income-tax matters, yet such divisions may not be 
socially desirable; for as soon as a junior member becomes 
the owner of a property on division, it is likely that he

4may have no respect for the family ties and obligations 
and the economy in expenditure which was possible in un
divided family, may go”. This is an unfortunate situation 
because it gradually corrodes the moral values on which 
the Hindu joint family exists. Some will object that 
there is no need to give importance to this since the joint 
family system is breaking down. That this is not true 
has been indicated by quite a few sociologists recently.

It is now recognised that the joint family can

2. Derrett: "The Relation betweenS ocial and Economic
Development of Society and the Development of Law: 
Hindu Law in India", AIR 1970(J)l,8.

3. A.K. Jain: "Tax Avoidance Through Hindu Undivided 
Family in India, " Public Finance (Netherlands), 
197^, Vol.29(1), p. 121-3)0, 125.

4. Allan R. Cohen in Tradition, Change and Conflict in 
Indian Family Business (1974 ed. ) observes (p.27): 
"When there are problems they arise because some 
members of a family no longer feel that these 
obligations exist, while other members think the 
obligations should exist."
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5 6 consist with modern industrial life. Shah observes:

"From joint family to elementary (or nuclear or individual)
family’ - this has been a slogan summarising changes
in the family in India during the modern time. Recently,
some soctologists have pointed out that the change implied
by the slogan is not taking place; what is emerging, they
say, is not the elementary family but a new form of the
joint family.... Recently, some sociologists have pointed
out that urbanisation does not lead to disintegration but
only to transformation of the joint family". Agarwala
observes: "The combination of a number of industries
in the hands of a few families have.... tightened the joint

5. Milton Singer: "The Indian Joint Family in Modern
Industry", in M. Singer & B.S. Cohn, edd. - 
Structure and Change in Indian Society, (1968 ed.), 
pp. 423-452.

6. A.M. Shahj_ "Study of Changes in the Indian Family",
in M.K. Chaudhari, edd. - Trends of Socio-Economic 
Change in India, 1871-1961^ (1969 ed.), p.275•
Also see: Derrett: Critique, g 76, p. 53;
I.P. Desai: Some Aspects of Family in Mahuva, (1964
ed.), p. 47.
Stephen A. Tyler: supra, p. 134.;
Dan A. Chekki: "The Family and their Network in India" 
in George Kumn, edd. - The Family in India, A Regional 
View, (1974 ed.), p. 205-231, 226.

7. B. R. Aganwala: "in a Mobile Commercial Community",
Sociological Bulletin - Vol.4 (1955)* P* 138 ff, 143-44.
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family system. When the capital is joint they can hold 
more industries in one name. From the common pool 
capital is immediately and easily utilised for industries 
where it is urgently required. If the family is broken, 
the capital is divided, and it becomes impossible to hold 
many industries". This shows that there are definite 
economic and social advantages in the joint family system.

g
This is confirmed by various authors. Derrett observes:
"its [the joint family’s] special features of consolidation
of wealth and minimising of waste are as useful in the
commercial world as in the agricultural" Commenting on

othis Jain s t a t e s T h e r e  is no doubt that this institution 
of joint family has a number of economic and social 
advantages. It teaches men to labour without selfishness 
and suffers none the lack.... As all members are assured 
of food and shelter, each one devotes himself sincerely 
to work. Every member of the family is given work 
according to his ability and this enables the family to

8. Derrett: "The Relation Between Social and Economic
Development of Society and the Development of Law:
Hindu Law in India", supra, p.l.

9. A.K. Jain: supra, p.123. Also see:
A.K. Jain: ^'Assessment of Hindu Undivided Families",
Eastern Economist, Feb.15, 1974, p. 266-269, 266;
K.K. Dewett & G.C. Singh: Indian Economics (i960 ed.), 
p.46-47;
M.S. Gore: Urbanisation and Family Change (1968 ed.), 
p.29.
JogindarKumar: supra, p. 43.
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derive advantages of division of labour. Economy in
consumption expenditure of the family is effected because
of the non-duplication of household equipment and
establishment. This results in larger savings. The
system of joint family is also an insurance for the family.
Since the principle of collective responsibility is
followed, the HUF [sic] provides security to its members
against unemployment or underemployment, sickness, maternity
and disablement and this security is provided while
protecting their sense of dignity. In families where
agriculture provides the main source of living, division
and fragmentation of holdings is avoided so long as the
family continues undivided. This increases yield per
acre. Besides economic security, the HUF [sic] also
provides religious security. Great virtues of life such
as self-sacrifice, spirit of selfless service, broad
mindedness, affection, and co-operation are infused among
the family members on account of the guiding principle of
’From each according to his ability, to each according to
his needs’.’’ Similar sentiment was expressed by Goswami
J. of the Supreme Court of India recently in Sri Ram Pasricha 

10v. Jagannath. Dealing with a case under the Tenancy Act
of West Bengal he observed:"^ "Counsel relied upon

12McIntyre v. Hardcastle. The English rule laid down

10. [1976] 4 SCC 183.
11. Ibid., p. 188.
12. [1848] 1 A.E.R. 696.
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in that decision is that if two or more landlords institute
a suit for possession on the ground that a dwelling house
is required for occupation of one of them as a residence the
suit would fail. The requirement, according to the decision,
must be of all the landlords.

"The High Courts of Calcutta and Gujarat have
dissented from the rule of English law in McIntyre’s case....

"Indeed the rule in McIntyre’s case is abhorrent
to the Indian conception and structure of social life of
our country with its benign sensitivity and ties, which is

13not based on pure individualism. A widowed sister,
suddenly shipwrecked in the midstream of married life, with 
no other help, returns to parental home or to her brothers’ 
where sympathetic and affectionate shelter is readily 
available to her. In such a case the additional require
ment of the widowed sister and her children may furnish a 
reasonable requirement of the father or the brothers for 
the purpose of eviction of their tenant."

In spite of such clear pronouncements for the 
need to maintain the Hindu joint family system, the 
Legislature has been extremely indifferent towards this 
institution. It is noteworthy that there has been no

14legislation since 1930 on the Hiridu joint family as such 
though in 1955 and 1956 Acts were passed regulating Adoption 
and Maintenance, Minority and Guardianship, Marriage and 
Succession in Hindu families. There is also no chance

13. Emphasis provided.
14. When the Hindu Gains of Learning Act, 1930 was passed.
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of enactments in this field in near future. This is 
obvious from the fact that recently assent was given to 
the State of Kerala to abolish the joint family system 
in that State. Though the situation in Kerala is a bit 
different from the rest of the country, , such assent 
would not have been given if there was any legislation 
coming in near future to regulate the Hindu joint family 
system in the entire country.

Hence it remains for the judiciary to act ih 
this regard so as to prevent its abuses. However, if the 
attitude of the Legislature has been indifferent towards 
this institution, the attitude of the judiciary has often 
been laconic, to say the least. What is the reason for 
such an attitude? It is a commonly held view that the 
joint family system is outmoded and exists only as long 
as there are economic advantages available to the members; 
once that ceases, the members separate themselves. Most 
of the judges belong to this Hindu joint family system and 
they know these views and also have in them too. As a 
result they tried all along to protect and preserve this 
economic benefit. This is obvious from the way they have 
treated tax cases involving acquisition of joint family 
property and partition of joint family property. In both 
these cases, as we have seen, by allowing income-splitting 
devices to succeed, they have helped the joint family

15. Here the Malabar family law prevails.



members to maintain an advantage as compared to other 
categories of tax payers. But in doing so they ignored 
the retrograde effect this was having on the Hindu joint 
family as a social institution, which in the long run would 
lead to the disintegration of the system. It is hoped 
that this is realised by the judiciary in near future 
for, in the absence of the Legislature tackling the problems 
of this institution, it is only the judiciary which can 
streamline the law in this regard to the advantage of all 
concerned.



CHAPTER TWELVE
386.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Conclusion

We have covered a great deal of ground at a con
siderable speed. What conclusions can we draw from this?
We see that there is no legal definition of a joint family 
anywhere in Hindu law. That the joint family has title to 
any property is nowhere there. Even in Dayabhaga system 
where the law is much more clearcut, the rights of dependents 
of families are so amorphous that even if they have a change, 
that cannot be quantified. In short, we find we are dealing 
with a native institution partly developed by English law.
The position of the manager is imperfectly defined - there 
is no statutory definition, case law gives indefinite and 
piecemeal concept. In this situation how can members of the 
family compel a manager to do a thing? We have seen in Ch. 3* 
supra, that even in cases of misappropriation or fraud, the 
Court does not have access to the mar&ger1 s private funds; 
only those property which were misappropriated is brought 
into account. As a matter of actual practice there is never 
any such case. Against this basis the Supreme Court has 
come with their unexpected and unexplained theories.'1' In 
addition, to this complex native law and custom there has 
been applied a statutory revenue law ultimately based on

1. Discussed in Chs. 4 & 8, supra.
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English system. The "indigestion" this caused is under- 
standable. How can we correct this?

1.1. Recommendations

1.1.1. The scope for judicial legislation

In view of the fact that there is no sign of the
legislature to act in near future the judiciary has to step
in to try and straighten out the matter as far as practicable.
That the manager cannot cheat other coparceners is provided

2for by the sastric texts. Also in Kerala State the
legislature has provided for a form of accounting by the
manager.^ The Supreme Court has recently incorporated
sastric principles to resolve another disputed area of Hindu 

4law. It can again avail of the sastric texts to lay down 
a form of accounting by the manager.

Similarly, as we have seen, the Court can combine 
the sastric principles and the law of equity to provide for 
a harmonious solution to the vexed question of acquisition.

Thirdly, in the absence of the Parliament stepping 
in to correct the anomalies in the taxing statutes regarding

2. Discussed in Ch.3* supra.
3. Ibid.
4. Guramma v. Mallappa, AIR 1964 SC 510*
5. Ch. 6, supra.
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taxing of HUFs, the judiciary can simply interpret the 
statutory provisions strictly and not bring in Hindu law

(principles. In fact they can clearly state what is obvious, 
i.e., a HUF is not the same thing as a Hindu joint family and 
therefore for tax purposes, Hindu law principles will not be 
applicable. This is obviously a short term remedy. 
Ultimately the Parliament has to step in to take corrective 
measures.

1.1.2. Changes which can be brought about only by statutes

We have seen that one of the basic flaws lies in 
the mode of taxing Hindu joint families. Unless this is 
changed, it is submitted, no effective solution of the

yproblem is in sight. As early as 1948, Lakdawala observed: 
"We must... either give the joint family, a certain allowance 
per coparcener, or, still better, treat it as a registered 
partnership of its coparceners."

The latter solution has received support in recent
o

years from a few economists. It is submitted that this 
seems to be a very practical approach. To appreciate the

6. Discussed in Ch.8, supra.
7. D. T. Lakdawala: Justice in Taxation in India,(1948 

ed.), p.60. Incidentally, the author is now the Dy. 
Chairman of the Planning Commission of India.

8. See: James Cutt: Taxation and Economic Development 
in India (1969 ed.J p. 95.
1.5. Gulati: "Agenda for Tax Base Reform", Economic and 
Political Weekly, 1971* Vol. VI (No.20), p. 1005* 1006-7• 
Raj Committee Report, supra, p. 97*
1.5. Gulati: "HUF Tax Avoidance Revisited", supra,
p.401.
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effect of such a mode of taxation, let us consider an example. 
Consider a Hindu undivided family consisting of four brothers 
A, B, C and D, having an annual income of Rs. 80,000 which 
consisted of an income of Rs. 60,000 from a joint family 
business and Rs. 20,000 from other sources. Let us take 
the rates applicable under the 1976 F.A.^ Let us consider 
the following cases:-
(1) The family is taxed on the entire income as an HUF 

Income-tax on Rs. 80,000 = Rs. 40,400
Surcharge = 10% = Rs. 4,040.

Total tax payable = Rs. 44,440.
(2) The family resorts to partial partition and separates 

the business and holds it as a registered partnership 
concern.
Income-tax on Rs. 20,000 as HUF income = Rs.2,900
Income-tax of registered firm on Rs.60,000 = Rs.4,000
Income-tax of the four partners of the firm = Rs.4,080 

[This is calculated as follows:- 
Income of firm = Rs. 60,000 
Income-tax on firm = Rs. 4,000.
Balance = Rs. 60,000 - Rs. 4,000 = Rs. 56,000

.*. Share of each partner = Rs. 56,000 = Rs. 14,000If

Income-tax payable by each partner = Rs. 1020

.*. Income tax payable by the four partners = Rs. 1020 x 4
= Rs. 4080]

9. See Ch.7* supra, for the rates.
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Hence, total income-tax due = Rs.2,900 + Rs.4,000 +
Rs. 4080 = Rs. 10,980
Surcharge = 10# = Rs. 1,098

.*. Total income-tax due = Rs. 12,078

(3) The family members are taxed as individuals
If the amount of Rs. 80,000 is equally divided 

between the four members, the share of each will be Rs. 20,000. 
Income-tax on Rs. 20,000 = Rs. 2,190.

. . Income-tax due from four members = Rs. 2,190 x 4 = Rs. 8,760 

Surcharge = 10# = Rs. 876

. . Total income-tax due = Rs. 9*636.

(4) The family is taxed as a registered firm
Income-tax of registered firm on Rs. 80,000 = Rs.7*000 
Income-tax of four partners of the firm = Rs. 7*360 
[calculated as in Case (2)]

.*. Tax payable by firm and its members = Rs. 14,^60
Surcharge = 10# = Rs. 14^6

. . Total income-tax payable = Rs. 15,796.

From the above a few interesting things come to 
light. We see that if the family members are taxed as 
individuals their Income-tax liability is the least and 
most when they are taxed as an HUF. Again we see in Case
(2) how the family can, by adopting partial partition,



reduce their tax liability by more than Rs. 30,000. This 
liability can be still reduced by further splitting as we 
have seen in Ch. 8, supra. We cannot accept the position 
in case (3) because that gives an unfair advantage to 
members of a HUF in comparison with other individuals.
This is because they have the advantage of a much larger 
capital than an individual has to invest which results in 
a larger return. In this respect the position of members 
of a HUF is more akin to that of partners in a registered 
partnership firm. Hence the position in case (4) looks 
to be more practicable and fair. It effectively reduces, 
in our case, the tax liability by nearly Rs. 29,000 from that 
of a HUF, but is nearly Rs. 6,000 more than that of an 
individual. This should satisfy both the family and the 
revenue. Another advantage of this is that any individual 
income of the family members can be added, as is done in 
case of partners, to the share income of each member thus 
eliminating splitting of income. The result of this is 
that we can easily do away with the provisions relating to 
taxation after partition or partial partition (Sec. 171 of 
the 1961 Act), thus eliminating a means of tax avoidance.
This in the long run will benefit the family because it also 
eliminates a mode through which the manager could advantage 
himself or his nominees at the expense of the joint family.

Presenting the Annual Budget for 1977-78, the 
Finance Minister stated in Parliament:̂  ”... [T]he direct

10. The Times Of India, Saturday, June 18, 1977* P*7.



taxes statutes have become increasingly complicated and 
incomprehensible over the years. It is, therefore, 
necessary to take immediate action for the simplification 
and rationalisation of these laws with a view to making 
them readily intelligible to the taxpayers, reducing 
litigation, and thus subserving the interest of the national
economy...... It has, therefore, been decided to appoint
a committee of eminent experts to make recommendations for 
the simplification and rationalisation of the direct tax 
laws M.

A Committee has since been formed and it is 
hoped that they will take into cognisance the above 
suggestions and recommaxinecessary amendments in the 
Income-tax Act, 1961, thus amicably solving the problem 
of taxation of Hindu joint families.
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